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Preface
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In UTiting this book, the authors sought to make it*: scope broad

enough to give the ijcginning student an understanding of tlic funda-

mentals of thermodynamics adequate for further related study in me-
chanical engineering, physics, and chemistry’.

It is the authors’ firm conviction that every beginning student of

thermodynamics must ha%’c an understanding of the subject as a whole

before he can cflcctivcly apply its principles in the field of his specialty.

Spcciali7ation at the beginning of the study of a subject makes the

knowledge gained vocational rather than professional in character.

Tlie methods of tlicrmodynamics have proved so useful in the fields

of their application that specialised tc.\tbooks on the subject, arc con-

ventionally difTcrentiated by titles like Engineering Tlicrmodsmamics.

Thcrmodj-namics for Chemical Engineers, and Chemical Tlicrmody-

namics.

Tlie authors believe that it is unfortunate that this difTcrcntiaiion and

spcciali7ation have extended to the beginning level of instniction. In-

evitably, this has led to tlie mechanical engineering student often being

entirely unaware of the applications of thermodynamics to chemistry’

and physics, or, at least, coming to the stultifying conclusion that the

thcrmod^Tiamics he is studying h.as nothing in common with that of his

fellow student in chemistry. The converse has l>ccn equally true. Surely,

the principles of thermod^mamics arc of such broad fundamental signifi-

cance to all scientific and engineering cndc.avor that their study should

not be partitioned in terms of their applications at the lx;ginning.

In presenting the subject matter, emphasis has been constantly and

dclil>cratcly placed on a straightforward approach on the solid founda-

tion of the laws of thermod>m3mics themselves. TTic authors, like other

teachers of the subject, have found that many sincere students arc ca'ily

confused when the subject is introduced \na the gas haws or the kinetic

theory of gases. While it is true that the latter approaches excite die

student’s natural interest in “what makes the wheels 1:0 round." they

also gis-c him a wTong first impression of the overall statistical considera-

tions of energy’ c.\changc that charactcrire the sulijcct. Once this fir-t

impression has been made, it is exceedingly difficult to correct.
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Hence the authors have introduced, at the beginning, the thought
that thermodynamics is fint concerned ivith energy and have endeav-
ored to make it clear that, in order to determine enei^ exchange, con-
sideration must then be given to the stale of the thermodynamic medium
It IS sincerely hoped that no student of this book wll ever come to the

conclusion that the lasvs of Boyle and Charles are basic tkermodj-narmc

laws

In their ivork the authors have had recourse to many of the excellent

books on the subject They have also received invaluable assistance

from their colleagues and from those who have used the mimeographed
version of the text in their classes So various are these sources of

assistance that it is impossible to give adequate acknowledgment to

them all within the compass of this preface Special mention must be

made, however, of the helpful comments and suggestions made by

L M K BocUer and A R CoUins The authors arc likewise indebted

to Samuel Shulits, George W Thomas, Kenneth E Rose, and Van W
Donohoo, who used the text m the classroom m mimeographed form

and made many valuable sufi^stions for its improvement The authors’

thanks go also to Mr Donohoo for the preparation of a revised mimeo-

graphed edition which he used successfully m an E S M W T* course

The difficult task of editing the final draft of the manuscript for print-

ing was undertaken by Louts D Conta, who has also given much

assistance m the reading of proof Finally, the authors wish especiall>

to thank Violet Homing and Dorothy Adams for their patience and

accursfey in typing the several drafts of the manuscript which have

been made
A S Aoasis

G D Hilding

' Engmeenng Science md M*Bageinent War Trauimff
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Chapter 1

Introductory Principles

and Definitions
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Meaning of ifie Subject

At the beginning of the study of any piiasc of knowledge, tiic student

very properly tvants to know the aaswers to two questions. The first is:.

How^docs the new subject relate to knowledge gained previously? The
second is: What arc the general concepts to be learned in the new field

of study?

In thermodynamics tlic clue to the answer to the first question is to

be found in the prefix “thermo,” which comes from the Greek wtjrd

meaning "heat.” The prefix is significant, for thennodynnmias was

originally called the dynamical theory of heat. Clearly, then, the sub-

ject is closely related to that part of physical science called heat. The
suffix “dynamics” also has bearing on the relation of the subject to

other fields of knowledge. 'AVhen the word thermodynamics was coined

in the middle of the last century, “dynamics” was taken to refer both

to coitsidcrations of energy and to the bcliaxaDr of bodies acted upon

by forces. Today “dynamics” generally has only the latter meaning,

ill Ihcrvmlynamici where it definitely refers to energy. Evidently,

thcrmodynamir.s is also related to the older science of mcchaniCvS, in

svhich the mechanical cnergs' of bodies is studied. From what h.as

already been said concerning the meaning of the pares of the word, we
arc in a position to understand readily the meaning of the whole. A.

satisfactory definition is that thmnodri'Mmks is iltal iTO’irli rj physical sd-

rncf ihni treats oj the relation teUveen heat and atherforms of enerrj.

The importance of the study of tliis relation is seen svhen s\c consider

that the tremendous industrial development of the present ii.as been

largely accomplished by the application of thermodynamic lav.-s.

Modern civiliration is characterized by the utilization of j>ower rather

than by the use of human lalxtr and dnidgcrj*. In every instance the

source of the power may be ultimately traced back to heat cncrrrv'.

Hence, if we arc to understand modem life we must know something

conccrniitg the way in which heat energy is transfonned to develop

jx>rvcr. As an example, consider the automobile, which has so pro-

1
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foundly influenced our manner of kvmg Everyone knows that m the
automobile engine gasoline vaporu burned, or exploded,m the cylinders

As a result of the burning, mechanical energy is supplied to the dnving
wheels, and the vehicle moves Thermodynamics is concerned wth the

details of the manner in tvhich the heat energy derived from the burmng
of the gasoluie is transformed into the mechanical energy that turns the

wheels Examplesofthistypecouldbemultiphcdalmostindefinitcly All

of them show that man’s control over his environment, resulting in his

greater comfort and convemcncc, comes primarily from the efficiency

with which he converts heat energy into mechamcal energy or work
Onginally the study of thermodynamics was confined to the relation

between heat and mechanical energy, but later its scope was extended

to include transformations of heat to other forms of energy, or vice versa

In particular, the study of the relation between heat and chemical

energy has proved fruitful, and thus the science of chemistry is related

to that of thermodynamics Yet another fundamental science is related

to the subject at hand, and in order to show its relationship we must

look at the manner m which thermodynamics developed Perhaps the

outstanding characteristic of thermodynamics is that, speaking gener-

ally, a great number of physical and chemical laws have been deduced

by logical reasoning from only two broad puncipUs The formulation of

logical rcasomng is best accomplished through the agency of the science

of mathematics So it is that the answer to our first question is that

thermodynamics is a part of the science of physics and chemistry and

is intimately related to mathematics

The answer to the second question is indicated to some extent by

the answer to the first Evidently, if thermodynamics treats of the re-

lationship between heat and other forms of energy, the fundamental

principles of the subject will be the physical law governing that rela-

tionship As 18 true in two other great branches of ph^’sical science,

mechames and electrodynamics, the number of underlying physical laivs

m thermodynamics is very small Indeed, in the so-called “classical
’

thermodynamics there are but two basic principles, conveniently desig-

nated as the First and Second Law of Thermodynamics In com-

paraUvcIy recent years considerable evidence has been brought to light,

principally by chemists, to shoiv the validity of a third underlying

principle or law From these three pnnciplcs or laws an astonishingly

large number of far-reaching conclusions have been drawn It foUmN's

that a study of the subject is a study of this development, to the end

that the student may gam a lively apprcciaUon of the sigmficancc of

the fundamental laws
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Basis for the Lows of Thermodynamics

At the outlet it must be understood that the laws of tliennodj-namics

are empirical; that is, they have been established by the evidence of

an almost countless number of c.\{>crimcnts. Further, in their develop-

ment, no assumptions arc made as to the nature of heat or the structure

of matter. In order to understand tlic prindpics better, it may iieip

the student to consider the modern theories of heat and matter; but he

should keep in mind that so far as thermodynamics is concerned, the

laws take account only of dirtctly mtasurablc quantities such as pra^surc,

volume, temperature, quantity of heat, and tlic like.

Tlic First Law had its origin in the experiments of Count Rurnford.

an American 7'ory, who was forced to leave the United States because

of the Revolution. He entered the scrs’ice of the Elector of Bavaria as

an armorer, in which capacity he had charge of a gun factors’. He
noticed that as the guns were bored a great deal of heat was mani-

fested, and his curiosity about this phenomenon led him to make experi-

ments to determine its cause.

He found that the boring chips possessed the same properties as the

block metal, a result which proved that the heat was not a property

peculiar to the form of the metal. Another possibility he considered

was that the heat might have come from some sort of chemical reaction

of the metal with the atmosphere. In order to test this, he bored can-

non under water and found that the same amount of heat rvas liberated

ns before. From the result of these and other experiments he announced

his conclusion in H89 that the heat came from the mechanical work

expended in boring the cannon. Subsequent experiments by Sir Hum-
pluy Das’)’, Robert Mayer, and particularly tho'c performed from

1830 to 1843 by James Prescott Joule g.avc such conclusive evidence

that in 1847 Helmholtz published a famous paper asserting the prin-

ciple of conservation of cnerg)’ and the equivalence of heat and mechani-

cal cnerg)’. The evidence was so conclusive that the principle was

accepted by the scientific world and became known as the First Daw of

Thermodynamics. A simfdr slatfmrnt of ihf taiv is that hrat is a form of

rrirrg)' that can he transformed into other forms of reergy, hut since tv.'rsy can

neither he created nor destroyed the total amtour.t of rners[y in any tranfe’rn'.liiU

remains constant. Evcrs’onc has observed a manifestation of th” Fir’^t

Law in the heating of automobile brakes. If careful mraoirrmcnis

were made and the friction of mechanisms other than the brake

subtracted, it would be found that the decrease in the total cn'-rc's’ of

motion and jxjsition of the car is exactly equivalent to the heat de-

veloped at the brake bands.
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In 1824 Sadi Camot, a >*oung French engineer, became interested in

devTSmg means for improvnng the effiaenc> of the steam engine, which
had been invented by Watt some fifty years before Carnot thought

that perhaps some other medium than water vapor might give the

desired improvement m efficiency, but as a result of his studies he found
that the nature of the medium had nothing to do with the cflieienc y.

of the engine The inherent characteristic of any heat enginc'is that

heat IS supplied at a relatively high temperature, some of it is converted

into work by the processes in the engine and the remainder leaves the

engine in the exhaust at a relatively low temperature CamoLdcduccd
that the ef^iency of a heat engine operating_between.ftro piyn Jmperc-
turrj^depended o^ those temperatures and on the reversibility of the_

changes that took place in^he engine Carnot’s work was revised and
"extended by Lord Kelvin in, 1851, with the conclusion that the meas-

ure of the transformation of heat energy into mechanical energy m any

heat engine is m the temperature of the heat supply and rejection and

in, the reversibility of the process This conclusion means that heat

enrrg) is aocilable /or trans/ormalton into mechcracd energy only to the degree

that its temperature is above the lowest attainable temperature to xihiek the engine

eon reject its exhaust Hence, no heat energy can be transformed into

mechanical energy if its temperature is at or below the lowest tempera-

ture of the surroundings TTius, while the First Law tells us that heat

energy is always equivalent to mechanical energy, the Second Law
limits the extent to which the transformation can actually be made
Perhaps the best statement of the Second Law was given by Cl^ji^
"It IS impossible for a self acting machine, unaided by external agency, to convey

heat from one body to another at a higher lemperature, or heat cannot by itsclj

(i c
,
without having work done) passfrom a colder to a warmer body ”

An illustration of the appbcauon of the Second Law is given by con-

sidering the energy m the oceans of the world Since the average

temperature of all oceans is about 4® C, a stupendous amount of energy

abov e absolute zero is stored m them But none of this energy can be

transformed into useful mcchamcal energy because there is no naturally

lower temperature to which the heat can flow *

The first two laws of thermodynamics have been the basis for the

development of classical thermodyiiamics, in which is included all of

• A French engineer George* ClUude, ha* ii» ihe last few yean attempted to realize the

transformatjon of rwn/ of the energy in the ocean* by buildinga pipe torn the wr^ce of the

*ea to a depth ofa nulc or niore temperature of ocean water at tbi* depth iJ considerably

less than that at the turCice and so it la poegUe lo tranifonn a trry small part of the energy

in water at the surface into mechanical energy The d ifliculties and capense of the con

struction and maintenance of thu apparatus have thus far been so great as to make doubtful

the success of the scheme.
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what is sometimes known as engineering thermodynamics, .\nyonc

with even a slight knowledge of chemistry- has ob<cn.'cd that <om'’

chemical rcactioas give off heat and others require heat to eau'c tlw

reaction to take place. Evidently the relation between heat energy and
chemical cnergs’ should lx: a fruitful field of study for chcmi‘'ts. They
have seen the possibilities of this study and a great deal of vaiualile

information has been gained from their researches. In i>arlicular. tlK’

principle known as the Third Law of Thermodynamics, which is still

somewhat in the process of development, has been the result of their

studies.

The Third Law of Thermodynamics, first brought forward by .\'ernst,

is concerned with the thermal properties of pure chemical subflances

at a temperature of absolute zero. Because its siatcmcjit involves words

and ideas which have not yet been defined in this lx>ok, discussion of

it and of its significance will be deferred to a later chapter. Tor the

present, it will be profitable for us to define and discuss in some detail

the quantities and factors involved in the first two laws and the .signifi-

cance of the conclusioas that can be drassm from them.

Working Medium

In general, the addition of heat to any substance will produce a

change in its pressure, volume, and temperature. It is by means of the

volume changes produced that a heat engine is able to do work or to

have work done upon it. It is therefore essential that attention be gisrn

to the properties of the substance that is acting as a \chicle for the

ab.sorption or rejection of heat and for doing work. This sul>stnncc is

known as the icarUng medhim. Examples of working media arc com-

mon; c.g., steam is the working medium in a steam engine plant, and

the gaseous mixture made up of the products of the coinbtistion of

gasoline' is the working medium in the ordinnrv- internal coml)ustion

engine.

The Meaning of Temperature

If we place a vc.sscl of water over a fire, we say that the water i>econie-.

hot from the heat that has been added to it. Perhaps we may trs- to

determine its degree of hotness by putting our hand in it. But our

judgment, based on scasation alone, is most capricious, for rw.irlv the

same sensatioas arc produced by an extremely hot l>osiy .as by .an

extremely cold one. If blindfolded, a person cannot tell •..hetiwr his

hand is Ixing burned by a red-hot iron or froren by a bit of c.arbon

dio.xidc snow. The sensations are lx)und to be the sam'", for tlwy arc

l>oth induced by the ph\‘sio!ogical sea'aiion of injurs- to ti< njr. It'-e.m "
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of this gross inaccuracy in the detection by sensation of the degree of

hotness of a body, some objective measure is vitsJly necessary to a de-

termination of the actual facts Such a measure is given by the ther-

mometer, by means of nhich wc can determine which of tn-o bodies is

hotter by measuring the temperature of each It must be kept m mind
that temperature differs from a measurable quantity like a length in

that ivhen two bodies of different temperatures arc mixed, the resulting

temperature is not in general the sum of the tno original temperatures

Moreover, although temperature indicates the relative homess of a

body, a condition caused by the addiuon of heat, temperature and heat

must not be confused Heat u aform of energy, whereas temperature is onlj

an indication of what has happened to a body by reason of the addi-

tion or withdrawal of energy As we shall sec presently, the addition

of the same quantity of heat to two different bodies at the same initial

temperature generally results in different temperatures for the two

bodies

Thermometry

The addition or withdrawal of energy produces several well known

changes in the properues of a body A thermometer is a device that

uses one of these changes to measure relative temperature m terms of

an arbitrary scale Probably the most common effect employed in

thermometry is expansion, as exemplified in the ordinary mercury in-

glass thermometer Other effects frequently used are change m elec-

tncal resistance, and the production of an electromotive force at the

heated junction of two dissimilar metals The common mercurj in-

glass thermometer is generaOy used for ordinary purposes, but it is

subject to inaccuracies that limit its usefulness for exact scientific work

Further, its range is limited to the freezing and boiling points of mer-

cury, hence temperatures higher or lower than these must be meas-

ured by the expansion effect using other media than mercury, by the

change in resistance in the resistance thermometer, or by the thermo-

electnc effect in the thermocouple High temperatures are also meas-

ured by the optical pjTomctcr, a device which emploj’s the principle

that the amount of radiant energy at a fixed wave length emitted by

a hot body is dependent upon the temperature of the body (Fig 1-1)

Before the adoption of mercury as a thcrmometric substance, other

liquids, notably alcohol, were used m expansion thermometers Alcohol,

however, boils at a temperature lower than that for water and so its

general usefulness is scnoiisly curtailed Moreover, the undcrlyang dis-

advantage of all liquid thermometers is the fact that the expansion of
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liquids is by no means rcifular and the corrections which must Ik; applied

arc not accurately known. Hut the expansion of the so-calicd perma-

nent gases, like hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen, is uniform over wide

ranges of temperature. Such gases can be obtained in great purity
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and have the further advantage that they remain gx^cotis rimvn to

exceedingly low temperature. .Also it will i>e shown Inter that the c.is

thermometer may be used to intlicate the absolute temfieraturc — a

ticcided advantage. Dc.sjiitc these advantages, g.as tlicrmometrrs can-

not be tiencraliy employed even in lalKjr.ituries, irt alone in technical

work. They iiavc two .serious disadvantages in that they arc rumlK*r-

somc and several corrections must l*e applied to the readings rccordal
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upon them before the actual temperature 15 known Consequently, the

gas thermometer finds its greatest use as a primary standard with which
thermometers more convenient to use may be calibrated

All thermometers must be calibrated in terms of some arbitrary

scale, of which the Fahrenheit and the centigrade scales are in com-
mon use The former is ^vldely used la engineering in Great Britain

and the Umted States, whereas the latter, a more rational scale, is

commonly used in other countries and is employed exclusively in sci-

entific work The development of an arbitrary temperature scale began
in 1660 when Hooke decided to use the freezing point of water, as

indicated by a mercury thermometer, as the zero point of the ther-

mometer scale Some years later Fahrenheit was experimenting tviih

a mixture of salt and ice and noted that the temperature thus attained

was considerably below that of freezing water He erroneously thought

he had achieved the lowest attainable temperature and so chose it as

the zero on his temperature scale As two other fixed points on the

scale he selected (1) the freezing point of water as 32® F and (2) what

he thought ^vas the normal temperature of the human being With
these fixed points it turned out that the degree was of such magnitude

that the boiling point of water at normal atmospheric pressure was
212® F

In 1742, Celsius, a Sweduh physicist, devised the more rational

Celsius or centigrade temperature s^e, on which the fixed points arc

the freezing and boiling points of water at normal atmospheric pres

sure Tlic expansion of a mercury column between these two tempera-

tures IS divided into 100 equal divisions, each of which thus becomes

one degree centigrade Since the expansion of a mercury column from

the temperature of freezing water to that of boiling water is 180 Fahr-

enheit degrees and only 100 centigrade degrees, it folloivs that the

degree Fahrenheit (® F) is f the degree centigrade (® C) Moreover,

zero on the Fahrenheit scale is 32® F below the centigrade zero The

frequently necessary conversion of readings between the two scales can

be readily made wth the aid of the following relationships

t (m ® C) = Im » F] - 32)

and conversely

/M»n®F) =|(/lm®C3)-h32

Tliermodynamlc Coordinates

In a superficial way we arc apt to jump to the conclusion that the

addiUon of heat to a medium ivill do no more than cause the tempera-

ture to nsc A little more careful thought on the matter makes us
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rcdizc that svhcn a medium b heated in the open air, i.c.. at comtant
atmospiicric pressure, there Ls a volume change as well as a temp-ra-
turc change. On the other hand, if the volume of the medium i<; kept

constant, both pressure and temperature ri'c with the addition of Iwat,

The change in the externally measurable quantities />, r. and l there-

fore gis'cs direct evidence of what has happened to the medium. Con-
sequently, if we wish to Imow exactly the state of a medium with refer-

ence to its thermal condition, we determine two of the three cirar!!-,

fnrasmohh quantities, pressure, volume, and temperature. In analytic

geometry we locate a point on a graph by knowledge of its coordinates.

By analog)’, in thermodynamics, pressure (p), volume (v). and temperature (t)

ere called coordinates, .since knowledge of any two of them makes it pos-

sible to locate exactly the thermal state of a medium. Moreover, when
the state of a medium is determined by fixing two of the coordinatc<.

the third coordinate takes on a definite value that depends on the

%’alucs of the fixed coordinates. In mathematical language, all this is

expressed by saying tliat any two of the thermodynamic coordinates

may be taken as independent variables and that the third is a function

of them. Thus p ~ J{v, t) expresses the functional relation among the

coordinates. Here volume and temperature has-c been taken as inde-

pendent variables. When values arc as.signcd to them, the pressure can

be calculated if the form of the function is knou’n. Tlic functional

relation between the coordinates may be expressed equally well by

V ^ <}>{p, t)

and t - yp(,p, r)

in wluch the symbols and 4' indicate merely a different functional

form. Tlic functional rclatioasbip between the coordinates ihfers Jc'

different substances; and since it is characteristic of the Irehavior of the

particular substance to which it applies, jt is knoum as the ch-vnctmitiic

equatirn or equation c>j stale of the .substance.

It should be carefully noted in the above discussion that the word

“state” docs not refer to the molecular actcTegation of a medium, i.e..

whether the medium is a solid, liquid, or ga'. Aliliouqh the ssorti is

loo'-ely used in this way in other connections, in thrrmtxiynamies it

refers solely to the thermal condition of a medium as determiu'-d by tlw

coordinates. Other eridenre mu't Ixr supplied to determitw whctlt-r

the malium is a solid, liquid, or p.as. In order tn avoid confu'ion of

terms, the sstJixl “phase” will l)c used in thi' lK>ok in connection with

all matters harint: to do with the ts-pe of'molerular arrrrrepation.

It is \s-orth while to consider a little more fully jiut \sitat is ir.eant bv
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the thermodynamic state of a substarrce In analytic mechanics it uas
learned that, relative to a certain datum, the amount of potential

energy possessed by an elevated body is umquely specified b> its ivcight

and Its elevation above the arbitrarily selected datum plane The state

of the body, so far as its stored potential energy is concerned, is

therefore defined by the coordinates, waght and height Similarly, in

thermodynamics, the state of a medium is defined by any hvo of the

directly measurable quantities p, a, and t As an illustration of what
this means suppose that we are comparing the ^vork that can be done
by a pound of compressed air under varying conditions of expansion

In order to make any intelligent companson, the air must have identi-

cally the same properties, which amounts to saying that it must have

the same energy, at the start of each expansion experiment This is

achieved by specifying its state Any desired inili^ state of the air

may be exactly reproduced for an indefinite series of expenments, pro

vided that any two of the three thermodynamic coordinates are speci-

fied For example, a pound of dry air at an absolute pressure of 100 lb

per sq m and a temperature of 60* F is perfectly definite and has the

same properties at any location and at any time Moreover, a pound

of air in this state al\\3>’s occupies a definite volume which may be

accurately computed when the functional relation u ^ 0 is known
The same definiteness in knowledge of the state of a substance obtains

ivhcn pressure and volume or volume and temperature are used as the

defimng coordinates Evidently the accurate measurement of the three

quantities— pressure, volume, and temperature is of fundamental

importance Hence, the next three paragraphs are devoted to a con-

sideration of their umts and to ordinary methods of measurement

PrcMure

Pressure is defined as force per unit area and is generally expressed

in pounds per square inch in the British system of units, or m dynes

per square centimeter or kilograms of force per square centimeter m
the cgs system It may also be expressed m terms of the height of a

column of liquid, usually either mercury or water, ivhich it will support

For conversion purposes, it is worth noting that a mercury column one

inch high at 0* C is equivalent to a pressure of 0 4912 lb per sq in and

a water column one/ooi high at 39 3* F is equivalent to a pressure of

0 433 lb per cq in Another unit of pressure much used for physical

chemical purposes is the atmosphere, which is the pressure of 760 mm
of mcrcurj The atmospheric pressure at sea level may be taken as

being approximately equal to 14 7 lb per sq m
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Gages for the measurement of pressure indicate tlie pressure nlxivc

or below lliat of the surrounding atmosphere. If such ineasurcinent-

were used in thermodynamic problems it would be ncccssar)- to put a

minus sign before pressures below atmospheric, a practice wliich would

Conxfntiona!

OfSUKC

V*«c«utn

ThfR/y Are Abo\f Alnje^pbenc

WLIc'i ihe Ces%fr.l*'^r.a1 G*ufe Cartnet I'ercrJ

Tic. 1-2, rtr*surr >fot«Triirr.;«.

lead to unnecessary' confusion. The tlifliculty is avoided by consider-

ing a perfect vacuum as '/cro pressure, and pressures measurcfl relative

to it as absolute pressures. This procedure has lite addition.al ati-

s’attfage of simplifying the ntathcmatical c.xprcssions for m.nny of the

thcnncKlynamic relations to be studied later. G.age pretnites can

be easily converted to a'lsc^uk pressures by the addition of tit- valtic
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of atmosphcnc pressure (Fig 1-2) Thus, m units of pounds per
square inch

Absolute pressure = gage pressure + atmosphenc pressure

(14 7 lb per sq m at sea level)

Although gages usually indicate pressure m pounds per square inch,

m thermodynamic problems it generally is necessary to convert the

observed reading to umts of pounds per square foot by multiplying

by 144 In this book, pressure m force per unit area will be designated

by p, and total pressure by P

Volume

The volume of the matcnal whose thermal behavior is being studied,

1 c , the working medium, is the total space occupied by it Volume is

usually expressed m cubic feet in technical engineering vvtirk and in

cubic meters or cubic centimeters m chemical and physical studies

In thermodynamic problems it is often convenient to deal with the

specific volume, defined as the volume occupied by unit weight of the

substance, e g ,
cubic feet per pound In this book p will be used to

denote specific volume and V to denote the volume ofM units of weight,

Absolutd Zero of Temperature Charles' Lew

Temperature, the third fundamental thermodynamic coordinate, is

conventionally measured with a thennometer, as discussed on pages

6-8 However, since the temperatures taken as zero on both centi-

grade and Fahrenheit scales arc wholly arbitrary values, minus tem-

peratures commonly occur Early in the history of thermometry physi-

cists became interested in determining an absolute zero below which

there would be no other temperature Indeed, it is because Fahrenheit

thought he had obtained absolute zero that the Fahrenheit zero has its

present awkw^ird position on the temperature scale The advantage of

establishing an atwolute zero is far greater than simply the av’oidancc

of minus temperatures It will be shown later that many vital relation-

ships in thermodynamics have meaning on/y vvhen the temperature is

expressed on the absolute scale

Absolute zero may be established cxpenmentally from measurement

of the vanation in the volume of a gas with change m temperature

when the pressure is kept constant In about 1787 Jacques Charles

found that air and carbon dioxide both expanded the same amount for

an increase in temperature of one degree His work was later extended
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nnd verified by Gay-Lu^';nc and Dalton, v.lio l>oth found ilint wiibin

an accuracy of aljout 2Sr die expansion of all the simple

approximately the same and that the volume chansjc per deijrer v.a^

equal to of the volume at 0^ C. 'I'his result may be cxpre.-seel as

V, ~ I'o + 2^)’
"I’crc Hi is tlic volume at tcmptrrauire I and tp is the

volume at 0’ C. An immediate consequence of this result is that if the

pressure on a gas is kept constant and the temperature s’aricd by the

addition or withdrawal of heat, the volume change is projwriional to

the temperature reckoned from a zero 273° C l>clow 0° C; i.c.

I’l ^{273 + 0 .

It also follows that if a perfect gas were cooled from 0° C it would decrease

of its volume at 0° C for each degree the temperature was lowered,

until at — 273° C its volume svould become zero. This temperature is

taken as the nhsolute <rro.

Unquestionably a gas would liquefy and solidify before this tem-

perature was reached; therefore the rclatioaship above, obtained from

C72

fUakIng <C0 4?2
3

-<«)

CT2

0 22 212

-tro Fukrtnht'.t 0 32 C12

-273 ICO

-273 Ccr.Ucradc too

1

573

u Kflvin 273 273

I'lc. I-S. Comp.iTt<{in of ilir Tcmi>rt3titrc .StalM In Ci-’mtTi''fi f

measurements on a f^as, would not apply. It is likewise inij>ossihlc to

conceive that matter could ever have zero volume. However, th.f ron-

cept of the absolute zero is valualilc in that it rcprc.scnts an .absolute

limit of tcmjrcralurc. It will be shown later that the drtcrmin.ition of

the absolute zero of temperature is n'-f c. tK' f’rf'Uifs rj c r,r.s

hi ns7V /r r/esr quite {r.’iepnyur.llv cf the f^ohrU'fi rf cuy fuitnir.!.

Temperatures rcekoncri to the absolutr zrro .are railed uhri-.U fr-.-

{ftaUires. The absolute scale of trmjK*raturr when rn'-anirrd in ernti-
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grade degrees is called the Kelwn scale, after the English ph^-sicist of

that name Hence if absolute temperatures are denoted b> T

rfKelvm) = t(“C) + 273

It IS a simple matter to convert this result to Fahrenheit degrees When
expressed thus, the absolute scale of temperature is called Rankine,

after the Scottish engineer The temperature in “ Rankine is given by

^ T{^ Rankine) = /("F) + f (273) - 32

= tC‘F)+460 (Fig 1-3)

Thermal Capacity and Specific Heat

We have already seen that there is a relationship between heat and

the thermodynamic coordinates m that the values of the latter are

changed by the addition or subtraction of heat Hence it is of impor-

tance to determine a standard means of expressing this relationship as

well as to define the unit of heat quanuty In the early history of the

study of heat and its elTects, heat was thought to be a weightless fluid

which was called “calor ” From the introductory discussion of the

First Law, we see that this idea of the nature of heat was erroneous

The error, however, does not impair the dcfiniuon of the unit of heat

given by James Black, a Scottish physician, chemist, and physicist He
defined the unit of heat as that quantity of heat which caused the

temperature of one pound of water to increase by one degree It is of

importance to notice that Black assoaated quantity of heat with the

wagki of an arbitrary calorimetric, or heat measuring, substance Other

investigators had associated the quantity with the volumes of substances

and as a result encountered wide discrepancies in their experimental

results

The unit of heat quantity expressed m British units is the British

thermal unit (Btu), this may be defined as the heat required to raise one

pound of water one degree F The Btu thus defined is virtually equiva-

lent to the mean Btu which is defined as -j-Ju- of the heat required to

raise one pound of water from Ihc freezing point to the boiling point

at sea level In the cgs system the unit is called the calonc and is

defined in several ways The most useful definition is that of the mean

calorie, which is of the amount of heat required to raise the tem-

perature of one gram of water from the freezing point to the boiling

point at normal atmospheric pressure By consideration of the relation

between the units of grams and pounds and degrees C and degrees F

1 Btu » 252 calorics
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It i-; evident that the addition of heat to n fob-lanrc will jjrodncc a
change in the thermodynamic coordinatc5. Usually there will be a ri^e

in temperature, but we have already seen tiint the value of one coordinate

it not sufficient to dcicrininc the state of a substance. The value of a

second coordinate must aho be given. In studsang the cffiect of the

addition of heat upon a substance, this requirement is dealt with by
holding one coordinate coivstani and measuring the ratio Ijetwccn the

heal added and the change protiuced in another coordinate. Tliis

ratio is generally called the thntrM capacity, for it shows how much heat

a substance can absorb for a unit change of a coordinate. The various

c.xprcssions for thermal capacity arc shown below. In them n represents

the heat added pn unit nj urirhl. and the sub'-cript to the parentheses

indicates the variable held constant.

If the change in the variable studied is made infinitely small, these

relations may be c.vprcsscd

ifl ©.
The first two of these ratios arc especially important and arc

named specific heat at constant pn-ssurc (r^) and specific heat

at constant volume (c,) respectively. Ilecausc the word sfccif.c

implies the comparison of a certain property of a substance with the

.same property of an arbitrarily chosen standard substance, .'ome authors

define specific heat as the ratio of the thermal capacities and

to the corrcsjx)nding thermal capariiic<; of water at a chosen standard

of tcnifrcratiirc, tvhirh is usually that of the maximum den'iiy of water.

I5ut since the unit of heat was defined in terms of this .••amc st.andard.

the thcnnnl capacity and specific heat arc l>ound to be nuir.rrically

equal. Therefore, in older to avoid confusion, in this booh sjsecifir

. "nic sjvcific Iw-tt of

a substance is generally a fimrtion of the temperature, but in most

eases the variation is sufiis'iently small that th.r <jvrific heat at a r.ivcn

Ieinj>eraiurc may Ije t.if.en as constant and equal to tlw avrraee sp.-rifir

lie.rt of a iiritthlKarine teugseiaturc infrrv.il of a few lumdrrt! drerres.

heat will be taken to l>e the ratios
j

and
y
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Detailed consideration of variable specific heats will be given later

(page 120).

Inasmuch as the specific heat is a rath, its numerical value is indc-

pendent of the s>'stem of units emplo>’ed Consequently the ratio of
Btu per pound per degree F is idenucal with the ratio of calorie per gram
per degree C
For convemence, the approximate values of the specific heats of a

feiv common substances at ordinary temperatures arc given in Table 1-1.

Table 1-1 SpEcmc Heats of Common Sl;BSTA^CEs•

Gases ‘r e.

Air 0 24 on
Ammonia 0 52 040
Carbon dioxide 0.2 015
Methane 0 53 041
Oxygen 022 016
Sulphur dioxide 015 012
\Vater sapor 048 0.36

Liquids t

Water (for ordinary purposes) 1

Petroleum 051
Mercury 0033

SoUdat

Alummum 02J
C^cium 015
Carbon graphite 02
Copper 009
Iron, cast 012
Lead 003
Silver 006
Zme 009

From the definition
[a)’

specific heat of a substance is the amount

of heat required to produce a unit nse in temperature of a unit weight

of the substance under specified condidons Thus, the total quantity

of heat added to Af umts of sveight of the substance can be readily

• Compilfd from IJsnJboek oj Chmaitry eni Thpat, tW, Chemical Rubber Pub. Co.

t Although the finall dilTerctice between €, and e* for and selid^ u of real theoretical

importance to phjiicuu. It u not aufHcienily great to be iigiuficant in practical engineering

processes. Hence, far liquids and solids, €f if used for specific heat at both constant pressure

and constant volume
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determined by knowing tlie specific bent nnd
temperature rise, i.c.

njeampU
d = Mrih - /,)

mca.surcment of th'-

Wliat quantity of heat is required to rahe the temperature of 10 ll> of air from
50” F to 65“ F at constant pressure?

Snlulim

M ^ 10 lb

of air <=’ 0.24

/j - /, = 65“ - 50“ =» 15“

By direct substitution

0, = 10 X 0.24 X 15 - 36 Btu

Latent Heat

When a .sub.stancc chnnge.s from one pliasc to another, i.c., from

solid to liquid or liquid to gas, if.s temperature remains constant at a

value determined by the pressure under which the change takes place.

Evidently specific heat has no meaning when applied to such a change,

for the temperature docs not change with the addition of heat. Tiic

amount of heat required to effect the change of phase of a unit weight

of a substance i.s called the latent heat. The specific names, latent licat

of fusion and latent heat of vaporization, arc applied respectively to

the change of phase from solid to liquid and from liquid to gas. Values

of the latent heat for commonly encountered changes of pha.'c arc given

in Table 1-2.

Taiu.k 1-2. Latt.nt Hr.ATS or Fcsinsr and EvAroRAnoN at
.\TMOspiirnic PRr-s.st;nr,

*

Sub'.tnnce

r •" ' '

j

Eaicnt I Ic.it of Fusion Entent llr.it of r.v.ipirjtiion

Gram c.ilone.s

per gr.itu
Biu jxrr (Wiind

Gnim rnlorirs

prr pram
n:u (yr poutyi

Aminoni.i 108 327 599

Bromine 16 44 79

Clnrlron dioxide 45 137 246

W.mer 80 539.5 970

Mercury 2..8 65 117

McGraw-tlill; O. W.
Wiicy.
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problems

1 Outluic the field of the saence of thennodvnamics.

2 a. Discuss the Principle of Conserv'auon cf Energ>

b Slate the First Laiv of Thermodynamics and illustrate by some cotninon-
placc example.

3 a. Outline briefly the general characteristics of the procedure employed b>
man to transform the energy of natural fuels into useful %»-ork

b ^VTiat IS the outstardmg influence is-hich lunics the efi'-acncy <rf such trans-

formation?

4 Discuss the de\'dopment of thennoinctry
5 Desenbe briefly tluee means of measuring lempcraWre
6 Discuss the relationship betuecn centigrade temperature and Fahrenheit tem-

perature.

7 a Com-ert 40* C to degrees F b Comert 220“ F to degrees C.

8 WTiat is meant by thennodj'nanuc coonlinatcs? How nia> the state of a sub-

stance be specified’

9 Define absolute temperature, Bm, absolute pressure, gage pressure.

10 a. If the barometne height is 29 2 m of Hg, chance 140 lb per «q in gage to

absolute pressure in lb per <q tn

b Under the same barometne conditions, change 27 ui. of Hg \-acuura into

lb per sq in. absolute.

11 If the gage pressure of a certain fluid is 50 ib per sq in. and the barometer is

at a height of 29 ta of Hg, «hat is ihe absolute pressure? (Memuy ^vcighs

0 491 Ib per cu m

)

12. a. Com-ert 25* C to degrea R b. Com-ert 180* F to degrees K.

13 Define cnerg>, heal energy, thermal capoaty, specific heat Discuss fully the

meaning of e, and c,

14 Translate the symbob and uno -words and give the names and

physical meamngs of these relationships.

15 Compute the quanuty of heat necesaiy to raise the temperature of (a) 10 lb

of petroleum ^m 60“F to I50*F m Btu, in caloncs (b) 5 Ib of carbon

feom 30“ C to 73® C
16 Consideiiiig the specific heat to be constant, compute the heat reqmrcd to

change the tenipei ature of 6 lb of air from 72“ F to 120* F (a) when the pres-

sure remaim constant, (b) when ihe volume remains constant

17. Tvi-ent> lb of water at 180“ F arc nuxed with 50 lb of water at'70®F WTiat

•wlL •bft. UsnrpsnunsK. kf?

18 A ball of copper weighs 7 lb and p at a temperature of 850“ F It is plui^cd

mto a vessel that contains 40 Ib trf water at a temperature of 60“ F Find the

final temperature attained m degrees Rankme. (CofcopperB009,<rfwateT,

10 )

19 Determine the quantity of heat required to melt 1 cu ft of ice (density0 92)

at atmosphcnc pressure and the heat required to evaporate the resultant

water at the same pressure Deterrome the heat necessary to evaporate an

equal weight of hquid mercury at the same pressure Express the answers

m both caloncs and Btu
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Heat and W^ork

The Flfit Law of Thermodynamics

We liavc already seen from tire introductory' discussion and statement

of tlic I'irst Law on pages 1—f that /;rat rr a /erm oj rnnrj. As such,

it may ire converted into other forms of energy, but die conversion or

transformation is always cfTcctccl in accordance with the Law of Con-
servation of Ihicrgy; i.e., in an isolated system tlic total amount of energy

remains const.int. Tiic word "system” in tlic preceding statement

meaivs in a broad sense a region in which there is matter in some form,

capable of rereiving, storing, and delivering energy. In a restricted

sense, any meriianical arrangement for the reception, storage, and

t/eiivcry ofenergy is a system. .-\na/y(ic tnec/ianics supplies many sirnpic

c.xamplcs of this, as for instance a coil ^spring or a body in the gravita-

tional field of the earth.

I'mergy is constantly being transformed in a multitude of natural

and controlled processes; it will require only a few illustrations to sug-

gest many of them to the reader. One common c-vamplc of energy

transformation is given by the firocesscs attendant ufxin the ojK-ration

of an automobile. 'ITie heat energy resulting from the combustion of the

fuel is obtained by transformation of chemical cncit'y in the gasoline.

A part of this heat energy is transformed into mechanical cnertty by

means of the c.\pansion of the g.ascs in the cylinders and drives the car

through the mechanism provided for the purpose. The remainder of

the hc.it energy either p.as.ccs into the atmosphere in the c.shaust gases,

or is dissipated from the engine by radiation and conduction. It is

to l)c noted that some of the mechanical enrrey obtained from the heat

is used in overcoming friction of the mechanism, but this loss of u'cfu!

mechanical energy in the fonn of heat has to do v.ith the c.vtent

to which heat cnerg)* c.in be transformctl into mechanical cnergs' in

the particular prtKcss under discussion.

llic following list indicates :\ few common prtxTstes and devices,

together with the energy transformation cfTcctcd by them.

19
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Transformation

Kmcuc friction

* Generation of clectncity

Thermopile

Electnc heating

PhotocJectnc cell

Electrolysis

Primary or secondary cell

Combustion

Me^ianical energy to heat energy
Mechanical energy to electrical energy
Heat energy to electrical energy
Electrical energy to heat energy

Radiant energy to electrical energy

Electrical energy to chemical energy
Chemical energy to electrical energy

Chemical energy to heat energy

In this book ive shall be concerned principally uith transformauom
inv’ohnng heat and mechanical energy or work, although some attention

will also be given to transformations conctmed wth heat or Mork and
chemical energy

Exact Meaning of the Word ‘ Heat

'

The isord “heat” is loosel) used m many connections m everyday

language Unul now, the common lack of definiteness m its use has

not been senous enough to impair the clanty of the ideas presented

But from this point on, if ive are to make any progress at all m thermo-

dynamics, this loose usage must be abandoned and a dehrute under-

standing reached once and for all, as to just what heat is and what it u
not Probably it is a holdover from the old and disproved caloric theory

of heat that makes us confuse the energy in a heated substance with the

energy that put it in that condition It ts easy to make the common
and unfortunate error of picturing heat as a weightless fluid that may
be cither poured into or squeezed from a substance Actually, heat u a

speafic kind oj energ} tn the process oj transition It is enUreJy correct to

spe^ of the heat added to or withdrawn from a substance It is equally

wrong to think or speak of the energy ajter its addition or hijart its

withdraual from the substance as being m the form of heat We arc

nght when »c say that the heat/r<w» a hot water bottle alleviates pain,»

but we are wrong when we say that the hot water in the bottle has a

lot of heat in it The energy tn a substance is caked intnnsic energy

and Its characteristics are fully discussedm a later paragraph (page 23)

The charactcnstic property of heat is diat its passage from one sub-

stance to another is alw*a)’s effected by a temperature difTcrcnce

this jiassage is broug^ about by molecular in^^ction when two sub-—

stances at different temperatures an pbeed m contact, the process js

call^ conduction^ The common cxpencnce*^fburmng one’s fingers on a

liot dish is a wvid and personal cupennicnt m heat transfer by conduc-

tion \\'hene\ cr heat is transferred by induction—* and this happens
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in many problems of engineering thcrmod^-namics— the quantity of

heat traasferred I>ct\vccn two parallel surfaces A square units in cross

section and L units apart may be determined by the relation

where l\ and /j arc the temperatures of the two surfaces, and /. is n

constant which depends on the material separating the surfaces.

A second procc-ss of heat transfer is radintion. In this phenomenon,
the passage of energy from one body to another is cfTcctcd tlirough the

agency of electromagnetic waves set up by vibrations in the atoms of the

radiating substance in a certain band of wave lengths. When one stands

in front of an open fire he is conscious of the radiant heat energy’ from

the blaze. Again it is correct to designate this cnergs’ as heat during

the whole time that it is in process of transition, i.c., from the time it

leaves the vibrating atoms of the .source until it has produced an effect

of warmth in the jrcrsQn standing licforc the fire. But after the effect

has been produced, the energy is no lormrr in the form of heat. The
evaluation of the quantity of heat transferred by radiation i.s given by

the Stcfan-Boltzntnnn Law as

Net radiant energy e.'tchangc per unit area ~ — Tt*)

in which a is the radiation constant (5.32 X 10"*’ watts for ideal black-

body radiation), and and Tjarc the rc.spcctivc absolute temperatures

of the radiating and ab'.orbing bodies. Although both Ixxlics are radi-

ating and absorbing heat, there is dearly, in this ease as in conduction,

a net transfer of cnerg)- because of a temperature difference. The
quantitative application of the .Stefan-Boitzmann I..aw to engineering

* problcim has hardly begun, but it seems probable that greatly incrca,fed

attention will be given to it in the future.

LIcmentary tc^\tlx>oks frequently state that a third process of heat

transfer is convection. Tins is an nror. The word convection dc.sig-

nntes the phenomenon by which cnergs* is traasferred from one place to

another because of the bodily transportation of the matter in which

the energy is stored, llie movement of air in a house equipped ssaih

a hot-air furnace is an e.xcellent c.vample of convection. 'Hie encrit)'

stored in the warm air is not in the form of heat, even though vsy con-

ventionally say it is.

'Hie essential {xnnt of the alx)ve di'cnssion is tliat. in order to keep

the analysis straight, the vsord heat mvist henceforth always f>c inter-

preted as dc-<ignaiing cnergs* in the process of transition as a result

of a temperature difference.
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Definition of Work

In colloquial usage, the \sord "work’* also fails to designate a specific

and definite physical concept Hoivever, m the study of analytic

mechanics, the student has already learned that from the physical point

of vieiv work is related to energy and that work is said to be done ivhcn

a force acts through a distance It may be pointed out here that work,

like heat, is never used to designate energy that is stored It is only

while mechamcal energy is being supplied to or ivithdraivn from a body,

1 e , while a force is acting through a distance, that the energy is in the

form of work

Mechanical Equivalent of Heat

The next consideration in the study of energy transformations must

be the establishment of the exact nature of the equivalence of heat and

work Since systems of units arc wholly arbitrary, there is no reason

to suppose that a uuit of heat would be equal to a unit of work Hence

the question is Exactly how many units of ivork represent the quantity

of energy equivalent to one unit of heal’

Fic 2-1 Joule j Padille 'Vheel Apparaiiu

a Reiolvin^ armi b Sutioniry wnn

It was Joule who m the years 1830-1843 first earned out careful and

extensive measurements of the relation betivccn mechanical ivork and

the heat resulting from its transformation His best known apparatus

w'as a water calonmctcr in which paddle ivhecls were rotated m such a

waj as practically to eliminate all friction except that used in churning
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the water (Fig. 2-1). Thi'; apparatu'; made it po^^ilde to me.TJure !>oi5i

the mechanical cncrg\', or work, put into the paddle, whech and tlic

resultant heating cfTcct on the water. Later c.xperiment.'; of the .‘:ame

general type performed by others have indicated that the mon probable

vahic of the amount of work required to give 1 lUu i.s 777.6-1 ft-lb. Tiris

cou-Stant is called the mrchnnicr.t (quivalmi of hat. In tiic rgs system

the value of the mechanical equivalent is that 1.18 jotilc.s is approxi-

mately equivalent to one calorie. The letter J is u'cd to designate the

mechanical equivalent. In order to .simplify computations, in this l>ook

it.s value wall be taken a.s J “ 778 ft-lb per Btu.

An understanding of the equivalence of heat and work makes it

pos-siblc to determine readily the nrnntl cntcicncy of an engine from

mca.surement.s of the heat energy delivered by the fuel and of the work

energy delivered to the .shaft.

Exnnph

A certain oil engine hums 0.8 lli of oil per shaft horsepower hour as ii'.c.a.surcd

by n brake dynamometer. Dctennine the overall cfiiciencs’ if the oil ha-s a

hcatitig value of 18,000 Rtu per lb.

r.fTicicncv

Sflliition

output

input

One horsei»wcr hour — .>3,0'^0 X 60 ft-lb

Tvr.OOO X 60 ^

7/R
r- 25-J5 Btu

'nic energy inptit required for the development of this output is

0.8 X 18,000 14,100 Btu

Therefore, the overall cflicicncy of the engine is

2545
bflincncy

14,400
17.67-:j.

InUiniic Energy

A further consideration. viUal to the siutly of cnergs- tran'fornration,

is to determine the amount of energy .stored in the system itself at th.r

instant that a therntoriynnmie change begins ;>.nd ends. 'I'h.e nrfc-sdty

for this i-s res'caled by the faet that thentuKiyn.antirs is c.s^enti.ally a

matter of l>o«kkeepiiig that involves mercy qu.nttitic.; ia'tc.ui of dn!!.-:.-s.

As a somewhat naive an.ilogy, rotisitier the matter of keeping Ivytks on

otieT jrersonnl accounts for a month, 'rue first item to be rondd'rrf!

is the balance tm hand at the first of the month. Tits*, ih.-n. i'. ti-e

initial state in which the, indivklu.il finds hiircclf. .‘'ul'teqti'-tu items
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list the amounts reccwcd and expended, and the balance on hand at

the end of the month indicates the final state of his finmccs after the
change brought about by the month’s activities Clearly, the imUal
and final balances arc essential to any understanding of whatever
change has occurred Similarly, in order to gam any knowledge of ivhat

has happened during a thermodynamic change, the cnei^ stored m
the system at the beginning and end of the change must be known
The fact that such energy exists is established by the following con-

siderations is common experience that if a closed vessel containing

gas under normal conditions is heated, the pressure on the walls of the

vessel increases If the vessel is made in such a svay that its own walls

do not expand with heating, the volume enclosed remains constant and
no efiect is produced on the surroundings The energy of the heat added

has gone into the contained volume of gas and its only manifestation is

a change in the thermodynamic state of the gas If now the vessel is

connected to a suitable apparatus, say a small turbine, and the gas

released, work will be done by the turbine The gas possessed a store

of energy that gave it ability to produce external cfiects by virtue of the

state m which it had been placed Such energy is called intrinsic or

internal energy, and is denoted by E (jt per umt of weight)

Kinetic Theory Explanation of Intdruie Energy

While thermodynamics is not concerned with the nature of intrinsic

energy, it is helpful to consider what the kmctic theory of gases has to

offer on the su^ect According to this theory, which is well supported

by experiment, the molecules of a gas above absolute zero arc m constant

motion At room temperature many of them have velocities comparable

to those of fast nfle bullets Thus, since each molecule is a discrete mass,

it possesses a kmctic energy j where m is taken as mass There

are also attractive forces between the molecules, and although the

nature of these forces is more complicated than that given by the

Ne%vtonian Law of Attraction Bct\veen Masses, they do have the char-

acteristic of varying inversely svith some power of the distance, i c

,

F — ^ Consequently a molecule has pelertUal energy, depending upon
a*

its position with respect to other molecules The phenomenon of

latent heat is an excellent illustration of the potential energy of mole-

cules Wc know that \vhcn a liquid is vaporized, heat must be added

The energy represented by this heal is transformed in two ways one part serves

to separate the molecules to the relative positions they occupy under

the conditions of the process and so is stored in the medium as potential
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energy; tlic other part h utilized in doing work on the <urrouncling^ to

provide for the incrcnjc in volume from the change of phn^c. TU ran

(if tlir Kinftic and foUnlinl rnrrpjts of motfcuUs constitutes the eneri^w of the

substance and is wliat is called the intrinsic or internal energy’ in thermo-

dynamics.

If the volume of gas is constant, the potential cnerfr)- of the molecules

cannot change and so an addition of heat results in increased kinetic

cnerf;^'.' Since the addition of heat results in an increase in fcm[)craturc,

it foliosse; tliat temperature is directly related to the kinetic cnergv of

molecules. Abo, since the m.asscs of the molecules arc constant, an
increase in energy must result in incrc.iscd velocity of molecules. .For a

gas that is not highly compressed, the potential cnerj;^' changes relatively

little with change in volume; lienee the entire intrinsic cnergv change

of .such a medium (potential -f kinetic energies of molecules) is virtually

dependent only upon the temperature change, i.c., E '= /(/). This is

entirely consistent with the common obsers’ation that," when a gas is

compressed, the resulting storage of energy* in the medium fs manifested

by a rise in temperature.

The Cotuctvotlon of Energy. Bernoulli Equation

The First Law of Thermodynamics is no more than an c.xprc.ssion

of the Principle of Con,scrs'ation of Energy'. In analytic mechanics

this principle, as applied to the energy of a mechanical Ixxly, may be

c.\prcs.scd in the form

Initial kinetic moving _ final kinetic resistance

energy work energy work

In h>‘draulics, the Principle of Conservation of Energy is developed into

tlic Bernoulli Equation, which is conventionally c.Nprc,sscd as

At point 1

Kinetic pressure jxitcmiat energy _
energy' cnenry’ energy supplied

At jxiini 2

Kinetic
^

prr.ssure ^ jxitcnlial ^ c:.\ternal
^ work done

energy ^ energy ‘ energy ‘ work done ' against friction

In symlKiU this becomes

„.L .1. /j hr.iil

^ supplied
2t ‘

fi

I* Cs -f work
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In this equation m and uj represent the average velocity at points I

and 2 respectively, g is the acceleration of gravity, pi and pi denote
the pressure at points 1 and 2, p is the weight ofjumt volume of the

J^id, and zi and zi indicate^the'^cvation of the fluid at points 1 and 2
r«pectively_abqve ^mc_arbitranly chosen datum plane In order for

equation to be algebraically true, all ej tU Ifrms'musl be expressed tn

consistent units Conventionally the equation is written in terms of foot-

pounds per pound of fluid, which immediately reduces to feet of head
Thus, for onepoundojjtmd the units for the several terms ofthe equation arc

/AV Ik

f^ ^ lb
^ ^ lb

^ “

it*

In the application of the Principle of Conservation in both analytic

mechanics and hydraulics, the energy supphed or withdrawn from the

system is considered as being m the nuchsmtal form, i e , as kinetic or

potential energy of the body or mass of fluid as a ivholc In the mechan-

ical case, the energy may ^ supplied or withdrawn as the result of the

action of a falling body, the rotation of a shaft, and so forth External

energy supphed a hydraulic system is usually the result of the action

of a pump, energy withdrawn from such a system for the purpose of

producing an external effect generally acts through the agency of a

water wheel or turbine

Since the Bernoulli Equation is an extension of the elementary ex-

pression of the conservation pnncipJcof mechanics, it is a special applica-

tion of the General Energy Equation which, m the broadest sense,

includes all possible forms ofenergy In view of this, before proceeding

to the General Energy Equation, it is v\orth while to review the con-

ditions under which the Bernoulli Equation is applicable

Conditions Under V/hleh the Bernoulli Equation It Applicable

In hydraulics the Bernoulli Equation has to do with the energy

possessed either by the same unit weight or by the same M umts of

weight of the fluid as it passes two separated points in the flow Fig 2-2

gives a schematic illustration of this application Evidently the equation.,

is not valid if fluid is either added or withdrawn between the two points,

because the cquatiot^vvould not then be dcalmg wth the same eonhnuous

stream of fluid Nor can it be siicc^fuUy applied if the flow is unsteady,^

since that would make possible cither_an increase or a decrease m the

—

quantity of fluid between the two sections All this is expressed simply
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I)y saying that in the same time during \vhich a unit quantity of i!u;<i

enters the system at section 1. an equal quantity mu't leave at rcciion 2,

Hence, in order that the Bernoulli Kquation may be app!ica!)!c, tl."

o,, VnSfT rrct«“rc Tj*

unit el l,.

Enrrsy en Ettry«

“i * Cl 4 .

nntrrgy frem

Fir.. 2-2. S<hnnaUr tllu'tTntHMi of thr AppliMtinn of tf’**

IWnoiiili fUpuiion

flow must be (or.tir.'jous nrJ strc.'iy. The niatlicmatica! expression of

continuity of flow is given by the simple and useful ILcjuation of CVm-

tinuitv, i.c.

, / -'1M - const ^ /1:V.

In this equation jU is the weight of fluid flowing in unit time (}K)unds

per second); ri and r; the specific volume of the lUiid (cubic feet

pound) at sections 1 and 2; di and .Ij th.e area of the stream (square

feet) at 1 and 2: and hj and ut the average velocity of the fluid at 1 and 2.

Steady-Flow Pioceuci

It is a characteristir of many industrial tlmmylynamic prtx'e<-r^

for the transfonnation of cnergv' that they operate 'tratjiiv and con-

timinuslv. Tor example, in a steam plant, w.itrr is *;r.''diiy .a;r‘

continuously pumjx-d into tiic Iviiler. I’ndrr 'tr.’isly ory-r.iting ctsndi-

(inns, steam formed from this w.itrr leaves th.e Ixnh'r .u'.d th- v.rieht of

ste.im leaving in utnt time is the <atn~ as the isrielst of ss.itrr inis-ct'-d

in unit time. If the engine to which die str.mi is supp!i<'d i-. .a trcipri'*.!!-
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jng one, it is true that the steam lea\’cs ihc engine in puffs of the exhaust
and that, stnclly speabng, the process is not instantaneously one of

steady flow Ho\^cvc^, if the flow to and from the engine for a number
of re\'olutions is considered, the process approaches one of steady flenv

sufficiently to be practically considered so The same consideration

applies to the operation of an internal combustion cr^nc, if the time
required for a number of rc\’olutions is considered, the quantity of

gasoline and air taken into the engine equals the quantity of the products

of the reaction passing through the exhaust The energy balance prin-

ciple of the Bernoulli Equation applies to such thermodynamic steadj'~

flow processes just as ivell as it docs to the flow of hydraulic fluids

Non Flow Proeenes

Although steady flow processes play a dominant role m industrial

energy transformation processes, it is nevertheless frequently important

to study the energy transformations that take place m a certam defimte

confined quantity of the medium Here there is no y&u? of the medium
cither toward or away from the system An example of such a process

is the expansion of steam in a cylinder for a sxngU stroke The study

of the process begins with the steam already m the cylinder and ends

when the expansion is completed Jioconstderetm is given to the processes

by which the steam enter^ the cylinder or to those by which it leaves

All such processes are called nonflow, and they are of value m the

detailed analysis of various engine cycles Since the Bernoulli Equation

applies directly to problems of flow, it is not directly applicable to non-

flow processes It iviU be shown later (page 36) that the analysu for

non flow conditions is readily set up from the fundamental Principle of

Conservation of Energy

General Energy Equation of Thermodynamia

In order to study the steady flow processes of thcrmodyTiamics, it ivill

be necessary not only to consider the terms of the Bernoulli Equation,

but also to give full consideration to the equivalence of heat and w'ork

as expressed by the First Law of Thermodynamics

First, It must be noted carefully that the Bernoulli Equation of

hy’drauUcs (sec page 25) is concerned with the energy posses^ by the

fluid solely because of its inertia and pressure The weight of fluid

considered is in a sense taken as a mechanical body and so its energy

IS that which it possesses as a whole But it has been shown above that

a thermodynamic medium has intrinsic energy because of the motion

and position of its molcculcs In hydrauhes, since the medium is a
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liquid and the temperature change between tlte two point*: i*; uoially

neglected, the intrinsic cncrjr>‘ term doe*; not appear in tin- equation.

'Fhe situation is decidedly dificrent in thcrniodynatnic<; tlscrcrore the

first step in the development of the General Fnertts' liquation I'

the inclusion of the terms cj and cj, representing the intrinMc energy per

unit of weight of the medium at [wints 1 and 2 resfrectively.

In a thermotlynamic system, consideration must aho !>r civen to

the possibility of energ)* supply or withdrawal in the form of heat.

Thus, heat energy per unit weight of the medium, designated by jV;.

is incorporated into the equation on the Irft-hand side. In order that

all terms of the equation shall be in the same units, namely hxit-jxmnds,

yin heat units must be multiplied hyJ, the mechanical equivalent of lu-at.

In addition to the intrinsic energy’ of a medium resulting from molec-

ular activity, media also frossess energy- because of tiieir chemical

nature. Certainly the energy released by the burning of a pound of oil

must have been stored somehow in the hydrocarbons of the nil and

the oxygen which made its combustion {wssible. both chemistry' and

physics have clearly established that this energy is stored in the lUnv.ic

structure of the reactants. The combustion of fuel is the .r*'.V crA tr;i(^:tr

prncess that man has hetn ahU to dn is( Jar thf trans/armatic'i oj thf rr.'iciy

rrsouTces stored in the materials of fhe earth. Consecjuently no study of

thertnodynamics is cither complete or significant if it does not give

imixniance to the possibility of changes in the chemical energy of the

medium. Some authors lump intrinsic energy, de|)cndent iqxm molec-

ular activity, with chemical energy, dependent uixm atomic activity,

and call the sum internal energy. In this book, in order to avoid con-

fusion of these two imprrtant types of energy, no such grouping of term?

is made. Therefore, the General Energy’ I'quation will Ik: e.xtcndcd to

include fi and r-, chemical energy in states 1 and 2 rcsi^cctivcly.

A convenient change may be made in writing the term for the

j

^

pressure energy of the medium. 'Fire factor - is the equal of r, the

spcciric volume; i.e.
^

1 _ cu ft

lb }>cr cu ft lb

In thcrmcvdynamic calculations the sj>ccific volume is a decidedly more

useful term than p, the sirecific weight. lienee in the General Fnm:y

liquation is replaced bv its equ.al,

P

'Fhe term in the liernoulli F.qtration denoting cxtrrn.al work don-

ant! tiesignalctl (JF; remains unrh.anged, for it is rertairrly our ohjr-tt
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to determine the external effect produced bj an energy transformation

So far as thermodynamics is concerned, U is of no importance to segregate

external work done into usejul ivork and nork done against friction of

the moving parts of the mechanism imolvcd Hence tlic term jll j

refers to the mechanical energy delivered to the mechanism and is the

sum of the useful mechanical work and the energy dissipated as isork

done in overcoming mechanical faction

Electrical energy is another type of energy that should be mentioned
Usuall), however, electrical energy in thermodynamic s>'stcms maj be
expressed in terms of either heat or work and so will be treated as such

With the inclusion of the terms and modifications given above, the

Bernoulli Equation for the Conservation of Energy expands to the

General Energy Equation, thus

— 4* 4-

Eenn of the miu
of ibe aedjum

4- Cl 4- 4- j\<}t

toiersU oiofltlc

toernr
laieml molmlv erMr|il!(<]

= ~ 4" /'«’* 4* vj 4" fj 4* rj

2^
4* itt*

Eiunul vechislo]
«vk diM

IfM pounds of medium are to be considered, each tenn of the equation

IS multiplied by Af, thus

4* ^il I 4" 4* Cl 4* £i 4" -fiCi* “ 4* Afcj 4* C*
2i 25

4" £^1 4* ill’s

The capital letters V, C, £, Q, and It' signify that the energy quantities

to wluch they refer are possessed by A/ lb of medium The subscripts

of the terms Q. and W signify that they refer to energy in transition

between states 1 and 2 In the English system of units, each term of the

General Energy Equation as written above is m foot-pounds Of

course the whole equation could be written in terms of heat units by

doadvog each, tenn by J

Algebraic Sign Convention for Term* of the General Energy Equation

The term 4^ refers to kinetic enei^ possessed by the mass of the

2^

medium with respect to a fixed reference system If the medium is

movang at all, it must have a positive amount of kinetic energy and so

the sign of—^ must always be plus (4*)
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It has already been pointed out that in tiierniodynamic calculation^

ab'olutc pressures arc always used. .A negative value of alrolutc ptc'-iirc

is impossible; coa'^eciucntly the sign of the term /d' mii't necc^i.n'ly

alwaj'S be phis (+).
The quantity Sfz refers to the potential energy of the medium al>ovc

some arbiu-ar\' datum plane. If this plane is tahen below Is-uh iviint 1

and ixiini 2, the sign of .\/e in each cacc is plus (a-). Usually it is more
convenient to take the plane at the elevation of the lower of the two

points, whence the value of the one is zero and the sign of the other is

plus (+).

The terms E and C, the molecular and atomic cnergs’ of the medium,
arc also alwaj'S plus {+ ) because each of these forms of energy drjKuds

on temperature and the datum of temperature is absolute zero. Just as

a negative absolute tcmjjcraturc is inconceivable, so is a negative value

for intrinsic or chemical energy.

The sign convention ado[)tcd by most students of thernuKlynamirs

for Q and M' wlicn the General Enerpy Equation is written in the form

given on page 30 is

d- jQ; indicates heat energy added to the medium during its flow

from 1 to 2.

— iQ,; indicates heat cnergs’ withdrawn from the medium Iretwecn

1 and 2.

-}- |H’; indicates that cNtcrnal work has been done fy the medium a
the surroundings lictwecn 1 and 2.

— ilT; indicates that work has liecn done ee the medium fj- the

surroundings between 1 and 2.

.Since this convention of signs for Q and 1
J'

is wholly arbilrars', any other

rnnvenlion,* intelligently used, will give equally consistent results.

Enthalpy

Tlic conditions unrlcr which many ihermwiyitamie proce'-ws op-'rate

ate frrquetttly such tlint several of the terms in th.r Etwigy f.qu.itioti .are

citlirr zero or negligible. In even- flow prcx-e<^s. however, tlir terms E
and pr have Unite ssilucs. Iniriasic energy E mti't h.ave a salue !>er.iu>''

it tienotes intritisie encn:y above ah'solule zero. I'lirth-r. in tno t p:ty'-

es'cs, the value of Et differs from that of /f;. I’rrssure rneriw / 1'. fre-

quently calleti flow work, imist have a finite value at !>;jth •'•nlnm 1 .and

2 in order that the tnedium may be able to fitnv p.o; each 'action.

Ilec.msc tl’.e'c two qu.antities itu'-ariably .appear in llo'.v proce'-et. .ind

al'o v.nce the v.alues for Ixuh of them .arc rst.ab!is!:-d by the <;.->tr of 'Iw

• I'. J. Ki'S-f pni M. ex S:u5!!. /ai-or-'n e' —
'i
—

' .i. Ss','--,. « J
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medium, it is an advantage to define their sum as a nc^v thcnnod>-namic
quantity called enthalpy, which is designated b> the letter //• (or h per
unit of weight) Thus H, which is alw’ays expressed in Btu rather than
foot-pounds, IS defined by

^ (Btu)

Values for the enthalpy of steam and other vapors above some
arbitrary datum of temperature are tabulated in vapor tables m terms

of the coordinates of the state In the case of steam tables, the datum is

taken as 32° F Hence, the tabulated values of A give the enthalpy of

steam abov e that state Values for the enthalpy of gases may be directly

computed from knowledge of the coordinates of the state, as shown
later in Chapter 4

When H is substituted for the sum E +^ and multiplied by 7 so that

vt IS expressed vn mechanical units (foot pounds) the General Energy

Equation becomes, for M lb of medium

^ + Ml, + C. + JH, + /.(J, = ^’+ >>1(1 + C> + JH, + ill',

Theuseofthe equation in this form is illustrated by the following examples

ExempU 1

A boiler operating at a constant pressure of 240 Ib per sq m evaporates

4000 lb of water per hour The enthalpy per lb of water injected is 94 7 Btu,

2 and per lb of sicam deliv’cred to the

main steam Lne it u 1200 1 Btu

Calculate the heat added to the

water per hour

Solution

Sm^ the rale of injccuon ofwater

is the same as that of delivery of

steam by the boiler, the process is

one of steadv flow between a point

vn the feed Ime to the boiler and one

in the dcIwTry steam line from the

boiler {see Fig 2-3) The object of the process u to increase the energy of the

medium by the addition of heat Clearly Ac process docs not im olv e any chemi

cal change, and so Ac terms C\ and CimAc General Energy Equation are equal

• In Ae past textbook wntert haiT vanously designated Ac quantity II at total beat,

heat content, and total energy Because Ae connotatian of Aese names is likely to confuse

Ac student, Aey »«iU not be used ui Aa book Acy are mentioned here only to CacAtate

recognition of enthalpy in reference books.
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For pr.icticnl purpo'« the tliffcrrr.cc in the po’.cnunl cn-r;?;.' of t’l-.e tnedtutr. h
n^^;li^ihJe in comparison with the other rti'nrv' quantities invTth.'erJ, .-sr,!! rome-
qiiently liie terms Mzt .'‘.Rti nre taken .is equal. Funlter. in n lx.'il'-r o[yrr.ai-

ill" iiiuier the pressure statrd in the problem, the velocity of injertioa h not

ciiout’h different from the velocity of deliver)' to make a jiimincant dilTerrnce
*

in the kinetic cnen^' tenns

rin.ally, no fxtnr.^l rncchnnica! work is done cither fj- or ee the m-tlium

diirin" tlie proce-'.s of cvaj/iration. It is true th.it a certain .nnio-ant of cn^rtp.'

is involved in pro'ridint’ the rpacc neccrary for the m'liiutu to enter .it'.d t'-.i'.e

the Iwilcr, but this is taken care of by the flow-work or prcj.iurc-cnertT)' terms

/>iFi .and The .ilwncc of c-vtcmal tncch.inical effects in the process

requires that the term jH’: be zero.

With the .simplification brought about by the alwc comiderntions. the

General Cnerp:)’ Ixjuation for this process rcducc-s .is follows:

or

or

2,(:

' .Uct -f Cid-J//, + J,(l:
.\fus'

2e

J/fi ri- JiQ; “ ///•

iQj « //j - //i

dfct -h Cl -r Jiii d' »b i}«i

Direct substitution of the given values for Ai and hi and for the weight of medium
flowing |}cr hour gives tiic result

« ilOMCIZfXl.l - 9'b7)

»= 4,421,600 litu per hr
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\Vith these,siinplificauons, the General Energy Equation for the process is

+ AUt + C, + ///. + A<hU “^ + Ct + JHt

+ iir>l_o

> JHx - JIU
Mui'

25

Since the \elocity attained by the expansion u quite independent of the
weight of medium flo\ving, M u conveniently taken as 1 lb By direct substitu-

tion

- 778(1157 8 - 1143)
64 4

«» = 1650 ft per sec

Example 3

Methane (CH«) is burned in a Bunsen burner with complete combustion
at the rate of 0 1 cu ft per rmn At atmospheric pressure and 18“ C the heat

of the reaction

CH, + 2 O, » CO, -f 2 H,0

IS given as 212,790 calones when the quanuties involved are in gram tnols and
the products have been cooled to 18“ C IVhat u the net dilTerence between

the combined intnnsic and chemical energies of the reactants and the products

of reaction^ Assume that the volume of the condensed water is negligible

Solution

Steady flow conditions exist m the r^on where the reaction takes place,

1 e
,
methane and air enter the region at the same rate that carbon dioxide and

water vapor leave it Entrance and exit velocities are both small so that the

kinetic energy terms —— may be neglected Likewise, the difference in the

2ff

potential energy terms {Mz) u not significant No external mechanical work

IS done Therefore

^ + c, + £. +/.r-, + /.e, -^ + Me, 4- C, + A +p,v,
2g 2|

4- xWiU
or <C, + £0 - (Cl + El) » ^t^i - ptV, + /i(i,

From the reaction equation, in each minute 0 1 cu ft of CHi combines with

0 2 cu ft of O, to yield 0 1 cu ft of CO, if the volume of condensed water is

neglected Hence
F, « 01 4-02 = 03cu ft

and F, = 0 1 cu ft

Since 1 cu ft « 28 32 liters, Fi and F, m cgs units arc

F, « 03 X2832 = 8 496 liters

and F, = 0 1 X 28 32 2 832 hten
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liy ihr tcrin^ of ilic problriu /i, »- /. 1 atiri; therefore

p\l'\ 8.496 liter .itm

•'inti /ijl'} 2.832 liter .ntin

In tlirrmorhcmicnl r;ilcul.otion<, rfjvintion? ;irc convr.oiioo.iily v.rittrn in

mii!'! of cnlorir;. Hrticc tlie cqu.ition jhoulci \k fiividrc! tiiroiirijoiit liy J, iK,-'!-

int,' in inintl th.nt Cnnd E inny lie c.\prr''ed in riih''r ineclmnicrtl or hr.Tt unit'

(C: -i- - (C, -f- /:,) -
j

(/ut*. -fxi't) d- xOx

Or, .<inre in tcrrrn of liter .Ttmoqdiercs .'ind c.ilorir-t

liter .Ttm

(Cs -t- /:.) - (C. d- Ex)

0.0-513

1

c.al

— - /-r.) d- ,c>*
0.0-513

' • 'V,.

iQi is the he.Tt of re.iction .ond is piven in units of c.ilorirs jx-r rt.iin-tno!'. It

is therefore ncccss.nrs’ to find tiic ntnotint of Clh Ininied in unit time in units of

pr.'ttn-rnols. Hy Avo.'j.sdro's HyiKithcsis, .t pr.mi-inol of.tny tr.'s .it .itni(”phcric

firessurc occupier 23.9 liters ,it 18° C; therefore

, 0.1X 28.32 , , .
.

0.1 c.ii ft
>-• “ 0.118s I’-mol of tncth.inc

23,9

\S’c ,irc now re.idy to substitute the known v.dues in th** equ.itinn, rrinetntyr-

ing th.1 t iOj is tieg.itivc bcc.iusc it dcsipn.itcs lic.it given off.

(Csd-^s)-(Cid-/ii) - ™-~ (1 X 6.-59G- 1 X 2,832)+ 0.1185 X{- 212.799)
O.u *13

- 2-5.21 (5,66.1) - 25.216

- 137 - 2.5,216

25,079 c.il

It is to lie obsers'ed tii.it the decrc.ise in combined ch.emie.il .ind intrin'V

enenties is .nctii.illy less th.iti the .itiiounf of he.it csoK'eti. 'Die volume decre.i'e

.irconip.inyint: the re.ietion .iccoiints for the difTerence. I J.id the vohinic < h’n-.-e

lyen ;in inere.ise instentl of .i tiecrc.i'c, the li^.n evolvctl ssould hr-.ve lyen le--

thin the sleere.i'c in the rombined cheniir.il .ind iturimir energies bv the

.iinouiU of eneriry rcquirrel to produce sp.iee for tlw prs'diiets of the re.-irtion,

Exr.’~f!e •}

,5.ititr.ited ste.im .it 26'> lb (>cr ?q in. presuire i< siipph'd to .i ’'e.un rn.-ine

sshirh rxh.iints to the .itnio'phere. llw rnihslpy of th- entefine ,';e.->ni * ei-.rn

in the •te.iin t.ibles .is 1201 Iltu per lb. .ind thnt of tlw e-.iiS.tn; ste.sm i*. eemp-i'e-!

to ly 1021 Ihu jeer lb. If 10^1 of the vv-sixy repres'-ntei! by tb.e de, fre-e -n

enth.ilpy is dioip.itrsl by r.sdi.ition from th' ciiin'.itr. how much s..-’:5, i- <! u '

(>rr piund of ste.mi flov.ini’?

S'l'.':—.

'Hie difTrirr.er in the kinetic cnervi- of th' ent'.dne .ir-S th' eib.iui; s-'sn,

is not •.-tihcicntly ere.it in ctsmp.iri’sn S'ith other t'tn.s to '-..‘-rt.-nt <• ‘I -'..

i
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No change m chemical energy u involved The difference in potential energy
terms is negligible We shall use the form of the General Energ> Equation
that applies to 1 lb of medium and is in terms of A so that we may substitute
the given data directly Then

^ + Zt + ei + J/ti + Jiqt = ^ + Cj + ci + 7A* + lU'*

“ -^(Ai — AO + Jtqt
* J(I201 - 1021}

+

= 7(180) + Aqt
i?t = - 0 lO(Av - AO * - 0 10(180) = - 18 Btu

(The sign of ijj is minus because heat leaves the system )

,H'» = 778(180) - 778(18)
s= 126,036 ft lb per lb of steam

Energy Equation for Non-Flow Processes

It IS characteristic of a non-flow process that the medium rmatns

in Ike apparatus m wluch the process takes place Evidently in such a

process the terms of the General Energy Equation that arc dependent

on the transport of the medium toward and atvay from the apparatus

have no sigmficance These terms arc kmciic energy of the medium

as a tvhole, and pV, pressure energy or flow work Ako, the diflerence

m elevation of the center of gravity of the medium before and after

a non flow change is invial, even m the most exaggerated case Hence

the term Mz may also be neglected \Vith these changes, the General

Energy EquationJor a non-Jiow process is

C, + £,+ /.Q.-C, + £,+ ,II',

This may be readily transposed to become

= (.C, - C.) + (£, - ^i) + itK,

The process docs not involve any change m chemical energy, hence

the equation further reduces to

AQs = (£i - El) + iH',

This reduced form is the one frequently found in textbooks Evi-

dently It IS not truly a general equation because with the nomenclature

v\c have chosen it applies only to non-chcmical, non-flow changes of

state However, most industnal processes involve a succession of

different t>’pes of state changes, hence for a complete understanding

of the whole process, it is not only desirable but frequently necessary to

study each of these changes separately It is for such study that the

non-flow equation is particularly useful The student must keep clearly
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in mind t!ic fact that tin’s equation deals uith a nrrjf r/:':s,'c. svlir-rcas liic

flow equation applies to a continuously rccurrintj chanitc or "‘qu'-nce

of changes. 'Hie use of the General Encrg\- licjuation for a non-ffov,’

process is illustrated by the follouing example.

Exr.rr.f.U

For the non-flow compresrion of a ccrt.nin m.iss of air 35,CK'0 fi-Ih of ssnri;

are required. During the compression J2 Rtu .arc ah'orl>t-tI by ro<->!ing s-.-at'-r

in (he j.ackct surrounding the cylinder. Wh.at is the ch.ancc in intrinur rr.'-rcy

brought .al>out by the compression?

Sollilwr,

Since work is done re the medium by an cxtern.al .ngent, the slen of sl'.'j for

this process is minus. Tlic sign of jQj Ls also minus becati'e hc.it is removed from

the medium. Hence, substitution in the cqu.ition

AOji - {E, - £,) a- ^lVt

gives

778{- 12) (£. - £,) - 35,000

778(- 12) ^ AE- 35,000

AE «= + 25,66-1 ft-lb

Since the sign of AE is plus, the ch.mgc brings al»ut an incrc.vc of E of

25,66-1 ft-lb.

Limiting Types of Thcrtnodynomlc Changes

In the most general .sense, any thermodynamic medium may change

its state in an infinite numlicr of svap. However, for convenience in

analy.sis, such changes may l>c classified into five elementary lype^:

isothermal, adiabatic, isopiesu’e (constant pressure), i'ometric (constant

volume), and polytropic. All of these arc u'cful in the study of ixtth

flow and non-flow processes.

\Vhcn the state of a thermodynamic medium changes in such .i v.ay

that the irir.f^erutttTe cla'cys remains cenrSant, the meditim is 'aid to hasT

undergone an isothrrrr.iil change. Tlie expansion of compressed .lir in

its flow along a pi})c is an i'othcnnnl process. Constant atnto'.pl-.rrir

tcmjKrattirc is m.iintaincd by the influ.x of hc.it from ih'* •lun'eph're

through the uninsulated walls of the pipe. It is worth noting th.it svlwn

a medium expands, its temperature gciv'rally tends to fall b-'c.ni”* of

the lessening in its store of intrinsic cnrnrv'. C^m-'-^urntly. if the trtnp^r-

atiirc is to rcm.iin constant, energy’ must Ik- added. Convrr-ly, on

compression, when the temperature usu.illy tends to ri"*. en-'nw tmn!

be withdrawn in order to m.aintain botherm.il contiitions. 'n-.u-.

during an i'othermal ch.inge tltcrc is .always .a tr.amfer of cr.'-nry wl-.ir*',

is itsu.ally in the font) of heat.
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An adiabatic change is defined as one during which there is no exchange

oj energy in the Jorm oj heal between the medium and the external sur-

roundings Hence, svhen the General Energy Equation is applied to an
adiabatic change, the term is zero The definition implies that

the apparatus in which the change takes place is perfectly insulated

from the surroundings or that the change occurs so rapidly that there is

no appreciable exchange of heat with the surroundings The definition

does not exclude the possibility of heat flow luthin the medium itself

as a result of fluid friction or of unequal temperatures at various points

in the medium These are items wluch will be treated fully in a later

chapter In many actual processes and cycles it is desirable at some
stage of the complete process to create conditions that arc as nearly

perfectly adiabatic as possible Although the actual realization of the

true adiabatic change is probably never achieved, it is approached to

a considerable degree in actual machines The rapid expansion of

compressed air in the cylinder of an air engine closely approximates

adiabatic conditions in that it takes place so rapidly that there is hardly

time for heat to flow m from the surrounding atmosphere

The definition of an mpmtic or constant pressure change w self-

evident from us name Constant pressure processes arc particularly

adaptable to many industrial uses, as for example, the operation of steam

boilers, air-conditioning systems, and industrial chemical processes

An isometric change is defined as one during which the volume re-

mains constant The experimental determination of heat of combus-

tion in a constant-volume bomb calorimeter is an excellent illustration

of a constant-volume process It should be noted that dunng a

constant-volume change of any medium whatsoever no mechanical

effect external to the s>’stcm is produced and hence no uork is done

Consequently, the term ilF, in the General Energy Equation is

always zero for such a change The constant volume change may be

considered as analogous to the mechanical condition m which a force

acts but does not produce a displacement In neither case is a ly work

done

In actual machines the thermodynamic change lliat takes place

usually cannot be defined by any one of the foregoing types It has been

found, however, that such changes may be closely represented in pV

coordinates by the equation pV" = const To such changes his been

given the name polyiropic, a word dcnvcd from Greek words meaning

“many properties “ Tlic value of the exponent n m the equation /iT* =

const depends upon t/te arcumstanees attending the change irt tpiestion and must

be experimentally determined for that change Since pi'" »= const
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npplir>. (o air, stair fr{r.! rj th (f.v.rr, it follrr.vs thru /'if')'
-

Ht-iK-c, substitution in tiic rqitntion of mrnmrrri v.!lu''s of > .u'.ti f fot

;iny two Mntc points of the rliati!;r makes |Kji--il)lc ili'- tojiiputation of r ,*

71ii^ is nrconiplislicd by the ordinary lu2nrithmic inrthcxi for solvimj

oxponentinl rejuations. Thus

or

/,,IV - /oIV
lo2 fn n log I't - lot;/} + n log I'-

fj(log I’l ~ log 1’}) sts lo',;/'} — lot; /'I

r-
log /> !

~ lor: /'I

log I'l — log 1’;

log
b.

I':

Point end Palh Foncltoni

Fn tin* prcTcding discussion of the revera! terms of tin: tJcncral Cnergy

Kquation it \sas cmpliasi/cd that some terms referred to stored rtietgy

while otlters denoted energy in transition. Tlicrc is an esc'-ntial difTcirnre

in the manner of evaluating these two types of terms. It is deeidetily

worth while to examini' the nanirc of this differenre before pioeeeding

to the detailed study of the aetual methods of evaluation.

It will be recalled from the elementary calculus that the area under

a cur\'c expressed in .V — 1' coordinatr.s is given by In order

to cvahiate this integral it is necessars- to express ^ in terms of r, i.e.,

Snbstiiniion then makes the integral equal to

^
which is readily evaluated. An indefinite numlrer of flifferctu kinds of

curves might be drawn through the fame two end iKrints, eaeb sierui'-d

by a difreienl funrtinn *, =“/(.'). ’Hie area under eaeb of ilis-se dif-

feicnt rursTs dejtends on the shape of the rnrve, anti ‘o the area und'-r

it may be s.rid to tleprnd on the path dint defines it. .‘^iner the s-ari.ibls-s

.r antlp are merely fnimal symlrols in m.atbrmatiral amU'i'. the .'rnilt

obtained fumi tlw Kconicirie iiiusttation of area may !)>' f:en''(,di/eti to

apply to (be integration of any quantity of tlw form </> IVir eon-

vessirnce. ail Mich fuiietions mnv h^' ea!l''d p.ith futwlioro, b-f,>.u"' ti."

v.ilue of their definite integral tleji^ntls on the p.uh defirc'd, bv s ).

Inrlred. unless the eqtiatioit of tlsc path is known, tlwy cannot l^e in-

tegi.Uet! .u oft.
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On the other hand, the student will also recall from the elementary
calculus one type of differential expression that can be integrated

directly, uithout knoiN ledge of the relationship between the variables

Such an expression is called an exact differential, a simple example of

uhichis I (jdx-i-xdjf) The value the definite integral of an exact
Jnrt

differential depends onlj> on the values of the function at the nvo limits

and is quite independent of the form of the path between the limits

Thus, for the example given

O'lft + *<^) =
;9-J

The integral of an exact diffcrcnual is called a pointJunction, examples

of It are part of everyone’s cxpencnce One commonplace illustration

IS the fact that the work done against gravity m climbing to the top of

a mountain is independent of the path traveled Consequently, to

every point on the earth’s surface may be assigned a value representing

the N\ork per umt of mass that roust be expended against the force of

gravity in climbing to that point from some arbitrary datum such as

sea let el Thus, gravitauonal tvork is a point funcuon As another

illustration of a point function, suppose that the temperature at every

point in a room were carefully measured The temperature distnbuuon

in the room would then be identified by the coordinates of the various

points In this case, temperature is a point funcuon, since each point

in the room, located by means of rectangular ccwrdmatcs, has a perfectly

defimte value of temperature assoaated with it It is unlikely that the

distribution would be such that it Nvould be easy, or even possible, to

detenmne theform of the function, but this difficulty m no way changes

Its nature as a point function

Since every point function depends upoti the value of the coordinates

of a point, a table may be made settong forth the values of the function

at suitable intervals in terms of the corresponding coordinates Such a

table could not be made for a path function, because knoivlcdge of its

values at two different points docs not establish the amount of change

in the function between those points

The following illustration help to disunguish the difference m
ph>’sical significance, numerical cvaluatioR, and tabulation bchveen

point and path functions Since gravitational ivork is a point function,

the work per umt mass that must be done against granty m reaching

Nanous elevations may easily be tabulated in terms of the cIc\'auon

above a certain datum, usually taken as sea level But the amount of
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a c>'cle ABCDA (Fig 2-5), the medium is restored at the end of the cj-clc

to the state in %vhich it was at the beginning This means that molecular

agitation and configuration, and hence intrinsic energy, arc the same
after the completion of the cycle as they were before, and illustrates the

fact that the value of intrinsic energy depends on the state It also

follows that for a cycle in which the medium returns to its initial state,

the net intrinsic energy change is zero

Since any two of the three coordinates p,

r, and T suffice to fix the stale of a

medium, we may wnte

£ = /(r, n
or E ~ if>(p, V)

or E ~ ^(/>, T)

Thus It is that ivith every state point of

a medium there is associated a definite*

\alue of intrinsic energy If a medium
undergoes a change from state 1 to

state 2, the change in intrinsic energy is given simply by £* — Eu
ugatdltss c/ tht way in whuh ihe change takes place The same

principles apply iviih equal force to the quantities Mz, C, and pV

As enthalpy is the sum of two point functions, E + it is litLCwisc a

point function Since and Mz refer to mechanical energy of the

whole mass of the medium, values for them are readily obtained from

knowledge of the velocity and elevation respectively Values for E and

H have been tabulated over wide ranges of the coordinates for a con

siderable number of substances

Fic 2 5 Cicliat Procna R^pre
teneedi cn a ri Diagram

Evaluation of lOs

The quantity of heat added to or withdraivn from a medium may Irc

directly calculated for only two types of change, constant pressure and

constant volume This is because specific heat values have been meas-

ured only under these two conditions Th«)rctically there is an infinite

variety of specific heats, each for a different type of change, but the

• The aiwjtute lero of incruiaic energy haa never been eitabluhed and *o the absolute value

of mtrmuc energy at various slate points cannot be written Dul this di/ToiJty u of no signifi

canee here because we are concerned with the increase or decrease In Intrinsic energy result

ing from a certain thennodynanuc change of atate. Just as wr choose sea level as an arbi

trary datum for measurement of elevation, so may we choose an arbitrary datum of Intrinsic

energy Then the simple difference m ihc values of£ above this datum before and after the

change of state >teld$ the correct value for mtnnsic-eaergy increase or decrease
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exUrnal work is said to have been done by the non-flow expansion of the
gas The amount of ^\o^k done is FX where F is the totai force

acting on the top of the piston and L is the distance the piston moves
BothF and L arc readily related top and A V, tlie change in volume, for

p = 2 ^
where A is the area of the piston face Then

F '

p AV = — X = FL — work done against the piston

If the change in volume is taken smaller and smaller, the ivork done

becomes smaller in the same measure and so m the Lmit of dW » pdV
The necessity of going to the diflcrential form of the expression becomes

immediately apparent tvhen we realize that m this illustration the

pressure remained constant Usually the expansion of a gas results in

a continuous drop in pressure directly related to the change m volume

Therefore, in order to evaluate work as pAV^ ive must take a change

m volume so small that the pressure remains practically constant dunng
the infinitesimal change The total work for the entire change will

then be given by the definite

integral ofpdV between the limit-

ing conditions

.ir,-

As an example it will be helpful

to consider thcgraphicreprcscnta-

tion of the expansion ofa medium

and the work done by it In Fig

2-7 the curve 1-2 represents on

the pV diagram the continuous

change of state of a medium as it

esv'pawi”. CrKn sAate \ ta sAiVt 2,

(piFi to Evidently the pressurcisconstant only for the infinitesimal

change of volume dV Since dJt^= pdF, the work done during this in-

fimtesimal change of volume is represented by the shaded areapdF The

process of integrating the diflcrential expression to obtain the total ti’ork

done im olves no more than the addition ofall the stripspdF from FitoFt

It therefore follows that the work done by an expanding medium in a nonjlow

process ts represenled by the area under the curve on the pV diagram that repre-

sents Ilf change oj stale Gases and vapois can change their state in a van-
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Hence, for convenience, the value of piVt* is taken for evaluating the

first term of the numerator of (1), and PiV-i* for the second Then

‘ * -n+1 1 -n

It IS to be noted that this equation is \alid for any value of n mepi
n =* 7, in which case the expression for ilf* becomes mdetemunate
Since the change represented by n = 1 is important, further attention

must be gi\en to the value of iirjfoni If the initial analysis is repeated

for the case n = 1, there results

pV = const -
^OtlSt

const
,

-r-‘‘ J.. V

The student wll recall from the elementary integral calculus that the

evaluation of this integral differs from that of the general case

J
"~ and

IS, in fact, given by the natural logarithm of the variable Thus

X
r. jtf y,— » (const) log, V

V*= const log.

The value of the constant is given by the measured values of p and V for

any state point of the change, i c

p,Vi = =

Therefore, ahen n = 1 in pV“ = const

iJKi =^,I'ilog.|r or /’ll'" log. Ir

Since piVi = piVi, this equation may be expressed in terms of/» by the

follouing substitution

/..F. = p,V„

Substituting gi%es

ilff* = Piffi log*^ or P*rjlog,^

The use of the above equations for the evaluation of the work function

ifffj is illustrated m the following examples
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The ^vork of compressiop per stroke u now obtained from

PiVi - t>yVi

I — n

14,400 - 9810

-0 29

80 X 144* X I 25 - 14 5 X 144 X 4 7

1-129
= - 15,800 ft lb

By convention, when the sign of ilK» is minus, it u taken to mean that work is

done on the system by the surroundings This, of course, is the case in com
pression (sec page 31)

Work Dene In Cyclical Processes

The use of the graphic representation of iirs is decidedly helpful when
It IS desired to determine the net worLdonc m a senes of changes such

as are encountered in any cyclical process Fig 2-8 shows a cyclical

process m terms of pV coordinates The change AB is an expansion

Wwk (—) 22 DBdiuas to

rrfton it to oHsisaJ >tsU A

Fic 2-8 Net Work of a Cydical Proceu

Hence it represents ivork done fy the medium which by the sign con-

vention \se have adopted is given the algcbrzuc sign of plus The chaise

BC IS likewise an expansion and (he work done by it is also plus The

changes CD and DA, however, arc compressions, that is, work is done on

the medium by the surroundings and the integrals of pdV for these

changes are inhtrenily mgaixvt

* Note the convemon of pressure to pourds per iqurre foot in order that work may be

expresed m the cooventional uniu of foot pounds
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7 It :s claimed that a certain heat engine delners 300,000 ft-lb of ivork per
hour and dunng this penod receives 350 Bm of heat Are such results
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24 Discuss ihc meaning of the terms theiroodynamic system, thermodynamic
process, thcrmodynaimc cycle Illustrate

25 If the intrinsic energy of a thermodynanuc medium is in mechanical form,
how IS It that an adiabatic change results in a change in temperature’

26 Dunng the compression of t lb of air in a non flow process 10 Btu are
removed by the cooling water and 30,000 ft lb of work arc required iVTiat

IS the change in intrinsic energy of the air’ If the initial temperature of the
air was 80* F and e« « 0 23, what is the final temperature’

27 How may energy which u transformed intov.ork bv means of a thermod)
namic change be evaluated’ In what units unll it ordinarily be expressed’

28 Dunng a non flow adiabatic change of state of a medium, 15,000 ft lb of
external work arc done What is the change in intnnsic energy of the

medium’ In foot pounds’ In Btu’ WiU the temperature of the medium
nse or fall as a result of the change’

29 The change in enthalpy per pound for air compressed adiabatically from
an initial absolute pressure Pi and volume ri to final absolute pressure Pi
and volume n u giicn by the expression

J iP^t “ ^i»i)

Denve an expression for the change in t for the compression

PtoU k u the value of n in /F* » const for adiabatic change of a gas The
expression for t will be denied in a diflerent analysis in the chapteron

ideal gases

30 Using the expression m Problem 29, determine the mechanical efficiency

of a compressor unit which requires SI 000 ft lb to compress adiabatically

1 lb of air from 14 4 lb persq m absand 10 45 cu ft to a pressure of 136 71b

per sq in abs and a volume of 2 09 cu ft Use A *» I 4

31 In a non flow process a medium undergoes a change of state from an uuual

volume of 10 cu ft and pressure of 150 Ib per sq in abs to a final volume of

25 cu ft and pressure of 60 lb per sq in abs The equation of the path is

pV = consL Compute the external work done Is this done on or by the

medium’
32 A non flow change of state of a medium occurs at a constant TOlume of

10 cu ft The pressure increases from 20 Ib per sq in abs to 100 lb per sq

in abs Is any external work done’ Does intrinsic energy increase or de-

crease’ Must energy be added or abstracted’ WTiat relationship must exist

between the energ> added or abstracted and the intnnsic energy change’

33 In a non flow process a medium undergoes a change of volume fitim 50 cu

ft to 25 cu ft at a constant pressure of 100 lb per sq in abs ^S^lat u the

equauon of the curve representing the path on the pV plane’ Is work

done on or by the medium’ How many foot pounds’ If 200 Btu of energy

leave the medium m the form of heat dunng the process, what is the change

m intnnsic energy’

34 A medium having an initial volume rf 10 cu ft and pressure of 150 Ib per

sq in abs undergoes a non flow diangc of state to a final volume of 25 cu ft

and a pressure of 49 4 Ib per sq in sdis The equation of the curve on the

/il’ diagram rcprcsenunglhechangeis^F” *= const Compute the external

work done Is this work done on or by tlw medium?
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potential energy as that s\ith svhich it started The ups^\^ng i\ as there-

fore an ideal reverse process to the downswing, because the pendulum
returned to its initial state and the enure amount of energy transformed

svas ultimately completely restored to its initial form
Another example of reversibility is given by a fnctionJcss adiabatic

change of state Imagine that a bicjclc pump has its outlet staled off

In order to insure the adiabatic property, conceive the pump barrel

to be so perfectly insulated that no heat can enter or leav c from the sur-

roundings Now suppose the plunger to be pushed down so slowly that

no turbulence or internal friction occurs, and let the amount of work
done be carefully measured If, after compression, the pump handle is

released as slowlj as it was pushed down, just as much work will be

obtained from the expanding gas as was expended m compressing it and
finally the medium wall return to its exact original state Evidently,

if absolutely all internal fnciion and turbulence are to be avoided, the

process wall have to be earned out infinitely slowly, a procedure which

IS clearly impossible

From the foregoing examples, the student might get the idea tint it

IS the absence of friction which is the essential feature of a reversible

process Suck a conclunon ts inadequate All natural processes that in-

volve energy in the form of heat are inherently irreversible Because

heat flow naturally occurs only from a region of higher temperature to

one of lower temperature, heat flow in the reverse direction can be ac-

complished only by the supply of addiuonat energy from an outside

source We can however, conceive an ideal limiting process in which

reversible heat flow occurs To do so, wc must consider that the heat

flow occurs isothcrmally This violates the natural law that heat flows

only from a higher to a lower temperature But if wc imagine the tem

perature difTcrcnce to be infinite!) small, we revert to the idea of a

reversible process being one in continuous equilibrium in wluch an

infinitesimal change of coordinate (m tins instance temperature) will

reverse the direction of the process

Tt/e visef’ile^ess, of idea of a ocv-ersdale proceas. Ucs ui the fact that

It defines an ideal from which the devnation of practical processes may

be measured It is by means of quantitauve knowledge of the amount

of this deviation or degree of irreversibility that the efTicicncics of similar

processes may be intelligently compared Furthermore, the same

knowledge is invaluable in pointing the way toward the possibility of

improving processes and cycles so that they may more nearly approach

the ideal
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potential energy as that uith tvhich it started The upswing uas there

fore an ideal reverse process to the do\\nsuing, because the pendulum
returned to us initial state and the entire amount of energy transformed

was ultimately completely restored to its initial form

Another example of reversibility is given by a frictionlcss adiabatic

change of state Imagine tint a bicycle pump has its outlet scaled off

In order to insure the adiabatic property, conccuc the pump barrel

to be so perfectly insulated that no heat can enter or lea\ c from the sur-

roundings Now suppose the plunger to be pushed down so slowly that

no turbulence or internal friction occurs, and let the amount of work
done be carefully measured If, after compression, the pump handle is

released as slowly as it was pushed down, just as much work will be

obtained from the expanding gas as was expended in compressing it and

finally the medium will return to its exact original state Evidently,

if absolutely all internal friction and turbulence are to be avoided, the

process wll hive to be carried out infinitely slowly, a procedure which

is clearly impossible

From the foregoing examples, the student might get the idea that it

IS the absence of friction which is the essential feature of a reversible

process Suck a eonclusm is inadequate All natural processes that in-

volve energy in the form of heat are inherently irreversible Because

heat flow naturally occurs on/y from a region of higher temperature to

one of lower temperature, heat flow in the reverse direction can be ac-

complished only by the supply of additional energy from an outside

source ^Vc can, however, conceive an ideal limiting process in ivhich

reversible heat flow occurs To do so, we must consider that the heat

flow occurs isothermally This violates the naturd law that heat flows

only from a higher to a lower temperature But if we imagine the tem-

perature dilTerence to be infinitely small sve revert to the idea of a

reversible process being one in continuous equilibrium in which an

infinitesimal change of coordinate (in this instance temperature) will

reverse the direction of the process

The usefulness of the idea of a reversible process lies in the fact that

It defines an ideal from which the deviation of practical processes may

be measured It is by means of quantitatuc knowledge of the amount

of this deviation or degree of irreversibility that the cfTicicncies of similar

processes may be intelligently compared Furthermore, the same

knowledge is invaluable in pointing the ivay toward the possibility of

improving processes and cjcles so that they may more nearly approach

the ideal
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Initially, consider that the medium m the c>linder is at an elevated

temperature Ti, and that the piston u at position 1 The cylinder is

then placed in contact with a body also at T\ and so large that the uith-

drawal of heat from it docs not lower its temperature Such a body is

called an inj^nite source of heat The external pressure on the piston is

assumed to be maintained mfimtesimally less than that of the medium
and so the latter expands ^Vhcn any medium expands, the temperature

tends to fall because intrinsic energy, which has alread) been shown to

depend on temperature, is the immediate source of energy for the work

of the expansion Of course, in nian> processes, as m this one, the store

of intrinsic energy is immediately replenished from another source

In the present case, as soon as an inhnitcsimal quantity of work has been

done, the temperature falls innmtcsimally and an infinitesimal quantity

of heat flows m The addition of this heat to the medium restores its

temperature to the imtial value Tt Then another infinitesimal amount

of work IS done, again the tcropcralurc fidh infinitcsimahy, and again

heat flows in from the source The expansion continues in this fashion,

with the temperature at any point in the medium never departing

more than infinitesimally from Ti, until the piston reaches point 2

(Fig 3-la) It was assumed at the outset that all the processes of the

cycle were reversible Hence, in the limit, as the infimtesimal changes

tn temperature approach zero, the change of state accompanying the

displacement of the piston from 1 to 2 is a Tevnsil>le uotArrma/ expansion

For the second process of the cycle, the cylinder is considered to have

been removed from (he infimtc source of heat and placed on a block of

perfect insulating material Since the c>lmdcr walls and piston arc

similarly insulated, rw heat can enltr or Itace the medium The medium,

however, continues to expand adiahattcally and retersibly until the piston

reaches point 3 During this expansion the work done by the medium

on the piston is wholly at the expense of intrinsic energy, for there is no

other possible source of energy Consequently, the temperature of the

medium falls decidedly during the process Let its temperature at the

end of the expansion be Tt, which is of course less than Ti

In order to complete the cycle, the medium must be restored to its

imtial state point 1 This might be done by retracing the paths of the

two expansions by adiabatic and then isothermal compression How-

ever, if this were done, the amount of work done on the medium m
compression would be exactly equal and opposite in sense to that done by

the medium on expansion Thus no net useful eflcct would be denved

from the cjclc Since the object of die cycle is to derive the maximum

useful effect, the medium must be returned to its initial condition over a
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path different from that over which it expanded. This is achieved by
first compressing the medium- isothermally and then compressing it

adiabatically. We shall assume that the external work done during the

isothermal and adiabatic expansion was used to store energy in an external

system. It wiU be necessary to withdraw some of this energy to effect the

compressions. The remainder then constitutes the net work of the cycle.

For isothermal compression the cylinder is considered to be placed in

contact with a body also aX. Ti and variously called the cold body,

receiver, condenser, or refrigerator. It is assumed that this body is so

large that the addition of heat to it does not alter its temperature;

hence it is called an infinite refrigerator. A force F is then applied to the

piston, so that the pressure on the medium is maintained infinitesimally

greater than its own pressure. The piston moves downward, and an

infinitesimal quantity of work is done on the medium. This tends to

raise its store of intrinsic energy and hence its temperature. The infinites-

imal temperature difference, however, makes possible the flow of an
infinitesimal quantity of heat to the refrigerator. This sequence of

infinitesimal energy changes, which is the reverse of those that took

place on the isothermal expansion 1-2, is continued until the piston

reaches point 4.

For the final process of the cycle, the cylinder is again considered to

be placed on the insulating block. The application of external force to

the piston is continued, with the magnitude of the force increasing in

such a way that the pressure on the medium is never more than

infinitesimally greater than the pressure of the mediunfitself. Tecause

of this and because no heat flows, the process is a reversible adiabatic

compression. All of the work done on the medium through the action of

the external force is therefore stored as intrinsic energy. Consequentiy,

the temperature rises, and the compression is continued until the tem-

perature Ti, as well as the pressure and volume of the initial state point,

has been achieved. This occurs when the piston has reached point 1 in

Fig. 3—Id. The cycle of operations is therefore completed at this point.

The Non-Flow Energy Equation applies direcdy to the several proc-

esses of the Carnot cycle, since they are all non-chemical, non-flow

changes of state. It is decidedly helpful in the analysis of the whole

cycle to write this equation for each change of the cycle, thus

Isothermal expansion 1-2 iQ,2 = j [(£2 — Fi) -f- 1W2]

0 = ^
[(F3 - E2) -f JF3]Adiabatic expansion 2-3
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operate as a heat pump That ts, upon supplying mcchanicaj energy

to u, ItwU take in heat at a low temperature, add to it the heat er^uwa'

lent of the work done on it, and finally rqect the sum of these two quan-
tities of heat at the high temperature A numencal example will help

Fic S-3

to make this clear Suppose that cycle A has an elBciencq of » 0 4

This means that when operated as a motor, 0 4 Btu of mechanical work

IS done for 1 Btu supplied at the high temperature and 0 6 Btu « rejected

to the refrigerator When operated on the reicrse c>de as a heat pump,

for every 0 4 Btu supplied as mechanical w’ork, 0 6 Btu is absorbed from

the cold body and added to the 04 Btu supplied as work, and finally

1 Btu IS rejected to the hot body Hence, for the reversed c>de, the work

done on the shaft, multiplied by the reaprocal of the motor efficiency,

gives the heat rejected to the hot body To return to Fig 3-3, if cycle B

supplies vbQ, Btu of energy in mcdianical form to the shaft driving

cyxle A, there will be returned to the source heat units If

the rape of ijb to va w greater than I, a greater quantity of heat will be

rejected to the hot body than was taken from it. This would mean that

in the entire s^'stem made up of the source, tqeles A and B, and the

refrigerator, heat was floivmg from a low temperature to a higher

temperature without expenditure of work But this is impossible because

of the Second Law of Thennodynamjcs Therefore tjb cannot be

greater than rjA and the conclusion is that no cycle can have a greater

efficiency than a rc\ crsiblc one The Camot cyde, which is a reversible

cyxle, satisfies the first entenon for maximum efficiency
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In order to prove the necessity of considering the second criterion for

maximum thermal efficiency, suppose that the isothermal expansion

of a Carnot cycle is interrupted by a small adiabatic expansion, as

shown in Fig. 3-4. On any adiabatic expansion the temperature must

fall, since work is done at the expense of intrinsic energy. Therefore, in

this case the temperature falls to a value T3 and the cycle is completed

as previously described. The figure clearly shows the work of the two

isothermal expansions 1-2 and 2—3 to be less than that of the single iso-

thermal expansion 1-3 of the ideal cycle by the work represented by the

shaded area. Also, the heat added during these two expansions is less

than in the ideal cycle, for the work of isothermal expansion has already

been shown to depend on the heat added. The amount of heat

rejected to the refrigerator at T^, however, remains the same. Therefore,

in the definition of Carnot efficiency

(h — Qa _ 1 _ S5
dr dr

the value of the fraction ^ is greater than in the ideal case, and hence

the efficiency is less.

Simil arly, the interruption of the isothermal compression by a small

adiabatic compression increases the total work of restoring the medimn to

its initial state. The reality of this increase is shown by the shaded area
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5-6 in Tig 3-4 Hence the amount of heat rejected to the refngcratof

IS greater than is the case when the isothermal compression is uninter-

rupted This further increases

equation, and/urfArr decreases the value of the efficiency of the ejele

Of course, the change of temperature during the addition or withdrawal

of heat might come aboutm man> diflcrcnt w ayt from the one desenbed
In every case, however, the effect of such changes of temperature may
be anal>’2ed in this fashion The result of all these analyses invanabl)

leads to the conclusion that even m a reversible cycle maximum trans-

formation of heat into work occurs only when heat is both added to and

withdrawn Jrom the cycle tsothermally Thus it is that in the ideal Carnot

c>cle heat is added during an isothermal expansion and withdrawn
during an isothermal compression

Thermodynamic Seale of Absolute Temperature

The third item of the Carnot Principle involves consideration of tlic

scale upon which temperatures Ti and Tt arc to be measured On
page 6 It was shown that a umt of temperature is expressed in temu of

the expansion of some thennometne substance between arbitrarily

selected points In the foregoing discussion of the Carnot cycle it was

stated that the heat must be supplied to the working fluid at the highest

possible constant temperature, and the working fluid must reject heat at

the lowest possible constant temperature Nothing was said as to what

values these temperatures should have They were simply taken to

indicate relative degrees of hotness mthout regard to any temperature

scale or method of measurement From this it appears that the Carnot

cycle may be used to define a temperature scale which will be absolute

in the sense that it is quite independent of the nature ofany thermometne

substance

Suppose that a senes of Carnot cycles is devised, with the refrigerator

of one cycle constituting the source of heat for the cycle following it

IC this sec^ueuce of cycles is ind.cfinitcly continued^ a point

will eientually be reached where, in the last cycle, all of the heat added

is converted to work and there is no heat to be rejected At tins point,

then, the temperature Tx must be absolute zero Now if these cycles arc

devised in such a way that the temperatures of addition and abstraction

of heat are at e^al intervals, it becomes possible to define an absolute

temperature scale ^^^len this is done, it turns out that there is no sig-

nificant difference between the absolute thermodynamic scale defined

by the Carnot cycle and the absolute temperature scale as given by a

the value of the fraction

^
inthe efficiency
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gas thermometer. Also, the quantities of heat added and withdrawn
from the several individual cycles are proportional to the defined
absolute temperature.* Consequently, Q,i is proportional to Ti, the

higher absolute temperature, and Qjt to Ti, the lower absolute tempera-

ture. Therefore the third criterion for maximum transformation of heat

into work is expressed by using this proportionality to write the equation

for Carnot efficiency in terms of absolute temperatures, thus

_ 0.1 ~ Q.i _ ^1 ~ Tj
VCarnot

It will be found that the expression

_ T-i - Tz
^Carnot rr^

i 1

i

is decidedly more useful in problems involving Carnot efficiency than

the expression in terms of Q^, for the temperature of rejection is more
easily measured than the heat quantity rejected. It must be understood that

this expression is not validfor determining the actual efficiency of practical cycles.

The latter efficiency approaches Carnot efficiency only in the measure

that the conditions under which these cycles operate approach those of

the Carnot cycle. The determination of Carnot efficiency is illustrated

by the following example.

* G. A. Goodenough, Principles of Thermodynamics, Holt, 3rd ed., p. 58.
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Example

A heat cycle operates beoveen temperatures of 420® F and 60® F If

3000 Btu are supplied this cycle, what u the maximum amount of wrk that

can be obtained from this heat’

Solution

'iC MS
t 1

^ (420 -{- 460) - (60 4- 460)

420 + 460
®s4t% approx

3000 X 0 41 — 1230 maximum heat converted to work*
1230 X 778 = 957,000 ft lb approx

Factors Affecting Carnot Efficiency

Inspection of the factors of the efficiency equation shows that Carnot

efficiency can be inlproved by increasing the temperature of addition,

Fi, or decreasing the temperature of rejection, Tt Both of these ideas

have been and are continually being applied industrially m order that

greater mechanical clTect may be obtained from heat For example, m
modem steam engine practice, higher and higher pressures wth cor

respondingly higher temperatures are constantly being employed

Likewise, the steam engineer makes every effort to have the steam

exhaust to a condenser at the lowest possible pressure, with correspond

ingly low temperature The same trend is evident m modem designs

of internal combustion engines In the last few years, compression ratios

in automobile engines have been greatly increased This change of

design results in increasing the temperature of combustion, with conse-

quent possibility of gam in cffiacncy Whether this possibility is real-

ized depends on the mechanical features of the engine as well as upon

the chemical and physical properties of the fuel

It IS of vital importance for the engineer to appreciate the stnet

Carnot limitation upon the efficiency of transformation of heat energy

to mechanical energy, because from time to time he will be called on

to pass upon the validity of schemes that aim to circumvent it.

An inventor claims that a certain engine has a fuel consumpuen of 0 3 lb of

oil per brake hp-hr developed The highest temperature obtained in the

engine u 2500* F and the engine exhausts at 800® F The oil has a heating

valueof 12 000 Btu per lb One brake hp-hr u equivalent to 2545 Dm Arc the

inventor’s claims possible?

•Thb U the nuxuntmi heat which could be converted to work by a Carnot cycle ifnsl-

t»f hrUvem tht gtotn Umperti>t'ts
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Solution

Carnot efficiency =

^ (2500 + 460) - (800 + 460)

2500 + 460
= 57.3%

Claimed efficiency:

Output ^ 2545 ^
Input 0.3 X 12,000

Whether he is doing it willfully or not, the inventor is deluding himself.

The Second Law of Thermodynamics

An initial assumption to all that has been said about the Carnot

cycle and principle was that heat was to be added at a relatively high

temperature and rejected at a relatively low one. There is nothing in

the First Law to require that tWs be done. This law states only the

equivalence of various forms of energy, but gives no information as to

the direction a given transformation should take. The First Law takes

no exception to the possibility of having a cycle in which heat is

wholly transformed into work. Experience has invariably shown that this

never happens. The question then is: What are the limitations on the

transformation of heat into woA? The answer is embodied in the

principle known as~~fhe'Second Law of Thermodynamics, which “is

every bit as fundamental as the First Law.
A great many eminent scientists have made statements of the Second

Law. Probably the simplest of these is the one by Clausius, already

given in Chapter 1 (page 4). This statement may be paraphrased by

saying that heat cannot of itself, i.e., without compensation, passfrom a cold to

a hot body. This means that heat has the unique property, inherent in its

natm-e, of flowing naturally only in one direction, from hot to cold. Con-

sequently, heat cycles are devised so that the temperature of the medium
is lowered by the removal of energy in the form of work, thus making it

possible to reject energy in the form of heat at a temperature lower than

its temperature of supply. If any heat is to be transformed into work, the

flow must not be direct, as in conduction, because in that case all of the

heat that flows enters the colder body and there is no energy left to be

transformed into work. The process must be one in which the medium

absorbs heat at the higher temperature, undergoes alternate expansions

and compressions as the result of which work is delivered to the sur-

roundings, rejects a part of the heat at a lower temperature, and is

ultimately restored to its initial state. Ideally, the difference between the
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heat added and that rejected is transformed into u6rk Sucli a cycle

IS in accord wth the Second Law because heat does pass from hot to cold

The phrase “without compensation** in Qausim* statement is of

considerable importance and merits further consideration In any

refrigerating cycle, ivhich is in fact only a reversed heat engine, the

cooled suSst^ce isTept at a low temperature by withdraiving heat from

It. This heat is subsequently rejected to the surroundings at a higher

temperature But the slightest acquaintance with a household clcctnc

remgerator or even with the bills for its poiver consumption is enough
to impress on an>one that this flow of heat from cold to hot is accom
phshed tmly by the expenditme of work If it were possible to make heat

flow from cold to hot without compensation, 1 6
,
without the expendi-

ture of ivork, It would be possible to collect the vast quantities of low-

temperature heat in the earth, the seas, and the atmosphere, raise it to a

high temperature, and use it as a source of energy for heat engines A
scheme of this sort would achieve a kind of perpetual motion, which,

because its existence is denied by the Second_Law.jsjailed, pcrpetiial

motion of the second kind

In the light of this analysis, another statement of the Second Law
given by Planck takes on considerable significance His statement is

as follows “It IS impossible to construct an engine which wiU work m a

complete c>cle, and produce no effect other than the raising of a weight

and the cooling of a heat reservoir ” The reason for the stated impossi

biliry of building such an engine is that it docs not provide for a lower

temperature to which the heat can flow If such an engine were possible,

It also would achieve perpetual motion of the second kind, because

Planck specifics no particular temperature for the heat reservoir He
says simply that it is impossible to transform a quantity of heat wholly

into an equivalent quantity of mechamcal work This denies the possi-

bility of using low temperature heat as an energy source just as effectively

as does the statement of Qausius By Planck’s statement low-tempera

lure heat can be used as an energy source only when a yet lower natu-

rally occurring temperature is available to which the heat can flow

Since the temperature of the earth, the seas, and the atmosphere is

always, at a given place, the lowest naturally occurring temperature, no

heat can flow from these sources and hence no energy transformation

into work can occur

The essential point about the Second Laiv is that it is concerned i«th

the peculiar properties of heat, whereas the First Law dcaU with the

equivalence of all forms of energy^ Thus it is that the Second Law has

no counterpart in mechanics but is encountered for the first time in
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thermodynamics. It as of fundamental importance because heat is the

ultimate source of energy for every known process for the development of

mechanical power. Moreover, not only is it true that heat can pass from

a higher temperature to a lower; everyday experience shows us that it

does so at every opportunity. And once it reaches the natural tempera-

ture of the surroundings, all possibility of transforming any part of it into

work is forever gone. It has become a degraded sort of energy which,

whether we like it or not, must be considered as having been thrown on
the waste heap of the universe.

There is only one way in which the engineer can even partially cir-

cumvent this constant degradation of heat energy. He can and should

take every measure possible to insure that whenever heat flows it does so only in

the most efficient cycle for its transformation into work that is possible under -the

circumstances. When this is not done, there is an irretrievable waste, not

of energy but of transformable energy. An extreme example of this

waste is given by the ordinary hot-air furnace, commonly used for heat-

ing houses. In the firebox of such a furnace, the heat of combustion of

the fuel raises the temperature of the gases to about 2500° F. But the

householder certainly has no -use for them at that temperature! He
simply wants his house to be comfortably warm at about 70° F. The
energy is therefore permitted to slide down the temperature gradient

without the transformation of any part of it into work. Not only that,

but once at 70° F, the possibility of ever being able to transform any part

of that particular quantity of heat is gone. As long ago as the middle

of the last century Lord Kelvin clearly saw the enormous wastefulness of

this process and suggested that houses might be much more efficiently

heated by a modified reversed Carnot cycle. No practical application

of his idea was made until a few years ago, when an extensive research

investigation of the idea was begun at the Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh.

It is well within the realm of possibility that the results of this research

may lead to a change in the methods of house heating no less revolu-

tionary than the change in transportation methods brought about by the

development of the automobile.

Entropy

In the discussion of the Carnot cycle it was found to be a decided

convenience and help to study the work done during the several changes

in terms of the areas under the curves on the pV diagram. In order to

establish clearly the amount of heat that is transformed into work in

any particular process or cycle, it is evident that it would be similarly

helpful to be able to represent heat quantities in terms of area on some
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coordinate sj’stem The graphic representation of work depends on the

fact that the dimensions of work are easily idcnuficd with the elementary
coordinates p and V But the definition of unit heat quantity (Btu or

calone) involves only one elementary coordinate, temperature There
fore, if heat is to be represented graphically zis an area, another quantity

must be determined of such nature that its product ivith temperature

has the dimensions of heat The need for such a quantity was clearly seen

early in the history of thermodynamics, and to supply that need a
coordinate called entropy was arbitrarily defined, or invented Entropy

oj heat entrgy, desxgnated by S, » defined at the quoUent oj heat quantity dividti

by the absolute temperature On the basis of the simplest kind of antfunctic.

the product of entropy multiplied by absolute temperature must be

heat quantity The definition therefore gives the single and uniq'Qt

quantity that satisfies the requirement of being the second factor of heat

There are a number of important physical quantities that are the product

of two factors, one of which may be called intensive, the other extensive

The intensive factor denotes the tnUnnly of the quantity acting, the

extensive factor gives the exUnt to which it acts Thus, raechamcal \iork

IS the product of force times distance, in which force is the intensive

factor, and distance the extensive factor In the product for the work

done by an expanding medium, i e ,
pressure is the intensive

factor, and the charge in volume the extensive factor In electncity, it u
shown that work is equal to electromotive force times quantity of

electricity Here electromotive force is the intensive factor, and elec*

tncal quantity the extensive factor From these illustrations it becomes

clear that temperature has the nature of an intensive factor Since the

product of temperature and entropy gives heat, it follows that entropy

may be defined as the extensive/actor of tuat energy Of course, in a sense,

entropy differs from the extensive factors cited as examples in that it is an

arbitrary invented quantity and_nQt_a physical one It is abstract, not

concrete In ho ivay, however, docs this disability impair its great use

fulness in the consideration and solution of problems concerned isith

heat energy

The subject of entropy has long been a source of difficulty for the

beginning student in thermodynamics The difficulty has arisen because

somewhere in every discussion of the subject there must come a shift in

the point of victv ivith which entropy is regarded Unless this shift is

clearly pointed out, the student is apt to miss it and from that moment

subsequent discussion only confuses him more and more In order to

avoid this difficulty, uc propose to point out definitely what the shift is

and u hy it 15 necessary In the preceding paragraph entropy u as defined
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as the extensive factor of heat energy. As the student learns this defini-

tion he must keep clearly in mind that heat is always energy in transition.

Consequently, he must not think of a quantity of heat as a static chunk
of energy bounded on one side by temperature and on the other by
entropy. Like many other physical quantities, heat is detected only by
the effect it produces after it has flowed. For example, we measure the

temperature change of a medium resulting from the addition of heat

and from such measurement learn something about the quantity of

heat that produced the change. So it is with entropy. We are able to

determine the entropy of a quantity of heat only from the effect the

heat flow produces on a medium. Since entropy is a factor of heat, whenever

heat flows there is always an entropy change of the medium involved. When the

flow is reversible the entropy change produced in the medium equals the

entropy of the heat delivered to or withdrawn from the medium. The
necessity for stipulating reversibility as a requisite for the equality will

be discussed later. For the present it is enough to say that for reversible

processes we are able to determine the entropy of heat by reference to

the medium to or from which it flows. It is the shift from the definition

of entropy as a factor of heat to its measurement in terms of the change

produced in a medium that has in the past been a source of trouble to

the student.

It is an easy matter to determine the entropy of heat that flows

reversibly and isothermally. The quantity of heat 1Q.2 that flows under

such conditions may be computed from the mass of the medium, the

ratios pressure or volume change of the medium

resulting from the flow. Since the flow is reversible the entropy of the

medium is changed by the amount of the entropy of the heat that flows.

Also, since we are considering an isothermal process, the temperature

remains constant during the flow of heat. Then, by definition, the en-

tropy of the heat quantity iQji is given by S units of entropy;'

this value is the entropy change of the medium to or from which the heat

flowed.

Because absolute temperature is always plus in sign, the algebraic

sign of 1Q2 governs the sign of the entropy change of a medium. If heat

flows into a medium, iQ^ is plus and so is AS"; if heat leaves the medium,

"By definition, the units of entropy are
units of heat

Hence in the
units of absolute temperature

British system of emits, entropy is expressed in terms of Btu per degrees R. No specific name
has ever been accepted for units of entropy.
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and Ai* are both negative From the point of wew of the entropj of

energy itself, the sign of S is always plus because an) quanta) of heat

must have a certain positive dimension of entropy Hence, \anation
in the algebraic sign of entropy has meaning only m reference to the

entropy change of the medium to or from tvhich heat flov\-s

Example

At a pressure of 165 lb per sq m abs water evaporates at a constant tempera
turc of 366® F The latent heat ofevaporation under these conditions is 857 Btu
per lb Determine the entropy change of 3 lb of water resulting from its rc«

verstblc evaporation at this pressure and temperature

Solution

The entropy change of the medium ts given by

The heat added iQj is the latent heat per pound omes the number of

pounds involved le

vQ, « 3 X 857 Btu

The constant absolute temperature T w
366 + 460 = 826® R

Thtn M -+ 3 11 Slu/°

R

Since the process u reversible this vaiue of A? is also the entropy S of the

3 X 857 Btu

The expression of entropy as ^ suffers the limitation that it is

appUcahle only to reversible isothermal processes Only m such processes

does the temperature remain constant However, the entropy change

for reversible non isothermal processes may be determined by use of the

calculus Suppose that, at any point m the change the flow of heat is

taken to be so small that the teroperature may be considered to rcmnin

constant Then m the limit

iiS =
r

in which 6Q, represents an infinitely small quantity of heat But from

the point of view of the medium the amount of heat that flows may be

evaluated by
iQi « Mcih - ti)

which in this case becomes

SQ = Mcdt = McdT
Therefore, by substitution

dS=‘
MrdT
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This differential expression depends only on temperature; therefore

if we assume that the specific heat c remains constant, it may be inte-

grated at once. When expressed as an indefinite integral the result is

the absolute entropy of the medium, i.e.

5 = = Mc\og,T + C

when c is taken to be constant. In order to evaluate the constant C,

the value of S at the boundary eondition of absolute zero of temperature

must be known. Although there is some evidence for the determination

of this boundary value, it need not be considered here. For practical

purposes, all that is necessary is knowledge of the entropy change AS of a

medivnn resulting from the reversible flow of a certain quantity of heat.
J'T'

The value of AS is given directly by the definite integral of Mc^
between the limits established by the absolute temperatures of the

medium at the beginning and end of the process, Ti and Ti respectively.

AS = Ss - Si = ^ = McJJ' Me loge

If the specific heat c is variable, the integral for AS may stiU be evaluated,

although not as simply, by expressing c as a f(i).

Example

Twelve lb of water are heated reversibly from 60° F to 190° F. If the specific

heat of water is taken as 1.0, what is the resulting change in entropy of the

water?

Solution

Since the temperature, changes during the addition of heat, it is necessary

to integrate^ to obtain the change in entropy.

AS = Sj - Si = r
Jm

•460+190 j-p n
Mr^ = 12Xl| ^

f460+60 J020 4

= 12 X 1 X loge 1.25 = 12 X 1 X 0.2235

= 2.68 units of entropy

650= 12 X 1 X log.
'520

The fact that the differential expression for entropy change may be

integrated without knowledge of the way the change is effected indicates

that entropy is a point function. Therefore, Values of entropy change

may be and are tabulated in terms of the coordinates for each of the

thermodynamic media used in industry. Because entropy of a medium
is determined by its state as defined by its thermodynamic coordinates,

it may itself be used as a coordinate. In Chapter 1 it was stated that any
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two of the coordinates p, F, and T suffice to fix the state of a medium
That statement may now be enlarged to say that knowledge of any n\o
of the quantities p, F, T, and S is enough to determine the state There
fore, a diagram of w hich T and .9 are Uve coordinate axes may be set up,
a point on this diagram defines the state of a medium just as surely as

does a state point on the pF diagram
As an illustration of the >vay in which the temperature-entropy (TS}

diagram may be used, let the processes of the Carnot cycle be repre-

sented on it (Fig 3-6) The reversible isothermal expansion at the

higher temperature Ti is shown by 1-2 Since heat is added on this

Ftc J-6 Carnot Cjde-rs Plane.

change, the entropy of the medium increases, and by the definition of

entropy, the area under 1-2 is a quantitative measure of the amount of

heat added The next change of the cycle is the reversible adiabatic

expansion The entire absence of any heat flow on this change requires

that the line representing the change on the TS diagram shall not have

any area under it Thus the adiabatic expansion to Tt must be repre-

sented by the vertical line 2-3 From the diagram, this line evidently

Tcprcscnis a cViangc zX a constant entiopy It follows that a revetsvble

adiabatic change is also iscntropic, i c , at constant entropy The line

3-4 represents the reversible isothermal compression at the lower tem-

perature Tt, during ivhich unavailable heat is rejected from the system

Since entropy is a factor of heat, the departure of heat from the s>’stcm

means that the entrop> of the system must decrease as shown The area

under 3-4 is a grapluc representation of the amount of heat rejected

The rcN'crsiblc adiabatic compression 4-1 then restores the medium to

its initial state without change of enteopy
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The first of several things to be learned from Fig. 3-6 is that the
entropy change of the ^stem resulting from the addition of heat is exacdy
equal and opposite in sense to that accompanying the rejection of heat.

Therefore, the net entropy change for the entire reversible cycle is zero.

The same result would have been obtained even though there had
been a change in temperature during either the addition or the rejection

of heat, provided the cycle remained reversible (Fig. 3-7). Such a

condition would require the use of the differential expression for change

in entropy, i.e.

dS =—
The limits for the integration of dS over the path AmB representing

addition of heat are Tb and Ta.- For integration over BnA the limits are

Ta and Tb- Hence the integral of dS over the closed path AmBnA is

identically equal to zero. Thus

- Mc(log.|^ + log.^) - 0

Kote: The sign means that the integral is to be taken over the complete

closed path from A to B and back to A.

From this analysis it follows that it makes no difference through tvhat

series of changes a medium may go in a closed cyclical process; entropy

at the end of the cycle is the same as it was at the beginning. Conse-

quently, entropy of a medium is determined by the coordinates of the
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state of the medium and not at all by the path by which it achieved that

state This demonstrates again that enUopy ts a pointJunction

It IS to be noted carefully that it is only for r^ersiblc cycles that the

entropy change of the medium resulting from heat addition is equal
and opposite to the entropy diangc of heat rejection h ts not true Jot
mevcTsible cycles The conclusion is then readily draiNii that the degree

to ivhich a cycle is irreversible is determined by the amount of the

inequality of the entropy cliangcs accompanying the addition and rejec-

tion of heat respectively This is the reason behind the frequently

encountered expression, “Entropy is the measure of irreversibility”

This statement is meaningful only when considered m the light of a dis-

cussion such as the present one The possibility of confusion if it is

interpreted othervMse comes from the fact that anyJiow oj heat results tn a

change tn entropy For example, if heat is added to a sy’stcm isothermal!)

and reversibly there is certainly an increase in the entropy of the system

But It was stated that the process was reversible Therefore it is silly

to say that m such ^ process increase in entropy is a measure of irre-

versibility The point is that, in a cyclical process, it is the mcpialily

between entropy changes resulting from the addition and rejection of

heat respectively that tells us a cyde is irreversible and by how much
The second point of interest in connection with Fig 3-6 is that the

enclosed area 1 -2-5-4 on the TS diagram represents the diflercnce

between the heat supplied and that rejected It must therefore be

exactly equivalent to the net work done by the cycle Consequently,

with proper allowance for conversion and scale factors, it is equivalent

to the area enclosed by the curves of the cycle on the diagram The

TS and pV diagrams studied together give a ready means of gaming a

real understanding of what happens with respect to energy transforma-

tion for each change in the Carnot cyde

Third, an adaptation of Fig 3-6 yields the answer to the exceedingly

important question Since heat may be represented by area on (he TS

diagram, is the converse always true, le, does area on the diagram

always represent hcat^ The ansvver to this question is an emphatic

Fig 3-8 IS a reproduction of Fig 3-6, except that the adnbatic expan

sion 15 irreversible instead of reversible The dotted line is not to be con-

sidered as the path over which the change takes place, because the exact

path of an irreversible process cannot be determined Su/Hcc it to say

that the dotted line shows that the medium undergoes an adiabatic

change of state from state 2 to state 3^ for which the functional relation

between T and S is not known The irreversibility of the change 2-3

implies tliat turbulence and intonal friction occur within the medium
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as the change takes place. Because of these friction effects, at any given
instant there are points within the medium at different temperatures.

This results in a flow of energy as heat from one point to another within

the medium. Although this flow of heat is unknown in amount, it is

irreversible heat flow and results in a definite increase in entropy.

1 2

m n s
Fig. S-8. Entropy Increase with Irreversible

Adiabatic Expansion—TS Diagram.

Consequently, for the whole irreversible change, the entropy of the

system increases from 3 to 3'. It cannot be said that the area under 2-3' repre-

sents heat, because, first, the fact that the process is adiabatic means

that there is no heat flow to or from the surroundings, and second, it is

impossible to know the exact path of the change and so it is absurd

to talk about the area under it. Therefore, area on a TS diagram represents

heat quantity onlyfor reversible changes.

Finally, Fig. 3-8 shows beyond question that the presence of an irre-

versible change in a cycle inevitably leads to decreased efficiency in the

transformation of heat into work. The area under line 1-2 represents, as

before, the heat added to the system. But in order to complete the cycle

reversible isothermal compression must now be started at point 3'

instead of 3, and so the heat rejected is represented by the area under

3'-4. This area is greater than that under 3-4 by the area 3 3' nm.

Hence, in the irreversible cycle, the heat that may be transformed into

work is less than that transformed in the reversible cycle by the amount

represented by 3 3' nm.
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Summary ef Properties of Entropy

1 Entrop) IS the extensn-e factor of heat energy For a re\*crsible

process, Nshen change of cntrop> of a medium is multiplied b> absolute

temperature, the product is the heat quantity that flow's during the

change

2 Entropy is a point function In any reversible process, change m
entropy depends only upon the initial and final state points of the me-
dium For a reversible isothermal change

For all other reversible changes except adiabatic

M

3 Entropy may be used as a ihemiodyTiamic coordinate It was

established that entropy is determined by the state bf a medium It may
therefore m its turn be used to identify the state

4 Entropy of the medium changes whenever heat flovi-s and the

algebraic sign of the entropy change is the same as that of the heat This

comes from the fact that m the expression dS ^ T denotes absolute

temperature which is always positive

5 Entropy of a medium may be considered as a property of that

medium as well as a dimension of energy This is a consequence of the

fact that entropy is determined by the coordinates of the state of the

medium
6 The entropy change of a system of several bodies is obtained by

the algebraic addition of the entropy changes of the - iuent bodies

The reason behind this statenfent is that entropy may be considered as

much a property of the medium as its mass Just as the mass of a system

is the sum of the masses of its component parts, so is the entropy change

of a system the algebraic sum of the entropy changes of its components

7 Relative values of entropy are always used Integration of the

expression ^ ~ as an indefinite integral to obtain the absolute

value of S involves an additive constant, the value of which is indeter-

minate. Therefore, for practical purposes, entropy is reckoned to an

arbitrary datum established by some standard state. In the steam tables,

for example, the entropy at 32'’ F is taken as zero, and the tabulated

values represent the entropy above this datum.
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Use of Entropy

Knowledge of the entropy oj a quantity of heat makes it possible to compute

the fraction of that heat that may be transformed into work in a reversible cycle.

The way in which this is done may
first be illustrated by reference to • i 2

the Carnot cycle.

The equation that defines Car-
Wcpie

not efficiency is

W cycle

^ J

Vcarnot

= 1 -

^ Ti - T,

Ti

= 1-
T̂i

In terms of the nomenclature used

in Fig. 3-9, this becomes

The heat added to the cycle, Qy,

is represented on the diagram by ^

the area 1-2-5-6. The heat re-
g_g Cycle-Representation of

jected to the refrigerator, (2,«> Heat Quantities on the TS Diagram,

represented by the area 3-4-6-5.

Since Qji cannot be transformed into work in this particular cycle it is

called the unavailable part of the heat supplied.

The area 1-2-3—
4, which is the difference between the areas repre-

senting Qfi and Qb, represents the heat transformed into work, Qy.

Since Qjl is the maximum amount of heat that can be transformed into

work by any cycle operating between Ts and Tr, it is called the

available part of the heat supplied, or referred to simply as the available

energy.

From the efficiency equation

Q/l = (IsVc^ot = lis ^1
" = 0^ — Tr

But Qjl is also given by

Fic. 3-9. Camot Cycle—Representation of

Heat Quantities on the TS Diagram.

Hence Q,s—

Q

b

Q,a = Qjs — Qj!

— Qr — Qjs X Tr

So
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purposes it may be considered as totally unavailable Hence the uord
“lost” may be interpreted as meaning “unavailable” Mechanical

energy is likewise degraded and “lost” by being transformed into heat

as the result of turbulence and internal fluid friction within the medium
Itself Because both external and internal frictional cfTccts involve

degradation of mechanical energy, they are rcspccuvely termed the

causes of external and tnlernal mechanical irrevernhliiy They are both

mimmized by giving attention to matters of design so that the lowest

possible amount of high grade, 100% available mechanical energy of

zero entropy will be transformed into low-grade, virtually unavailable

heat enei^ The reduction of external mechanical irreversibility is the

object of modern highly specialized studies m lubncation and in the

design of anti friction bearings Internal mechanical irreversibility

IS diminished by reducing turbulence m the flow of the medium This

is accomplished by streamlining the passages through which the medium
flows and by machining and even polishing the metal with which it

comes m contact

The computation of the loss of availability m both externally and

internally mechanically irreversible processes is cJTected by obtaining the

difference between the input and output of mechanical energy This

difference represents the energy transformed into heat Its entropy

IS readily obtained by detertiurung the entropy change of the medium
to which It passes Since the mecliarucal energy transformed was 100%

available, it was of zero entropy Therefore the entropy of the resulting

heat represents the entropy increase caused by the irreversible process

Its product with the lowest available absolute temperature yields the

amount of energy irretrievably wasted

The second physical influence which causes irreversibility is not as

obv^ous as the first, yet the fact that it is not so self-evident enhances its

importance In the preceding discussion the point was stressed that it

was the transformation of high grade mechanical energy into low

grade heat energy that constituted the irreversible and undesirable

feature of fnction In conforrcuty with the Second Law, all transmission

of heat energy is from hot to cold and hence is inherently irreversible

It IS only by setting up the abstract ideal of a reversible isothermal proc

css that we can even imagine reversible heat transfer So it is that the

second type of irrev ersibihty is thermal in character, for it has to do with

heat transfer Like mechanical irreversibility, it may be classified as

inlrmal or external thermal irreiernbiltty

Internal thermal irreversibility is exemplified by the mixmg of two

fluids initially at difTcrent temperatures, a process common enough in
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calorimetry. Heat flows from the hotter to the colder of the two fluids

until an equilibrium temperature is reached. Certainly the process is

irreversible, for it is inconceivable that by an infinitesimal change of

any coordinate the mixture could be caused to separate into its com-
ponents, with each at its initial temperature. There is just as much
energy in the mixture as there was in its two components, but because

of the mixing, it is decidedly less available than it was before. The
method of quantitatively determining the amount of the increase in

unavailability is illustrated by the following example.

Example

If 10 lb of air at 3000° R are mixed at constant atmospheric pressure with

30 lb of air at 800° R, what is the change in entropy resulting from the mixing
process? Also what is the change in availability, with respect to a refrigerator

at 40° F, of the heat energy imparled to the mixture by the hot air?

Solution

The temperature resulting from the mixing may be determined by the

method of mixtures, 0.24 being used tis the specific heat of air at constant pres-

sure. Thus
10 X 0.24 X (3000 - T) = 30 X 0.24 X (T ~ 800)

T = 1350° R

The amount of heat that leaves the hot air is wholly absorbed by the cold air;

hence the total heat quantity transferred is

10 X 0.24 X (3000 - 1350) = 3960 Btu

If this quantity of heat had been withdrawn from the hot air reversibly, its

entropy would have been

10 X 0.24 logc = 1.916 units of entropy

Now let us compute the entropy of the same quantity of heat yielded by the

hot air if it is withdrawn reversibly from the mixture. This withdrawal would

result in a reduction in the temperature of the mixture to a value that may be

computed as follows

3960 = 40 X 0.24(1350 - T,)

Ti = 937.5° R

The entropy of the 3960 Btu when withdrawn from the mixture is therefore

40 X 0.24 log,^ = 40 X 0.24 X 0.365

= 3.504 units of entropy

When this value is compared with the entropy for the same amount of heat

energy when supplied by the hot air, it appears that the mixing process has
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resulted m an increase in entropy of 1 588 Hence the increase in vxocailahtlu^

of energy with respect to a 40® F refrigerator u

I 588 X 500 = 794 Btu

or about 20% of the total amount of ene^ in question!

Probably the most important of all types of irreversibility is that

encountered when heat is added to a medium from an extemal source

Inasmuch as it is only by combustion that wc can release the chemical

energy stored in natural resources, the temperature at which heat first

manifests itself must inevitably be that of combustion In many cases,

however, it is not possible to provide a medium capable of absorbing the

heat at anything like that temperature Consequently, the heat flows

down a considerable temperature gradient before it is delivered to the

medium, with a resulting increase in entropy hnd loss in availability

The question immediately arises Is this efleCt great enough to be sig-

nihcant^ The answer is given by comparat*ve entropy computations

as illustrated in the following example

Exempli

At a pressure of 120 lb per $q m , the warmmg of vvatcr from 32® F to the

boiling temperature and subsequent complete evaporation requires 1190 Btu

per lb At this pressure the boiling point of watef u 341® F The combustion

of the fuel maintains a temperature of 2800® F in the firebox of the boiler

(a) Compute, as the heat leaves the firebox, the entropy of the energy

required to warm and evaporate 1 lb of water at the designated prctture.

(b) Compute the entropy of the same quanuty of heat if it were withdrawn

reversibly from the steam

(c) ^V^lat is the amount of the decrease in availability (40® F receiver) of

the heat supplied per pound of steam by reason of the irreversible heat trans-

mission’

Solution

The 1190 Btu required to warm and evaporate 1 Ih of water w at a fem-

peratuxe of 2800® F as it leaves the fire Its tempefsture is reduced to a maxi-

mum of 341® F by its passage through the walls of the boiler tubes and its addi-

tion to the water Clearly such a process is highly irreversible By no means

except by the expenditure of a great deal of vsork can it be conceived that the

heat after transmission could be made to return to |W original high temperature

of 2800® F
(a) The heat required to warm and evaporate I lb of water (1190 mu)

leav es the fire isothermalJy at a temperature of 2800® F = 3260* R Therefore

the entropy of this amount of energy is given by

i22 = 1122
T

^
3260

0 365
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(b) The next question involves the entropy increase of the water tis a result

of the addition of the heat to it. This is equal to the entropy of the same amount
of heat if tvithdrawn reversibly from hvater. Since the temperature changes
during the warming from 32° F tof^ boiling point, the entropy change of
the warming is given by the fo^^iild

T
is = Me log.^

. ,
341 + 460 .

32 + 460 ^ t

4M(i:68461 - 6.19848 = 0.48613 -^ \\
he evaporati^ of the^aten takes pl^e isothermally,<d^>^^emperaWe m

801° R, andjme latent *heat^ evaporation at the desj^a&h presmre*fs W7.4
Btu per lb^.^ence the entropy change for evaporationas'given ^

^^erefore the ^urrfQif the en^py change^! warmingi^n^evaporation is

^^w'armlng + '^^^evaporatlon
= = 1.58113

From this^^nal^sis it appears thaWlQu^90 Btu has^ entropy of 0.365 when it

leaves the and an entropyyof rlD8113 after it enters the medium.
(c) Nq<vi suppose that tl& Brat were to be used in each of these two cases in

a reuersiblrcYclc, of which tnfe receiver or cold body is at a temperature of 40° F.

If the heat could^f^e been used at the high firebox temperature, the unavail-

able energy would have been

Tb I?
= 500 X 0.365 = 182.5 Btu per 1190 Btu supplied

^ 9

On the other hand, the heat actually is used in a cycle in which steam is the

medium. If, for the sake of comparison, this cycle is considered reversible and

as having a condenser at a temperature of 40° F, the unavailability is

Q,unavauawe = Tr As = 500 X 1.58113 = 790.6 Btu per 1190 Btu supplied

Hence, because of the inability of water to absorb heat at the high temperature

of the firebox, the resulting irreversible heat transmission has caused a decrease

in availability amounting to 790.6 — 182.5 = 608.1 Btu per 1190 Btu, or per

pound of steam used.

Use of Point Functions in Evaluating iQs and 1V/2

The study of entropy and its use reveals that under certain well-defined

limiting conditions entropy, a point function, may be profitably used in

the evaluation of heat, a path function. A prime objective of thermo-

dynamics is the evaluation of \Qy and 1W2 for all kinds of state changes.

Both of these quantities have been shown to be path functions. However,

if point functions can be found which, for certain commonly encountered

types of change, can be related to either iQ^ or a considerable
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mcrtase m the facility of evaluating these quantities tnll be achic\“ed

It must be kept clearly m mind that any point function can be related to

cither iQ^ or iU\ onij for one certain t^’pe of change If a relationship

could be established for more than one type of change it M-ould mean
that or lU's was equal to the point function over two different

paths This would be proof that and iir* \i-ere independent of

path and were point functions dicmsel\cs, which they most definitely

arc not’

Tux> point functions which are useful in the evaluation of 1(^1 and iU\
have already been studied, i c , mtrin^c energy and enthalpy There

arc t\\ o others, maximum work and free energy, which arc no less useful

Their definition and the discussion of their significance and use must

wait, however, until the use of intrinsic energy and enthalpy m the

present connection has been described

Fust, consider a non flow constant-volume change. No work is done

on such a change, for dV is 2ero and so SpdV » 0 Therefore the Non-

Flow Energy Equation becomes

fiQi “ El ~ £1 4
"

^

/’dFJ-o = E* — El in ft-lb

In this case the heat added to or withdrawn from the medium is equiva-

lent to the change in minnsic energy Since the latter is a point function,

values for it may either be found m tables or be determined from knowl-

edge of the coordinates of the initial and final state points Vrr any non-

fiow conslanl-iolmu change, ihen, the heatfiow to 01 Jiom the m«fium u meai-

ured by the simple difference hetiveen the values oj inlrinsic energyjor slate 2 and

slate 7

The Non-Flovv Energy Equation for a reversible adiabatic change

also reduces to two terms, one a point and the other a path fuiurtion, as

follows

/iQ? = (El - El) + jr.

For a reversible adiadatic change tQt * 0

So 0 = (El - Ei) + iin

or ,W,^ff'pdV^-(E,~E,) = E,-E,

Consequenlly, the work done on a non-ffato eetersihle adiabatic change is measured

by the negative difference between the values of intrinsic energy for state 2 and

state 1

It has already been suggested (see above) that the point-function

cnthalpj may be conveniently used in the evaluation of cither or
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1W2 over a particular path. In order to see what can be done in this

direction, let the equation defining /f be differentiated, i.e.

E +^
dH = dE +~ +^

For comparison, also differentiate the Non-Flow Energy Equation

or

JQ.= E +

J5(l = dE + pdV

5Q, = in heat units (2)

By substituting this value for its equal in Equation (1) we have

dH = 5(l +^
or, when the definite integral is taken

- Hi = 1Q2 + rvdp
Jvi

Hence, in non-flow processes the change inH between two states is equal

to the heat flow to or from the medium It is evident that

J'Vdp = 0 when dp = Q, 3. condition which characterizes a constant-

pressure change. Therefore, the difference between the tabulated values of H
for two different states measures the heatflow to orfrom the medium, if the change is

non-flow and is made at constant pressure.

The great usefulness of the enthalpy function in determining iQ^ or

1IV2 in certain flow processes has already been described (pages 32-36)

in examples illustrative of the application of the General Energy Equa-

tion. The enthalpy function is also widely used in chemistry to denote

the heat of a chemical reaction. When used in this connection, the intrinsic

energy factor in the definition of enthalpy must be taken to include both

atomic and molecular energy, i.e., the sum of the terms (7 -{- J? as used in this

book. This difference in nomenclature between engineering and chemi-

cal thermodynamics is apt to be confusing. It arises because chemistry

is concerned with heat resulting from the reaction of two or more media.

On the other hand, until the comparatively recent detailed thermody-

namic study of internal combustion engines, engineering processes and

cycles have been concerned with the properties of only one medium.

The two other point functions that have been found useful in deter-

mining 1Q2 and 1W2 for certain changes are maximum work and
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Jree emrgjy (F) Free cncr^, moretner, has special application in choni*
ca! thcrmod>-namics, for knowledge of its i,alue is cxiremcl) useful m
determining the conditions for the equilibrium of a chemical sjatem
The defimtion of the function II «*, is given b) the equation

rr„„ = E-TS
In this definition E is to be considered as including both chemical energy

C and molecular energy Ey m accordance with the convention used, by
chemists Its phj-sical significance is best appreciated by differentiation

of the equation and by theph>-sical identification of each of the resulting

components, thus

d» «« = rf£ - TdS ~ SdT

If the process is isothermal, the negative term SdT becomes zero

Further, if the process is also reversible, TdS =* 6^*

Then *= — 51^

or = </£ —

As vvntten thus, the equation is in heat units If — rfIF,„ is taken as

equal to + the equation then reduces to the Non Flow Energy

Equation expressed m heal units As it stands, it was derived from the

II function for a reversible isothermal change From stud) of the

Carnot c^cle, a maximum amount of work is done when heat is added to

a medium isothermall) and reversibly Therefore the name of the func*

lion IFru is justified

It IS profitable to consider further the significance of tabng —

equal to + The function Il.u is taken to mean that an> substance

in any particular state possesses a maximum capacity to do work as it

passes to some other state This must not be confused with the intrinsic

energ> of the substance, because, by definition, ir.,*, includes energy

over and above intnnsic energy As the substance changes state rc

vcrsibly and isothermally^ the external effect produced is equal in

amount and opposite in sign to the change m the values of for

the imtial and final states For example, on an expansion, iIF* is posi-

tive The change m If m»x must be negative because after the expansion

the medium has less capacity for doing work

Since at any giv cn state point there can be but one value for the maxiTmm

ability of a substance or system to do work, IF**, is a point function

* Thu eqvutson taay b« caUtd the tuihematical expmuon of the Secoad Law
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As such, the difference be^veen its values at two state points measures
and is the negative of iW^ for a reversible isothermal change.

If a system undergoes an irreversible change of state, the negative of

the change in the maximum work function is no longer equal to

the external \vork done. The actual change in the function is the same
as before, but the irreversibility of the process prevents the realization of

Alffmax as external work.

The significance of and its relationship to a reversible process

may seem abstract to the student, inasmuch as all natural processes

are irreversible rather than reversible. It is,

however, in the field of electrochemistry that

an approximate approach to a reversible process

can be made. Fig. 3-11 shows a schematic

arrangement of an electrochemical cell with a

motor in the external circuit. Let the cell be

placed in a thermostat in order to keep the tem-

perature constant. If R is the resistance of the

external circuit and i the current flowing, heat is

evolved at the rate of R? and work is done on

the motor at the rate of Si — RR, where 8 is the

emf of the cell. As i is reduced in magnitude,

the second term approaches zero more rapidly

than the first, and the circuit becomes reversible

in the measure that RP approaches zero. Sup-

pose that the current flowing is reduced to such

a point as to make the cell approximately re-

versible. Then nhe amount of electrical work

done by the motor measures the isothermal re-

versible work obtained from the electrochemical

reaction in the cell, provided there is no volume change because of the reac-

tion. Under these conditions, the amount of work done by the motor

is equivalent to the decrease of the IFmai function for the system. If

the elements of the cell are permitted to react irreversibly in a beaker,

the change in the function will be the same as it is when the reac-

tion takes place in the reversible cell. The external work done, however,

is zero if there is no difference between the volume of the reactants and

the products of the reaction. The conclusion is that any change in a

system results in a definite single-valued change in the IFmax function.

The energy represented by the change in IFmox is actually realized as

external work 1W2 to the degree that the change of state approaches a

reversible isothermal process.

Fic. 3-11. Schematic Ar-

rangement of an Electro-

chemical Cell with Motor
in External Circuit.

Total resistance of cir-

cuit = it.

Heat evolved in over-

coming resistance= it/2.
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Free energy, the fourth point function of those that ma) be related

to or iir,, IS an extension of the H function An>-onc who has had
any expcncnce in chemistry will realize that chemical reactions arc

generally accompanied by changes in volume There may be evolution

of gas as a result of the reaction or, if the reactants arc solutions, there

may be appreciable changes m the \olumc of liquid involved Since

chemical reactions arc usually earned on at constant atmosphcnc
pressure, some of the energ> denved from the reaction must be utilized

to provide space for the volume change against the pressure acting It

was Willard Gibbs who first saw the ncccMity for considering this amount
of energy m the determination of the maximum work actually to be

denved from any chemical change With reference to the reversible

electrochemical cell discussed in connection with the function,

free energy may be defined as the maximum amount ej external work d(bi>

aed by the motor But some external work has to be done at the cell itself

in order to provide the space necessary for the change to go on Both

the work per second, Ci, of the motor and the work, to provide

space were done at the expense of the maximum work content of the

system Consequently, while indicates the maximum wwk con«

tent of a system, the full value of its change is not realizable as useful

external work even in a reversible isothermal process if a tolume change

accompanies (hat process Hence the difference between TFau and free

energy F is the amount of work that has to be done m order to provide

space for the products of reaction Account is taken of this difference

by defining free energy by the equation

F = E - TS +^
Free energy is a point function, for its definition shows that it is the

algebraic sum of intrinsic energy, a point function, the product of

two coordinates, and pV, the product of two other coordinates Its

value, therefore, may be uniquely determined from knowledge of the

coordsnstes cT the state a system The hmsting conditions under

which — AF measures external work are as follows

1 The change must be reversible

2 The change must be earned out under isothermal conditions.

3 The change must also be earned out at constant pressure

The necessity for these conditions may be seen by diffcrcntiaiiog the

equation

£- TS +^
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Thus

dF = dE - TdS - SdT +^ 4-
J ^ J

If the change is isothermal, SdT vanishes. If it is at constant pressure,

Vdp likewise vanishes. Finally, if the change is reversible, it is possible

to substitute SQ for TdS. There results

dF = dE - 5(1 +^
In the discussion of it was demonstrated that for a reversible iso-

thermal change

dE- S(l= dJVr.„

Hence

dF = dW^^+^

From the definition it would appear that the result should be that the

free-energy change equals the difference between the change in JVmar and

the external work done. Yet the above equation gives dF equal to the

algebraic sum of dWmia and • This apparent contradiction is not

as bad as it looks. A little reflection on the matter brings the realization

that both TTmai and free energy are energy contents of the reacting system,

whereas refers to work done on or by the surroundings. The

algebraic sign of change in energy content must necessarily always be

opposite to that for external work done. Consider, for example, a

reaction that takes place spontaneously. Both IFmax and free energy

decrease as the system goes from state 1 to state 2. If this were not so, the

change would not take place. Hence in the above equation it is proper

to write both dF and dW^^x. with negative signs to indicate that if the

reaction takes place it is accompanied by a decrease in both of these

quantities; thus

-dF = -dW^.x+^

This equation is now in agreement with the idea that the free-energy

change equals the difference between the change in Wma and the work

done in providing space for the products of the reaction.

It must be emphasized that all four of the quantities E, H, Wma:, and

F are concerned with energy contents of the system under discussion. If

this energy is utilized to produce external effects, the particular energy
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content under discussion undergoes a decrease ComerseJy, if the ex
temal surroundings produce an effect upon the s>'stcm, the result is an
increase of the particular energ> content m question The student must
get a clear conception of the essential difference betuecn the energ>

content of the system and the changes produced on the surroundings, or

by the surroundings, as a result of a diange m tl\at energy content

A homely and nahe illustration of the meaning of these remarks may
be given by considering energy changes that take place m the human
body As the result of eating a racal, a mad's energy content is increased

Suppose that after eating the meal he works m his garden Hi$ energy

content is decreased As a result of the work done m the garden he 1^
produced an externah effect at the expense of a decrease m energy

content Of course, the human body docs not operate on a reversible

cycle, and so the amount of work done in the garden is not equal to the

decrease in energy content

As a means of obtaining a better idea of the significance and useful*

ness of all four of the quantities E, H, ir„«, and F, consider the informa-

tion they yield when applied to a simple chemical reaction. For example,

let a piece of zinc be placed in a hydrochlonc acid solution A vigorous

reaction immediately results, accompamed by the evolution of hydrogen

If the beaker containing (he solution is touched, ft will be found to be

warm Evidently heat is being given off by the rcacuon The ultimate

cause of the reaction is the difference m the energy possessed by the

sy-stem zinc and hydrochlonc acid and the system zinc chloride and

hydrogen Hence the intrinsic energy (chemical definition) has de-

creased as a result of the rcacuon If the beaker contaimng the reactants

IS open to the atmosphere, the process is carried on at constant pressure

Then the application of the Non Flow Equation gives

Ji(li = {Et - £,) + iir,

Since E decreased in going from state 1 to state 2, Aff is negauve The

only work that has been accomplished by the reaction has been the

work done to provide space for the evolution of hydrogen, equal to

the atmosphcnc pressure fimes tlie change in volume, i c ,
/itT* — Tl)

Because this wxirk was done on the surroundings, its sign is positive The

fact that heat can be detected as being given off makes the sign of J

negauve, and so the Non-Flow Equation with appropnatc signs is

— lie*

It has already been established that heat flow to or from the surround-

ings m a non-flow process earned on at constant pressure is measured
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by the change in the enthalpy H. Just as the reaction caused a decrease

in the intrinsic energy, so \vill it cause a reduction in enthalpy. There-
fore, Hi is greater than Hz, and Hz — Hi is negative, i.e.

idz LH= Hi -Hz

If Hi and Hz are known, iQz may be computed. Conversely, the meas-
urement of iQji in a constant-pressure calorimeter makes possible the

experimental measurement of the difference between Hi and Hz-

The zinc-hydrochloric acid reaction might have been carried out in

an electrolytic cell, with zinc and hydrogen as electrodes and the hydro-

chloric acid solution as the electrolyte. If this cell had been placed in a

thermostat and the external circuit completed through a motor, condi-

tions would have been favorable for approaching reversibility. Under
these conditions, if there were no volume change, the amount of work
done by a motor placed in the circuit would have been equal to the

decrease in the ITmu content of the reactants. If the electrolytic cell

tends to cool off as the reaction proceeds, the maintenance of the

isothermal condition requires that heat be added. This heat is trans-

formed into work, together twth the energy from the reaction itself.

Conversely, if the cell tends to heat up in operation, the maintenance of

the isothermal condition requires that heat be given off to the thermo-

stat. Consequently less external work is done than is represented by

the amount of heat evolved by the reaction.

The essential point is that udth volume assumed to remain constant,

it is only when the entropy of the system is the same before and after reaction that

the heat of reaction equals the decrease in Wmax- But the constancy of entropy

requires that the reaction be carried on reversibly as ^vell as isothermally.

WTien the zinc is placed in the hydrochloric acid in a beaker and the

reaction allowed to proceed without interference, the process is highly

irreversible. Considerable energy ^vould be required to restore the

products of the reaction to the state in which they were before reacting.

A considerable change in entropy therefore accompanies the reaction

and so the heat of reaction is not equivalent to the decrease in the function.

In tvhat has just been said, a limitation has been placed on the process

to the effect that there shall be no volume change. The fact that there

is an evolution of hydrogen against the constant atmospheric pressure

is evidence that the limitation is exceeded. Hence a certain part of the

maximum work content must be utilized in providing space for the

products of reaction. That being the case, the amount of vvork done by

the motor in the external circuit is measured by the decrease in free-

energy content, the reaction being carried out reversibly and at constant
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temperature and pressure The basis for determining the efiicienc) of

the reaction is the maximum amount of energy left over for doing cxlcr*

nal %vork after space has been provided for the products of reaction.

A mechanical analogy, v^hich must not be too closely drav.-n, may
help to make this idea clear A mass of water that weighs 100 lb and
IS at an elevation of 25 ft has a maximum capacity of doing ivork of

100 X 25 = 2500 ft lb If the water is at zero elevation it has no

capacity for doing ivork and is m equilibnum with the surroundings.

In the first instance the water will fall spontaneously when it is released

from its container because it is out of equilibrium wth the surroundings.

We say that the measure of the lack of eqmlibnum of the water is given

by Its capacity for doing svorfc Similarly, if a sy-stem of tivo or more

chemicals is at a high potential level of free energy with respect to the

free cnergfy level of the products of their reaction, the reactants and

products arc not in equilibrium and the reaction may proceed spontane-

ously If the free energy content of the reacting system is equal to that

of the products system, reactants and products of reaction are m equi-

librium Finally, if the free-energy content of the products system u
greater than that of the reacting system, the reaction will not take place

until an amount of energy is supplied greater than the difference m the

two values of free energy These relationships between free energy and

the possibility of chemical reaction may be summanzed as follows

If AF « Fj — Fi IS negaltix, spontaneous reaction may take place

AF » F* — Fi IS zero, equilibrium results

AF ** Fj — Fi is posiittt, reaction is not possible unless energy is

supplied from the surroundings

In consequence of these conditions for chemical reaction many writers

describe free energy as “the driving force of a chemical reaction
“

In the past, metallurgical practice has utilized heat of reaction as the

basis for dctcrmirang whether a given reaction will proceed From

what has been said here, this is clearly wrong Heal e>J reachm is Ml

tke same as Jett'energy (hange This may be seen qu ckly enough from

the dcfimtions alone, i c , heat of reaction H ^ E + free energy

F~ E-rS +^ The diflcrence behveen these tira quamities is

the amount of heat absorbed or Te)ected in order to keep the temperature

constant Finally, it must be realized that the heat of reaction can be

determined calonmetncally It is usually taken as the heat giscn off by

a constant pressure reaction The frec-cnergy change can be dtltmined
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only by setting up an ideal reversible process. This limitation, however,
in no wise impairs the usefulness of the free-energy idea, because whether

the reaction takes place reversibly or irreversibly, the decrease in free-energy

content is the same. Its complete utilization in an external circuit can
be achieved only when the reaction is carried on reversibly. But in any
event it is the decrease in free-energy content that drives the reaction

to completion.

Conditions Under Which the Point Functions E, H, Wm^x, and F
May Be Related to 1O2 and iWi

Change in Measures On
E Q. Non-flow constant-volume change
E w Non-flow adiabatic change

H a Constant-pressure change, flow or non-flow

IV Reversible isothermal change

F rv Reversible constant pressure isothermal change

The Gibbs-Helmhofiz Equation — Determination of AW and AF

The importance of identifying free energy, rather than heat of reac-

tion, as the significant factor in determining chemical equilibria leads

to the thought that it would be valuable to find some way of quantita-

tively determining the difference between AW and AF from experimental

data. One means for doing this' is provided by the Gibbs-Helmholtz

Equation. The physical basis for the derivation of this equation is the

electrolytic cell described previously (pages 87-88).

Suppose that the external circuit of the cell has been adjusted to make
the current i so small that the cell is essentially reversible.

It has been shown that for a reversible constant-pressure isothermal

change, the external work done is equal to the negative of the free-energy

change. For a reversible electrolytic cell, the e-xternal work is done by

the motor in the circuit. The voltage S in the circuit may be measured,

and the product of its value times the quantity of electricity that flows

gives the electrical work done. In electrochemical calculations the unit

quantity of electricity is the faraday, which is equal to 96,500 coulombs

per gram-atom equivalent of the active substances in the cell. The quan-

tity of electricity that flows mol is then obtained by multiplying by the

valence, or number of gram-atom equivalents involved in the reaction.

Hence the electrical work done by the motor per mol of reactants equals

n X 96,500 X S which, when divided by 4.18, the cgs factor for conver-

sion of joules to calories, gives as the value of — AF for the reversible

reaction.
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- AF (m heat umc) - ^ {,)

The heat of reaction is defined as the heat effect uhich occurs when a

chemical reaction proceeds isothermally without useful work effect, i c

,

irreversibly While such a reaction may take place at constant pressure

or at constant volume, the former case is the one of major practical impor*

tance For such a constant pressure change, it has already been estab-

lished that

[.0,1, = AH

By definition H-£ +^ (2)

and F •= E-TS +^ (3)

thence F- H-TS W
If (4) IS differentiated with respect to T v«th p constant, there results

(If), “(i). (5)

To dcteritune the value of

differentiate (2)

(6)

From the Non-Flow Energy Equation

lQ.-dE+^ (7)

Also

SQ, = TdS (6)

Thence, by substitution

dH -

For a constant-pressure process

Jp *= 0, and dH — TdS

Substitution of this value for dH in (5) gives

(§).= (9 )
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Or, from (4)

F-

H

T (10)

When equation (10) is applied to the free-energy change of reactants and
prpducts of reaction, both under the same restraint of pressure

Solving this for — AH gives

-AH = ~AF+ (12)

It was shown above that

- AF = n X 96,500 X 6

4.18

Substituting this value in (12) gives one form of the Gibbs-Helmholtz

Equation, i.e..

- AH = - AF + r
dT (-

n X 96,500 X fi\

4.18 )

nX 96,500 ^/dS\_AF

,
n X 96,500 X S _ n X 96,500

4.18 4.18 [dTjj,

(13)

(14)

An example will illustrate how the above equations are used.

Example

For the reaction Cd + PbClj = CdCb + Pb, the voltage is 0.18801 volt

at 25° C, and the change in voltage per unit change of temperature is

— 0.00048. (a) Find the heat of reaction at 25° C, and (b) compare with the

free-energy change.

Solution

(a) The valence of the reaction is 2; the absolute temperature T is 273 -f- 25

= 298° K. Substitution of these values in the Gibbs-Helmholtz Equation gives

- AHpe.n.01 = [0-18801 - 298(- 0.00048)]
4.1o

= 15,285 cal per mol

or AHpermoi = — 15,285 cal per mol

The minus sign indicates that when the reaction takes place, heat is given off.
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(b) The free enei^ change in calories for the reaction u

bX 96 50QX€ 2 X 96 500 X 0 t8801 «...

4l8
"®“'’

or AF *= — 8680 cal per mol at 25* G

Because AF a negative the reaction occun spontaneously

Evidently for this particular reaction there is a considerable differ

cnce between the heat of reaction and the decrease in free cncrg> a

difference that amounts to 6605 caloncs per mol By subtracting the’

equation for — AF from that for — AH the difference might have been

computed directly from

Physically, the difference is accounted for by the fact that (he ccU

made up of these particular reactants tends to heat up in operation, as is

indicated by its negaUte temperature coefficient Therefore, m order
oZ

to maintain isothermal conditions 6605 calories per gram mol mast be

rejected from the system Actually the driving force of the reaction is

only about 57% of the observed heat of reaction, a difference which

cannot be ignored

For some reactions AH and AF actually differ in sign as vsell as in

magnitude The following example illustrates such a case and shows

hoiv important it is to use AF as the basis for predicting whether or not

the reaction may take place '

Example

The temperature coefficient of the cell Ag AgCI HgCl Hg is + 0 000336

volt per “ C and the cmf at 298' K (25' C) « 0 0455 v o t (a) U hat is the

value of AH for the cell reacuon’ (b) What is the value of LF* (c) Will the

reaction take place spontaneously at 25' O’

Solution

(a) FfomlhcGibbs-HelmholtzEquaUonandthegivendata thevaIueofA//u

- - ”-̂ -’‘^ 10 0455 - 258(0 000336)1

The s'alencc n of the cell reaction i5 1, so

_^ (0 0455 - 0 1001 3)

«- 1260

AH •+ 1260 cal per molor
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The plus sign of Aff signifies that when this reaction is carried out in a calorim-
eter heat is absorbedfrom the surroundings.

(b) The value of AF for the cell reaction is given by

• ^ ” X 96,500 X fi _ 1 X 96,500 X 0.0455

4.18 4.18
- AF = 1050

or AF = — 1050 cal per mol at 25° C

(c) Since the value ofAF for the reaction turns out to be negative, the reaction

takes place spontaneously, even though the heat of the reaction AH is plus. The fact is

that, as the reaction proceeds, the cell tends to cool off, as is indicated by its

positive temperature coefficient. That is, as the voltage of the cell decreases,

the temperattu-e likewise decreases, and so —— is positive. Consequently, in
dT

order to maintain the isothermal condition, heat is absorbed from the sur-

roundings and through the operation of the cell is delivered to the external

circuit where it may be transformed into work. Because the reacting system

possesses this ability to do work, it is above the energy level of the system made
up of the products of reaction; hence the reaction occurs spontaneously.

Dependence of AE, AH, and AF on Temperature, The Third Law of Thermo-
dynamics

The fact that E, H, Wm^x, and F are point functions means that they

are specified by any two coordinates of the state of a medium. Moreover,

since any point function may itself be used as a coordinate, it is possible

to -write a considerable number of functional relationships for the speci-

fication of any one point function. Some of these are of greater practical

usefulness than others because of their greater adaptability to experi-

mental thermal data. In particular, since chemical equilibria are obvi-

ously affected by temperature, it is especially desirable to establish the

functional relationships for H and F in terms of temperature. Because

AH measures heat flow for a constant-pressure process, specific heat at

constant pressure equals the rate of change of h per unit of temperature,

i.e.

Hence, FT is a function of temperature and of the specific heat at con-

stant pressure. When Cp is variable, it also is a function of temperature

and may be expressed as

= a + FT -h cP -I-
• • •
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in which C, 13 the molal specific heat, T is the absolute temperature,

and a, b, c, etc
, arc cxpcnmcntally determined constants Then

J{a+tT + ,P+...)ir

“or + Sy + cj+--- + c*

In this tsay H for a constant-pressure process becomes a function of

temperature and of experimentally determined constants a, b, c, etc

Likei-nsc the heat of reaction, and the change

in AH with temperature is also a function of temperature Expressed

otherwise, amount cf heal Jlow that accompanies a given chemical rtacUm oi

constant prrjrurr depends on the temperature at ithich the rrartion takes place

We ha\e already seen (page 92) that it is the frcc-cncrgy change Af
and not AH that is the criterion of chemical equilibrium However, one

of the most useful ways of determining AF is by means of an equation

which involves AH
By definition

F E -TS + Cp

But £ +^ = H

So by substitution

f » H - r5

If this equation ts difTerentiatcd, we have

dF = dH~~ TdS - SdT

When this equation is applied to a reaction that takes place isothcr-

mally, SdT = 0, and the frec-energy change of the reaction is given by the

definite integral of dH — TdS, i c

J^JF=F,-F,=J’dH

or AF = AH — 7*A^

In the first paragraph of this section we saw that AH at any tempera-

ture may be evaluated from specific heat data In order to determine

isS for the reaction A5 = 've must know the absolute

values of the entropies of each of the substances involved Such knowl-

• The ft-aluauon of the coiistaiU of iniegrauon C, the compuudon of heau of reaction nW
of change In heau of reaction Mth temperature arc fully treated in C N Lew and

Randall, Thtrmad^namci vfJ the fw ErergjufOeimad Suiilanett, VtcCraw Hill, pp 101 U
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edge requires the

constant pressure

S =

determination of the constant of

a + bT+cr+ •

T

99

integration; i.e., at

-dT

— a log, r + d- c— • • • + const

In order to evaluate the integration constant we must know the value
of .S' at the boundary condition of T equal to absolute zero. Many
experimenters, notably Nernst, Lewis, and Eucken, have investigated

this problem. As a result of extensive research conducted by them and
by others, a principle known as the Third Law of Thermodynamics has

been formulated. Lewis and Randall * state this law as follows, in a way
broad enough to permit its extension as experimental justification makes
it possible to do so: “If the entropy of each element in some crystalline

state be taken as zero at the absolute zero of temperature, every substance

has a finite positive entropy, but at the absolute z^ro of temperature the entropy may

become zero, and does so become in the case of perfect crystalline substances.

In accordance with the Third Law, the integration constant of the

entropy equation for pure crystals is zero, thus making possible the

computation of absolute entropies from specific heat data. This has

been done and tables of absolute entropies of considerable extent have

been prepared.! These data are widely used % in conjunction with

computed values ofAH to determine AF. With knowledge of the value of

AF for a certain temperature, it is possible to predict whether or not a

reaction that would be industrially valuable is thermodynamically

possible at that temperature. Further, a series of such computations

made for different temperatures determines the temperature range

within which the reaction is possible andsSO gives invaluable information

concerning the operating conditions that must be maintained in order

that the reaction may take place.

PROBLEMS

1. What is implied by the term reversibility? What are the conditions of

complete reversibility? Describe a process which could be reversible.

2. In any frictional process, what is the immediate destination of the work

energy expended to overcome friction? Discuss fluid friction and mechani-

cal friction.

p. 448.

^International Critical Tables, edited for the National Research Council by Edward W.

Washburn et el., McGraw-Hill.

t C. G. Maier, Smeltingfrom a Chemical and Thermodynamic Viewpoint, Bureau of Mines,

Bull. 324 (1930); R. S. Dean, Use of Thermodynamical Data to Study the Chemical Reactions of

Metallurgical Processes, Bureau of Mines, Information Circular 6395 (1930).
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3 Draw a diagram of the Carnot c>cle on apV plane Describe each process
taking place around the c>cJe State how and when heat floiv-s. Statewhen
work IS done and whether it is done on or by the medium.

4 Discuss the ngmjkanee of the Carnot cycle for the study of lhennod>tianucs.
IVhai IS wanted u a aitieal-, dmghlful cv^uaiion of wlmt the cj-de means
and the ideas to which it leads

5 Explain how an isodiermal change can take place when there must be a
temperature difference to bnng about heat flow

6 State and discuss fully the significance of the three charactensucs of the

Carnot cycle, known collectively as the Carnot Pnnciple, nhich make u
the most efficient cycle for the transformation of heat into work

7 Define unavailable energy, available cncigy, finite source, infinite source

8 Discuss the influence of temperature of addition of heat and temperature

of rejection of heal on the effiacocy of heat utilizing cycles

9 The inventor of an oil engine claims for it a consumption of 0 31 lb of fuel

(yielding 19,000 Btu per Ib) per indicated hp*hr The edges of a nickel

test piece (mp 2660* F) jilst fuse in the cylinder of this engine and the

exhaust temperature is 800* F Test the probability of the correctness of

the inventor s claim

10 A Carnot engine which delivers 10 hp takes 120,000 Btu per hour from

a source at 340* F Find the receiver temperoture One hp-hr equals

2545 Btu

11 a State the Second Law of Thermodynamics
b Discuss the physical meaning of this law

c. \lfhat does the Second Law imply concerning the most effective eon

dition for heat flow’

d What IS your interpretation of the practical significance of the Second

Law’
12 ^Vhat is the concept of entropy’ How is it defined and what is its use’

For a rc\ersible process, what is deternuned by the product of entropy

change and condenser or refngerator temperature, and by the product of

entropy change and the temperature of the addition of heat’

13 Write the expression for efficiency of the Carnot cycle in terms of heat

quantities of temperatures, and of areas From the above expressions

derive expressions for

(a) Asailable energy

(b) Unavailable energy

(c) Entropy change

(d) Entropy change

(e) Unavailable energy

Infinite source

Infinite source

Tinile souitt

Finite source

14

a Sketch the Carnot cycle on the/F and diagrams and describe fully

the ph>'sical significance of each line

b IdcnUfy the areas which represent heat absorbed heat rejected, and

heat transformed into work, and gne a geometrical statement of Carnot

efficiency

c Under what conditions docs area on a TS diagram represent neat

quanut)’
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15. Relate reversibility and irreversibility to entropy change on isothermal and
adiabatic processes. What area on a. TS diagram represents increase of
unavailable energy for an irreversible adiabatic change? What area on a
TS diagram represents heat added on a reversible process?

16. Discuss the relationship between entropy change and heat flow. Why is

the entropy change zero in an adiabatic frictionless process? What is the

effect of fluid friction on the entropy change of a system? How do unavail-

able and available energy vary with the entropy change of a system? How
do available energy and unavailable energy of a system vary with a change
in Tb (lowest available temperature)?

17. Compute the entropy change for 10 lb of air when heated reversibly at

constant volume from 60° F to 200° F. Cv for air = 0.17 Btu per lb.

18. Heat is added to 10 lb of a medium whose specific heat (for the process) is

0.20 Btu per lb per ° F, raising the temperature from 60° F to 260° F. The
medium is used in a cycle which rejects heat to a cold body at a constant

temperature of 50° F. (a) How much heat was added? (b) What was
the entropy change of the medium accompanying the addition of heat?

(c) How much of this heat was unavailable? (d) How much of this heat

was available? (e) Represent the process by a sketch on a TiS diagram md
indicate areas that represent heat added, available energy, and unavailable

energy.

19. In a mercury boUer the mercury is heated from 300° F to 680° F and is

then vaporized at constant pressure. After passing through a turbine the

mercury condenses at 250° F. Compute (a) the heat added per pound of

mercury, (b) the available energy per pound of mercury.

Specific heat of Hg = 0.032

Latent heat of vaporization of Hg at 680° F = 90 Btu per lb

20. Five lb of water at 70° F enter a boiler and are heated to the boiling point,

382° F. The heat required to evaporate the water at this temperature is

842 Btu per lb. (a) What is the total change in entropy of the water in

going from the state at which it enters the boiler to complete vapor?

(b) What is the totzd heat added to bring about this change? (c) If the

lowest available condenser temperature is 70° F, how many foot-pounds of

work could be obtained theoretically from the heat added? (d) What
effect does an increase in entropy during a reversible process have on

(1) available energy, (2) unavailable energy?

21. In a certain steam cycle, the entropy change resiJting from warming and

evaporating water in the boiler is 1.8 entropy units per pound of steam.

The condenser operates at a temperature of 92° F and measurements show

that in the condenser 1160 Btu are rejected per pound of steam. What is

the degree of reversibility of the cycle?

22. What physical condition causes the following? (a) External mechanical

irreversibility, (b) internal mechanical irreversibility, (c) external thermal

irreversibility, (dl internal thermal irreversibility.

23. Twenty lb of water at 180° F are mixed with 50 lb of water at 70° F. The
lowest available receiver temperature is 35° F. (a) Compute the amount

of heat energy that flowed from the hot to the cold water, (b) Compute
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the entropy of this energy as it departed from the hot water (c) Detemune
the entropy of the same amount of energy if tvithdraivn from the muture
(d) Is the availability of this energy greater or less as a result of the irrt-

venible mixing’ By how many Btu’
24 A ball (10 lb) of aluminum (sp ht 0 226) at a temperature of 700* F u

dropped into a vessel contaimng 40 Ib of water at 60* F \Vhal is the final

temperature obtained, and what is the net oserall change m entrop) of

the system made up of the aluminum and the svater’

25 A ball of copper weighs 5 lb and u at ^temperature of 650* F It is plunged
into a sessd that contains 25 lb of water at 70* F If the specific heat of

copper 13 0 093 and that of water is 1 00, find (a) the equilibrium tempera

turc of the mixture, (b) the o\crall change of entropy of the copper water

system, (c) the thangt m availability of the heat that flowed with respect

to a receiver at 40* F
26 One lb of water at a pressure of 165 lb per sq in is heated from 60® F to

366“ F and then completely vaponied, the Intent heat for that pressure

being 857 Btu per lb (a) Compute the total entropy change (b) Compute
the total heat added (c) Compute the unavailable part of the total heat

with reference to a 60* r condenser (d) Represent tlie process by a sicetch

on a TS diagram and identify areas that represent heat added, available

energy, and unavailable energy

27 With the data in Problem 26, assume that the ivater was heated and vapor*

ized by energy supplied by radiation from a furnace in which the tempera*

ture was 2500* F (a) UTiat was the entropy of the energy deliicrrf by

the furnace’ (b) What was its unavailable energy with respect to a 60* F
condenser’ (c) What was the increase of entropy by reason of the irre*

vcrsible heat transmission’ (d) l\hat was the corresponding increase m
unavailable energy (60* F condenser)’ (e) Interpret the meaning of the

results

28 a Does knowledge of the entropy of heat energy imply ^ny information

as to the extent to which the energy is avaihble’ If so, state the general

relationship of entropy to availability

b Does an inrcversiblc heat flow cause an increase or decrease in entropy’

c From your answers to (a) and (b), what conclusions can you draw

as to the effect of irreversible processes on the efficiency of thennody-

narmc cycles’

29 In a certain thermodynatme cycle t lb of the medium (sp ht 1 Btu/]b/*F}

receives 500 Btu of heat while undergoing a change of temperature from

60“ F to 560* F, and thencecevvesanad<litvoaa.l65Q Btuofheat isothermally

and reversibly at 540“ F The medium is then expanded merersibly through

an engine, during which process the nlropjr tntreasei 0 2 Btu per degree

per lb The engine exhausts at a temperature of 60* F Compute the un-

available energy rejected per pound of medium IVhat is the thermody*

namic efficiency of the cycle’

30 Total energy (enthalpy) w given by the expression E+^ Show

that, for a constant pressure change change in total energy (dlF) equals the

change in heat (5(^
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31. State in detail the meaning of the terms heat of reaction, maximum Avork,

free energy. Relate maximum work and free energy.

32. Using an electrolytic cell as an example, give the physical and chemical
meaning of the definitions of the functions and F.

33. Discuss free energy from the followng points of view: (a) definition,

(b) determination, (c) meaning, (d) use.

34. WTiat are the necessary and sufficient conditions Avith respect to free-

energy change of a reaction in order that (a) it may take place spontane-
ously, (b) it may not take place spontaneously, (c) equilibrium exists?

35. Suppose that you are interested in determining the conditions under
which a given process may occur spontaneously. How would you proceed?

36. State the conditions under wliich the path functions Q, s^nd W may be
evaluated from the point functions intrinsic energy, totals energy,

free energ)'. In each case give the reason for your ans%ver.

37. a. What is the object of defining md discussing Il'^rnai and F in a coinrse in

introductorj’ tliermodynamics?

b. The Gibbs-Helmholtz Equation is

From it and the definitions of AH and AF, show that the term

X represents heat added or rejected as a reaction proceeds

isothermally and reversibly.

c. If an electrolytic cell has a positive temperature coefficient, does it heat

up or cool off in operation? .

d. For such a cell, is — AH larger or smaller than — AF? Why?

38.

a. Explcdn why — AF = measures the free energy of a chemical
4.18

reaction.

b. From the Gibbs-Helmholtz Equation and (a), show \vhat factor accounts

for the difference between AH and AF and interpret it physically.

39. Wffien this reaction, C -f- CO* = CO (at 25° C), takes place, AF =
29,240 cal. May the reaction take place spontaneously? Why?

40. The reduction of CdO by CO (at 25° C) is given by CdO 4- CO =

Cd + COj. AF = -f 1 1,931 cal while at 900° K, AF = - 3857 cal. What
do these values of AF signify, and how may the information be used in-

dustrially?

41. In an electrolytic cell Zn, ZnCl2, AgCl, Ag, the reaction is;

Zn -h 2 AgQ—^ ZnCl- + 2 Ag

At 0° C, 8 = 1.015 volts and — = — 0.000402. Compute — AH and
dT

— AF for this reaction at 0° C.

42.

The voltage of the cell Pb, Pb(C2H30s)2Cu(C2H302)2 (sat), Cu, at 0 C is

0,4764. The rate of change of voltage wth temperature is + 0.000385.

(a) Determine the heat of the reaction at 0° C. (b) Determine the free
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energy of the reaction at 0* G. (c) WWch of these tcnns is a measure of

the chemical a/Iinity? (d) How do you account physically for the difference

between — dH and — tFi

43. In the electrolytic cell Cd, GdO» • 2J HiO (lat) AgQ, Ag, the reaction is

Ca + 2Aga—.-Cdai + 2Ag. Ai 2S‘C; c-osyssr and
01

— 0 00065 v/* K. Compute — AH and — AF for this reaction at 25* C.



Chapter 4

Thermodynamic Properties of Gases/

Gaseous Change of State
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Introduction

In the preceding chapters we have been concerned almost wholly with

the energy relationships that characterize thermodynamics. It was,

however, pointed out in the begiiming (page 5) that a material sub-

stance, or working medium, is always involved in energy transformation.

Until now detailed consideration of the properties of any particular

medium has been avoided, in order that the fundamental principles

of energy transformation might not be obscured. With these principles

clearly in mind, our next logical step is to study their application to

various classes of media. Naturally, the study should start with that

medium or class of media having the simplest possible behavior, a

requirement which is satisfied by the so-called “permanent gases”—
hydrogen, helium, oxygen, nitrogen, and air. Their designation as

“permanent” had its origin at the time when it was thought that they

could be neither liquefied nor solidified. Subsequent investigation has

proved that this idea was incorrect, for it is now known that under

suitable conditions of pressure and temperature, all known gases can

be liquefied. Consequently the term “permanent” is now a misnomer,

cdthough it is still used to designate a gas of simple molecular structure

which is liquefied only with difficulty.

Boyle’s Law

Because of its relative simplicity, the behavior of a gas upon change

of its state was one of the first thermodynamic phenomena to be

studied quantitatively. In 1662 Robert Boyle published the results

of his work on the changes in the volume of a mass of air kept at

a constant temperature when the pressure was varied. Within about

a 1% error, Boyle found that, with the temperature constant, volume

varies inversely with pressure, i.e.

T, 1 j. const
R ec - or V = —

—

P P
105
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From this it follow-s that for the tsothermal change of a gas tthtch behaves in

accordance ivilh Boj^lds Law

pV = const or piVi = PtW «= pi\\ etc

^\hcre the subscripts refer to the pressure and \olumc m a given state

This IS a form of the expression pK* for which n =» 1

It has been found that the deviation of the belnv-iorof a gas from
Boyle’s Law depends on the nature of the gas studied, because measure-

ments upon gases of simple molecular structure, like h>-drogcn and
helium, show much less de\^atlon from the law than do gases who^e

molecules have a more complicated structure In accordance with

these observations, there has been developed the abstract concept of a

perfect gas^ a gas that behaves exactly in accordance with Bojlc’s Law
The idea is a useful one, for the hipothctical behavior of a perfect gxs

provides a standard from which the devntions of real gases can be

measured If the deviation is not great, Boyle's Law may be used to

advantage m making computations to a degree of accuracy adctjuaic

for engineering work

The deviation of the behavior of real gases from that given by Boy le’s

Law has also been found to depend on the constant temperature at

which the measurements are made In general, the deviation increases

as the conditions for condensation arc approached Therefore, the bw
may be applied with but small error to the bchav lor of the “permanent ’

gases which, under ordinary conditions, arc at temperatures far above

that at which they condense into the liquid phase On the other hand,

it cannot be applied to the behavior of vapors like steam Not only is

the molecular structure of such substances more complicated than that

of simple gases, but also, under ordinary conditions, steam is relatively

dense and is at a temperature near that of boiling water, i c , the temper-

ature of liquefaction of the vapor

Charles* er Gay Lussac’s Law

Another early investigation of gaseous behavior involved the dctcrmi-

natAQU-oC tbjtw.a'> i^tvs^biiihvr^uimv3nftlvvijtb.thR temperature vvhen the

pressure was held constant In terms of the concept of absolute temper-

ature, the experimental results of Charles and Giy-Lussac, known as

Charles’ or Gay-Lussac’s Law, may be expressed by the equation

r« T or r *= AT

where A is a factor of proportionality If subscripts are used to identify

the coordinates of two different states

h Ti
V, T,
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This relationship has the same limitation as Boyle’s Law, in that it

applies exactly only to the behavior of a perfect gas. However, if the gas
studied is of simple structure and is at a relatively low pressure (up to

10 atm) and at a temperature well above its boiling point, the error

resulting from the application of Charles’ Law will not exceed 2%.

Ideal Gas Law

The laws of Boyle and Charles may be combined into a single rela-

tionship, as follows :

Fa- when T is constant
P

F a r when p is constant

When both temperature and pressure vary, the relationship which

determines the variation of F must be

In equation form this relation becomes

F = const X ~
P

or pV = const X T

or ^ = const = = . .

.

Let the constant be designated as R. Then the equation pV = RT
describes the state of a perfect gas, i.e., a gas which behaves exactly in

accordance with the Laws of Boyle and Charles. This equation is called

the perfect or Ideal Gas Law. It will be helpful to interpret it in terms

of graphic analysis. Since

R

the equation is in the mathematieal form of ^: = /(x, y), which will be

recognized as the- equation of a surface. The surface represented by

pV = RT is shown in Fig. 4-1. Evidently, if the temperature is constant,

the trace of the plane T = const on this surface is the equilateral

hyperbola pV = const. This equation has already been identified as

that which characterizes the isothermal change of state of a perfect gas.

It is worth noting (Fig. 4-2a) that as the temperature is decreased, the

value of the constant pV = const becomes less. Consequently an

isothermal on thepV plane close to the origin may be reeognized as one

at relatively low temperature.
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In a similar way, the curve which represents an isopicstic change of
a perfect gas is the trace which the plane p « const makes Avnth the
surface Fig 4-2b shows that this is a straight line, inclined to both
the T and V axes Therefore, in a constant-pressure change with

Fig. 4-t SutCact RcprcKnicd by th« Equation AT

increasing solume, temperature increases, and conversely This rela-

tionship IS apt to be overlooked when the constant pressure curve is

projected on the pV plane where it is foreshortened into a straight line

parallel to the V axis (Fig 4-2c) Likcivisc consider the curve on the

surface which represents an isomctnc change of a perfect gas It is the

trace made on the surface by the plane V =» const, md is inclined to

both the p and T axes (Fig 4-2d) This curve, like the isopicstic curve,

IS considerably foreshortened in projection upon the pV plane, where

it appears as a straight hne parallel to thep axis (Fig 4-2e) But again,

examination of the curve on the surface itself shows that, in such a

change, as the pressure decreases, the temperature must decrease, and

conversely The student will profit by keeping his attention on the

actual nature of the various types of change as shown on the surface,

rather than on the projections made on a particular plane like the pV

plane.

The expression pV = RT is the functional relation T 'Pip, lO

which characterizes the behavior of a perfect gas As such, and in con-

formity with the definition given on page 9, it is the chaxactmsUc
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equation oj a perject gas. Its graphic representation may therefore be
conveniently designated as the choTacteristic surface.

Fig. 4-2. Representation o£ Several Types of Changes of

State for a Perfect Gas.

If the Ideal Gas Law is applied to a gas in two different states denoted

by subscripts 1 and 2, there results

p,V, = RTi

and p 2V2 = RT2

If the first of these equations is divided by the second, the result is

piVi _ RTt piVi _ ^21*^2

P2V2 RT2 Ti T2

an alternative expression of the law which is frequently very useful.

If the change from state 1 to 2 is carried out at constant volume

Vx = Vi

pxVi _ P2V2

Ti T2 Tx Ti
and
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This shows that at constant N'olumc the pressure of an ideal gas s'arics

directly with the absolute temperature. By Charles’ Law the \-olumc

also v-aries directly wth the absolute icmpcrature. Theoretically, the

change in pressure per unit change in temperature (pressure coefficient /3)

of an ideal gas should be the same as the volume coefficient a. That is

« = ^ = Tb = 000366

The follouing measurements on hydrogen and air show how closely

this condition is approached:

a P
Hydrogen 0 0036613 0 0036678
Air 00037099 0 0036871

Constant'Volume Gai Thermometer

The direct proportionality bens-cen the pressure of a gas and its

absolute temperature finds a valuable application in the constant-

volume gas thermometer, svhich was mentioned on page 7. IVith

Fic. 4-3 Schonzuc Diasnm ot (he Coniunt

Volume Cat TTicrinometer.

hydrogen as the gas, this thermometer is the one selected by the IntCT-

national Bureau of Weights and Measures as a standard. As shown in

the schematic diagram (Fig 4-3), the thermometer consists of a bulb

^%hich is filled with h>-drogen and is connected by a small tube to a
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mercury manometer M, of which the t/-part is flexible tubing. At the

point where the manometer joins the tube leading from the bulb, there

is a small marker A. Because of the flexibility of the long arm LM of

the U, the mercury can be made to rise until it just touches the mark
at A, and so the volume of gas in the bulb and connecting tube down to

A can be kept always the same. As the gas in the bulb is warmed, its

pressure increases; hence, \vith rising temperature, greater pressure

is required to keep the mercury up to A. The measurement of the

required increase in pressure is the height h of the mercury column in L
above mark A. It is the pressure exerted by this mercury column that

maintains a constant level in the short arm of the i7-tube. The absolute

temperature corresponding to any pressure p2 (as determined by
measurement of the height h) is then determined from knowledge of

the pressure pi corresponding to some reference temperature Ti, such

as the temperature of melting ice, 0° G or 273° K. With known values

oipu Ti, and p2 ,
simple substitution in

for T2‘

makes it easy to solve
2 1 J 2

Units

When the gas law is expressed in the homogeneous form
PiVi _ pjVt

Ti Ti ’

it is only necessary that the corresponding values of pressure, volume,

and absolute temperature be expressed in the same units. Thus if pi

is in lb per sq in., p 2 is in lb per sq in.; if Fi is in cu ft, V2 is in cu ft; and

if Ti is ° K, Ti is ° K. Hence proHems involving corresponding states of

a gas may be readily solved, as illustrated by the following example.

Example

A mass of helium occupies a volume of 6.5 cu ft at a temperature of 50° F

and a pressure of 14.7 lb per sq in. What volume does it occupy at a pressure

of 6 lb per sq in. and a temperature of — 60° F?

Solution

pi = 14.7 lb per sq in.

Vi = 6.5 cu ft

Ti = 50° F = 460 + 50

= 510° R

/)2 = 6 lb per sq in.

Vi = ?

^2 = - 60° F = 460 - 60

= 400° R
piVi _ piV2

Ti “ Ti
14.7 X 6J ^

F2 =

6 Vi

400

400 X 14.7 X 6.5

6 X 510

12.5 cu ft

510
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When a problem involves the determination ofan unknown coordinate

for a single stale oj a gas hy the application of the law pV « RT, more
attenuon must be paid to the umts involved In the Bnush sj-stem of

units, pressures arc conventionally measured in lb per sq in, volumes
in cu ft, and temperature in ® F From the preceding discussion it is dear
that the temperature used m the gas law must be converted to the

absolute scale (“Rankinc) by the addition of 460* Also, the pressmt

should be conierled into lb per sqjt by multiplying by 144 in order that

the product pV may have recognizable dimensions When this is done,

the dimensions of the product pV arc those of work or energy, thus,

lb per ft* X ft* “ ft lbs Since the volume V is the volume of the gas

present, the dimensions oJ the constant R must be in foot pounds pier amount

of gas present per degree The dimensions of the equation pV * RT
give an added physical sigmficance to temperature in that they show

that absolute temperaturt if a measure oJ the (tieigy of a gas

Tha Gat ConrtanI

In order to determine the value of R, an arbitrary and reproducible

set of conditions is specified Since R is constant, the value thus deter*

mined is valid for other states of the gas The standard pressure is taken

as 14 7 lb per sq m or 2116 8 lb per sq ft, which may be considered as

normal atmospheric pressure TTic standard temperature is taken as

32® F or 492® R If one pound of the gas is considered, v represents the

specific volume, or volume per pound The following tabulation gives values

for 0 of the simple gases under standard conditions of pressure and

temperature

r

Hydrogen t77 9 cu ft per lb

Oxygen 11 21 cu ft per lb

Nitrogen 12 8cuhperlb
Au- 12 39 cu ft per lb

When one pound of gas ts considered, the gas constant R is denoted by B Con*

sequently, by direct substitution of the values of p, v, and T under

standard conditions, the gas constant per pound for oxygen is

B = ^ = 1'* 7 ^ ^1-^1 = 48 3 ft Ib per lb per “R
T 492

t-'

By Avogadro’s Law, equal volumes of gases under the same conditions

contain the same number of molecules,"Mid so the masses ofsuch volumes

are to each other as their molecular weights This leads at once to the

dcfimtion of the mol, a umt of weight of particular usefulness in dealing
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with gases. A mol is the weight represented by the molecular weight expressed in

units of weight. Since the molecular weight of oxygen is 32, a gram-mol of

oxygen is 32 g, and a pound-mol of oxygen is 32 Ib. By Avogadro’s
Law, the volume per.mol of different gases is the same under the same
conditions of pressure and temperature. In the cgs system of units the

standard gram-molal volume is 22.4 liters; in the British system of units

the standard pound-molal volume is 358.7 cu ft.

The gas constant is denoted by R when the unit qf weight is the mol.

Since the volume of a mol of any gas is the same under the same condi-

tions, the value qf R is the same for all'gases. Because of this fact, R is

frequently called the Universal Gcis Constant. Its value is obtained thus

14.7 X 144 X 358.7 = R X 492

R = 1544 ft-lb per Ib-mol per ° R
With energy expressed in heat units, this is

R = = 2 (approx) Btu per Ib-mol per ° R
Because the unit of heat is defined in terms of weight and temperature,

R in heat units per mol per degree is a pure number and is independent

of the system of units employed. This is illustrated by conversion of

each of the units Btu, pound-mol, and degrees R to the corresponding

cgs values.

1 Btu = 252 cal

1 Ib-mol = 454 g-mol

1°R = f °K
Thus R = 2 X X -4^ X f = 2 (approx) cal per g-mol per ° K

Since the molal volume V is the molecular weight m times the specific

volume V, the molal gas constant R is m times B, the gas constant per

pound; i.e., R = mB. This provides a way of determining B from the

molecular weight and the universal value of R. For example, since the

molecular weight of oxygen is 32, B for oxygen is

B = 48.3 ft-lb per lb per ° R

Application of the Ideal Gas Law

The Ideal Gas Law may be applied to n units of quantity of the gas

by multiplying both sides of the equation by n, the number of units of

quantity present. Then, when the quantity is expressed in pounds,

where pounds is designated by M,

pMv — MBT
If V is used to denote the volume ofM lb, this becomes

' pF = MBT
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Likewise, if n mols of the gas arc considered

pnir = nRT

and again if V represents the volume of n mols, this becomes

pV = ttRT

The foHoiving example illustrates the use of the equation

Example

Compute the pounds of oxygen which can be stored in a 5 cu ft container

at a pressure of 300 lb per sq in abs and a temperature of 60* P
Solution

p 300 ib per sq in « 300 X 144 Ib per sq ft

•=• 43,200 lb per sq ft

V' « 5 cu ft

r e 60 + 460 = 520* R
fi =» 48 3 ft Ib per lb per * R

By substitution

43.200 X 5 - X 48 3 X 520
- 8 6 lb

The method of attack is the same if the unknown quantity is pressure,

volume, or temperature

Other Cfieraeterlstie Equations

It must be kept in mind that the cbaraclmslic equatm of o per/tcl gas

IS only a useful approximation to the hehatxor ofa realgas The approximation

grows closer as the gas becomes more rarefied Convcncly, the dctia-

tion increases as the gas gro'vs denser Because of their mobility and

other physical properties, gases and vapors have wide application as

the working substance m thermodynamic cycles and processes Hence

It IS a matter of considerable importance to determine charactcnsiic

equations of gases and vapors with the greatest possible accuracy

One of the best knoivn analytic derivations of a charactenstic equation

for real gases was made by van dcr Waals By an approach based on

the kinetic theory of gases, he deduced that in addition to the external

pressure on a gas, there is also an mtcmal pressure, set up by the mutual

attracting forces between the molecules, which is inversely proportional

to the square of the volume Moreover, he considered in his equation

the volume of the molecules themselves, which of course constitutes

a space in which molecular motion is not possible TIic van dcr Waals

characteristic equation is
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Values for the constants a and b, which may be determined in several

ways,* are given for a few common gases in Table 4—1.

Tabu; 4-1. Constants for van der Waals’ Equation

a b

Air 1.33 X 10’ 36.6

Ammonia 4.16 X 10’ 37.3

Carbon dio.xide 3.6 X 10’ 42.8

Methane 2.25 X 10’ 42.8

Sulphur dioxide 6.8 X 10’ 57.2

The units for these constants are; pressure in atmospheres, volume in

cc per gram-mol, and temperature in degrees Kelvin. With these units,

the Universal Gas Constant has the value of 82.06 cc atm per g-mol

per ° K.

As tvith the Ideal Gas Law, the van der Waals Equation may be

applied to n units of quantity (in this case gram-mols) by multiplying

both sides by n; thus

{p +

And again, if F is taken as the volume of n mols, V = vn, and

(f + - »*) - (/ + - »« - •‘RT

In solving problems by means of van der Waals’ Equation, it is best

to carry out Ae solution in the units in which the constants are given.

The converaon of the given data to these units can be done much more

readily than can the conversion of the equation itself.

Example

Compute the pressure of 1 Ib of sulphur dioxide occupying 0.5 cu ft at a

temperature of 20° C.

Solution

1 lb of SOj = 454 g or = 7.09 g-mols

n = 7.09

F = 0.5 cu ft = 0.5 X 28.3 X 10’ cc = 14.15 X 10’ cc

T =20 + 273 = 293° K
a = 6.8 X 10«

b = 57.2

R = 82.06

• Saha and Srivistava, A Textbook of Heal, India Pr^, pp. 164-167.

t Computed from critical data firom Inlemalioned Critical Tables.
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By substitution in the van dcr Waals Equation

{p + X 10* - 7 09 X 57.2) « 7 09 X 82.06 X 203

* n0.300 342 X 10* ,,,^ “
13,745

~
200 X 10*

” ““
= 157 lb per sq in. abs

Had the problem been solved by the Ideal Gas Law, the calculated pressure

would have been, with British units throughout

1 X 24.14 X (68 + 460)
_

^ 05X144
177 lb per sq in.

an error of nearly 13%.
When either 1' or n is unknown, the solution become* algebraically complj*

cated and is best made by graphic methods •

Veiw
Fic. 4-4. Isoiherms o! CO, Showing Deviation from van der tS’aar* Equa-

tion (Reprinted by permission from indutlntl Chemteal CafcuUltoru, by

flougen and ttaison, published by John tViley 1 Sons, Inc.)

Although van der Waals’ Equation is today the best means of deter-

imtung the behavior of gases at Wgh pressure, it is not an entirely

accurate representation of the facts. Tlie solid lines in the graph in

Fig. 4-4 arc isothcrmals obtained by plotting van der Waals’ Equation

• See O A. Itougra »nd K. M. Imtuinal O/rraraf CalniaMns. NN’iley, ?P 5^*4.
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for carbon dioxide on the pV plane. The dotted lines represent the

experimental results of Andrews (1869) on the same substance. The
deviation is considerable, especially in the region ab, which is \vhere

the gas liquefies. This discrepancy, which looks serious, can be ex-

plained by correct interpretation of the theoretical cun^e, but the

deviation in the gaseous region caimot be so easily accounted for. The
inadequacy of the van der Waals Equation accurately to represent the

experimental facts has caused numerous investigators to set up other

characteristic gas equations, most of which are empirical in nature.

Their use is usually complicated by the large number of empirically

determined constants introduced to make the equation fit the facts.

Some of the better known of these equations are:

Clausius

Dieterici

Lees

RT c

^ v-b T{v + aY

^ RT-r^c
^ V — b‘

^ v-b Tv’

Callendar (for steam)

sr
,

, c
V = h 0 — —

p T"

Beattie-Bridgman

-;)](' -S’) -4-0
The Beattie-Bridgman Equation, although complicated, is of significance

in that its five constants may be evaluated rather simply from a relatively

small amoimt of experimental data.

Critical Pressure, Volume, and Temperature

The graph of the results of Andrews’ experiments shoivn in Fig. 4-4

merits further attention because it sheds considerable light on the

behavior of matter as it changes phase, in this case from a gas to a liquid.

If the isothermal of 13.1° C is traced from right to left, the pressure first

increases as the volume decreases. From points b to a, ho%vever, the

pressure remains constant and the volume continually decreases. This

part of the curve represents the process of liquefaction; it is worth noting

that both pressure and temperature remain constant. During this change, the

carbon dioxide is present in both the gaseous and theJiquid phases and

the diminution in volume is accomplished by the progressive condensa-

tion of the gaseous portion until at point a the substance is all liquid.
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In the same way, the Icmpcranirc of water boiling at atmospheric pres,
sure IS constant at a value which depends upon the height of the barom.
eter The graph further shows that after liquefaction is reaehed, a
decrease in volume can be accomplished only by a great increase’ of
pressure This fact is responsible for the common inaccurate statement
that liquids arc incompressible A better conclusion is that liquids are
only slightly compressible

The graph shoNss that the isotherm^ for 21 5® C has much the same
character as that for 131®C, except that the honzonial sccijon u
shorter As isothcrntah lor higher and higher temperatures arc drawii,

this section becomes progressively shorter until finally, m the isothermal
for 31 4° C, n disappears At this temperature and above, there u no
transition process by uhich condensation takes place Consequent^,
Carbon dioxide cannot be liquefied by any pressure, however great,

if the temperature is above 31 4® C The point C at which condensation
just ceases to be possible is called the mitcal point The isothermal

through this point is at the atUcal tmpaature, and the pressure and
volume coordinates of the point are called the mUcol presmt and trtUeal

lolume Each substance has its own characteristic critical point, hence
knowledge of the critical data— t c

,
pressure,, volume,, and tempera*

ture,— of various substances is a matter of considerable importance

in the technical use of the substance as a thermodynamic medium.

Table 4-2 Critical Properties of Some CwmoN Si*stavces •

CnncaJ Pressure Cntical Volume Cniical Temperarure

p, m Atm F« for 1 g mol t, m ® C

Air 37 2 - 1407
Ammonia 11! 5 72 4 132 4

Carbon dioxide 73 95 5 311
hfethane 45 8 99 -82 5

Sulphur dioxide 777 J23 157 2

\Vatcr 2177 45 374

The above discussion shows that it is impossible to liquefy any sub*

stance by pressure alone if it is above us critical temperature Moreover,

if the substance is cooled to a temperature slightly below the cntical,

there is no necessity for using a pressure greater than the cnlical pressure

ft was lack of knowledge of these facts that made it impossible for early

experimenters to liquefy the common gases like h^xirogen, nitrogen, and

oxygen, even though tremendous pressures were used It is now clear

* rcprtxiuccd from litimaHmsi Cnbtd Tdltt
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that their unsuccessful results were caused not by the “permanent”
gaseous nature of the substance, but by the fact that they attempted
the liquefaction at temperatures considerably above the low critical

temperatures of these substances.

Compressibility Factors

The characteristic equations for gases, other than pV = nRT, are not

in a form that permits quick and easy calculation. Furthermore, the

Perfect Gas Law may not be used to describe the behavior of real gases

under the extreme conditions of pressure and temperature prevalent in

industry today. A way out of this difficulty is provided by the use of

empirical constants, CeJIed compressibilityfactors, as correction factors for the

Perfect Gas Law Equation. For example, by the equation pv = BT, the

volume per pound of nitrogen at 1000 lb per sq in. abs and — 70° F is

BT
P
55.14 X (460 - 70)

1000 X 144

B for nitrogen = 1544

28

= 55.14 ft-Ib per lb per ° R

= 0.1495 cu ft per lb

Experiment gives this value as 0.1316 cu ft per lb, a value which is only

88% of that calculated. The error is too great to be neglected. The
equation can be made to yield the correct value if the right-hand side

is multiplied by 0.88, i.e., pv ~ 0.88 BT. The factor 0.88 is called the

compressibilityfactorfor nitrogen in the slate specified. The empirical adapta-

tion of the Perfect Gas Law is therefore

pv = CMBT
or pv = CnRT '

the form of the equation depending on whether the units of weight are

pounds or mols. In either case C is the compressibility factor for the

gas in the particular state considered. The compressibility factor is a

function of pressure, temperature, and the natme of the gas and so its

value varies with different gases and different states. Compressibility

factors may be used in the homogeneous form of the Perfect Gas Law
as applied to two different states provided the proper factor is used with each

slate. Thus
piVi — CinBTi

p^Vz — CzuBTz

If the first equation is divided by the second

or =
ptVi CiTz CiT\ CzTz
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The usefulness of the compressibility factor is dearly dependent on
the ability to determine the value of the factor for a particular substance

and state. As the result of extensive cxpenmcntal work, compressibility

data are available over a wide range of temperature and pressure for

Fic 4>5 Comprns b I If Fxion of N irogrn Cotrnpond ng lo

Speclfl«d rmsurcs and Tcmpcnium (Rrpr nied by prnn » on from

/ndujtnat Chem cal Calculatons by llougtn and Watson pubi shed by

John Wiley & Sons Ine)

most of the gases used industrially These data have been collected and

expressed m graphic form * m order to provide a convenient means of

determining the factor for any desired pressure or temperature As an

illustration one such graph for nitrogen is shown m Fig 4-5

Vcrlablo Specific Heeb of Goies

In many problems dealing with gaseous media it is necessary lo know

the values of the specific heats c, and r, over wide ranges of temperature

and pressure This is particularly true of the combustion process in an

internal combustion engine m which the temperature range is several

thousand degrees As mentioned in Chapter I (page I S) specific heat

generally is a function of temperature Also at high pressures and low

temperatures, the instantaneous value of c, depends upon both temper-

aturc and pressure

The general variation of the roolal specific heat with temperature is

expressed by the equation

C = o + +
• O A. Hmigcn and K. hL Wauoa MjstnJ Omnal Calnlihav Wiley pp.
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in which t is the temperature and a, b, and c are constants determined
by experiment. The latest and most accurate equations of this form,
applicable to various common gases, have been worked out by East-

man * from experimental data and are as follows

;

Units: Cp in Btu per Ib-mol per ® F: < in ° F
Nj, Oj, CO, NO, HCl, HI, HBr, F,

Cp = 6.923 + 0.000373 / + 0.40 X 10"’

Hj,HF

HsO

NH,

COj, SO5

CH4

Cp = 6.937 + 0.000218 / -f- 0.68 X 10“’

Cp = 8.346 + 0.000465 / + 0.4M X 10-«

Cp = 8.308 + 0.0035 t

Cp = 9.000 -1- 0.0027 I - 0.256 X lO"*

Cp = 8.33 + 0.0053 t

Monatomic gases and metallic vapors

C = 4.98

At this point it is well to consider the steps by which an expression for

specific heat in terms of one temperature scale may be transformed into

the comparable expression on another temperature scale. A specific

example will serve this purpose.

For temperatures between 300 and 2500° K, Eastman gives the

following equation for the specific heat of hydrogen in calories per

gram-mol per degree, with I in degrees Kelvin.

Cp = 6.85 + 0.28 X 10-5/ ^ 0.22 X 10"'/'

Then, for example, at 1000° K
Cp(1000° K) = (6.85 + 0.28 + 0.22) = 7.35 cal per g-mol per ° K

In order to obtain an expression that is valid when t is in degrees

centigrade, we must substitute

t = t, + 273

Then Cp = 6.85 + [0.28 X 10-5(/. + 273)] + [0.22 X .10-5(/c + 273)=]

Cp = 6.85 -f 0.28 X 10-5 /, ^ o.28 X lO"® X 273 + 0.22 X
10-«// + 0.22 X 10-" X 2 X 273 /, -{- 0.22 X 10-5(273)=

Cp = 6.9428 + 0.4 X 10-5/, q. o.22 X 10-®/,=

As a check let us compute Cp for the same temperature as before.

1000° K = 727° C
* E. D. Eastman, Specific Heat of Gases, Bureau of Mines, Technical Paper No. 445 (1929).
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When this value of t, is substituted in the preceding equation

Cfi727‘’ 0 = 6 9428 4- 0 4 X 10-* X 727 + 0 22 X 10-* X (727)*
= 7 3498 ca! per gram mol per " G

The slight discrepancy betN\ccn this figure and that previously obtained

results from failure to carry the computation to the final decimal point.

To transform the equation to one m terms of degrees rahrenheii we
substitute

t. = ^(f, - 32) m
Cp = 6 9428 + 04 X 10-»r. + 022 X 10-* X /.*

Then C, = 6 9428 + 0 4 X - 32)^ + 0 22 X 10-* X
Kh - 32)11

*

C, = 6 9428 + 0 4 X 10-* X i // - 0 4 X 10-^ X 32 X ^
4- 0 22 X 10-« XH X //* - 0 22 X I0-* X 2

X 32 X ff X 0 4- 0 22 X t0-« X (32)* X H
s 6 9428 4- 0 222 X 10-^0 - 0 00711 4- 0 679 X IQ-^t,*

- 0 004 X 10-* 1/ 4- 0 00007

C, » 6 9358 4- 0 000218 I, 4- 0 679 X 10-»

Let us use the same temperature as before to check this equation

1000’ K = 1340 6’

F

C,(1340 6’r) = 6 9358 4- 0000218 X 1340 6 4-0 679 X 10-»

X (1340 6)»

= 7 3505 Btu per lb*rool per ® F

Similarly, an equation valid for f m degrees Rankinc may be obtained

by substituting

if ~ in ~ 460

m the equation expressed in terms of degrees Fahrenheit

The value of C, for each of these gases is readily obtained from that

of Cf by consideration of the physical distinction bcttNcen C, and C,

As previously described, Cp is larger than C, by the amount of energy

required to provade space for the medium ag nnst the constant pressure

acting The measure of the dincrcncc may be obtained by difTcrentiat

mg the Non Flow Energy Equation thus

At constant lofumc

«= 4- 0 (m heat umu)

If this is expressed as a partial dcnvative tvilh respect to T

the rate of change of intnnsic energ) with temperature
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At constant pressure

= dE -jr pdV (in heat units)

Let this also be expressed as a partial derivative with respect to T,

pressure of course being the variable held constant. Then

In order to evaluate this equation

+'(11),

’ (f^)
determined for the

particular medium under consideration. This is done by taking the

indicated partial derivative of its characteristic equation. Since most
of the gases in the preceding table follow the Perfect Gas Law reasonably

well, we shall use it as the characteristic equation. Also, in order to be

consistent with the units of the table we shall use the form in which the

unit of quantity is the pound-mol. The indicated partial derivative is

obtained thus

or

pV = RT

^ [dTJp
^
IdT

[dTJp p

= R

When this value is substituted in the original equation

Cp =

It will be shown presently that for a perfect gas intrinsic energy is a

function of temperature only. Therefore it is immaterial whether p

or V is held constant, and so

Then, by substitution

Cp — Cv R

When the Gas Law is in units of pound-mols the value of R in heat

units is closely equal to 2 Btu per Ib-mol per ° R. Consequently, East-

man’s equations for Cp per pound-mol may be transformed into equa-

tions for Cp per pound-mol by subtracting 2 from the cqnstant term of

each.

The equations may also be readily transformed into expressions for

Cp and Cp, specific heats per pound of medium, by dividing each term by the

molecular weight.
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For example, if the medium is Nj

6 923 , 0000373 . . 040X 10-^*„

"2r + ~28~' + S Bt“P'rlbp«"F

. _ 4 923
,
0 000373. , 0 40XJO-’/»„“

“2fi“
—

5fl
— * 5

r
lb per * F• 28

and for HCI

,
6 923

"’~3rr
, _ “*523

,
0 000373 . . 040X 10-' l<„.+ -irr''

+
365

,
0000373. , 040X 10-’/>„,

+ -T45-'
+ 365 B">I«'-lbpcr»F

The vanation of C, with pressure results from the fact that at high

pressures the average mtermolecular distance is considerably reduced

Consequently, the attractive force between molecules is increased and

relatively more energy is required to produce the molecular agitation

characteristic of an increase of temperature The effect is most marked

IIVJIB
1wn

mill[III

mmmiiiiH
Tk Effect of PrnsuTo upon the tiuUnnncout MoUl Heat

Opacity of Air at Coniunt rrnsurc (Reptintet! bv penniuion

from /ntfuflridt Chtmtral CalaiMuint by Hou^n and UaUon
published by John Vtifey & Con* Inc)

when the high pressure is accompanied by low temperature This is

precisely the same condition that produces enhanced deviation from

the Perfect Gas Law, and for the same reason As a result, the vanation

of C, with pressure may be neglected when the behavior of a gas u ap-

proximately represented by the Perfect Gas Law \Vhcn its behavior is

no longer capable of being desenbed by that law, the v anation of C, with

^rasuTcmajf not be Ignored The curves shown in Fig 4-6 indicate that the
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variation of C, with pressure is not great at high temperatures, even when
the pressure is extremely high. But when even a moderately high pressure

is accompanied by low temperature, the variation is decidedly large.

The student must give particular attention to the use of the variable

specific heat equations. Because constant specific heats are generally

used in the elementary study of heat, it is a common error to use the

equations to determine an arithmetical average value of Cp or r* which

is then treated as a constant. This procedure can be valid only when the

equation is linear in character. In all other cases, the equation must be

integrated with respect to t between the designated limits of temperature in order

to determine quantity of heat.

Thus, since

= Cp = molal specific heat at constant pressure

5Q, = Cf dt

and 1Q2 = /
Cpdt

per mol

Similarly, if the medium is heated at constant volume

per mol
J,^

Example

How much heat is required to raise the temperature of 1 Ib-mol of nitrogen

from 100° F to 3000° F at constant volume?

Solution

iQfi = Co dt

a for Ns = (6.923 - 2) + 0.000373 t + 0.40 X 10“'

••• iQs =
I

(4.923 + 0.000373 1 ’+'0.40 X lO"’ l^)dt

,2 .jqsooo

= 4.923 t + 0.000373 - + 0.40 X 10"^ -
2 3 Jioo

= 4.923(3000 - 100) + 2:°^^ (3000’“ - 100*)

+ ^
(3000» - 100>)

= 14,276.7 + 1676.6 + 360

= 16,313.3 Btu

The heat required per pound is readily obtained by dividing by 28, the molec-

ular weight of nitrogen.

.0, = ^ 5g2 g jt,

28
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From 32*F to 392® F the value off, per pound of nitrogen ugi'.cn’ajcoMtant
at 0 173 If this value is used in the example, the result is

1?, » 0 173(3000 - 100) = 517 3 Btu per lb

‘ This result u slightly over 11% tn error when compared v.ith the more accurate
value obtained by using Eastman’s Equauon

Gaseous Mixtures

In industrial processes and cy cles, the thermodynamic medium is more

often a mixture of several gases than a single one For example, m an

internal combustion engine the expansive medium which pushes the

piston down is a mixture of the products of combustion These usually

include nitrogen, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, and ivatcr vapor

In order to deal adequately with problems involving mixtures of this

nature, a means must be provided for determining the specific heat

and gas constant of the mixture Both of these quantities depend upon

weight Consequently, their average values for a gaseous mixture depend

upon the weight cmposiiion of the mixture The anal>’sis of gaseous

mixtures is usually reportedi in terms of voluim eomponlm and so the

first step m dctermimng the properfics of a gaseous mixture is the

conversion of volume composition to weight composition

Again Avogadro’s Law may be invoked to advantage By this lasv,

a mol of any gas under defined conditions contains the same number of

molecules Also the molal volume under standard conditions is the

same for all gases A mol of a mixture, therefore, has the same volume

as a mol of any of its constituents If analysis reveals that a certain

mixture contains 9% hydrogen by volume, a moJ of the mixture con*

tains 0 09 mol of hydrogen Since the weight of a mol of hydrogen is

simply Its molecular weight, it is a simple matter to detenmne the

weight of hydrogen per mol of mixture The sum of the weights of all

of the constituents determined m this way is the vvcight of a mol of the

mixture The weight composition is then easily determined by dividing

the weight of each component by the vveight of the. whole This pro-

cedure IS illustrated m the following example

Example

A certain producer gas has the following composition by volume

H,. 15%
CO, 22%
CH4, 3%
COt. 9%
Nfc 51%

WTiat u Its vs eight composition*

•C.D HodgraanMidN A.LajJSfe,
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Solution

vol fract = mol fract mol wt wt in lb wt fract

Hi 0.15 X 2 ' = 0.3 0.012
CO 0.22 X 28 s= 6.16 0.245
GH4 0.03 X 16 := 0.48 0.019
COj 0.09 X 44 = 3.96 • 0.158
Ni 0.51 X 28 14.28

25.18 lb

0.567

1.001

Weight per mol
of mixture

While it is not possible for a mixture to have a true molecular weight,

its weight per mol may be used as an apparent molecular weight for the

determination of its specific heat and gas constant. Thus, in the

preceding example, the apparent molecular weight of themixture is

25.18 lb.

The gas constant per pound of mixture is then obtained by dividing

the Universal Gas Constant per mol by the apparent molecular weight;

1 'i44

Bmuture = = 61.32 ft-lb per lb per ° R

The gas constant per pound may also be obtained from the weight

composition. By Dalton’s Law of Partial Pressures, the sum of the

pressures of the constituents of a mixture of gases is equal to the total

pressure exerted by the mixture, i.e.

/’l + + ^3 • • • = pmixtwe

Since each constituent occupies the entire volume and is at the

temperature of the mixture, the Perfect Gas Law for each component is

MiRiT , , MzBJ'
p, = -Y- =

in which Mi, Mi, Mz give the weight in pounds of each component, and

Bi, Bi, and S 3 are the respective gas constants per pound of the compo-

nents. Then

pmbitme = ^ {MlBi + MiB« + MzBz • •)

If Af is the weight of the entire mixture in poimds, the Perfect Gas Law

for it is

pV = MBaSxiwiT

immixture — Wmlxture/or
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Comparison of the t\\t> equations for at once >nclds the fact that

MB. T
V

T
V {M\Bi >4- AfiBj 4- MiBt • ) 2A/^,

or

Since

Then

M
M

2A/i

SAfiBi

2Afi

In the case where A/i, A/*, A/|, etc , indicate weight per cent, their sum
IS of course equal to I (X), hence under such circumstances

Gn cn the data in the preceding example, the gas constant the

producer gas is determined by this method m the following tsTiy

wt fract {Sf)

H, 0012
CO 0 245

CHi 0019
COi 0158
N, 0 567

gas const per lb (B) MB
772 0 9 26

55 ]4 1351

9631 183

35 09 5 54

55 10
'

31 24

B e SMiB( > 61 38

Specific Heot of Gaieoui Mlitures

The defmition of speafic heat m terms of unit ueight of substance

makes possible the determination of the average specific heat of a

mixture The process b> \s hich this »s done is the same as that outlined

in the preceding paragraph for the dclermination of the gas constant B
for a mixture That is, the sum of the products formed b> mulupl>ing

the M’cight of each component by its specific heat is equal to the total

unght of the mixture times the average specific heat In equation form,

vnth Cl, Ct, C», etc, denoting specific heat per mol of the respective

components, and ni, nj, n», etc , the WTight m xnols of each component

present, the relation is

niCi “I- njCj + fljCj 4* • • • *“ (n* 4* 4* ni)CBmw#

It IS convenient to take ni, ni, «j, etc., as the mol per cent of each com-

ponent which IS, of course, the same as the volume percentage composi-

tion Thar sum is then 1 mol of the mixture
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Example

Find the variable specific heat at a constant volume per mol and per pound
of the producer gas mentioned in the example on page 126. For convenience,
the volume composition is repeated.

Hs, 15%
CO, 22%
CH,, 3%
COi, 9%
N,, 51%

Solution

Eastman’s Equation for Nj and CO are the same. They may therefore be
grouped together.

mol % C„

Hi 0.15 4.937 + 0.000218 / + 0.68 X IQ-’’

CO, Ni 0.73 4.923 + 0.000373 t + 0.40 X IQ-H*
CH^ 0.03 6.33 + 0.0053/

COi 0.09 7.00 + 0.0027 f + 0.256 X lO"*

mol % X C,

Hi 0.7406 + 0.000033 / + 0.102 X 10"’

CO, N. 3.5938 + 0.000273 / + 0.29 X 10-^/*

GH4 0.1899 + 0.00016/

CO; 0.63 + 0.000243/ - 0.23 X 10"^

C, mixture = 5.1543 + 0.000709 / + 0.162 X lO"'/*

per mol

Fipm an earlier example, the apparent molecular weight of the producer gas

is 25.18. Therefore, c, per pound for this gas is

C _ 5.1543 0.000709/ 0.162 X~10-^<
' 25.18 25.18 25.18

= 0.244 + 0.00028 / + 0.00643 X 10"’ /*

Joule’s Law

There is one more property of gases that must be discussed before we
are ready to undertake the study of what happens when a gas changes

state. This property is intrinsic energy, which on pages 41-42 was shown

to be a point function and hence dependent on the coordinates. What
we need to know now is: For a perfect gas, what is the precise nature of

the dependence of intrinsic energy on the coordinates? This question

was raised early in the nineteenth century and both Gay-Lussac and

Joule independently investigated the matter experimentally. Joule used

an apparatus, represented in Fig. 4—7, in which a quantity of air was

confined in a vessel A at high pressure and at the same temperature

as that of the surrounding water bath W, The stopcock S was then

opened and the air allowed to rush into the evacuated vessel B. The
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temperature m A fell as a result of the expansion and consequent dc
crease m intrinsic energy In B, the temperature increased because
of the progressive compression But when pressure equilibrium was
established between A and B, the temperature of the water bath, which
measured the temperature of the system as a whole, was found to be
inappreciably different from its initi^ value Joule concluded that there

had been no heat flow to or from the confined air, i e
, iQt for the change

was zero Also, since the volume of the two vessels as a whole did not

change, no effect on the surroundings resulted and so jir* was also zero

Therefore, by the Non*Flow Equation, “ Aff + jir* AB was

also zero, and the expenment showed that the intrinsic energy of the

air was the same whether it occupied both of the vessels or only one of

them In short, the intrinsic energy of the air was independent of vol

ume as well as pressure More refined expenmenrs subsequent to

Joule s have shown that for real gases there is a slight dependence of

intrinsic energy upon volume which his apparatus was not sensitive

enough to detect However, stnet thermodynamic r asoning shows that

Joule’s result is to be expected of a gas that obc>'s the Laws of Bojle

wid Oftarks, v e , a ’pcifeet gsa

By its nature, intrinsic energy is a function of the coordinates, i c

,

E = /(<, p) In Joule’s experiment both mtnnsic energy and tempera-

ture remained constant, while the volume mcrcascd very considerably

Therefore, the important deduction can be made that /or a perjict gar,

intrinsic energy depends only on tke temperature This result is known as Joule’s

Law Since temperature is the manifestation"of molecular motion, all

of the intrinsic energy of a gas which follows Joule’s Law must be

m the kinetic form Further, because molecular motion ceases onl>
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at absolute zero, intrinsic energy must be a function of absolute tem-
perature, i.e., E = /(r).

Joule-Thomson Effect

As we have seen before, the behavior of real gases deviates from that
of a perfect gas and the deviation becomes more marked in the measure
that conditions for liquefaction are approached. It is under such
conditions that intermolecular forces (page 24) play an important role

in determining the behavior of a gas. What happens is that the amount
of intrinsic energy in the potential form increases as intermolecular dis-

tances decrease. The quantitative measure of this effect is determined
by a refinement ofJoule’s apparatus with which he and Thomson made
a long series of experiments in the period from 1852 to 1862. The object

of the experiment was to make accurate determination of the tempera-

ture of a gas before and after its free expansion through a porous plug.

Because of the importance of the plug to the apparatus, the experiment

is often known as the Porous Plug Experiment. The term ‘Tree expan-

sion” means that no external mechanical work is done by the expanding

gas. However, consideration must be given to pV, the flow-work term,

for the expanded gas certainly must provide space for itself during the

expansion.

"The arrangement of the apparatus used by Joule and Thomson is

represented schematically in Fig. 4-8. Gas at a known uniform tem-

perature and pressure is admitted to one end of a tube in which is

placed a porous plug P. The gas finds its way through the plug to the

region of lower pressure on the other side, where its temperature and

pressure are again accurately measured. The whole apparatus is care-

fully insulated so that the process is adiabatic and iQj = 0. Because
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the expansion is free, is zero, and the fluid fnction can be comidwcd
zero No chemical changes are mwived and the \clocity of the gas on
both sides of the plug is the same Also there u no change in elevauoa
Consequently, the General Energy Equation for the process per pound
of medium is

+ ei + Cl + /I + ^ + fi + n

+ ilfO-o

Cl + P\Vi *= ct + (in work umts)

Since enthalpy h is defined as e -h this may be further reduced to the

simple statement

hi = hi (m heat units)

This result shou's that in the Joule Thomson experiment it is mtkalpy,

rather than mtnnsic energy, that remains constant If pil\ is not equal

to PiVi, there is a change m intnnsic energy It would be natural to

expect that this m turn would result in a change in temperature The
expectation is realized by the expenmental measurements ofJoule and

Thomson and of others who have worked wnth similar apparatus With

only two exceptions, these measurements establish the fact that under

ordinary conditions and whatever the nature of the gas the temperature

in state 2 is less than that m state 1 However, the free expansion of

hydrogen from 4 7 to I 00 atmosphere at 10* C results m a slight xnaease

of temperature Under approximately the same conditions of expansion

helium also exhibits a similar heating eflect The phenomenon of

temperature change upon free expansion u known as theJoule-Thomson

effect and its quantitative measure, , is called the Joule-Thomson

coefficient In practice, the effect occurs whenever a medium is allowed

to go from a region of high pressure to one of low pressure ivithout per-

forming external mechanical work For example, if one is operating a

steam cn^nc^ he may control the speed by the throttle valv c The more

the valve is closed, the greater is the pressure drop through it This is

an exceedingly wasteful method of regulation, inasmuch as free expan

Sion IS a highly irreversible process and so results in a decided increase m
entropy Because the practical manifestation of the Joule Thomson

effect is so closely associated svith the action of a throttle valve, /rec

expansion is often called a throttling process The terra "wire-drawing

process” is also used to denote the same type of change

The explanation of the Joule-Thomson effect depends upon the
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constancy of enthalpy during adiabatic free expansion. Enthalpy is the

sum of the intrinsic energy and the product and for real gases these

two factors do not depend upon the pressure in the same way. Of course,

for a perfect gas, Joule’s Law shows that E depends only on temperature

and so the change in E with pressure is zero. Also, Boyle’s Law requires

that the product pV depend only on temperature. Its variation with

pressure must therefore also be zero in the ideal case. Consequently,

a perfect gas would not exhibit any Joule-Thomson effect. But for real

gases the change of intrinsic energy with decrease in pressure always

produces a cooling effect. The change in pV with a pressure drop may
cause either a heating or a cooling effect in a real gas, depending upon
the conditions of pressure and temperature (see Fig. 4-5). Since these

two' effects may be of different sign or different magnitude or both, the

observed Joule-Thomson effect may be either heating, cooling, or, in the

limiting case, entirely non-existent. For any given gas there is a tem-

perature, called the temperature of inversion, at which the effects resulting

from a change in E and inpV cancel each other and the Joule-Thomson

coefficient is zero. Below its temperature of inversion, a gas is cooled

by free expansion. Above that temperature, a heating effect results.

Certain inversion temperatures have been experimentally determined

and have been found to agree reasonably well with the values predicted

by the theory. Olzewski found the temperature of inversion for hydrogen

to be — 80.5° C. Below that temperature and in accord with the theory,

hydrogen exhibited the same cooling effect upon free expansion as that

shown by other gases at room temperatures. The inversion temperature

for helium has been observed to be — 233° C. Hence it is not surprising

that at room temperature helium exhibits a heating effect when per-

mitted to expand freely.

Linde Process for the Liquefaction of Gases

The Joule-Thomson effect is applied practically in the Linde process

for the liquefaction of gases. The industrial uses of liquefied gases have

increased enormously in the last two decades and the preparation of such

liquids has now become a major technical industry. In the Linde

process (Fig. 4-9), gas is compressed to a high pressure (e.g., 200 atm)

and is then passed through a cooling device C fitted \vith a coil of pipe

through which water is circulated. Heat is abstracted from the gas

in this apparatus and its temperature is thereby reduced. The pressure

remains high, however, as the stream of gas flows along the pipe to an

expansion valve E, through which it expands freely to a region of low

pressure (approximately 50 atm). If the temperature of the gas at this
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point IS below its m%crsiorv temperature, the Joufc Thomson cfTret
causes the expansion to be accompanied by a shirp drop in temperature
The cooled gas then flo\i-s back to the compressor intake m an annular
space surrounding the pipe through which it was dclnercd to the \a!ve

Fic 4-9 ArraniKBent of Appsntui of Ihe Ucule t'rocea for

Liquefact on of A r

Because of us low temperature, the expanded gas absorbs heat from the

stream of high pressure gas which it surrounds until an cquilibnum

temperature is reached The low pressure gas then returns to the com
pressor, where it is again compressed and the c>xle is repeated The

abstraction of heat from the high pressure stream of gas results m a

lowering of its temperature even before its expansion Consequent!),

when m its turn it passes through the expansion valve, the tcmpcraiuTC

drop of the Joule Thomson effect results m the achievement of a defi

nitcl) lower temperature than before As the gas goes round and round

through this c^xlc, the temperature at the exit from the expansion valv c

becomes progressively lower Eventually it reaches the temperature of

liquefaction corresponding to the pressure existing on the low pressure

side of the valve When this point is reached a fraction of the gas

expanded through the valve is hqucfied, the remainder, which is tlvc

larger part, returns to the compressor as before and serves to precool

the gas about to be expanded After liquefaction begins the amount

of gas condensed represents a loss of medium so far as the events of the

cycle are concerned ^f this progressive loss were to continue, the com
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pressor would soon fail to maintain its delivery pressure and this in

turn would mean that the temperature of liquefaction could not be
maintained. Consequently, additional gas, equal in amount to that

condensed, is continuously pumped into the apparatus from the outside

through the valve V. Under these conditions there is a steady output
of liquefied gas which is drawn off through the stopcock S.

Gaseous Change of State

The object of the first three chapters of this book was to give a thor-

ough understanding of the laws governing the transformation of heat

energy. Up to now, the aim of the present chapter has been to present

the characteristic properties of an important class of media, the gases.

We are now ready to merge these two aims into the single one of deter-

nodning ways of evaluating the amount of each of the several types of

energy involved in the change of state of a gas. Naturally, any formula

for such evaluation amounts to the application of a general principle to a

specific case and so depends jointly on the laws of thermodynamics and

on the' characteristic properties of the medium. For the sake of sim-

plifying the analysis as much as possible, we shall first make this applica-

tion to non-flow processes. Also, we shall make it in terms of the five

limiting changes of state most frequently encountered, i.e., constant-

volume, constant-pressure, isothermal, adiabatic, and polytropic proc-

esses. Finally, we shall consider that the Perfect Gas Law is the char-

acteristic equation of a real gas, meanwhile keeping clearly in mind the

probable deviation of fact from this assumption.

Non-Flow Constant-Volume Change of State of a Perfect Gas

Each of the limiting types of change is conveniently described in

terms ofp and V by assigning the proper value to the exponent n in the

equation pV” = const. For a constant-volume change, n must be such

that the exponent of p becomes zero and that of V becomes 1 . These

conditions are met by taking the nth root of both sides of the equation,

thus
^

pny = (const)" = K (another const)

In order that the exponent of p shall be zero, n must be infinite. Thus

p^V = K
pW = K

or V = K
Consequently, a constant-volume change is characterized by the fact

that n = 00 in the equation pY" = const.
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A non flow constant v-olume chan^ of state of any medium also has
the characteristic that it results xtinoexUrnalwork being done (see page 33)

This conclusion is quickly established when it is considered that

=JV'
For a constant volume change dV equals zero, and so jlFt *=» /pdFalso
equals zero As a necessary result, the Non FIoiv Enei^ Equauon for

such a change is

JiQi = (£i ~ £i) + ilFO-o

JxQa =

From the definition of c,, the heat added dunng a constant volume

change is

•fiQ* “ /Afc,(r» — Ti) in work units

In this expression r, u connderei to bt a conslanl and M is used to denote

the number of pounds of gas involved in the change By substitution m
the preceding expression, it follows that for M Ib of gas

£,-£,» A£ « - Ti)

It is worth pointing out that this equation is m strict accord with Joule's

Law that the intrinsic energy of a perfect gas depends on the temperature

Since It 13 assumed that the gas obeys the Perfect Gas Law, the

equation for A£ may be expressed in terms of p and F by use of the

relationship pF » A/i?r Thus

and

MB Tt

£,-£» = JhU,

JMc, PiVj — P\Vi
° M B

MB

Since the diflercncc of the molal specific heats C, and Cr B ^

2 (approx) Btu per lb mol per
°
R, the difTcrcnce between e, and f, p»

pound IS ~ ^ (ct =» molecular weight, B in work umts per pound)
m /

Therefore

t, _c. = 1
or

If this value for B is substituted in the expression for £» — E\, there

results

E,-E,= Jc.
J
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Dividing numerator and denominator by c®

137

L^_l

The ratio — is widely used in the experimental study of specific heat.

Indeed, it is more practicable to make accurate measurements of Cp and

the ratio — and then compute c* than it is to measure c„ directly. Be-

cause of this and because of its frequent occurrence in thermodynamics

generally, the ratio — is conventionally designated by the single letter

k, i.e.

Cv

With this simplification, the intrinsic energy equation in terms of F,

a - t-1
Since intrinsic energy is a point function, its change A£ = Ei — Ei is

quite independent of the path over which the change is made. This is shown in

Fig. 4-10. Because E of a perfect gas is a function of temperature only,

the value of E is the same at any state point on the isothermal Ti. Sup-

pose that it has the constant value of £j = 1500 ft-lb. Along the isother-

mal Ti, the value of E is also constant, but because Ti represents a
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higher temperature than T,, its amount is greater than before Sup*
pose that for the state points on Tt the \aluc of E is constant at £» «
2000 ft lb Then for each of the changes d~b, a-b the change in

intnnsic energy is exactly the same, c g

= 2000 ~ 1500 “ 500 ft Ib

Hence the type of change is of no importance in the determination of

intrinsic energy change From the point of \aew of obtaining a formula

for A£ of a perfect gas, the constanMoIumc change is much the easiest

to study Thus the aboac expression, although densed for a constant

volume change, is lahdJot a nonJiow change of a perfect gas of any character

uhatsoerer

As a result ofthe foregoing analysis, the detailed application of the Non-

Flow Energy Equation to the constant volume change of a perfect gas is

JMc.(T, - r.) - + 0

iQs ~~ El iir*

The use of these relationships is illustrated by the followng example

Example

Three lb of nitrogen m a container at a pressure of ICN) lb per sq m abs

and temperature of 60* F are heated at constant volume until the pressure u
250 lb per sq in abs

r^- 0 244 f. »0173

(a) What IS the volume of the container’ (b) What is the amount of heat

added’

Solution

(a) The 'olumc of the container may be determined from pV = MBT, m
which

jj _ —ilff— _ 1544 ^ 55 2 f( lb per lb per “ R
moWtNj 28

p = lOO lb per sq in = 100 X 144 lb per sq ft abs

r = 60 + 460 " 520* R
M = 3

By subsutuuon of these values

3 X 55 2 X 520

100 X 144
5 97 cu ft

(b) The amount of heat added may be computed in way* The first,

which IS easier, is to detenmne the final temperature Tj from the relation

Ti
h.
Tt
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and substitute it and the initial temperature Ti, togethfer with the value of Cp,

in the formula 1Q2 = Mcv{Ti — Ti)

Then - = 3 X 0.173(1300 - 520) = 405 Btu

The second method of determining is to determine the change in intrinsic

energy from the expression

AE = £'2 — El = (in work units)
, k — i

The result, when converted into heat units by dividing by J, is equal to iQs by
the analysis given in the preceding paragraph.

pi = 250 X 144 lb per sq ft abs

p\ = 100 X 144 lb per sq ft abs

Fa = Fi = 5.97 cu ft

i = £2 = 0^ = 1.41
0.173

Hence A£ = ^2Z(250 X 144 -)00 X_14^

= = 315,000 ft-lb
0.41

or 1Q2 = AE = = 405 Btu as before

All of the foregoing paragraph is essentially concerned with the

application of the First Law of Thermodynamics to a constant-volume

change. In our discussion of the Second Law, we emphasized the fact

that, so far as computation is concerned, it is the entropy change of the

medium which leads to definite information concerning maximum
availability. Therefore, in order to complete our application of the

general laws to a specific change of state of a particular medium, we
must give the means for determining entropy change. For a reversible.

constant-volume change of a gas, this is readily computed from

5,AS = Si

For a constant-volume change

5{2, = Mcy dT

Therefore AS

and if is constant

rTt

Jti T

rn McrdT

AS = Mc^ log,
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From the Perfect Gal Law, if V is constant

Tx Tt
So Z» £1

Tx px

Hence, the expression for AS may be given m terms ofpi and Px, thus

AS= Mc,\oeA
Pi

Non Flow Conttonl Pretturo Change o( State o( a Petfeet Got

A constant pressure change is described very simply by the equation

p
- const In order to reduce pV^ — const to this form, the s’alue of n

must be zero Thus

p\^ - const

p
~ const

Consequently, a constant pressure change is characterized by n *= 0 m
pV» s» const

Let us now consider the evaluation of the terms of the Non FJovn

Energy Equation for a constant pressure change of state of a gas In

terms of the temperature change, the heat iQi added or abstracted u

^iQjt ® JMc,{Ti — T|) (in uork units)
^

The intrinsic energy change is independent, of the nature of the

change and the formula for it is the same as for the constant V’olume

change 1 c

- E, = (in ^vo^k umn)

or, since by the conditions of the change px — Pi

AE = PiVx - Vx)

k - 1

In terms of temperature, AE is given by

AE - J\ff.(T, - r,)

The VN-ork done during an isopiestic change is represented graphically

b> the area on the pV plane under the straight line p *» const Tins

area is seen at once to be equivalent — V\), a result that is easily

venfied by evaluating the sTOrk funcuon rpdV with p constant Thus
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= P I
dV when p is constant

Jvi

= p{V2 - Vr)

Then, in terms of the coordinates, the Non-Flow Energy Equation
for a constant-pressure change of a gas is

JMcp{Ti — Ti) = ~ work units)

Jidz AE
' ’

or JMcpiTi - Ti) = JMc,(Ti - Ti) + pCF^ - F,)

It is to be noted by reference to Fig. 4-2 (page 109) that reduction of

volume at a constant pressure results in decreased temperature. There-

fore, for such a change, the value of Tj in the above expression is less

than that of Ti. Consequently the term JMCj,{T2 — Ti) is minus.

This means that the reduction of volume of a gas at constant pressure

requires the abstraction of heat. Conversely, when volume is increased

at constant pressure, heat must be added.

The temperature change during a non-flow constant-pressure process

also indicates the nature of the intrinsic energy change. By reference to

the expression for A£ in terms of temperature

AE = JMc,{T2 - T,)

it follows at once that a constant-pressure reduction of volume results

in a decrease in intrinsic energy, because for such a process T^is less than

Ti. The converse result naturally follows when the volume is increased

at constant pressure.

These thoughts may be summarized by saying that when volume is

reduced at constant pressure, the heat rejected is equivalent to the sum

of the decrease in intrinsic energy and of the work done on the system.

When volume is increased at constant pressure, heat must be supplied

equivalent to the sum of the increase in intrinsic energy and the work

done by the medium. Of course the latter statement is directly implied

by the definition of Cp.

Example

Six lb of air arc reduced in volume from 10.2 cu ft to 5.8 cu ft at a constant

pressure of 130 lb per sq in. abs. (a) How much work must be done on the

medium? (b) How much heat must be rejected?
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Solulim
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A/ = 6 lb

« /j = 130 Ib per sq in or 130 X 144 lb per sq ft abs
I'l « 10 2 cu ft

r* = 5 8 cu ft

Ti = ’

T*,

5 = 53 35 ft Ib per lb per ® R
r, •= 0 24 Btu pec lb per “ F

t-^-14
r.

(a) The work done in efiecting the rcducuon m volume u given by
il^i = p(Vi — I'l) and this should be minus since work was done on the gas

SubsUtution of the gj\en data gives

iir, « 130 X 144(5 8 - 10 2)
= - 82,500 ft lb

(b) The heat abstracted during the process may be obtained in two wa>i

The easier method tn this instance is to detcmunc AE and combine it with |U $

to obtain thus

=_ 206,200 ft lb
* ” 1 1 4 “ 1

Then since JiQj = + ill's

the value of iQj for this process u

AE+ ill's - 206 200 - 82 500
“ 778

= - 371 5 Bm
The heat abstracted may also be found from the determination of Ti and Ti

and substituuon in

JMc,{T, - TO " JiOs

Substitution of known values in pV = MBT yields Ti, thus

130 X 144 X 10 2 * 6 X 53 35 X Ti

Ti = 598® R or 138* F

The final temperature may be determined in the tame way, but less arithmetic

u mvoh’cd if Charles I^w is applied

111 li
V, “ r,

102 ^ 598

58 "
Ft

Tt “ 339" R or - 121* F
Then ,(2s

- 6 X 0 24(339 - 598)

= ~ 372 Btu

The agreement of this result with that pre\iously obtained is well within the

probable error in the data and the constants used
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The entropy change of a gas resulting from the flow of heat accom-
panying a reversible constant-pressure process is readily obtained from

= ^ •

T
For a constant-pressure process = Me,, dT, and so

dS = —
T

If Cp is constant, this is easily integrated to obtain AS", thus

AS- = i*. - = Afcplogep
jTi ^ i 1

jT V
Since by Charles’ Law -

'y when p is constant, A? is also given by

AS' = iVf^plog,^
r 1

If Cp is variable and is given by an equation of the form

Cp = a + -f cr

each term of the specific heat equation must of course be integrated

with respect to T, i.e.

AS = Af H-
Jti

= M + 6(r* - Ti) -b
I

- ri^)j

/

Non-Flow Isothermal Change of State of a
Perfect Gas

It will be recalled that Boyle’s Law
for the pressure-volume relation of a

perfect gas specified that the law is

valid when the temperature remains

constant. But this is precisely the

condition that defines an isothermal

change of state. Therefore, the equa-

tion in p and V which represents the

isothermal change of state of a gas is

pV = const (Fig. 4-11). This expres-

sionmay be obtained frompF" = const

if rr is taken equal to 1 ; hence rr = 1

may be said to characterize the isothermal change of a gas. The value

n = 1 does not indicate an isothermal change of any other medium, for Boyle’s

,dT

X
Tt

1

(a + bT-{- cD
dT

pVeConst.

Isothennsl Change for a Perfect Gas

Frc. 4-11.
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Law IS valid only for a perfect gas In general, the equation of

the isothermal change of any substance is determined by making the
temperature term constant m the characteristic equation of that sub-

stance Hence, for a gas of complicated structure or for a sapor, the

pV equation for the isothermal change ts not so simple as is that for a
perfect gas, as may be readily appreciated from the complexity of the

characteristic equations of such media

In applying the Non-Flow Energy Equation to an isothermal change

of a gas, there is immediate difficulty m evaluating \Q^ Since T is

constant, the use of e, or e#, as m the ttsti preceding types of change, has

no meaning There is a way out of this predicament, however, which is

provided by the means available for evaluating the other terms of the

equation \Ve shall therefore leave the question of evaluating \Qy for a
moment and consider the dctcnmnation of AE and

By Joule’s Law, the intrinsic energy change of a gas which follows the

IwpV — nRT depiends only on the absolute temperature In the change

now under consideration the medmm is assumed to obey Joule’s Laiv

and the temperature is constant Therefore, the stock of tntnnsic erurgy

IS constant during the ehange, i e , AE “ 0

We already have deduced a formula for ilf'j m terms ofj& and Ffor a

change characterized by the value n = 1 m the equation pV* = const

(pages 44-46) But this value of n is precisely the distinguishing feature

of the pV equation for the isothermal change of a perfect gas Conse-

quently, the formula for iIFi previously obtained is directly applicable

to the present case, that is

ill^j = /’iI^iIog,|r or
1

1

1

1

or "^il^log,^ or p»F|log,^
ps Pt

Wc arc now ready to return to the evaluation of }(^ Substitution of

the knoivn values of A£ and i \\\ for the change in the Non-Flow Energy

Equation yields

/.a.= 0

"ae ' Wt

The result shows that for a reversible non fimv isothermal change of a

gas the heat flow is eqmvalcnt to and has the same sign as the mechanical

vstirk performed
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Example

Five lb of nitrogen at 90° F expand at constant temperature from 168 lb per
sq in. abs to 23 lb per sq in. gage, (a) How much work is done? (b) What arc
the sign and amount of heat flow accompanying the change?

Solution

(a) pi = 168 X 144 lb per sq ft abs

Vi = ?

p 2 = 23 X 144 lb per sq ft gage or (23 + 14.7) X 144 Ib

per sq ft abs

Af = 5 lb

B =—
; m for Nj = 28

TO

= ^ = 55.2 ft-lb per lb per ° R
/ = 90° F
Ti= T2 = 90° + 460° = 550° R

The initial volume may be obtained from the equation

PiVi = MBTi
168 X 144 X = 5 X 55.2 X 550

Vi = 6.28 cu ft

= volume of 5 lb of Nj in state 1

Since the statement of the problem gives initial and final pressures rather than

volumes, the expression for ifVi is

im=PiV:iose^

1W2 = 168 X 144 X 6.28 X 2.3 X

= 168 X 144 X 6.28 X 2.3 X 0.649

= 226,000 ft-lb

The solution might have been obtained even more easily by use of the equality

between /iiFi and MR Tj. Thus

= piVilog.^
pi

but PiV\ = MBTi

so iWi^MBTiXogM
pi

.and iPTj = 5 X 55.2 X 550 X log.
|||

= 5 X 55.2 X 550 X 2.3 X 0.649

= 226,000 ft-lb as before

(b) Since intrinsic energy change is zero for the isothermal process, the heat

flow is equivalent to the work done. Also, because the process is an expan-

sion, work is done by the medium on the surroundings and therefore is plus.
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The sign of iQj must then also be plus \Nhich indicates that tlicMi-orkofotpan
oon was done wholly at the expense of heat added svhile the change took place.

/iQs « 0 + iIK,

« 226 000
226 000

778
iQs*

The simple definition of entropy yields a direct means of computing

the entropy change which accompanies an> recerstbU tsolkfrmal change
of state For a non no\v isothermal change of state of a perfect gas

iQ.i =^Iog.—
Therefore, for such a change

Since PiFt = MBTi

Ai' = iSs =
T

/>.!'. log.

whence

Non Flew Adiobotie Change of State of a Perfect Got

Our first concern is to determine the particular form of the equation

pV «a const which designates an adiabatic change of state of a perfect

gas We shall also consider that the change is Teccrnble, thus eliminating

the possibility of internal as well as external heat flow For such achangc

iQ^ IS zero by definition and so the Non Flow Energy Equation becomes

0 = AE + ,ir,

or, for a difTcrcntial change per pound of medium

0 =* df + dm
»s Jc,dT + pdv

Now if we can express this equation m t^vo \amblcs instead of three,

the result sviU integrate to an expression that wall designate an adiabatic

change There is no difliicultym doing this for 7* is certainly a function of

p and V ^Vc also want the final result to apply spccificall) to the adia

batic change dJ a gas Consequently, we use the chaTaclfsisUc equation oj a

gas to obtain the desired relationship for Tm terms ofp and V Then,

per pound of gas
po^ BT

pdv + rd/> BdT
pdv -f vdp

ai ^and
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Substituting this relationship for Z" in the preceding equation gives

or Jcvipdv + vdp) + Bpdv = 0

or Jc,vdp + (7c« + B)pdv = 0

On page 136 it was demonstrated that B = J{cp — c„), and when this

value of B is substituted in the differential equation, it becomes

Jc^vdp + (Jct + Jcp — Jcp)pdv = 0

The equation may be further simplified by dividing through by

Then, remembering that — = k,wc have

vdp + kpdv = 0

The variables of this equation may be readily separated, i.e.

^ + /t^ = 0
P ^

and it may then be directly integrated. It is considered that k is con-

stant, which it is for a perfect gas.

/f +/‘7"‘’
loge/» + k loge 0 = C (a constant)

Since the addition of logarithms implies the multiplication of factors

log, ipiP') — C = log, (const)

The antilogcirithm of both sides of this equation yields an equation of

the desired form, thus

pv'‘ = const

Hence, a non-flow adiabatic change of a perfect gas is characterized by

the value n = /t = — for the exponent in pV^ = const.

In order to gain a clear conception of the relationship between pressure

and volume during the adiabatic change of a perfect gas it is worth

while to graph the equation as shown in Fig. 4-1 2. Suppose that air is

compressed from an initial pressure of 10 lb per sq in. abs and an initial

volume of 2 cu ft to a pressure of 30 lb per sq in. abs. Since the value of

k for air is 1.4, the value of the constant in the adiabatic relationship is

10 X 2^-^ = 27. The volume in the second state may be determined

from the equation, thus

30 X = 27

Vi = 0.926 cu ft
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These figures show that during an adiabatic change of a perfect gas
the TOlumc changes m a less proportion than docs the pressure. In the
illustration, a threefold increase in pressure results in little more than a
twofold decrease in volume The same t)pe of variation is exhibited by

fic. 4>i2. Cun« of Ad italic Change for Cat and Coapariton
with Cut%eof Isoihcnul Change

any adiabatic change of a gas, because e, is alivays greater than r, and

so A is always greater than 1 Consequently the cunc representing such

a change is steeper than the cqudatcral hj^pcrbola representing the

Boyle’s Law equation, i e ** const

The difTcrcntial equation from which^l'* « const was obtained might

just as well have been expressed in terms of T and / or 7* and V. Had

this been done, the resulting equation would ha\e

rr*'* = const m the first case, and

= const in the second

Although is valid for a gaseous change of state of any

character, there are times when the data arc insufliacnt to make it of

any use. In such cases, ithen the change ts a reversible adiabalie, the above

relations will be found decidedly useful They may be combined with

p}'* = const to give the homogeneous expression
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The evaluation of the terms of the Non-Flow Energy Equation for

an adiabatic change of a gas is a simple matter. The heat flow iQi is

zero by the definition of the change. For reasons already given, the

formula for intrinsic energy change is the same as for other gaseous

changes of state, i.e.

~
h *” 1

Consequently, the formula for iWi may be obtained thus

0 =

= — P^^^ — PiVi _ Pi^i ~ PiVi

1 1 - k

Expressed otherwise, this result means that any work done during a non-flow

adiabatic change is equivalent to the negative of the intrinsic energy change of the

piocess. The expression for 1W2 might also have been obtained by inte-

grating the work function 11^2 — Sp^V over the path pV^ = const.

We have already carried out this integration (pages 45-46) for the

typical path pV” = const, when n has a value other than 1. Since k is

always greater than 1, the result previously obtained is entirely valid

»

here if k is substituted for n. The formula obtained on page 46 is

1 — n

With k substituted for n, we have

iWi = PlEl as obtained above
1 — AT

Example

Four cu ft of air at 80 lb per sq in. gage pressure are expanded without loss

or gain of heat to a pressure of 15 lb per sq in. abs. How much work is done?

Solution

pi = SO + 14.7 = 94.7 lb per sq in. abs or 94.7 X 144 lb per sq ft abs

= 4 cu ft

pi = 15 lb per sq in. abs or 15 X 144 lb per sq ft abs

Vi = ?

= £2 = 1.4

The second voliune, Vi, may be readily determined from the equation ^F* =

const. Thus

p,Vf=^PiVp or
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(W*

Hence

Substituting, Nve hav'e

94 7 X 144
_

15 X 144

f#-?
3
4

Ki -> 14 8 cu ft

Substitution of this value, together with the given data, m the adiabatic work
equation gives

^
IS X 144 X 14 8 - 94 7 X 144 X 4

1-14
^
32,000 - S4.500

56,250 ft lb— 0 4

37 E

iir,

.

When \\c come to apply the Second Law of Thermodynamics to the

change under discussion we arc considcrabl) aided by the previous du*

cussion of rcsersible adiabatic processes (page 72) It was there cstab*

hshed that such a process ts characterized by coastanc> of entropy, i e

= 0

There is no heat flow, internally or externally, m a re\cnible adia*

batic change Consequently, when a gas is compressed by such a proc-

ess, there is no change in the aratlabtltty of the work done on the system.

Upon reversible expansion, alt of the energy’ stored as intrinsic energy

ts available for the performance of exicmal \\'ork This is true tvhether

or not the medium is a gas The condusion is therefore general rather

than specific m nature As such, it must be carefully distinguished from

the considerable number of relationships which have been set forth

m this chapter and which pertain <»n/> to gases

Hw. tlaitt of of a PotUdiGat

Since the poly tropic change of state is the one most frequently en-

countered m actual thermodynamic cycles, the study of the application

of the First and Second Laws to it is ofconsiderable practical significance.

By dcfimtion (pages 38-39) a non-flow polylropic change is rot character-

ized by the constancy of any coordinate (see Fig 4-13) It is therefore

fruitless to make any attempt to den^ the value of n m pV* * const

which designates it Actual cxpcnmcnial measurement of p and V at

two difTerent state points of the change is the only basis upon which n
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5

i

for this change can be determined. The computation of n from these

data is then made by the method given on page 39; the result \vill be
different for different conditions ofp and V. It is assumed that the value
of n determined in this way is constant throughout the change, an assumption

Fic. 4-13. Curve of Pol)tropic Change for Gas and
Comparison \rith Curves of Adiabatic and Isothermal

Changes.

which is usually in accord with the facts. In conclusion, then, a non-fiow

polytropic change may be characterized by any constant value of n in pV” = const-

The combination oipV" = const with the characteristic equation of a

- perfect gas, pV = MBT, makes it possible to obtain the following equa-

tions which describe the polytropic change of a gas in terms of T and V
and T and p respectively:

and

= const
l-n

Tp » = const

These equations are the same as the corresponding ones for the adia-

batic change, except that n is everywhere substituted for k. As with the

adiabatic equations, the present ones may be combined into the homo-

geneous relationship

The usefulness of these relationships may be illustrated as follows.

Suppose that a gas changes state according to the equation p'P-'^^ = const.
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The imtial temperature T\ and the pressure p\ arc know-n, as is also the
final pressure Pt The only w-ay of determining the final temperature Tt
with these data is by means of the relation

Tt \pj

which, since n «= 1 25, becomes

L.
T, " \pj

The terms of the Non-Flow Energy Equation for a non-flow polynropic

change of a perfect gas are best evaluated by dealing first tvith AE and

ilt^t This IS so because the evaluation of m terms of temperature

requires knowledge of c,, the specific heat for the process, which is as

y ct unknoism ^Vc shall see, however, that a formula for r, may be deter-

mined by consideration of all the energy quantities imulved in the

change

As for any change of a perfect gas, AE is given by

= £. - ft =

We have already evaluated ilf^t ^ /pdV for a change designated

by pV* = const, with n having a constant value other than 1 (page 45)

lius IS exactly the condition that desenbes the change nmv being con-

sidered Therefore tlfa for the non flow polytropic change of a perfect

gas is given by

Great care should be taken to distinguish clearly between this formula

and the one for AE In the denominator of the expression for AE is the

factor ky which equals ^ and is a single value cons ant for a perfect gas

ViiA TA'.for.g to wth wwies consideraum

The factor n m the denominator of the formula for iir* depends uk^Iy

on the nature of the change, and for a polytropic change has a sulue

detemuned by expenment for that particular change alone

When the formulas obtained for AE and jir* arc subsUtuted m the

Non-Floiv Energy Equation, there results
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The equation may be simplified by factoring out the common quantity
{ptVi — p\V^. Then

~

It is now an easy matter to establish, in terms of k and n, the ratio

between iJV« and AE, iWi and J\Qji, or and AE for a polytropic

process, aU of which are frequently used relationships. Thus

piVj — ^iFi

1 - n it - 1

AE piVi — piVi 1 — n

k- 1

piVi — piVi

1 — n k - 1

•flQ,2 1 1
'ts* k-n

(k - 1)(1 - n)

(k - n)(PiVi - PiVr)

JiQjt _ (k - Dd - «) k — n

AE P2V2 — piVi 1 - n'5^2 — p
k - 1

Moreover, the equation for J\Q^ in terms of p, V, k, and n may
readily be transformed into one in terms of mass, temperatilre, and
specific heat by the application of the characteristic equation pV =
MET, Thus

//jFi = MBTu pzVi = MBTi

^ (jt — n)

or = M {Ti - Ti)

Since in general \Qji = Mc(Ti — Ti), in which c is the specific heat for

the process, it follows that for a non-flow polytropic change of a gas, the

specific heat for the process Cn is given by

jQc-n)

(A:-l)(l -n)
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This ma> be simplified by use of the relations

B
J

Consequently r.

(f» — c,) and i ^
e.

Cp — c, ^ e,-c, ^
£e-

1

- (•)

Cm Cm

Therefore the value of the specific heat for a gaseous polytropic process

may be computed from knowledge of r,, the ratio and the value of

the exponent n With the value of obtained in this manner, iQt may
be directly computed by substitution in

iQi " Mc^iTt - r.)

For values of n between 1 and k, e. is evidently negative This result

may appear startling at first, but a little study shows that it is perfectly

reasonable Take, for example, polytropic expansion, with 1 < b < it

The work done the medium represents a greater amount of energy

than docs the heat added dunng the process by the ratio

JiQ.t k — n

Tlie difTcrcncc must be supplied at the expense of a decrease in the store

of mtnnsic energy A decrease m intrinsic energy means a decrease in

temperature Consequently, even though heat is supplied dunng the

process, the temperature falb, and therefore the specific heat for the

process is negative

The use of the vanous formulas for the non flow polytropic change of

a perfect gas is illustrated in the following example

Example

A polytropic line on a diagram represents the expansion of 2 lb of ox^'gen

In the initial state the pressure is 100 Jb per iq in abs, and the volume u 4 cu ft.

In the final state the pressure is 5 lb per sq in gage and the volume u 15 cu ft

(a) How much WTsrk is done’ (b) What are the amount and sign of the change

in intnnsic energy* (c) Is heat added or withdrawn and m what amount’

(d) WTiat IS the speafic heat r. for the process’
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Solution

pi = 100 lb per sq in. abs, or 100 X 144 lb per sq ft abs

Fi = 4 cu ft

= (5 + 14.7) lb per sq in. abs = 19.7 X 144 lb per sq ft abs

Vi = 15 cu ft

ko, = 1.4

cr = 0.16

B = = 48.25

_ log /'I - Iog/>a ^
log V- - log Fi

log
-

pi _
logio

100 X 144

19.7 X 144

log
Vi

Vi

t
15

logjoJ
0.7055

0.574
= 1.23

(a) iIFj (polytropic) =
1 — n

19.7 X 144 X 15 - 100 X 144 X 4

1 - 1.23

= 144(19,7 X 15 - 100 X 4)

1-.1.23_

^ - 15,040

-0.23 •

= 65,500 ft-lb

„ ^ „ PiVi - PiVi 19.7 X 144 X 15 - 100 X 144 X 4
(b)

^

=
- 15,040

+ 0.4

Hence AE decreases by 37,600 ft-lb.

(c) The amount cind nature of the heat flow may be obtained quickly from

the algebraic sum of A£ and iTFj, thus

J-jQj = - 37,600 + 65,500 = 27,900 ft-lb

x(b = ^^?^=+35.9 Btu

= - 37,600 ft-lb

or
778

This result means that 35.9 Btu must he added during the expansion.

(d)
k-n ^..1.4-1.23

c„ = Cv = 0.16
1 — n

0.16 X 0.17

1 - 1.23

0.0272 = -0.118
- 0.23 - 0.23

It is instructive to use this value of Cn to compute the heat flo^v and thereby

check the result obtained in (c). The initial and final temperature may be

found from pV = MB T.

PiVi = MBTi piVi = MBTi
100 X 144 X 4 = 2 X 48.25 X Tu 19.7 X 144 X 15 = 2 X 48.25 X Tj

Ti = 597° R Ti = 442° R
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Then, by substitution m iQ^ ** A/ra(7t — Ti)

,{i,
= 2X(-01!8){442 - 597)
"+365Btu

The agreement of this result with the preceding one u vnthici the error in the

values of c, and k which were used

As for an) reversible change, the application of the Second Law to a
non flow reversible polytropic change inwlves only the determination of

an expression which will permit computation of the entropy change of

the medium for the process From this information and knoivlcdgc of

the lowest available constant tcmpcratorc to whichac)’clc involving the

process could reject heat, it ts possible to determine at once the avail

abiht) of the heat added Since the temperature changes during a

piolytropic change, we must start with the differential expression for

entropy change, i c

For a polytropic process, 6(1 » AfCm dT

Then dS -

If e, IS constant

A5 « S, - » Afc.Ios.-^

When 1 < « < Ti IS less than Ti and so log.~ is minus But under
Ti

these conditions c, is also minus and so AS » plus as it must be whenever

heat IS added to a medium

The student will find it profitable to gather together the various for-

mulas for non flow gaseous change of state and record them in the indi-

cated spaces in Table 4-3
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=
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5*2

—
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-

External

Work
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Change
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Energy

AK

=

El

—

El

j

Heat

Added

or

Abstracted
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Be-

tween

Coordinates

of

Initial

and

Final

State

Points

Value

of

Ex-

ponent

n
in

pV"

=

const

Nature

of

Change
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PROBLEMS

1 ^Vhat IS a charactcmtic equation, and how u it determined’
2 The weight of air under nonnal pressure and temperature is 0 08071 lb

per cu ft Compute the gis constant for air

3 The compressibility factor of N» at 1 atm and 0®C is 0 999 At a pressure
of 50 atm and - 50® Git is 0 94 It u desired to ha\c 10 liters of the gTs m
the latter condition Compute (a) the weight of nitrogen present, (b) the
%‘oKime this quantity of N* occupies at standard conditions m egs units

/? = 82 06 cc atm per mol per ® K
4 If ZJ for air is 53 35, calculate the molar svcight of air

5 Ten Ib of air arc heated at constant pressure of 200 lb per $q in from 50*

to 60® F (a) How much heat energy has been supplied if r, •» 0 242’

(b) \Shal would be the effect on the computation of (a) if Is laVcn as

/(r)’ (c) How much of the heat energy supplied is stored in the air as

intnrdic energy’

6 The \oIume of a quantity of air is 10 cu ft at a temperature of 60® F when
the pressure is IS lb per sq in abs. (a) What n the pr«sure of this air when
the volume becomes 60 cu ft and the temperature 60® H (b) \Miai is the

weight of the air’

7 At what temperature will 50 Ib of air occupy 60 cu ft when at absolute

pressure of 203 lb per sq in ’ D ^ 53 35 for air

8 One lb of h>drogen u cooled at constant pressure from a volume of I cu ft

and a temperature of 300® F to a teroperaturc of 60® F ^Vhat u the

resulting volume’

9 Three Ib of air arc compressed from a solume of 2 to 1 cu ft at a constant

temperature of 60® F How many Btu of heat must be rejected from the

air’

10 It isdesircd tohate 10 Ibof Hiat 250lbpersq in absand60®r Thecom
pressor takes Hi at 60" F and at atmospheric pressure of 15 lb per sq in

abs and compresses along the curve pV^ * const \S hat must be the pres-

sure at delivery from the compressor in order that the comprcised Hi shall

cool to the desired conditions at a constant i-olume m the rcccncr’

11 If the initial condition of an ideal gas u such that tlie tolumc Is 6 cu ft and

the gas is compressed to 1 4 cu ft at a constant pressure of 50 lb per sq in

gage, compute the mlnnsic energy change and the heat which must be ab-

stracted the cooling agent in order to keep the pressure constant Z •* 1 4

12 The Uruiersal Gas Constant R for all gases is gwen in cgs units as 2 cal

perg mol per ® C By conversion of thu value and by means of the relation

between B and 7?, find the value of B for nitrogen (mol wt “ 28) in ft lb

per lb per ® F
13 Calculate the pressure necessary to compress lOO liters of N| at a pressure of

760mm ofHgand a temperature of23" C to a volume of i 0 liter at—SO C
(a) Make the calculation with the Perfect Gas I-aw (b) Make the calculi-

uon with compressibility factors

^9R4Mtl “ 1 ^ 0 92
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1 4. Four lb of air = 1.4, B — 53.3) at 20° C arc compressed from a pres-

sure of 15 lb per sq in. abs to 100 lb per sq in. abs. Compute the work done
on the air when the change is (a) isothermal

;
(b) adiabatic.

(l^ a. Given the equation 1 IV2 —py,. evaluate the work for the following

changes of state for an ideal gas, considering the general equation for

change of state of an ideal gas to be = const: (1) Pressure constant;

(2) volume constant; (3) pV constant (isothermal); (4) pV- constant

. (adiabatic); (5) pV" constant (polytropic).

(b. Derive the expression for intrinsic, energy change for the above changes
of state.

^ Define isothermal, adiabatic, isopiestic, isometric, and polytropic changes

of state. Sketch the curve for each of these changes for a perfect gas on
pV and TS planes, and give the equations of the path for each change.

17. Wliy is the integrated form of dE the same for all types of change of a perfect

gas except the isothermal? Why does its value differ for the isothermal

change?

18. Describe an experiment which shows that the intrinsic energy change of a

perfect gas is a function of the temperature change only.

19. One cu ft of air at a pressure of 150 lb per sq in. abs expands isothermally

to a pressure of 50 lb per sq in. abs. Calculate the tvork done and the heat

added during the expansion.

20. Discuss the meaning and use of compressibility factors.

21. Four lb of nitrogen, which may be considered as an ideal gas, are at a

temperature of 60° F and a pressure of 80 lb per sq in. abs. Compare the

work done by an expaasion to 15 lb per sq in. abs when isothermal; when
adiabatic. How much heat must be supplied in order that the change

shall take place according to the equation pF^'^ = const?

22. What is the increase in entropy of 4 Ib of air when heated from 50° F to

450° F? (a) At constant pressure? (b) At constant volume?

23. Fifteen lb of oxygen (B = 48.25) are in a container at a pressure of 250 lb

per sq in. abs and at atmospheric temperature of 60° F. The process in

which the O2 is to be used requires an initial pressure of 350 lb per sq in.

abs which is attained by heating the gas at constant volume, (a) lYhat

is the volume of the container? (b) How much heat is added and what is

the resultant change in intrinsic energy? (c) What is the entropy change?

(d) The compressed O5 c.xpands to atmospheric pressure (14.0 lb per sq

in.), at which time its temperature is — 80° F. How much of the heat

previously added is available for doing external work during the expansion?

24. One lb of air expands at a constant gage pressure of 150 lb per sq in. at sea

level, from 1.2 to 3.8 cu ft. Compute the change in entropy.

25. Compute the apparent molecular weight and the gas constant B for a gas

of the following composition by volume:

Hi = 0.06

CO = 0.28

CO. = 0.10

Nj = 0.56
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26 Fnc lb of air are compressed adiabitically from 15 lb per sq In ah* at
70® F to 450 lb per sq in lbs Find the final temperature (a) if the jpeafic

heat of air is assumed to be constant, (b) by using thcvanabic specific heat

expression

27 What 13 the meaning off, and r, (a) in terms of partial denvatues’ (b) in

physical significance’ (c) WTiat u the relation between these quantities

for the three states or phases of matter’ (d) Which is larger, and wh>’

28 One Ib of air expands at sea Ie\ cl at a constant gage pressure of 150 lb per

sq in from 1 2 to 3 8 cu ft For air c, »« 0 24 (a) Compute the change

in entropy Wliat practical use may be made of this result’ (b) Is heat

added or abstracted, and how much’ (c) What u the"change in intnnsic

energy in sign and in amount’ (d) What is the change in temperature’

(e) How much work is done and what is us sign’

29 \^y IS less work required m compressing air to a given pressure isother

mally than is required when the process is carried out adiabaucally’

30 \Vhat fraction of heat supplied a system goes to external work done by

the system in a change which u (a) isotherma!, (b) isopiestic, (c) isometnc,

(d) polytropic’ Express as a ratio imolving k or n, or both



Chapter 5

Thermodynamic Properties of Vapors/

Vapor Change of State
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Nature of a Vapor

The preceding detailed application of the First and Second Laws to

a gaseous change of state was strictly limited to substances that behaved
reasonably in accord with the Perfect Gas Law. This law is grossly

inaccurate for describing the behavior of a medium in the gaseous phase

when conditions for liquefaction are approached. In order to emphasize

this difference in behavior, a medium in the latter condition is no longer

called a gas but is designated by the name vapor. The distinction

between a gas and a vapor is not sharply drawn; it is simply a matter

of the relative state of a medium with respect to its critical state. As

an illustration, air at room temperature is a gas, but as liquid air evap-

orates into the gaseous phase it forms a vapor.

Because of the failure of the Perfect Gas Law to describe the behavior

of a vapor, the formulas for iQ^, AE, and 1W2 obtained in Chapter 4

are worthless for a vapor change of state. Other means, which take

into account the characteristic properties of vapors, must be determined

for evaluating these quantities. It is the object of this chapter to present

in detail how this may be done.

Characteristic Equations of Vapors

At the outset we must bear in mind that each medium has its own
characteristic equation. When dealing with gases to which the Perfect

Gas Law may be reasonably well applied, the constant B is the factor

that varies with the nature of the gas. In the more complicated van

der Waal Equation, the constants a and b have values which are de-

cidedly different for different gases. The influences affecting the

behavior of a medium become increasingly complex as the conditions

for liquefaction are approached, and consequently it is not surprising

that the characteristie equations for vapors should involve a number

of constants whose values vary widely with the nature of the medium.

More than this, and also because of the complexity of the forces whose

action it describes, the characteristic equation of a vapor is algebraically

161
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complicated For these reasons, there is no simple equaiion uhich we
may use to charactenze sapors as a class in the waj that we me the

Perfect Gas Law in connection with giscs W'c must deal with each
vapor separately, and since steim is the vapor with the widest industrial

use, we shall limit the present discussion to it Meanwhile, we must
keep m mind the fact that the application of the thcrmod>’namic laws

to w atcr vapor is to be considered not onl^ for its own sake, but also,‘and

more generally, as illustrative of the method of application to other

vapors, such as ammonia and sulphur dioxide

- This thought may be generalized even further So far as the nature

of thcrmod>7iamics is concerned, there is no requirement that the medium
shall be in the gaseous phase Its laws can be and arc profitably applied

to liquid and solid media and the method of application is, m a general

way, the same as it is for gaseous and vapor medn However, it is a fact

that, because of their great mobility, gases and vapon have a much
broader industrial use than liquids and solids It is proper, therefore,

to choose them to exemplify the procedure by which the general laws

may be applied to any medium, whatever its nature or state of aggrega-

tion We proceed, then, to a consideration of the properties of water

vapor

Properties ol Water Vapor

It is common experience that the temperature of boiling water is fixed

by the pressure On top of a mountain where the atmospheric pressure

IS low the boiling point is also low, and so, for example, a longer time is

required to cook eggs to the desired degree of consistency than at sea

level Thermodynamically this is expressed by saying that for the

process of evaporation, pressure is a function of temperature only, a

relationship which is true for the evaporation of any liquid The exact

nature of this relationship for the tcmpcratiur range 50* C to 374 1 1
® C

IS given by empirical equations such as the following one, used by

Keenan and Keyes • and developed by measurements made by Simth,

Keyes, and Gerry f

. t), x/a ix + ex* + ex*\—rrs—

)

in which p
- the vapor pressure in mtcmational atmospheres t

•J H Keenan *nd F G Keyes t'lafnfut «/ Suam, Wtky, p

t L. B Smith, F C Keyes and H T Gerry, rnt Am Acad AjU end Sn ,<>') t37 (1954)

j The tntemacional atmosphere Is defined as the pressure preduced by a column t» met

cury 760 mm high at mto centigrade where the gravitational acceleration u 950 665 cm per
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pc = the critical pressure = 218.167 internat atm
T = the temperature in degrees Kelvin

X — {Te — T) where Tc is the critical temperature in degrees

Kelvin

a = 3.3463130

b = 4.14113 X 10-®

c = 7.515484 X 10“^

d = 1.3794481 X 10-*

= 6.56444 X 10-“

Similar empirical formulas for other temperature ranges have been
obtained. The one given, however, suffices to show how laborious

a task it would be to make the necessary computation every time

one wanted to determine the evaporation temperature from knowl-

edge of the pressure. Thanks to extensive researches on the properties

of steam, culminating in the recent American steam research pro-

gram, this is not necessary. Extensive tables have been prepared

with the aid of computing machines which list the pressure and cor-

responding temperature of evaporation of steam for absolute pres-

sures from 0.25 in. of Hg to 3206.2 lb per sq in. The student will

find these values in the first two columns of the Abridged Edition of

Steam Tables in the appendix of this book.

Clapeyron Equation

Sometimes it is of importance to determine the rate of ehange in the

boiling point %vith pressure. For steam, this may be done by reference

to the steam tables, but for other vapors for which tables are not avail-

able, the Clapeyron Equation provides a useful, although approximate,

relationship. Its derivation is accomplished by setting up a theoretical-

reversible cycle for the evaporation process. The changes of this cycle

are illustrated in Fig. 5-1 . Consider that a unit mass of liquid just at the;

boiling point T is designated by state point 1 in the diagram. Let this

liquid be completely evaporated reversibly as shown by the path 1-2.

Both temperature T and pressure p remain constant during' the process.

Then let the pressure be decreased at a constant volume by an infinites-

imal amount Ap (state point 3). Since the temperature of evaporation

varies with pressure, the vapor is now at a temperature T — AT in-

finitesimally below the boiling point. Hence it starts to condense. Let

the process of condensation continue reversibly at the lower constant

pressurep — Ap and temperature T — AT until state point 4 is reached.

An infinitesimal increase in the pressure Ap with the volume constant
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then restores the medium to its initial state Since each of these processes

has been accomplished rcversiWj, the c>c!c has the same cfiicicncy as

V
Fic >-l Dis^ra of a Thromiral RPTn lie Cjde for

(he EnpoRdon Proms

a Carnot c^-cle operating bctivccn temperatures T and T — dr The

elficiency is therefore

The latent heat of the fluid per unit of weight, designated by L, is the

heat added to the c>clc during evaporation (isothermal expansion)

The product of L multiplied by Carnot efficiency then giNCs the net

\sork of the c>clc

T J

The equation nou is in terms of temperature, heat and work \Vc want

the final result to imolvc both temperature and pressure We may

introduce pressure into the equation bj c\alualing the wtwk of the c)tlc

from thepV dngram Thus, the work done bj the medium dunng cs'ap-

oration is equal to

p(tt — Pi)

The wtJrk done on the medium during condensation is equal to

{p - d^)(r, - n)
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and hence the work of the cycle is

ff'^cyclo ~ ®l) (j} A/l) ([>3
—

But

(pz — Vi) = (vi — Vi)

so the net work of the cycle is equal to

fl'^cycle = (z'a — t'l) (/> — ^ + A/>) = Ap(v2 — Vi)

If this value for the work done is substituted for B'^in the preceding equa-
tion there results

,Ar IV .

^jr = jr = ^(v2-Vi)

The whole purpose of setting up the cycle ^vas to ascertain the rela-

tionship between pressure and temperature of evaporation. Hence the

equation may be rearranged to give the relation known as the Clapeyrcn

Equation, thus

ÂT Tipz — vi)

Although the object of deriving the Clapeyron Equation was to

determine the pressure-temperature relationship for evaporation,

this equation proves to be useful also for the computation of latent

heat. The ratio the absolute temperature T, and the specific

volumes Vz and vi are all directly measurable quantities. When they

are known, direct substitution in the Clapeyron Equation gives the

value of the latent heat per unit mass at the temperature T. The
equation may also be used for any change of phase, and so it applies to

problems involving the process of fusion as well as to those concerned

with the process of evaporation. The following example illustrates its use.

Example

The. vapor pressure of liquid ammonia is 7.6 atm at 17° C and increases at

the rate of 0.25 atm per degree centigrade. The specific volumes of vapor and

liquid are respectively 165 cc per g and 2 cc per g. Calculate the heat of

vaporization per gram of ammonia.

Solution

Since the data give pressures in units of atmospheres and the change in

volume in cc, the unit of work is the cc atmosphere. Therefore the conversion

factor J is the number of cc atmospheres per gram-calorie, i.e., 41.3. Direct

substitution in the equation gives

0.25 41.3 X L
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C(<3v$Ii;s Clapeyron Equotlon

Tlic rauo ^ dclermincd b> the Qapeyron Equation has di/Tcrcnt

values at dilTcrcnt temperatures It ts nol possible to determine U at one

temperature Tj, multiply by the interval between T\ and some other

temperature Tj, and thereb) obtain the change of evaporation pressure

wrresponding to the temperature interval Clausius shoued tint if the

Clapeyron Equation were treated as a diflcrential equation u might be

integrated, with the aid of certain bold assumptions, to yield an equilion

involving evaporation pressures and temperatures m two corresponding

states rather than^ First, thcn.letusrcwTite the aapeyron Equation as

^ *

dr “ r(i, - r,)

Second, although the equation applies to a medium undergoing evipora*

tion, let us make the seemingly unwarranted assumption tint the

Perfect Gas Law applies Third, let us assume tint the specific volume

of the liquid Pi is negligible Tlico by these assumptions

(pj — Pi) «= volume p of a unit mass of a perfect gas at temperature T

By the Perfect Gas Law

p •

Substituting this value gives

^ .

dT

51
'
P

TxSf
P

By separatmg the variables p and T, we obtain

p D
This equation is readily mtcgrable between the limits pu Ti, and

Ts thus

r *
..iL(±
n vr, 0tL

iLj^rr VA ^ ijnL(Ts-_TA units

B \ r,r, } mD\ TiTs }

— beat units
2 \ r,r, /

where m is the molecular weight

• It u pocuble to make a njorouj denvatiOB of the equation in thij form.
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Although two of the assumptions upon ^vhich this integration is made
seem to contradict flatly all that has been said regarding the relative

behavior of vapors and gases, the resulting equation is sufficiently

accurate to be useful in dealing with media for which vapor tables

have not been prepared. In particular, it is used to determine the vapor
pressure of a substance at a lower temperature than the boiling point

from knowledge of boiling-point data.

Example

The heat of vaporization of water at 760 mm pressure and 100° C is 538 cal

per g. Calculate the vapor pressure of water at 80° C.

Solution

In order to simplify calculations, invert the equation given on page 166;
i.e., tvrite it in the following form and express it in heat units.

,
JL (T^ - r.\

pi
~ 760 mm

/u = ?

J m
760 ^ _5^
/>2 0.111 L(373)(353)

Ti = 100 + 273 = 373° K
r. = 80 -h 273 = 353° K

_ 2 cals

18

r373 - 353

538 X 20

760
(0.111)(373)(353)

2.082

= 0.111 cal per g

= 0.734

p2 = 365 mm of Hg
The Steam Tables

All of the equations for the various properties of steam are fully as

complicated as the one for the pressure-temperature relationship.

Consequently their values are listed in tables in order to avoid endless

and tedious repetition of computing them. Of course, only' point func-

tions are susceptible of tabulation and space limitations are such that

it is not profitable to list all of them. The tabulation of pressiure and

corresponding temperature of evaporation has already been mentioned.

There is evident need of listing values of the third elementary coordinate,

volume, for each state. Since enthalpy h measures the path function

iQ,2
for the commonly encountered constant-pressure change (see

page 85) it is desirable to have its values. Also, knowledge of the en-

thalpy, pressure, and specific volume in a certain state makes it rather

easy to compute the intrinsic energy from h = e Hence, values
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f(r ^ are not alu'3^5 giv'cn. Fiaallj, the avaiJabilit\ of the beat add-d
m achieving a certain state can be determined onij through Inowlcdre
of the entropy change produced Thus, values ofealrops have a proper,
and ind-td indispensable, place in the tables.

The abndged ediuon of Keenan’s steam tables sboiM the fonow-ng
headings m Tab’c 1 for saturated steam

Temp Abs Press

Deg F Lb per Sq In

* P

SpmSc \ oluiae

Sat Evap Sat

Liquid \'spor

r/ c*
EnUopj

r.

Sai~ Exap Sat

Liquid Vapor

1/ fT* h

Erthalp)

&ai Evap SJt

Liquid \apor

K

These tab’es are referred to a datum temperature of 32* F Thus, the

listed \'alucs of enthalpy and entropy represent — hi and St ~ s\

ivhere hi and Ji are the respecuve values when the medium is at 32* F
The s'alues gi>*en in the tab’es also refer to the properties of cv pound

of steam- The wluroe, enthaJpv, orcotrop) of 1/ pounds n3> be found

b> multipUmg the listed N'alues b> if The term saturated liquid—
subscriptj— denotes the properties of water just at the boil ng ptrnL

The term esaporauon— subscript^— refers to the change m each

properf> that takes place as the medium goes from the condiucn of

saturated hqu-d to that of saturated vapor, j e , to the point at which

the last molecule of water is evaporated The term saturated sapor—
subscript g— desicnates the state in which the medium is comp’ete’)

e\-aporated but is still at the temperature of e%-aporation-

Frequcntl> it is neccssar> to deal with a mixture o^ steam and is-ater,

a condition that results when the evaporation is not complete In rach

a case the medium is said to be a uxl w/vr The degree of completion

of the evaporation process m a sret sapor is quanutauvcli e3tab!.«.Vd

bs Its * B> definition, x is taken to be the ratio between the

i»'cight of steam formed and the total weight cf steam and water

present m the nuxturc. Thus, a mixture made up of lb of s can

and Ib of water would haso a quahtj of

Table 2 of the Steam tables lists the same quanuues as Table 1, cxrept

solucs of internal or “intrinsic” cnag^, and are added for the

saturated Squid and saturated vapor state. c/» has been omitted here
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because of space requirements, but can easily be obtained by subtract-

ing Vf from Vg (see the following example). The usefulness of Table 2
lies in the fact that its values are tabulated in terms of even values

of pressure instead of temperature.

As an example of the use of the steam tables, suppose that we wish to

determine all of the properties of steam at 120 lb per sq in. pressure

and a quality of 0.95. Reference to Table 2 sho%vs that at such a pressure

the temperatin-e of evaporation is 341.25° F, which of course is constant

throughout the entire process of evaporation. Hence 341.25° F is the temper-

ature of the wet vapor under consideration. The specific volume, or

cubic feet per pound of steam in this condition, v^, is strictly given by
the sum of the volume of the saturated liquid plus 95% of the volume
change of evaporation, i.e.

Pi = 0/ + XVjg

or p, = 0.01789 + 0.95 (3.728 - 0.01789)

= 3.5424 cu ft.

Because of the relatively small volume of the saturated liquid the

following approximation is entirely adequate for industricil work. The
specific volume of evaporation, v/g, represents the difference between

Vg and Vf, thus

Vfg = Vg - Vf

Hence .the specific volume of a wet vapor may be written

Vz = Vf + x(Vg — Vf)

= Vf -i- xvg — xVf

= (1 — X)Vf + XVg

Since the whole value of P/ is only a small part of Vg and since the above

equation shows that only a fraction of it is to be added to xvg, the quan-

tity (1 — x)y/ is negligibly small. Consequently, we may consider that

the specific volume of a wet vapor is given by

Pi = XVg

The difference betiveen this approximation and the exact computation

given above may be shown as follows

Pi = 0.95 X 3.728

= 3.5416 cu ft

Hence the error resulting from use of the approximate equation is only

0.0008 cu ft.

The first column of the group headed enthalpy gives the change in

enthalpy from 32° F to the condition of saturated liquid at the indicated
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pressure The second column gives the cliange in enthalpy accompany-
ing evaporation at the same pressure Tlic third column, uhosc values

arc the sum of the corresponding v alucs in the first and second columns,

gives the total change in enthalpy between the state of saturated steam
at the specified pressure and w-atcr at 32® T and the same pressure Tlic

value of h for a \vct vapor may be detennmed as follows

A. = A/ + xA/,

Then for the particular case under consideration

A. « 312 44 4* 0 95 X 877 9

= 312 44 -f 834 01 = 1 146 45 Utu

1/ the specified state was achieved by heating the medium at a (onslml

pressure from 32® F, this value of A* is the same as the heat required (iQ*)

The first and third columns under the heading entropy give the

values of the entropy change of one pound of medium between 32® F
and the specified state, i e

,
saturated liquid and saturated vapor cor-

responding to the indicated pressure The second column lists the

entropy change resulting from the heal added to produce evaporation

under the indicated pressure Tlien, since the quality r gives the

percentage weight of liquid evaporated, the entropy per pound of wet

vapor above 32® F is obtained thus

r, « X/ + xi„

For the illustrative state given

s, = 0 4916 + 0 95 X 1 0962

« 0 4916 + I 0415 = t 5331

Intrinsic energy is listed as internal cnci^ in the tables and is desig-

nated by u instead of e which we have used in this text Allowances

bang made for this dificrcncc in notation, the intnnsic energy of a

pound of wet vapor above 32® F may be obtained as follows

C. ® C/ -f xe„ *= ry -1- x(f, — C/)

For the stale given on page 169

e, = 312 05 + 0 95(1107 6 - 312 05)

» 312 05 + 0 95(795 55) » 312 05 + 755 77

« 1067 82

\Micn values of e are not tabulated, this need cause no senous con-

cern Intnnsic energy per pound (above 32* F) can be readily calculated
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from knowledge of the enthalpy, volume, and pressure of any state. The
definition of enthalpy is

h = e +
J

Whence e — h —
J

Thus, values for the intrinsic energy per pound of saturated liquid and
saturated vapor may be obtained by direct substitution in the equation

of the tabulated values of hj, p, and Vf for Cf and of p, and v„ for e,.

In accordance t\ith the definition of enthalpy, the pressure p is always

the absolute pressure. Also, in order that the units of the equation may
be consistent, the pressure must be expressed in such units that its

product with v gives units of work. In the British system this means
that pressure must be expressed in pounds per square foot.

When the medium is a wet vapor the values of h and v that are sub-

stituted in the equation must correspond to the state indicated by the

quality. Pressure, however, is quite independent of quality. Wfith these

stipulations in mind, we are ready to proceed to the determination of e

. for the wet vapor specified on page 169.

Cx

hx

Vx

Then e*

312.44 + 0.95 X 877.9 (page 170)

1146.45 Btu per lb

0.95 X 3.728

3.5416 = 3.54 .cu ft (approx) per lb

120 X 144 X 3.54
1146.45 -

1146.45 - 78.6

778

1067.85 Btu per lb

(page 169)

The entire arrangement of Table 3 differs from that of Tables 1 and 2.

The reason for this is that when heat is added to a saturated vapor,

pressure alone no longer suffices to specify the state. W^e must know

two coordinates, as is generally necessary for specifying the state of any

medium not undergoing change of phase. Wfiien water vapor is heated

beyond the saturation point, it is said to be superheated steam; Table 3

is used to determine the properties of steam in this condition. The

independent variables of the table are pressure and temperature (°F).

The values of the saturation temperature for corresponding values of

pressure are listed for convenience in parentheses under the pressure.

The use of Table 3 involves no arithmetic other than simple interpo-
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litjon For example, the properties per pound of steam at a pressure*

of 200 lb per $q in. and temperature of 500® F arc

r « 2 726 cu ft

1268 9 Btu (above 32® F)

i « 1 6240 Btu per * F (abo\'C 32® F)

Sometimes the state of superheated steam is specified by the pressure

and the number of degrees temperature ohoit the saturUion temper*
aturc This temperature intcrxal is called degrees ej superheat Ulicn
the state u specified in this w aj, it is an easy matter to add the saturation

temperature to the giten number of degrees of superheat to obtain a
\aluc for temperature uith which to enter the table

Phyilcal end Graphic lnlerp'*lo(Ion ef Steam Tables

Tlie phj’sica! significance of the \*alues listed in the steam tables may
be seen more clearly by graphing the process of warming, evaporating,

and superheating water, all at a corutant pressure, on the /p and TS
diagrams (Fig S~2) Let us consider the pV diagram first, bearing m
mind that b> its mture it will yield chic/ly informition concerning

vxilume changes Point A represents 1 lb of water at 32® F and at the

vapor pressure of water corresponding to that temperature Likavisc

point B indicates the state, in terms of p and r, of 1 lb of water at a

considenblj higher temperature and corresponding pressure, point E,

a still higher temperature and pressure Then the line ABE » the locus

of the state points of saturated Itquids at various pressures As such, it is

comcnicntl) designated die liquid line and labeled r/ \Vlicn heat is

added to a saturated liquid, the liquid begins to evaporate, with an

attendant large increase in vxjlumc If evaporation is not complete,

the slate point of the resulting wet vapor is specified b> tl •* point x

between B and C at a distance from B proportional to the quality Tlie

completion of evaporation for the pressure Pi w indica'cc* uj point C,

for a higher pressure, ps, b> point F Consequently, the line fCH is the

locus of the state points of saturated vapor at various pressures, and so

IS properly called the satu7ation line (p,) Wlicn steam is heated beyond

saturation, it enters the region ofsuperheat, i c ,
that area of the diagram

m which any state point indicates the superheated condition The

svipcrhcating process is accompanied by an increase of the specific

volume, as is shown by lines CD and FG for constant pressures pi and

pj rcspectivrly

Tlie TS diagram show-s entropy changes for the cvoporation process

in the same way that the pa diagram shows volume changes hforc

than tliat, the area under the curve on the TS diagram that represents
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reversible constant-pressure warming, evaporation, and superheating
measures the heat added during the change. Under the same condition,
change in enthalpy also pleasures the heat added. Therefore, for the
particular condition of reversible constant-pressure change, it is possible
to give a graphic representation of kf, h,„ and K,.

Fjc. 5-2. Graphic Representations of the Process of Warming, Evaporating,

and Superheating IVater at Constant Pressure.
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The diagrim shcn« n constant pressure line ABCD Point A repre-

sents w'alcr at 32® F As the s%atcr is u-armed under pressure />» both
temperature and entropy mcrcase until the e\nporauon temperature

corresponding to pi is reachetl it point D The area under AD to the

S axis represents the cnthalpj hf above 32® F for the pressure pi At a
higher pressure /»j the evaporation tempemturc is higher, and so the

uairming process continues until point E is reached Evadentl) the line

ABE IS the locus of the slate points of saturated liquid for various pres

surcs It IS therefore the liquid line, and all state points to the left of

It indicate that the medium is in the liquid phase

\Vhcn heat is ad.ded to the saturated liquid it immcdiatcl) Stans

to evaporate The temperature remains constant until the process is

completed at which time its state point is C Each point on the line

DC therefore represents a state point of vret v^ipor, as for example,

point X WTien the evaporation u earned on at a higher pressure /j

the condition of saturated vayw is reached at point F Therefore, the

line llCr IS the locus of the stale points of saturated vapor for v-arious

pressures and so is called the saturation line For the pressure p\,

the area under BC to the S axis measures the latent heat of evnpora

tion or, vshat amounts to the same thing the enthalpy change hf, of

evaporation

It IS to be noted (hat the liquid and saturation lines have oppo-

site slopes They eventually meet to form a continuous curse, the

highest point of which is the critical point ($« page 118) Since any

state point in the region between the liquid and saturation lines

denotes that the medium ii a vret vapor, this is called the region of

vret vapor

Further addition of heat after the condition of saturated vapor is

reached results in superheating the vaipor Although the process is still

earned on at a constant pressure both temperature and volume increase

Tlic temperature nsc accompanying this addition of heat is indicated

by the line CD on the TS diagram Since CD represents a constant

pressure process the area under it indicates the enthalpy change of

superheat Tlic nwi of h, hf, and the enthalpy change of superheat is

the value of h given in the tables for superheated steam in a state such

as D Any state point to the nghi of the saturation line indicates tJiat

the steam is superheated, hcncc this area is called the region of super-

heat The further the state point of a medium is removed to the right

of the saturation line the more the medium behaves lAc a gas Tlicrc-

forc the region of gaseous state poinu is an extreme extension of the

region of superheat.
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It is of importance to understand clearly the general trend of the

change in the several point functions which accompanies each of the

limiting changes of state. For example, it is by no means enough to

know only that volume is constant on a constant-volume change. We
must also have clearly in mind the change in temperature, pressure,

Fio. 5-S. Constant-Volume Change for Water Vapor, Shown on the TS Diagram.

•

intrinsic energy'-, enthalpy, and entropy that results from a constant-

volume change. Only through such understanding can tve proceed

to an intelligent determination of 1(^2, iTFj, and availability of the heat

floiv of the change. The graphic representation of the limiting changes

of state on the TS diagram is an indispensable aid in gaining an under-

standing of this sort. Thus, the constant-volume line ABC showm on

the TS diagram in Fig. 5-3 yields the followng information. In the
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Non-Flow Constant-Volumo Change of State of Water Vopor

For any constant volume change iirt is zero, and so the Non-Flow
Energy ^uation for such a change reduces to

“ cj — Cl + ill’sl.e in uork units

or i7 i “ Ac in heal units per Ib of steam

Thus, the heat flow of the change may be obtained directly from the

determination of Ar. The values of ci and c, for the Initial and final

states of the steam may be computed from the gi\cn value of v and the

tabulated values of h for each stale respectively. But In order to obtain A

for the final state, the coordinates of that state must be known. Usually

the final pressure is given, but additional information is required before

the stale is uniquely specified. For a wet vapor vve must also know the

quality; for a superheated vapor wc must know the temperature. In

cither case the required data may be obtained from the equation

that defines the change, i c.

ti •" r,

So Tir,i «

In case the steam is superheated in either the initial or the final

state this becomes
•“ *ir»t

or *ir#i •* >

The application of this simple equation is illustrated in the following

example. The entropy change that accompanies a consiant-v’olumc

change of state of a vapor is easily determined once the coordinates of

the initial and final states arc established Wc have then only to deter-

mine Ji and Jj, taking account of the quality’ if the vapor is wet or of the

temperature if it is superheated. Then directly

Ax »» sj — ji per Ib or A5 ^ Af(xj — X|) for M lb of steam

ExtsnpU

Two lb of steam arc cooled at a constani %-oIume of 6 0 cu ft from an initial

pressure of 160 lb per sq In abs to a final pressure of 101b per sq in abs Find

the heat rcmo\cd and 'the change in entropy

Sohticn

Reference to the saturated steam fables • dnclosci that the volume of 1 Ib

of saturated steam at 160 lb per sq in abs u 2 834 cu ft Since the initial

• From lime » tune, ihe vsltin f»vm ia «f»r» uUm are rr»ue«l to a frtatfr ttrfrtt of

acruraer A* a mult, ibere are kub<» duovpaaeki in l-iemstre edi'»»a of tt« uUe*. Ttr*'

dacTCpiacm actnuni (or ntvUi that ibe itudent maf encouaur at be cbol* the

•oluuou (tven wiih the ubiei arxdiUe tu:’uae.
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volume of one pound of steam in the tank is 3 cu ft, it is superheated. Consequendy
we enter the superheat tables tvith pressure of 160 lb per sq in. and find that

the properties of steam at such pressure and a volume of 3 cu ft are

pi = 160 lb per sq in. abs

h = 400° F
»i = 3 cu ft per lb

hi = 1217.6 Btu per lb

Ji = 1.5908 Btu per ° F

We now must establish the coordinates of the final state. At 10 lb per sq

in. abs = 38.42 cu ft; hence the steam is wet after the constcint-volume cool-

ing. Its quality in the final state is determined by the relation

= uj = xiVgi = 3 cu ft per lb

By substituting the tabulated value of Vgz, we have

;ir2(38.42) = 3

- =
3^ =

The properties of the steam in the final state may now be tabulated.

pi
— 10 lb per sq in. abs

h = 193.21° F
= 3 cu ft per lb

hi = hsi + Xihsti = 161.17 + 0.0781 X 982.1

= 161.17 -f 76.70 = 237.87 Btu per lb

Si “ Sfi "b XiSjgi
~ 0.2835 -j- 0.0781 X 1.5041

= 0.2835 -f- 0.1175 = 0.4010 Btu per ° F per lb

In a constant-volume process

iqi = («2 — «i) or iQj = £: — Ei

£. . M[k - tf). 2(1217.6 -

El = 2257.6 Btu

Ei = M{hi - = 2^237.87 -

El = 464.7 Btu

Then iQ- = 464.7 — 2257.6 = (—)1792.9 Btu (withdrawn)

The change in entropy for the process and for 2 lb of steam is

M(si - si) = 2(0.4010 - 1.5908) = (-)2.3796 Btu per ° F

The negative sign indicates a decrease of entropy. This is in accord with the

fact that heat is withdrawn from the vapor during the change.

It is impracticable to use the Mollier chart for the solution of this

particular problem. True, state 1 may be easily located at the inter-

section of the 1 60 lb per sq in. pressure line and the 400° F constant-

temperature line (not the degree o| superheat line). It is then a simple
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matter to read the ordinate and abscissa of this state point as hi and xi

respectncly Howcv'er, the coordinates of state 2 arc beyond the ran«;c

of the chart, and so it cannot be used to determine hj and s* It is there-

fore best to use the tables cxdusi\ely for the whole problem.

Non-Flow Constant-PreMure Change of State of Water Vopor

Both the steam tables and the Mother chart provide a ready means
of determining ijj and Ar for a non-flow constant-pressure change of

state of steam The value of tqt is given directly b> the enthalpy change
of the process (sec page 85)

Thus tqt Aj — Ai (per lb of steam)

Since the pressure is knowm and since the volume in the initial and
final states may be obtained from the tables, rt and ei may be determined

by use of the relation

The evaluation of iB t is readily accomplished by consideration of the

ypdp wuhp constant, i e

itJ'j "
J‘

pdv — dr = p(rt — Tj) fi-Jb per lb of steam

The entropy change Ar of the process is determined directly by comput-

ing from the tables the values of and Tlicn

Aj « ^5 — Si (per lb of steam)
^

It must be kept in mind that Aj, A,, rt, ci, si, and Si refer to the values

of these properties m the final and initial states respectively Either

final or initial state or both may be in the region of wet vapor or super-

heat. Consequently , in solving a problem mvolvmg a non-flow constant-

pressure change, wr must know the coordinates of both initial and final

states The equation of the cliange.p const, gives us no help in deter-

tnimng an unknown coordinate, except m the single case where cither

the initial or the final state is a saiuniied vapor. Tlic given data must

include values oT some coordinate oT the initial and Tinal states, in addi-

tion to the constant pressure at vvhich the change takes place For

c.xample, the data might include the constant pressure, the entropy

in the initial state, and the volume m the final state. Let us assume

that the process b a constant-pressure increase of volume from an initial

state of vvet vapor. The state of wet vapor is most conveniently desig-

nated by pressure and quality. In thb case pressure is already known-

Quality may be computed from the given value of entropy by
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The value of is the given value of entropy, and the values of j/ and

j/B are the tabulated values for the given pressure. With the value of at

thus obtained, it is a simple matter to compute the values for all the

properties in the initial state. Since we have the volume of the final

state, we look first for the tabulated value of saturated steam at the given

pressure. Suppose that the given volume is greater than the saturated

volume. We know at once that the steam is superheated in the final state.

Hence we enter the superheat tables with the given pressure and look

across the table until we find the given value of volume. The Vcilues of

h and s corresponding to it may then be immediately read from the

table.

The analysis of the same problem with the Mollier chart is made
as follows. The initial state point is located on the chart by finding the

point on the given constant-pressure line which has an abscissa equal to

the given value of entropy. In order to locate the final state point, how-

ever, the tables must be used as previously indicated, because volume

is not recorded on the chart. With the state of the superheated steam

located in the tables, we may use the value of either entropy or enthalpy

given therein to fix the final state point on the given constant-pressure

line. The heat added during the change may then be read directly

from the chart as the difference in the ordinates of the two state points.

Likewise, the entropy change of the medium during the process is

given by the difference in the abscissas of the two points.

Example

One lb of steam initially at 150 lb per sq in. abs pressure and quality 0.80

expands at constant pressure, (a) If the process continues until the volume

doubles, determine the heat required, (b) How much work is done? (c) What
is the temperature at the beginning and end of the expansion? (d) What is

the entropy change?

Solution

(a) The initial volume of the steam is ascertained from the equation vi =
xiVgi, where Vgi is obtained from the saturated steam tables for steam at

150 lb per sq in. abs.

vi = 0.8 X 3.015

= 2.41 cu ft per lb

If the volume is doubled, vi = 4.82 cu ft per lb.

The volume of saturated steam at 150 lb per sq in. abs is 3.015 cu ft per lb.

Hence the steam at state point 2 is superheated. For a constant-pressure

change

jQj = M(ki — hi)

hi = hti -f- xihfd
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Subsututing values from the «cam tables for h, and h„ for iteun at 150 lb
per sq in abs givts

hi *• 330 51 +08X8636
« 1021 39 Biupcrib

By entenng the superheated steam table with pressure of 150 Ib per sq in abs
and intcrpolaung for a volume of 4 82 cu ft per lb, we find that u 1412 9 Bm
per lb

i(i» - 1(1412 9- 1021 39)
- 391 5 Biu

(b) iir, >» /(r, - t,)

- 144 X 150 X (4 82 - 2 41)
» 144 X 150X 241
" 52,100 ft lb

(c) From the saturated stevm table, li - 358 42* F
From the superheated steam table, it ?65“ F

(d) Since tn the initial state the vijior is wet, tt is determined b) using the

values of 1/ and t/, for steam at a pressure of 150 lb jier sq in abs m the equation

*1 “ #/l + S’|S/»l

« 0SI3S + 08 X 1 0556
- 1 35828 Btu pet * r per lb

From the superheated steam table forp •• ISO lb per sq in abs and a v-olume

of 4 8234 cu ft per lb

li « 1 7822 Btu per * F per lb

At - I 7822 - I 35828 - 0 4239 Ctu per * F per lb

Parts (a) and (d) of this example may also be quickly solved with theNfolIier

diagram Interjsolatc a ISO Ib per sq m eonstani pressure line between the

ones given on the chart for 140 and 160 Ib per sq in The intersection of this

Iinewith the constant moisture percentage line (moisture jicrccntvge 1 00

—

quality) labeled 20 gives the initial state point Tlie ordinate of thu point

ts A “ 1022 Btvi and the abscissa u si « X 353 Btu per " F At previously

mentioned, the final state must lie locitcd in the superheat tables, because it

IS specified by the volume Tlie temperature in the final state is then obtained

as 770 6* F Interpolate a constant temperamre line of this value between

those given on the chin for 740* F ind 780* F Its mtmecuon wish the ISO lb

per sq in pressure line fixes the final state point, of which the ordinate and

abscuaa are respecuvTly A| 1414 Btu per Iband sj 1 786 When the values

of Aj, Aj, Si, and st obtained from the chart are compared wiili those obtained

from computatioiu with the tables, it is seen that iJic ftTcerJa*e error resulting

from the use of even a small Kale is not great

NoiwFIow lielhermol Chong* of State of Woter Vopor

The determination of il2i» AE, and |II’i for a non flow isothermal

change of state of steam gites considerable insight into the application

of fundamental pnnaples First wc must realize that when the medium
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is a vapor, AE is not zero as it is for the non-flow isothermal change of a
perfect gas. Also, the equation of the change is radically different from pV =
const. In fact, the best we can do to express the equation of the change
is to write T = const. Hence, in general we do not know the relation

betweenp and v for the change and so cannot compute iW2 from fpdV.
One principle we can use, however, if the change is reversible as well

as isothermal, is that

= fTdS

and since T is constant

= nS2 - Sy) = Mns2 -

From specification of the initial and final state points we may compute

S2 and ri from the tables and substitute to obtain iQj.. Values of e^ and

ei may also be computed from the tables by

Then AE = Ej — jEi = M{ei — ej)

With both iQy and AE known, it is easy to substitute in the Non-Flow

Energy Equation and obtain 1W2 ,
thus

1Q2 = AE (in heat units)

or 1 IV2 = JM{\q2 — Aer)

When both initial and final state points are in the region of wet

vapor, there is no necessity for using this analysis. For a wet vapor,

pressure is a function of temperature ordy. Consequently, an isothermal change

in the region of wet vapor is also a constant-pressure change and should be treated

as such. If the steam is superheated in either the initial or the final state,

this simplification is no longer possible, for in the region of superheat

temperature is a function of both pressure and volume. Under such

circumstances the analysis in the preceding paragraph must be used.

Example

One lb of superheated steam initially at 100 lb per sq in. abs and 400° F is

compressed isothermally and reversibly to the state of a saturated vapor. It

is then condensed isoAermally until its quality becomes 0.35. Determine

(a) the pressure of the saturated vapor; (b) the entropy change, heat flow,

change in intrinsic energy, and the work done (1) for the isothermal compres-

sion, (2) for the isothermal condensation.
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Soluftofi

1 1 help in understanding the tiature of this process to refer to jti jraplac
representation on the TS plane, shovin in Rg 5-5

(a) The pressure of 3 saturated \apor corresponding to <1 temperature of

saturation of 400® F is read directly from the saturated steam tablet

ft * 247 31 Ib per sq iru ahs

(b-1)

ri «» 1 6518 Btu per * F per Jb

Sj •• 1 5272 Btu per * F per Ib

Ar » /t — /I - (—) 0 1246 Pm per *F per lb

In order to find if» ill'j and o — *t we must rely on the energy equation

for a non flow process, and e%’alu3tc the tenni therein by the best means avail

able

Jifi #1 — ri + |l4'i
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Since this is an isothermal reversible process

and ijz = T As

= (400 + 460)[(-) 0.1246]
' ^ =— (860 X 0.1246) = (— ) 107 Btu per lb (heat withdrawn

from medium)

For the determination of — «i we again use the equation

or e = Jh — pv (in work units)

Ci — Cl — Jifii — Ai) + {piVi — pijo^

= 778(1201 - 1227.6) + 144(100 X 4.937 - 247.31 X 1.8633)
= 778(- 26.6) + 144(33.7)
= - 20,700 + 4320

= (— ) 16,380 ft-lb per lb (a decrease)

Substituting in the Non-Flow Energy Equation gives

(-) 778 X 107 = (-) 16,380 + iWi
iW/j = _ 83,250 + 16,380

1W2 = (—) 66,870 ft-lb per lb (work of compression)

(b-2) The condensation process is both isothermal and constant pressure.

= 1.5272 (entropy of the saturated vapor at 400° F)

•Js = fp + W/53

For the state specified by Tz = 400° F, pz = 247.31, and xs = 0.35

ft = 0.5664 4- 0.35 X 0.9608

= 0.9004

ft - ft = 0.9004 - 1.5272

= (— ) 0.6268 Btu per ° F per lb

2q3 — hz — hi (constant-pressure process)

hi = 1201.0 Btu per lb

hz = hfz 4- Xzhtnz

= 374.97 4- 0.35 X 826.0

= 664 Btu per lb

zqz = 664.0 - 1201.0 = (-) 537.0 Btu per lb

iWz = p{vz — rz)

Vi = 1.8633 cu ft per Ib

vz = 0.35(z;„3) = 0.35 X 1.8633 cu ft per lb

iWz = 144 X 247.31 X 1.8633(0.35 - 1)

= (— ) 43,150 ft-lb per lb

We may obtain the value of ft — Ci from substitution in

Jiq3 = ft ~ ^2 4" i^3
(-) 778 X 537 = ft - ft - 43,150

ft - ft = (-) 418,000 4- 43,150

= (-) 374,850 ft-lb per lb

It is suggested that the student check the solution of this example by means of

the Mollier chart, so far as the range of the chart permits.
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Non Flow Ad abalie Change of Stale of Watef Vopof

In the stud> of the Gimot c>cle uc learned tint tlic non flow rcv'crable

adiabatic change is the most cfTcctnc path for the passage of the medium
from the higli to the low icmjjcraturc of a heat utilizing cyxlc As
such It IS often established as the standard with which the expamon
m an actual engine is compared As prcvaously discussed (page 72) a

reversible adiabatic change is iscntropic and so the equation that

defines it is

s = const

WTien one state of a medium undergoing reversible adiabatic cfiange

IS knowat this equation makes possible the fixing of the second state

from knowledge of on!) one of its coordinates For example, when
saturated steam expands rcvcrsiblj and adiabaucally frompi to /j the

quality in the second state is obtained from

J| = 4i

In this case Si «= r, at pressure Pi and J: *= J/ + x//, at pressure /i

Tlien tfi = s/i + Xif/ii in which all quantities except X| arc available

m the tables. The same procedure is valid if cither the initial or the

final state points are m the region of wet vapor, at saturation, or in the

region of superheat

Tlie Aon Flow Energ> Equation for a rcvcnible adiabatic change

reduces to

0 “ A£+ ,H,

or lit j
= — AE = — l/(ri — r,) « Af(fi — rx)(>n work units)

The values of <j and rj arc computed from values for ft p and r m each

state as prevaousi) described Tlieir difference tt — rj wath proper

attention paid to units gives the negative of ih i directly

The Molher chart is particular!) well adapted to the stud) of a rcvcni

bleadiabaticchangc. IisapplicationisdcscnbcdmthcfoIIowang example

Exanple

Steam at 200 Ib per sq in ab* pressure and ^8 18“ of superheat enters a

reciprocaung steam engine c)l ndcr and expands to a pressure of 90 lb per

sq in abs adiabatically and rcixTS bl> Ho\> xnudi worlc is ideally pciforrned

per pound of steam’

SclutjB^

jJ» , (tt — Cl) - n - rs

/ — (/A — /r) (in wrirk units)

,n, - y(A, - AO + (p3et-p i)

It then becomes neccs$ar> to deterro ne A and r for both initial and final states

of ihe steam In the initial cond uon de steam u at 200 lb per sq in. abs
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of a \’apor m the same \va> as that of a gas, i c , by the tq\iation pV*
« const As prc\iousI> descnbcd (page 39), the value of n is determined
from experimental measuremenf ofp and V for two of the state points

of the particular change under consideration Lrt us cmphisizc that

when the medium is a vapor a pol^troptc change ma> be designated

by a variety of values of n which vvill usuill) lie m the neighborhood of 1.

Urdtke the case v>bcn the medium is a gas, equations in T and p and
T and V cannot be conveniently wnticn For a gas both of these

relationships were obtained by combining />!’• » const with the char-

actcnstic equation for gas Tlic characteristic equation for vvatcr vnpor

IS far diflcrent from the simple gas equation, and any equation formed

by combining />!'* » const vvaih it would be of bafilmg complexity

Consequently
,
if the given data of a problem m the poly tropic change

of a vapor fix the state wath coordinates other than p and V, we must

use the given facts to establish values of three of the four quantities

Pit Pit I'j The equation then provides an easy means of deter-

mimng the fourth quantity Ordinarily wc can measure pressures and

volumes more easily than any other coordinates Tins being the case,

wath the value of n known, we may apply the equation at once to obtain

one unknovvn v aloe of p and Vm the initial or final state

The most directly determinable quantity m the Non Flow Energy

Equation for a polytropic change IS Thisispvenby the integration

of /pdV over the particular path specified by the value of a in p\^

const \Vc have already done this mtegration (pages 45-46) wath the

following result

(a) \\Ticn n * I, which designates a polylropic, rot an isothermal

change of a v apor

iir* = /’iFiIog.|r
»

I

(b) WTicn n has an/ finite value other than I

... PiV,-PxVt
l-n

'VtA CvsiT^ vK aVvt vswv.al and P-naA of change malaH ft.

possible to obtain all of the properties of the vapor in those stales. From

this information it is possible to calcubtc Et, Eu and hence AE as before

from the relation

or £ - iU (m heal units)

or £ “ MiJh — pp) (in work units)
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Then, with the aid of the Non-Flow Energy Equation, we obtain the

value of iQjt from the computed values of AE and 1W2 for the change, i.e.

JiQji = AE -f- iWi (in work units)

or 1(^2 = AE -f- (in heat units)

The tabulation of the properties of the steam in its initial and final

state points includes values for and Si. The simple difference benveen

these t\vo values is the entropy change of the process per pound of vapor.

IfM lb of vapor are involved in the change, AS is given by

AS = M(s2 — Si)

Usually there is no advantage in using the MoUier chart for the

analysis of a polytropic change. There is no representation of volume

on the chart and since the initial and final states of a polytropic change

must eventually be specified in terms of pressures and volumes, the

tables must be used in any event. This being the case, it is really easier

to use them exclusively for the entire problem.

Example

Steam having an initial quality of 0.90 at 80 lb per sq in. abs expands in a

cylinder until the pressure is 14 Ib per sq in. abs. The equation of the path is

pV = const, i.e. (n = 1 in the path equation pV" = const). Determine, per

pound of steam, (a) initial and final volume of the steam, (b) the entropy

change of the steam, (c) the work done, (d) the change in intrinsic energy,

(e) the heat flow.

Solution

{Notice carejully that the equation pv = const denotes a polytropic change of a vapor.)

(a) f>i = xiWoi

= 0.9 X 5.472 = 4.9248 cu ft per lb

To find V2 it is necessary to use the equation of the path, i.e., pv = const.

plVi= ptVi

PlVl
Vl = —
_ 80 X 4.9248

14
= 28.1 cu ft per lb

(b) Entropy of the initial state

Si = Sfl -h ATif/oi

= 0.4531 + 0.9 X 1.1676

= 1.504

Entropy of the final state

si = sji -b XiSfgi
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The quality in the final state may be obtained from the ratio of rj to the
saturation s-olumc at Pt, thus

*•1 “

X - « 28 1

”
r,.

”
28W ”

From this wc see that the steam is a saturated vapor at state 2

Si “ “ 1 7604
- 1, - n - 1 7604 - t 5040
«+ 0 2564 Btu per *R per lb

P^'cn and per pound of steam

,
const PtPi

Tlicn As

(C) ib'i

P

iir.

|Hi

(ci)o - «i

(»)

PiPi log. -

- 144 X 80 X 4 9248 log.
4 9248

- 144 X 80 X 4 9248 X 1 7415
« 99.000 ft lb pet lb

" lJ(ki — A|) + fPiPj — ^sTi)!

« 778(1149J - 1092 3) + 0
- 778(57)
* 44,350 ft Ib per lb

ill's

44,350 + 99 000 143,350
‘^‘•“ 778 TtT
»+ 184 Btu per lb

Constant Enthalpy Change of State of Water Vopor CTTtrottling Process)

All cnerg) transforming machinery must be provided with suitable

controlling apparatus for starting and stopping This apparatus must

also be capable of controlling the operating speed if the load applied to

the machincrj is not constant In heat utdiamg c>clcs, both of these

objectives arc commonl> attained by the use of a throttle valve v^hlch

regulates the quantity of medium admitted to the cycle A throttle

valve IS essentially a fnctional mechanism which controls the flow of

the medium past it by introducing a resistance to flow that may be

vaned at will As a result, pressure is always reduced by passage

through the throttle. A certain amount of high-grade intrinsic energy

in the medium u used to overcome the fnctional resistance and is

thereby transformed into low grade heat energy In most cases, the

throttling process is nearly adiabatic, so that all of thu energy remains

in the system Its availability, howevrr, has been considerably decreased
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The inevitable conclusion is that the use of a throttle valve for speed
control confers flexibility at the cost of efficiency. It is therefore desirable

to be able to determine precisely the amount of the change of aU the

thermodynamic quantities involved in a throttling change of state.

In the study of the Joule-Thomson effect we learned that an adiabatic

throttling change takes place at constant enthalpy (page 132). The
equation that defines the change is

hi = hi

This relation makes possible the determination of one unknown coordi-

nate for one of the end states of the change. For example, hi is readily

determined from the tables from knowledge of pressures and quality

if the medium is initially a wet vapor. If the steam is initially super-

heated, pressure and temperature must be given either directly or

indirectly. Then, if the pressure at the end of the throttling expansion is

given, as is usually the case, the second state is fixed by pi and the

constant value of enthalpy.

The throttling process is essentially a flow process. No external work

is done during it and we assume the ideal case to be adiabatic. Hence

1(^2 and iWi are each zero. There is a change in intrinsic energy during

the process which may be calculated by determining Ei and Ez from

' the tables with the equation _

e — h — ^ (per lb of steam)

The two major items of interest in a throttling process are (1) the

decrease in availability which accompanies the process, and (2) the

physical characteristics of the vapor after throttling. So far as the first

item is concerned, once the initial and final states are fixed, the values

of Ji and sz may be computed from the tables or read directly from the

Mollier chart. The product of (sz — si) times the lowest available

absolute temperature then gives the amount of energy rendered unavail-

able by the process. In cormection with the second item, reference to the

Mollier chart shows that, except at very high initial pressures, quality

increases during a throttling change. In fact, for initial states in the

neighborhood of the saturation line, the steam may become superheated

as its pressure is reduced by throttling. We shall refer to this property

of the change in connection Mth the throttling calorimeter, described

in the next section. It may seem an anomaly that, at one and the

same time, availability decreases and quality increases. The fact is that

during a throttling change the temperature decreases on the %vhole and

hence availability decreases. But the same total amount of energy
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remains in the s>-sfcm It takes less cncrg> to saturate a \’apor at a Io\s

pressure than at a high pressure Therefore, if the total cnerff) m the

s^’stem remains constant, a saturated vapor becomes superheated as its

pressure IS reduced even though the temperature also decreases These
ideas arc well illustntcd by tracing a constant h expansion line on the

Mollicr chart

Example

Steam m a main line at 200 lb per sq in abs and qua!it> 0 98 u throttled

or • wiredrai^Ti * to a pressure of 60 Ib per sq m abs b> patsaee ihrouch a
partially closed \ ah-c \\ hat is the qualit> of the steam after ihrotthnc’ tX'hat

IS the change in entropy and ihe unaiailablc energy per pound of iicam,

assuming a condenser temperature of 100“P
Solutio^i

For a throttling process h u constant Therefore

A. - >1

A/i + Xih/tt “ A/I + *iA/,j

For an mma] pressure of 200 lb per sq in and qualit> of 0 98 and a final pro
sure of 80 lb per sq in

355 36 + 0 98 X 843 0

xt

282 02 + xt(901 I)

355 36 + 826 14 - 282 06 _ .....

901 1

^

It uill be observed that throttling has caused the iteam to become practieallj

saturated Had the final pressure tiecn ilightl> lower the final state would

have been that of superheated steam

^\lth the MoUicr chart, determination of it u quite iimple Stale point 1 Is

established at the intersection of the 200 Ib pet sq in presure line awl ihc 0 93

quality line The constant A line is then follow^ to its intcnection vnth the

^ lb per sq in pressure line, at which point ma^ be read from llse cliart

Tlie values of/i and /* ma) also be read directly from it as the respective alscosas

of state points 1 and 2 \N'hen the tables are used, si and ti are computed as

follows

Si “ S/l + Xl//,l

- 0 5435 + 0 98(10018)

ii //I + *tr/,i

- 0 4531 + 0 9982(1 1676)

- 1 61859S

/j — Ji - 0 0933 Btu per • F per Ib Oncrease)

The chance in unavailable energy is equal to A/ tiroes the absolute condenser

temperature Therefore

- (Ai)Ti
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The Throttling Calorimeter

The foregoing example shows that whenever we are dealing with a
wet vapor we must have enough data to determine its quality. Actually,

quality is readily determined experimentally. An apparatus often used

for this purpose is the throttling calorimeter, which depends for its

operation on the drying action of the throttling process. A schematic

representation of this apparatus is shown in Fig. 5-6. A small sample of

steam is withdrawn from a vertical section of the main steam line

through the perforated pipe A. The steam expands into the chEimber C
by a throttling process through an orifice 0 to a pressure slightly above

atmospheric. The chamber is fitted with a thermometer t, and a

manometer or gage M, which measure respectively the temperature

and gage pressure of the steam after expansion. The steam then passes

to the atmosphere through the discharge valve D.

If the steam is superheated as a result of the e.xpansion, the recorded

pressure and temperature in the calorimeter immediately define its

state. The initial pressure of the wet steam in the line is readily meas-

ured ‘with a gage. Then, since h is constant for the throttling process

in the calorimeter, the quality of the high-pressure steam may be

computed from
hi = hi

hji -f- xihfgi — hi

Values of h/i and h/gi are obtained from the tables for saturated steam

at the pressure in the line. The value of hi is obtained from the tables
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for superheated steam for the presBorc and temperature m tlic calonm-
cter This Ica^rs xj as the only unknown quantJtj m the cquaiiom

Example

A sample of steam at a pressure of 200 lb per sq in abs o wjthdraw-n from a
mam steam hnc and admitted to a throtding calonmctcr in which tlit pressure

u 14 696 lb per sq m abs Tlic lempcraturc in the calorimeter fa obsersed to

be 290* F \V"hat u the quality of the steam m the line’

Saluiiort

From the given data of the second state, we determine the value of enthalpy

hi Inspecuon of the saturation tables shows that at 14 696 lb per sq in aU
the value of A, u 1 1 50 4 Btu per lb, and the superheat tables gii e the I'alue of

AxKfOS 1192 8 Btu per lb The saturation temperature at thu pressure u212* F,
hence the temperature interval to 300* F fa 88 F Tlicn by ordinary interpola-

tion methods

A, - - 1150 4 +11(1192 8 - 11504)
« 11504 + 376
•> 1188 0 Btu per lb

For the initial state of wet steam at 200 lb per sq m abs, enthalpy u obtained

from

Ai “ A/» + xiA/ft

- 355 36 + xi(843 0)

Then, since Ai • Ai

355 36 + Ji(843 0)

^1

1)88 0
832 6

^

843 0
* 0 98?

An easier and quicker solution of the problem can be made by means of

(he Mollier chart Locate state point 2 on the cliart at the intersection of the

14 696 lb per sq in pressure line and the 290* F temperature line Trace a

honzonial (constant A) line to its intersection with the pressure line (200 Ib per

sq in ) of the initial condition of the steam The point of intersection is state

point I, for which the moisture is read directly from the chart as The
initial quality is therefore (I — 001) — 099

Limitations el the Throttling Calorlmetvr

TVie xcsc cS \Vic \\wcAVitttg cafrorrmeVet fot \V(t TtreasasetneTA stf

i5 subject to twx> limitations First, great care must be exercised in

obtaining a rcprcscntatitc sample of steam from the mam line It is to

meet this condition that the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

recommends that (1) the sample should always be taken from a trtltccl

steam pipe, (2) the intake should be through a so-called calonmctcr

nipple made of ^in pipe and extending into the steam pipe to a |)Oint

within i- in of the opposite wall, (3) the end of the nipple should be

plugged so that the steam must enter through not less than 20 equally
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spaced holes. To make the throttling^ process as nearly adiabatic

as possible, the Society* recommends that the connection bet^%'een steam
pipe and calorimeter be as short as possible and that all external parts

of the calorimeter be well insulated with hair felt.

The second limitation on the use of the throttling calorimeter comes
from experiments which show that quality' measurements made ^rith

it are reliable only when the expanded steam has at least 10° of superheat.

Usually it is not com-enient to expand the steam to a pressure below
that of the surrounding atmosphere. Consequently, the junount of

moisture that can be determined accurately' depends upon the pressure.

If we trace a constant k line on the Mollier diagram from a state point

at atmospheric pressure and 10° of superheat, we see that if the pressure

in the main steam line is 50 lb per sq in. abs, the greatest moisture

that can be measured is 2%; if the line pressure is 100 lb per sq in. abs,

the greatest moisture that can be measmed is 3.5 '7c, and so on.

WTien the moisture content in the main steam line e.Kceeds that which

can be measured w'ith the throttling calorimeter, the separating calorim-

eter or the barrel calorimeter is used. The first operates by' separating

the water from the steam by abrupt change in direction and reduction

of the velocity of the steam. Because the density' of the liquid is many
times that of the vapor, the moisture falls to the bottom of the vessel

w’here its amount is measured w'ith a calibrated gage glass. Tlic barrel

calorimeter consists simply of a barrel partially' filled ^rith cold w'ater.

The initial w'eight of the barrel and its contents is carefully measured, as

is also the temperature of the W'ater. Steam is then introduced into the

^vater through a pipe extending nearly' to the bottom of the bari-el. The

steam condenses and thereby raises the temperature of the water.

After an appropriate sample of the steam has been thus condensed and

temperature equilibrium achieved by thorough stirring, the bairel and

its contents are again weighed and the temperature of the Avater noted.

The heat given up by the condensation of the steam is equal to that

gained by the w'ater, i.e.

Mx\hf,\ MQf — /«) = M\{tz — h)

in which

M = weight of w'et steam introduced (difference in initial and final

weights)

Ml = weight of cold w'ater

tj = saturation temperature at initial pressure

ti = initial temperature of cold Avatcr

h = final temperature of w-ater after steam has been condensed in it

A/,] = latent heat of evaporation at fr
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All of ihcsc quantities mi) be measured or determined from the steam
tables. Hence the equation maj be readily sohod for xt

r « ~ It) - AfO/ - h)

Mkr.r

I'hc student %viU find it prohtable to gather tt^cihcr the \anom
formulas for non-flou uater*vapor change of state and enter them in

the indicated spaces tn Table 5-1

PROBLEMS

1 State the practical applications of the Clapcyron and Clainitts Clapcyron
Equations

2 State units for each term of the ClapesTon Eouation ^ —r m>
dT r(ft — ri)

that a consistent ss'stem of units for the equation will result

3 t\hai IS the boiling point of water at an eleaation uhcre the aieragc

barometer reading u 622 mm’ The normal boiling point at 760 mm it

100® C, and the heat of \aponzauon at this temperature u 533 cal per g
4 The heat of vaponsntion of water at its boiling point, 100* C nt 7^ mm,

u 538 cal per g By means of the ClausiuS'Chpeyron Equation calculate

the vapor pressure of w ater at 54 S® C, If the experimental \-alue » 1 50 mm,
calculate the percentage error

5 The \apor pressure of benrene (C|H*) u $46 mm at 70* C and 755 mm at

80* C. (a) Calculate the quantity of heat required to t iponae a gnm of

bensene (b) Calculate the vapor pressure of benicne at 90* C
6 The melung point of monoclinic sulphur u 100* C awl it increases 0 05* C

per atm The density of monochmc sulphur h 1 960 and its heat of fusion

u 320 cal per at wt Calculate the density of the liquid by the ClapeyTon

Equation

7 Show on a 715 diagram the process of warming cvnporating, and super*

heating a v’apor atcoastant pressure Indicate liquid line, lutiirslion line,

region of liquid, region of wet mixture, and region of superheat Also

designate the area representing enthalpy of liquid, enthalpy of evaporation,

and enthalpy of superheat

8 Define saturated liquid saturated vapor, siiperheatrd vapor, saturation

temperature, saturation pressure

9 What arc the coordinates of a MoUier chart? Sketch a Molhcr chart

indicating the approximate trend of the ranous hrrs usually reprevnt«l

thereon

10 NVhat IS meant by thermodynamic coordinates, and what coordinates may

be used to specify the state of (a) a gas, (b) a saturated vapor, (c) a wet

vapor, (d) a superheated vapor’

11 a ISTiy arc the various properties of vapors rot easily determinable from

mathematical equauons’

b What means is available for readily ascertaining the pfoperliej of

saturated liquids and vapors?
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c Lut the properties, and the s)-mliob used to »dentif> them >\hich are
found in (1) the saturated steam tabJes, (2) the superhented steam
tables

12 Define ^^et vapor Desenbe the procedure for ascertaining each of the
properties of a wet v apor '

13 flow many coordinates arc generilly required to detenmne the state of i
nfiedium’ How many for a saturated vapor’ In the saturued steam tables

find the properties of 150 lb per sq m abs steam, of quality 0 9
14 a WTnt u the qualu> of saturatAl vapor’ How docs quality varj with

adiabatic change’ How docs quvltt> var> with throttling change’
b Using a \(oItier chart, find the quality ^ steam which his expanded

adiabatically and reversibly from a pressure of 50 lb per sq in abs and
quality of 0 98 to a pressure of 10 lb per sq In abs

c. Find the quality of steam which has been throttled at constant enthalpy

from the same initial state to the same final pressure as alwve

15 One lb of water vapor at 35 lb per sq in abs pressure his a volume of

9 264 cu ft Determine (a) its quality, (b) its temperature, (c) its entropy,

(d) Its intrinsic energy, (c) its enthalpy h

16 One lb of steam is it an absolute pressure of 100 Ib per sq tn and a lem*

perature of 500* F (^) Is this steam vvet, saturated, or luperheatcd’

(b) Determine (I) its enthalpy, (2) m entropy, (3) Its volume, (4) m
tnlnmic energy

17 In the following types of non flow changes of state of a vapor, wfiat prop*

eny change measures the energy added or absincted as heat’ it) constant

v*oIume change (b) constant pressure change

18 IVhat coordinate is constant dunng a reversible adiabatic change* IVTiat

property change measures the work done in a non (low reversible adiabatic

change’

19 Discuss the characteristics of an irrevTniblc adiabatic chance, a ihroiilmg

process

20 Describe the throttling calonmcter, state its principles of operation, and

discuss its limitations

21 Twos Ib of dry saturated steam at 2a0 lb per sq In abs pressure expand re*

versibly and adiabaiically to 12 Ib per sq m abs (a) Detenmne the final

quality (use the MoIIier chart) (b) Determine the work done

22 A mirumum of 10® of superheat must be obtaintd in a tlirottling calonmetcr

to give an accurate measure of the quality of the steam admitted to it If

the calonmcter pressure remains atmosphenc, determine for several pres-

sures the limiting amount of moisture that can be dclerminrd with the

calonmcter and sketch a curve with P and x as coordinates to show (he

range of its applicability

23 One lb of steam having a pressure of 200 lb per sq in abs has a total en

tfopy of 1 5400 (a) 3N'hat u the total entropy of dry and saturated steam

under the given pressure’ (b) Is the steam wet or dry’ (c) UTiat b its

quality’

24 A closed tank containing dry and saturated steam at 15 lb per sq fn abs

pressure u submerged in a bcxiy of water at a temperature of 60* F U’hat

wiU be the ultimate pressure and quality of the steam wathin the lank?
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25. What will be the final enthalpy of dry saturated steam that is expanded

adiabatically and reversibly from 150 lb per sq in. abs to 10 lb per sq in
abs?

26. Compute the external work done during the heating of 1 Ib of water from
32° F to a saturated vapor at a pressure of 300 lb per sq in. abs. Compare
this with the heat which must be supplied.

27. One lb of steam at a pressure of 100 lb per sq in. abs has a volume of 4
cu ft and expands adiabatically and reversibly to 14.696 lb per sq in. abs.

(a) What are the qualities at the initial and final conditions? (b) What is

the work done during the expansion?

28. One lb of steam at 100 lb per sq in. abs and 50% dry expands at a constant

pressure. What work is done and what heat is required to double the

volume? What is the temperature at the beginiung and end of the expan-
sion?

29. Dry (saturated) steam at 100 lb per sq in. abs pressure contained in a closed

tank is cooled until its pressure drops to 14.696 lb per sq in. abs. What is

the final quality and the heat removed from each pound of steam?,^

30. One lb of steam at 100 lb per sq in. abs has a quality of 0.98. It expands
along an n = 1 curve (i.e., n = 1 in = const) to a pressure of 14.696 lb

per sq in. abs. (a) What is the volume at the beginning and end of the

expansion? (b) What is the quality at the end of the expansion? (c) How
much work is done during the expansion? (d) How much heat must be

supplied?

31. Determine the final quality of the steam and find the quantity of work
' performed by 2 lb of it in expanding reversibly and adiabatically from

250 lb per sq in. abs pressure to 100 lb per sq in. abs, the steam being

initially dry and saturated.

32. Steam at 150 lb per sq in. abs has a quality of 0.90. (a) What is the

entropy of the liquid? (b) What is the entropy of evaporation? (c) What
is the total entropy of the steam?

33. In a boiler, water is vaporized under a constant pressure of 150 lb per sq

in. abs. The volume of 1 lb of the steam formed is 3.02 cu ft; the volume of

1 lb of water (sat liquid) is 0.018 cu ft. Find the heat required to perform

the work of expansion against the constant pressure.

34. One lb of steam at a pressure of 150 lb per sq in. abs has a quality of 0.73.

What ivork is done and what heat is required to double its volume at con-

stant pressure?

35. In the throttling calorimeter the quality of steam is determined by permit-

ting it to expand (i.e., throttling it) at a constant enthalpy. Steam enters

the calorimeter at 160 lb per sq in. abs and is throttled to atmospheric

pressure in which state its temperature is 300° F. (a) Determine the

quality of the original steam, (b) Check the result by the Mollier chart,

(c) State briefly or indicate by diagram the method of determination by the

Mollier chart.

36. One lb of steam at 100 lb per sq in. abs and a temperature of 450° F ex-

pands adiabatically and reversibly to atmospheric pressure, (a) Determine

its enthalpy, entropy, quality, volume, temperature, and intrinsic energy

in the final state, (b) Determine the work done during the expansion.



Chapter 6

Compressed Air

Th« Use of Compsessed Ait

Until now, \\c ha\c been concerned with the studj of cnerg\ tiins-

formations and the availabdiij of beat energy Tlic object h«s been to

gain a clear understanding of the principles ulucli underlie the opera-

tion of an> process for the transformation of the cnerg) of natural

resources into industnal power In this and m subsequent chapters we
shall consider the application of these fundamental principles to some
processes and cjcles encountered m engineering practice

We shall start with the stud) of compressed air, the uses of which

range from producing the cooling breeze of the common clectnc fin

to suppl>mg the motuc power for the high pressure pneumatic toots

emplo)ed in mdusir) Low-pressure air such as ji used m wntilation,

air conditioning, combustion processes, dr>ing, and the hl^e is ordinarily

required m great Mslumc These requirements arc best met by'fans or

blowers of the centrifugal or rotary type With these devices large

volumes of air can be delivered at pressures from slightly ibove atmos-

pheric to 25 lb per sq in or evrn as high as 50 lb per vq in gige Tlic

volution of problems involving this type of air compression is largely

based on empirical formulas provided in engineering and trade hand-

bookj and need not be considered here

Air at gage pressures ranging from 25 lb per sq in- to 5000 lb fJcr sq in

has a multitude of uses in industry in suppl)ing motive power to sucti

tools as drills, hammers, hoists, and presses High pressure air ts aW)

200
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used as a means of transmitting power a considerable distance. In
order to provide air at these high pressures the piston type of compressor
must be used. It is also necessary to have a receiver, i.e., a storage tank,

which receives the air from the compressor and acts as a source of steady

supply for the air engine or motor. ' These three— the compressor,

receiver, and engine— together with the connecting pipe lines, form
the essential mechanical equipment of a compressed air cycle. It is with

such a cycle, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 6-1, that we shall be
particularly concerned.

Such a compressed air system is not a heat 'engine in the sense that

the term has heretofore been used in discussing transformation of heat

energy into mechanical ^vork. Its primary purpose is not to transform

a portion of the energy in a fuel into mechanical work but rather to

transmit mechanical energy from one point to another through .a_series

qfjhermodynamic processes. ,Air is an ideal medium for such a_cycle

because it is convenjently_and abundantly available for use at all times

and places. In this respect it has the same advantages that water has

as aTnedium foF^apor cycles. Since atmospheric air is almost com-

pletely~amixture of the so-called permanent gases, the various analyses

in Chapter 4 pertaining to these gases may be applied here.

The Ideal Compressed Air Cycle

For various reasons any practical cycle must always deviate somewhat

from the ideal. However, since an ideal cycle lends itself to clear ther-

modynamic analysis, it will be used as a basis for this discussion. Some

attention will also be given

to the various causes of de-

parture from this cycle.

Most modern compressors

are of the double-acting

type, in which air is com-

pressed on both sides of

the piston; but since no

difference in fundamental

analysis is involved, the

compressor will be con-

sidered as single acting.

Figs. 6-2 and 6-3 show

the processes of the cycle on

the fiV and TS planes re-

spectively. In the discus-

V
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sion p, wU denote initial pressure uithin the c>hnder, and p» ^M^I

indicate the pressure of the immedtatcly surroundtnj* atmosphere.
The folume at the initial state point A is the initial t'olume of air in

thf C)lindcr at pressure Pi. For the ideal cjelc \Mihout piston clear-

ance this is also the t’olume of air drasrn into the cjhnder on the
intake stroke The compression, which U considered adiabatic in the

ideal ejxJe, is represented b) the curve AD and takes place dunnf;

a part of the return stroke TIic receiver pressure is denoted b>

Pi, and when this pressure w reached (point D), the exhaust valvTs

open Dunng the remainder of the stroke the volume of air repre-

sented b> Bb, at pressure pi, u pushed bodilj out of the c)hndcr and

into the receiver without further change m volume Because of the

compression, the intrinsic energ) of the air is gicatl) inacascd and its

temperature Tt is therefore greater than the initial atmospheric temper-

ature Since the outside of the receiver in vvhich the compressed air is

stored is in contact with the atmosphere, heal flow's from it to the sur-

roundings. The pressure in the receiver is maintained constanil) at

the inflow of more air from the compressor so that the loss of heat

results in a drop m the volume of the cKirge of air from Db to Cb This

cooling process is represented on the TS plane by the corufant*prf*nire

line DC It will be noted that ideally the air cools back to the atmospheric

temperature Ti in the receiver Conscqucntlv, the increxse in potential

of the medium is that evidenced bv the hicher pressure /j
* Tlie loss of

heat cnerg>' which occurs while the air n in the rcccivxrr is not desirable

but is a ncces.v.iry result of the practical operation of tlie cycle.

• The •tude'it «iill f.ad h proPuWe to refer aratn to ifer daottooft oC potestul ca p*r« 92.
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The net result of the cycle thus far has been to decrease the volume
and increase the pressure of the air without permanent change of tem-
perature“and'herice without change in intrinsic ener^. This effect was
brought about by -work being done on the air. From this state, the

air can expand to a lower pressure and hence to a temperature below
atmospheric. Therefore it is capable of doing useful work at the expense

of its intrinsic energy.

In order to reach the engine the air must pass through a pipe line in

which there occurs a slight expansion and drop in pressure as work is

done against flow friction. Since pipes for compressed-air systems are

never insulated, the compressed air wthin the pipe is in temperature

equilibrium with the surroundings and the expansion may be considered

isqAermaI_at atmospheric temperature. The expansion in the pipe

line is represented by CD on both diagrams. The useful work of the

cycle is done in the engine during the adiabatic expansion DE. At the

end of this expansion the air exhausts to the atmosphere at temperature

Ta. The exhaust air absorbs heat from the body of atmospheric air

•with which it mingles and is eventually warmed to atmospheric condi-

tions of pressure, volume, and temperature. This warming process is

represented by EA on both diagrams.

Work of the Compressor

The work done on the air by the compressor involves Pvo distinct

items. The first is the work of the adiabatic compression during the

change AB, and the second is the work of moving the volume Bb of

compressed air out of the cylinder against the receiver pressure. Here-

tofore emphasis has been placed on the fact that work of compression

or expansion is readily obtained by integrating It should be

kept in mind that fpdV gives the work of a single process. The work

of a cycle, however, must be obtained by combining the separate values

of fpdV for the work of the several processes, with proper algebraic

signs. The work of the compressor is represented by the closed area

^ba. This area is equal to the sum of the areas under AB and Bb taken

to the F-axis, which represent work done on the medium, minus the area

under aA, which represents work done by the incoming air on the piston.

From the figures it follows that this amounts to finding the area between

AB and the /)-axis. It is shown in the calculus that such an area, in

terms of the coordinates we have here, is given by S^dp. Then the

work of the compressor is

f'Vdp

The negative sign properly indicates work done on the medium.
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In evaluating this integral, P u expressed in terms of p from the

equation of the adiabatic cur\ c AB, t c

pi* ^ K (a const )

Then P »= Cp~\ where C *
Substituting and integrating, ue ha\e

II'. - - cj""/. i</f = r .
Q’«-L+Ci»i''.j

= />,*r, = p^v.

To aveid the neccssi(\ of determining Pj, the equation may be reduced

with the aid of />jl p = pA i* to

Pi IS the Nxilunie of air either per stroke or for an> number of strokes,

compressed from the initial state /i I , T\ to the final pressure /» To
determine the horsepower developed in the f>lindcr, we may use the

expression

I
1 * X I

"
33 000 i - 1 ['-m

m which case P| is the volume of air compressed per rriraV

B> similar anal>-5is the work, done b> the air engine is represented by

the'area DEcd (Fig 6-2) and ts given b> the equation

in vihich Pi and P» arc the tniual pressure and volume of air entering

the engine and p, « the exhaust pressure

Another useful expression for the wwk of compression maj be d-rivcd

from Equation (I) and the equation pi *» MBT

u'. = ^^(WBr,- war,)

-j-^-i/acn-r.) (5)

If, - /Aft,(r, - r,)Then (6 )
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In this equation M represents pounds of air compressed and Ty and T<t

are initial and final temperatures in the cylinder.

Because the cooling process in the receiver occurs at constant pressure

the quantity of heat rejected is determined from the equation

bQ,c = Mcp(Ti — Ti)
(7 )

Since, in the ideal case, the change BC is considered to be reversible, this

quantity of heat is represented by the area bBCc on the TS diagram in

Fig. 6-3.

Source of Work Done by the Cycle

A comparison of Equations (6) and (7) reveals that the work of com-
pression is exactly equivalent to the heat rejected in the receiver. This gives

rise to speculation as to the source of the work done by the cycle. In

order to clear this up and show that the cycle is no perpetual-motion

affair, let us make a careful study of the energy influx and outgo for the

cycle as a whole. Since an air compression cycle is a steady-flow process

in which the same weight of air enters the compressor as exhausts from

the engine in a given interval of time, the steady-flow Energy Equation

is directly applicable. The equation between the compressor inlet and

the receiver outlet is

PaVj^ + (
— JbQc) 2^ pcVc) + (

— aWb)

Since the temperatures at the two state points A and C are identical,

Ea = Ec and PaVa — pcVc and these terms cancel. When the rise in

pressure is relatively high, the change in the kinetic-energy term is

may be omitted. The equation thennegligible; hence
^

reduces to ^
and

2 ^

~ JbQjC = — aW

B

(8)

as shown in the preceding paragraph. If the equation is written between

receiver outlet and compressor inlet for the flow through the pipe line,

air engine, and atmosphere, we have

+ ^Ec -f; pcVc) + JcQ,d + JbQ.a = ^EIa + PaVa)

+ bWe + cFa (9)

Because the temperatures at C and A are the same

Ec = Ea and pcVc = PaV

a

cQj} represents heat which flows into the medium from the surround-

ing atmosphere during the passage through the pipe line. Actual

isothermal flow through a pipe involves two separate energy trans-
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formations First, if the process is rcser«ible, the work of expansion of

the gas is mamfestcd the increase kinetic cnerg> that results from
Its increased sclocitj Since the temperature is constant, intnwic cn-

CTg> IS constant, and so the equivalent of the work of expansion Is

supplied from the surroundings as heat Therefore, m the absence of

other effects, the heat added during reversible isothermal flow m a pipe

u equivalent to the change in kinetic energ> Tlic second rnerg) tram*

formation that takes place m actual pipe flow results from the fact that

all such flow IS frictional and hence irreversible A certain amount of

intrinsic cnerg) is used to overcome the frictional resistance and is

thereby transformed into beat Tlic latter remains in the system, uhcrc

Us presence operates to change the amount of heat added during the

flou Moreover, because of this transformation there has been an in*

crease in unavailability vvhich is manifested by a smaller velocity of

flow and hence a smaller value of kinetic energy than viould havr been

obtained had the flow been fnctionlcss Inasmuch as uc arc consider-

ing an ideal cycle, vse shall consider the flou to be rnyrnblf (i c ,
fnction-

less) and isothermal Then JcQ.d is equivalent to the increase in kinetic

energy of the air as u flows through the pipe This energy « of course

available at the intake to the air engine Practically, the spent air is

exhausted from the engine with the same velocity as that with which it

enters As the exhaust air mingles wath the atmosphere, all of the stock

of kinetic energy it possessed by reason of its velocity is dusipatcd to (he

atmosphere by turbulence and other fnctional effects Therefore

JcQfi *= cFj At botli points C and A, the velocity of the air is negligible

and the terms and may therefore be omitted Equation (9)

then reduces to

JzCU “ (10)

tlhch shorn thal Sht sojrct of the uvrk obtained from the eytte tn thj etr engine

jx thj heat absorbedfrom th^ atmosfh^e by the air as it uarmsfrom its s'ate at

exhaust to atmosph^u eorditions

Although this statement answers the question concerning the source

of the work done by the cycle, it is profitable to go one step further

and establish the energy balance for the entire cycle. If Equations (8)

and (10) are added, we have

- JeCtc + Jm(Ia " (”)

pU'x IS the work we obtainfrom the cyxle, and 4II * work nffltfd to

the cycle. Consequenth, from Equaiion (11), the net loss in energy for
^

the whole cycle is equal to the difference beroeen the heat rejected dur*
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ing the change BC and that absorbed during the change EA. Since

this is an ideal cycle in which all processes are reversible, the difference

is shown on the TS diagram in Fig. 6-3 by the area dEABCc. We may
say that this loss represents the cost in energy which must be paid for

the convenience of using compressed-air machinery.

The foregoing discussion shows that the nature of the cycle is such that

the price paid in energy is maximum and hence the efficiency is mini-

mum. The optimum performance would be obtained if the area dEABCc
were reduced to a minimum. As may be seen from Fig. 6-3, this con-

dition would be achieved if both compression and expansion were

carried on isothermallj. The work of compression would then be mini-

mum and the work of expansion maximum. No practical method is

available for changing the expansion in the engine to the isothermal

condition. However, it is both possible and practicable to alter the

nature of the compression so as to improve materially the efficiency of

the cycle. We shall now give attention to the methods by which this

improvement may be effected.

Water Jacketing

The energy stored in the air during the compression process is or-

dinarily not utilized but flows out of the system during the cooling proc-

ess in the receiver. Hence any rise in temperature during compression

indicates a useless expenditure of work. This waste of energy can be

reduced by surrounding the cylinder with a jacket through which

cooling water is circulated. The effect is to remove heat energy during

the compression and thus cause the compression curve to tend toward

the isothermal. Consequently, for an actual compressor, the typical

equation of the compression curve in terms of p and V is pV" = const.

The limits of n are 1.4 for adiabatic compression and 1 for isothermal

compression. Water jacketing ordinarily causes the value of n to lie

in the region of 1.3 to 1.35.

On the diagrams (Figs. 6-2 and 6-3) AB is the adiabatic path, AC the

isothermal path, and AF the polytropic path which result from water

jacketing. The saving in work is indicated by the area ABF on the pV
and TS diagrams. The heat rejected to the water jacket is represented

by the area bAFf on the TS diagram. By substituting n for k, Equations

(1) and (2) become

IFc = — ~ piF^
n — i

(12)

(13)
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The heat gncn up to the cooLng uaicr may be detcnmncd by ap.
pIy^ng the equation

Q = Mu Ar

The specific heat Tor a polytropic change was shown on page 154 to

Substituting, we ha\c

e*"- “ ('»

The heat rejected at constant pressure in the rcceivrr is represented by
the areaJFCc and

,Q,c - Mi,{Tt - T,) (15)

Adding these two equations to obtain the total heat tejcctcd gives

- Af[c, - <.(f5^)](r. - r.)

- A,(££^l«£tJ^i£i+J!£:yr, - T.)

Since T$ corresponds to pressure pt, MDTi » /J'l and MBTt “ Ptl >,

so that

TTiiw, as for the ideal cyxic, t/tf total heal rejected is t(piirclent to the uark cj

eorrpression

The following example mil serve to illustrate the application of the

equations derived

Example

4 7 cu ft of air are compressed and dclnered per stroke from an initial pro*

sure of 14 5 lb per sq in abs to a final pressure of 80 lb per sq m abi and final

rolume of I 25 cu ft Determine (a) the work of die compressor per stroke,

(b) the work saved by water jacketing, (c) the heal rejected to the water jacket

* Pear la islad ihat imee-
^

"
*
u eei^tave lee values dt • between \ and I, *^3 fc«

De^aUve, ta (l thould be to [odicate beat Rtne /'am the lyiteaL
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Solution

(a) It is first necessary to determine the value of the exponent n for this

compression. Using the expression derived on page 39, we have

^ ^
log />2 - log/>i

log Vi — log Vi

and substituting the given data, we find that n equals 1.29.

-l|xi44X14.SX4.7[,-(j^)-]*

= (— ) 20,400 ft-Ib per stroke

The negative sign properly indicates work done on the medium. The horse-

power developed in the cylinder can be readily determined by considering the

number of strokes per minute and applying the factor 1 hp = 33,000 ft-lb per min.

(b) To determine the saving in work, find the work required if the compres-

sion were adiabatic from

- X 144 X 14.5 X 4.7 [l-(i)-]

= (— ) 21,600 ft-lb per stroke

The saving per stroke resulting from water jacketing is 21,600 — 20,400 =
1200 ft-lb. This represents a saving in work of about 5^%.

(c) The heat rejected to the water jacket is

1 — n

k “ n

' \-n
(MTz - MTi)

Since pV = MET, MTy. = MTi =r J * ^
»

= — 5.64 Btu per stroke

Multi-Stage Compression

It is impractical to carry out a compression ratio above 5 or 6 to 1 in a

single cylinder because of the unwieldy size and weight of the cylinder

required and the high final temperature involved. To avoid these

difficulties compression is carried on in two or more stages, depending

on the compression ratio to be attained. In the multi-stage compressor

* The log log slide rule affords a convenient means of evaluating the term
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the air passes from the first c> hndcr ttirough an intercooler before admts*
Sion to the second cylinder, and so on Water is circulated through coils

in the intercooler to remove the heat of compression, the idea! cflcct

sought IS to loucr the temperature to atmosphenc in each intercooler

Tins u seldom obtained, but a substantial reduction of uork rmills

from the cooling, as is indicated b> the^f' diagram (Fig 6-4), which u
representatue of three-stage compression svith complete intcrcoohng

AM represents the patli of an adiabatic compression and /lA' the

path of an isothermal compression beivsccn prcisurcs />i .and Pi A£ rep-

resents a poI> tropic single stage compression The path ADbCcD sho>v3

the c/Tcct gamed by multi staging with perfect intcrcooling, and the

shaded area represents die work sa\cd o\cr that of an adiabatic single-

stage compression It ssiU also beolwrved that there is a saving in work

over that required for compression along the polytropic airvc AL
Hence multi staging, in addition to avoiding excessively high tempera

tures and unwieldy cylinder size, also has the desirable effect of decreas-

ing the total work •of compression

On the TS diagram the areas under AU, hC, and cD represent the

heat rejected to the respective water jackets Tliosc under Bh and Ce

represent the heat given up by the air in the receiver The shaded area

represents ihe heal equivalent of ihc work saved over adiabatic single

stage compression Tlic work done in each cylinder may be computed

from Equation (13) (page 207)

Volumetric Efficiency. Cleorone*

The capacity of a compressor w rated by the number of cubic feet of

free oxr which it is capable of comprcwing per unit of time Free air

is defined as air at atroosphenc temperature and pressure at the
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location of the compressor. Thus far, our analysis has been concerned
only with the compression of a given initial volume of air from its cor-

responding temperature and pressure to a new pressure. The present

object is to determine the relationship between the volume of free air

compressed per stroke of the piston and the volume swept through by
the piston during that stroke. This relationsliip is affected by the prac-

tical necessity that a certain clearance be aIlo\ved beUveen the piston

and the cylinder head at the end of the stroke in order to avoid injury

to the compressor if there is water or some other incompressible material

in the cylinder.

The volume of air which remains in the clearance space at the end

of the compression stroke acts as a cushion or spring and expands

against the piston on the return stroke. In expanding, this air does the

same work on the piston as \s’as done on it by the compressor stroke.

Hence there is no net effect on the work of compression from the action

of the “cushion air.” However, each time this volume of air expands

back to the inidal pressure, it occupies a certain volume of the cylinder

which cannot be occupied by intake free air.

Another influence ^vhich must be considered in determining the

volume of Jree air compressed per stroke is tlie slight reduction of the

initial pressiue \sitlrin the cylinder be- p\

low atmospheric pressure. This results

from the creation of a slight partial

vacuum by the piston on the intake

stroke. It is this reduction in pressure

which makes it possible for the atmos-

pheric pressure to force free air through

the intake valve.

Let us now refer to the pV diagram

in Fig. 6-5 for the analysis of these

effects. Atmospheric pressure is repre-

sented hy pa- Inirial and final cylinder

pressures are denoted by pi and pz

respectively. is the clearance vol-

ume and Vp is the volume s\vept tlirough by the piston, often called

the piston displacement volume.

As the piston reaches the end of the compression stroke and discharges,

there is a volume of air Vc at pressurepz that remains in the cylinder. On
the return intake stroke this volume of air expands along a path which

may be considered to have the same equation as that of the compresr

sion, i.e.

"'1 r
j

...

1 1

"p

Fig. 6-5.
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Therefore

Then

pi • const

u the N*olume occupied by thisairntprcssure/i Since the solume of the
cylinder is f « + 1 ^ the remaining \t>Iume which may be occupied by
air at pressure Pi is (I*. + 1'#) *“ which we shall call J'l If the free

air IS considered to enter the cylinder at constant temperature, which is

substantially the case

/il'i = f.V. and V, = r,

The ratio of l\ to V, is called the \*oluroctnc cfTiciency

1. = rr
1', I.

rms of I'l an<

r, « r. + V, - V,

i\ - r,+ r. - I

r, may be expressed in terms of t'l and of the clearance ratio in the

folloising way *

0
J,

r.^
N

(17)

This equation expresses the volumetric cfTvcicncy in terms of atmos-

pheric pressure, initial and final cylinder pressures, and the clearance

ratio, all of which arc easily observable quantiues. The expression in
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brackets is frequently called the clearance factor. The determination of

n for any polytropic compression has been discussed on page 39. The
following example illustrates the application of the above analysis.

Example

Determine the capacity of a single-acting compressor under the following

conditions.

Atmospheric pressure, 14.7 lb per sq in. abs

Cylinder dimensions, 18-in. bore by 24-in. length

Clearance, 0.5 in.

Compressor speed, 100 rpm
pi = 14.5 lb per sq in. abs

pi = 70 lb per sq in. gage
= 84.7 lb per sq in. abs

n = 1.33

Solution

Cylinder volume

Clearance volume (Fc)

Vp

T

Vv

Capacity

X 2 = 3.54 cu ft

4

4

3.54 - 0.074 = 3.466 cu ft

Fc 0.074

X^ = 0.074 cu ft

Fp 3.466
= 0.0215

I Fi IP_

P
14.

14.

0.928

1 -t- 0.0215 - 0.0215

Fo X strokes per min
Fp X 7)„ X 100

3.466 X 0.928 X 100 = 322 cu ft of free air per min

The work of the compressor may now be computed by Equation (13).

Since />iFi = paVa this equation may be written

^h^U4X 14.7 X 322
0.33

= 1,518,000 ft-lb per min

[- - (Hff]

rn. ... . 1,518,000
1 he correspondmg horsepower is

33 00C)

~ ~
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The last figure represents the horscpmvrr required at the piston face

for compressing and dc!i\cnng the air nnd should not be confused wih
the povser requirement for driving the compressor The latter must of

course include not onlj the power requirement for compression, but

also sufficient power to make up for all energy losses resulting from
friction of the mechanism
At first It might be thought that consideration of volumetric efflaency

should be given to each individual cylinder in multi stage compression.

This IS not the case Once the air is in the fint c>Iindcr, the fact that

the process u essentially one of flow requires that the same quantity

must pass on to eich succeeding cylinder Inspection of Equition (17)

discloses thit rj, decreases as />» increases Hence decreasing the final

pressure in the first cylinder by multi staging has the eflcci of increasing

volumetric efTicicncy

The AU Engine

Let us non shift our attention from the process of compressing and

delivering air to the receiver to the flow of the compressed iir to the

engine and its use therein Ordinanly the engine u somev^hat removed

from the receiver so that the air must flow through a pipe Ime or hose

before it is ready to do work by expanding in the engine This flow

causes some drop in pressure because of expansion and flow fnetton as

discussed on page 203 Tlie piston type iir engine docs not differ

essentially from i steam engine m fact a steam engine may be driven

by compressed air without change in its construction Jack himmcrs

and similar tools require special valve arrangements but these do not

modify or change the thermodynamics of the air cxpamion. In the

engine the expansion ts usually so rapid (lint there is little or no heal

interchange between the medium and the surroundings The expansion

may therefore be considered adiibaiic

Tlie work of such an expansion rcprcscnlcd by the area dDEa

(Fig 6-2), has already been shown to be

The expansion is accompanied by a temperature drop, as shown on the

TS diagram (Fig 6-3) If the pressure range is great enough, tlus

temperature drop may result m the freeamg of any moisture contained

m the air If icc formation is excessive, it may create operating diffi

culties by causing the valves and other moving parts to stick Tlie

trouble is not uncommon if encountered »t can be avoided by rchcaung

the air just before delivery However, this is not the pnnapal advantage
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to be obtained from reheating, as will be shown in the following
paragraphs.

Reheating

Reheating compressed air just before delivery to an air engine is often

employed to increase the work of the engine. The effect of this process

is schematically illustrated on the TS diagram in Fig. 6-6. The proc-

esses BJ, JE, and EF are the same as previously described in connection

with Fig. 6-3. The air enters the reheater at the state shown by point F
and absorbs heat at a constant pressure, as indicated by the path FH.

As a result both temperature and volume increase. It follows that the

increased energy of the air results in its being able to do more work per

unit weight. The heat equivalent of the increase in work is represented

by the shaded area in Fig. 6-6.

The process of reheating is practical and several types of reheaters .

are available. When the heat is supplied directly by the combustion of

fuel, it has been found that the fuel requirement is about one-seventh

of what would be necessary to develop the additional power required

to increase the compression pressure enough to give the same engine
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output When it is comrnient to u<c heat uhich sN-ould olhenwe be
wasted, such as the heat m cxhntist steam or flue gases, a more pro-

nounced economy naturally results

Overall ElRcfency oF (he Cemprened Ah Cycle

The o%erall cfTiciency of the compressed tir phni neccssanl) depends
on the ratio of the svork done by the engine to the lot'll energy supplied

to the c>'clc Before Icating this subject it is worth while to note the

important influences which govern this ratio There arc a number of

losses which ma> occur from ihc moment a certain qumtil) of air enters

the compressor until it leaves the engine Tlicy may be summarized “is

follows

1 Entrance of air to the compressor at a temperature above ntmos

phene This results m ^ lovver weight of air being compressed per

stroke Furlhcr the resulting higher temperatures cause an increase

in the power required to compress a given vvcight of air "nic air

suppl> should be taken from the coolest available spot

2 Mechanical fnction in the compressor

3 Mechanical imperfection m the compressor c>hnden, i e , insuflicicnt

valve openings and leaky valves and piston nngs

4 Incflicient jacket cooling wath resultant high tem{>crature and in

creased work of compression

5 How friction in the pipe line, resulting m loss of both energy and

pressure

6 Loss of air in the pipe line due to leaks

7 Mechanical fnction in the engine

8 Incomplete expansion m the engine Complete expansion to atmov*

phene pressure is not practical for the following reasons

a The cylinder must be large

b The air must exhaust at a pressure above atmospheric to over-

come fnction and the back pressure of the atmosphere

c Unless reheating u employed the icmpcraiure may drop so low

as to cause Ircczing ol the moisture around tVic cjAiamt vaVrts.

PROBLEMS

1 Show the complcie ideal compressed air cycle on pt and 7^ diagrams.

Discuss the processes occurring around ihc cycle and indicate the device

in which each one occur*. Stale where work iv done on or by ihe cycle and

where and how heat flows

2 Illustrate wath /*! awl TS diagrams the eflcct of water jacleilng an air

compressor cylinder Discuss the advaniagcs which result from water

jacketing
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3. What horsepower is needed to compress and deliver 1500 cu ft of free air

per min to a receiver in which the pressure is constant at 44.1 lb per sq in.

gage? Initial pressure within the cylinder is 14.3 lb per sq in. abs. At-
mospheric pressure is 14.7 lb per sq in. abs. n = 1.3. Clearance 10%.

4. Define free air, clearance, and volumetric efficiency, and state their rela-

tion to air compression analysis.

5. Illustrate the effect of multi-stage air compression by pV zxiA TS diagrams.
Why is volumetric efficiency concerned only with the first stage in multi-
stage compression?

6. Air initially at 15 lb per sq in. abs and temperature of 70° F is compressed
according to the path equation

pyx.zi _ const

to a pressure of 75 lb per sq in. abs and is then cooled at this pressure to

70° F. Find (a) the total heat rejected in the receiver per pound of air

Cp = 0.24 r, = 0.17

(b) the heat removed in the water jacket.

7. Show the effect of clearance in air compressors on diagram and locate

the coordinates which give the volume of intake air, the clearance volume,

and the piston displacement volume. How is the volume of intake air

related to the volume offree air, and what is the volumetric efficiency?

8. Why is less work required in compressing air to a given pressure isother-

mally than is required when the process is carried out adiabatically?

9. What is the meaning of the sentence, “Don’t make a Diesel engine out of

your air compressor,” ^vhich has appeared in an advertisement for com-
pressors?

10. What is the result of heating compressed air just before its admission to the

air engine? If this heating is done by the admission of steam to the air

line, what precautions must be taken?

1 1 . Why is it, since in a compressed-air system all of the work of compression

is given up as heat in the intercooler or receiver or both, that work can

still be done by the air expanding back to atmospheric pressure?

12. Find the theoretical horsepower developed by 3 cu ft of air per min that

has a pressure of 200 lb per sq in. abs if it is admitted and expanded in an

air engine with one-fourth cutoff. The value of n is 1.2. (Neglect clear-

ance.)

13. What is the temperature in the exhaust pipe of an engine, if air is supplied

at 100 lb per sq in. abs and 70° F and expands adiabatically to atmospheric

pressure? (12 lb per sq in. at location.)

14. What volume must be provided in an air receiver to hold 20 lb of air if

the pressure is 250 lb per sq in. gage and the temperature 100° F? If the

temperature then drops at const p to 70° F, what will be the volume?

What additional weight of air at 250 lb per sq in. gage and 70° F must be

supplied to maintain the constant pressure?



Chapter 7

Internal Combustion Engines/ the Otto

and Diesel Cycles

Earl)r Developmenb

In ihe preceding di5Cussion of the compressed air c>clc it was pointed

out that reheating ofTcrs a means of increasing the energy content of the

air, and thus proxadcs for an increased output of ivork by the engine

This idea easily leads to the thought that a cycle with air as the medium
might be arranged to transform heat energy into uork Tlie conclusion

IS not ncv. In the early part of the nineteenth century scxeral mxesth

gators proposed such a qaile

Robert Stirling an Englishman, built a bot air engine designed to

utilize the expansile poner of fumace*heated air John Ericsson, a

later mx'cntor and the builder of the Mcrnior, designed and built hot

air engines uhich x^ere installed m a 2200>ion ship Tliese engines had

four 8ingle<ac(ing cylinders 14 ft m diameter, and operated with a

piston stroke of 6 ft With an engine speed of 9 rpm, the plant dex eloped

300 hp Air has txxo physical properties x»hich grciily alTccted the

design and operation of Encsson’s engine Its rclatix cly Ion specific heal

required an enormous cylinder sire m comparison uith the horsepoxxer

dcxclopcd, and its rclaiucly low conductmiy caused the mctil sepi

rating the furnace and the medium to become too hot to wiilutand

continued use For these reasons the hot air engine xxxis found imprac-

tical and Its use has been abandoned Histoncally these attempts are

of interest because tlicy had a place in the dcxclopment of the science of

engineering thermodynamics and shoxv the trend of thought ai that

time

The dcxclopment of the steam engine produced a practical heat

motor, but thoughtful inxestigators sought a more efficient means

transforming heat into xsork Taking cognizance of the rclaiix-cly loxv

temperatuTes associated wth VkorLing steam pressures and the loss of

ax’ailabilitx of energy occasioned by the floxv of beat from high furnace

temperature to low steam temperature, these inxTStigilort tried to

dexTse a xs-ay to utilize the heat at a temperature nearer to that com-

bustion After Stirling’s and Fncsson’s unsuccessful attempts x^iih

zi»
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external combustion cycles, in which the medium was heated by a
separate furnace, this approach to the problem was abandoned. Atten-

tion was then given to the possibility of carrying on the combustion
within the working cylinder itself. This idea proved practical and the result-

ing cycle, appropriately called an internal combustion cycle, is widely used

today. In an internal combustion engine the hot gaseous products of

combustion constitute the medium.

The first internal combustion engine to attain any degree of com-
mercial success was the Lenoir engine patented in France in 1860. It

operated on a two-stroke cycle as fol-

lows (Fig. 7-1): The gaseous mixture

of fuel and air was admitted to the

cylinder at atmospheric pressure for

about half the downstroke {AB). As

the inlet valves closed, the charge was

ignited. There resulted a quick rise in

pressure {BC), followed by expansion

and power delivery during the re-

mainder of the stroke {CD). On the

return stroke {DA), the products of

combustion were swept out of the

cylinder. The engine was also made double-acting by carrying out

the cycle alternately on each side of the piston. The Lenoir cycle was

not very eflicient and soon went into disuse when other inventors per-

ceived the possibility of increasing the temperature of combustion, and

hence improving efficiency, by compressing the air and fuel mixture within

the cylinder before ignition.

In a patent obtained in Paris in 1862, Beau de Rochas stated the

principles and the requisite cycle of operation for an internal combustion

engine in which compression of the fuel mixture was an essential feature.

The Otto engine, brought out in 1876, operated on the same compression

cycle that Beau de Rochas had proposed. The Otto engine is said to

have been invented independently of knowledge of Beau de Rochas’

work. In any event, the cycle has acquired the name “Otto cycle” and

is the one used in the modern gasoline engine.

Contemporaneous with the work of Beau de Rochas and Otto, a

different idea for an internal combustion cycle was presented. It

proposed that the air required for combustion should be compressed

before mixture with the fuel. This idea was used in an engine patented in

1872 by an American, George B. Brayton. In the Brayton engine, air

compressed by a separate unit, together with gasoline or kerosene

Lenoir Cycle

Fio. 7-1.
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vapor, was admitted to ihcc>!lndera( the beginning of the pouer strolr.

The mixture \%-as immediately igruted and the admission of compressed

air and fuel continued for the first part of the power stroke. Tlic cfTcct

produced ssas practically a cons(ant«prcssurc burning and expansion

until fuel and air ssere cut off, followed by ectpansion sviih declining

pressure to the end of the stroke. This engine was not a commercial
success because of the complc.xity of its equipment and the danger of

external explosion. In 1803 Rudolf Diesel invented the Diesel engine,

svhich successfully emplo>-s the principles of the Ilrayton engine by
(omprtsnnt< aif alone unthxn the ^hnJer. Tlie constant*prcsjurc slow -burning

effect is obtained approximately by injecting liquid fuel during the

initial part of the power stroke.

The Otto Cycle

Since modern internal combustion engine development is focus«!

on the Otto and Diesel c>elcs, wc shall consider the essential features of

each in some detail Tlic gasoline engine so widely used in the auto-

mobile is a common example of the application of the Otto c>elc. This

qxle is also employed extensively in m-inne and stationary* engines,

1

InUit

ric. “‘I r«Mon

Strike 2
Coaymcua Ei7«a«tea

'tovcnveni fot Four Siwte Inicmil Corntmiiico rflCifx

particularly for those of relatively small size. In this type of engine

gasoline vapor or combustible gas, mixed w iih air in a carburetor, enters

the cylinder through the intake valve during the downstroke of the

piston (stroke 1) (sec fig. 7-2). At the bottom of this stroke, the Intake

valve closes and the mixture is compressed on tlic return stroke (stroke 2).

At the end of the compression stroke the mixture is ignited by an electric

spark and combustion occurs with cxplo^ivx effect and hence at nearly

constant vxilumc. Expansion of the products of combustion forces the
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piston down (stroke 3) and work is delivered to the crankshaft. The
following upstroke (stroke 4) of the piston clears the cylinder of the

products of combustion and the cycle begins anew. Because four

strokes are required for its completion, this cycle is commonly referred

to as a four-stroke cycle and the engine which operates on it is called a

four-stroke-cycle engine, or sometimes simply a four-cycle engine.

The two-stroke-cycle engine, which is a modification of the above

type, is designed to permit entrance of the fuel mixture via the crankcase.

Sufficient pressure is developed in the crankcase so that, with suitable

port arrangement, the fuel enters the cylinder and displaces the products

of combustion immediately after the expansion or working stroke. The
ports then close and the mixture is compressed as in the four-stroke

cycle. The cycle therefore dispenses with the intake and exhaust strokes

of the four-stroke cycle and completes its operation in only two strokes

of the piston. In some modern two-stroke-cycle engines, crankcase

compression has been eliminated by using separate scavenging blowers.

In a multiple-cylinder engine the operation of each cylinder is a

cycle unto itself. At a given instant, each cycle is at a different stage of

progress. By proper spacing of the working strokes of the several cyl-

inders, an almost uniform turning effort is supplied to the crankshaft.

The distinctive features of the engine that employs the Otto cycle are: (7) the

mixing of air and fuel outside the cylinder, (2) the compression of this mixture

within the cylinder before ignition, and {3) combustion of the mixture at nearly

constant volume. The characteristics of the fuels used in this cycle impose

a limitation on the ratio of compression that may be used, first, because

spontaneous pre-ignition may occur if the temperature resulting from

compression is sufficiently high, and second, because most fuels suitable

for use in the Otto cycle detonate if ignited when under excessively high

pressure. The term “ratio of compression” used in the preceding sen-

tence signifies the quotient of the volume of the medium at the begin-

ning of the compression stroke and the clearance volume. Because of the

great thermodynamic advantage to be gained from a high compression

ratio, a great deal of research has been and is now being carried on to

develop fuels suitable for use in engines designed to operate with such a

ratio. The present ratio of 6 or 7 to 1 used in automobile engines %vill

doubtless give way to higher ratios as fuel development progresses.

The Diesel Cycle

The ordinary Diesel engine may also operate on a four-stroke cycle

but has the distinctive feature that air alone is compressed in the cylinder. Be-

cause of this it is not subject to the limitation of the compression ratio
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imposed on ihe Otto cj’cle Higher compression ration require cnginci
of heavier construction Consequently the Diesel weight per unit

horsepower is high m comparison with Otio engines. Up to the present

lime the Diesel engine has been used principall) for stationary power
plants, marine sctmcc, and heavy-duty transportation units Ho\^ever,

the trend seems to indicate a more general use of these engines in auto-

mobiles and airplanes

The cycle of operation of the four-strokc-cy cle Diesel engine u as

follows (sec Tig 7-2) Air enters the cylinder on a dowmstrokc of the

piston and is compressed on the return stroke. Compression ratios of

12 to 1 and oscr are common, and frequently the intike air is supplied

to the engine at a pressure well above atmospheric Near the end of the

compression stroke liquid fuel is injected into the cylinder through a
spray \’alve As a result of the lugh compression, the temperature of the

air IS suflicicntly high to cause spontmeous combustion of the atomized

fuel immedntcly upon its entrance info the cylinder Tlius the standard

type Diesel engine requires no igmtion system Tlie rate and duntion of

fuel injection arc controlled to obtain cfTicient combustion and there

results a practically constant pressure expansion during the combustion

process. After the completion of fuel injection and combustion, expan-

sion of the products of combustion, with declining pressure, continues

for the remainder of the working stroke. Dunng the following upstroke

of the piston the products ofcombustion arc swept from the cy Under, thus

completing the cycle

The twavstroke cyxic is also applied extcnsnxly in Diesel engine

design • In fact, large instalbtions arc frequently built both twcxyclc

and double-acting m order to awid cxccssivt size and weight.

Methods of Computing Effidencivi of (nlemal Combustion Engines

Scvxral difTcrcnt approaches may be made to the study of the per-

formance and cfricicncy of internal combustion engines of both the

Otto and Diesel types The snlue and importance of each mctliod de-

pend largely upon the extent and purpose ot the inlormation desired

For example, one item in which the manufacturer and operating engi-

neer arc ^^laIl> interested is the actual power output under saryang oper-

ating conditions, Tlicy are also interested m the fuel required per unit

of povs-cr desrlopcd ^\’hllc the designing engineer may also be stiiwng

for masamum power output together wath good fuel economy, his study

must include a detailed analysis of the underlying thcrmodj-namic

pnnaplcs involved

• PtfcuBioo c/ txo-qrelf cibtr etodiSatlon of ihf pptj««Joo of the Ow
«nd Pind tn»f be kand In tttnrtard i«t on Iciwiut ewabutUon cts< nrt. Set

J A. rctioa, Vtutf
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Indicated Power and Brake Power

The indicator diagram provides one direct means of obtaining infor-

mation concerning the operating perform^ce of an engine. Typical
indicator diagrams from Otto and Diesel engines are shown in Figs. 7-3
and 7-4 respectively. These diagrams are obtained by use of the so-

called engine indicator. This device is attached to the engine cylinder

Fic. 7-3. Typical In-

dicator Diagram of

Four-Stroke Otto Cycle.

(Pump loop exagger-

ated.)

Fig. 7-4. Typical Indica-

tor Diagram of Four-Stroke

Diesel Cycle. (Pump loop

exaggerated.)

and by its operation traces on the indicator card a graphic record of

the pressure-volume changes around the cycle. A calibrated scale

relates the actual pressure and volurhe within the cylinder to all points

on the diagram * (see also page 49).

Figs. 7-3 and 7-4 show that the engine indicator traces a closed cycle

on the pV diagram. It should be recalled that the area of any closed

cyclical diagram is a representation of the net work of the cycle. Prac-

tical use of the diagram involves the computation of the mean effec-

tive pressure. This pressure is simply the mean ordinate of the indicator

diagram, or the constant pressure which, if applied unopposed to

the piston during the power stroke, would produce an amount of work

equal to the net work of the cycle. The closed area of the diagram may
be measured with a planimeter; if this area is divided by the length of

the diagram, the quotient times the pressure scale equals the mean

effective pressure.

The work evidenced by the diagram is the work accomplished by the

expanding medium at the piston face; it is called the indicated work of the

cycle. We may compute indicated work with the formula

Indicated work of cycle = pmAL

Then the indicated horsepower (Ihp) for the cylinder = ^f^OCT
in which

* The A.S.M.E. Test Code Umits the use of indicators to engines operating at speeds

under 400 rpm.
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/>« » mean cffectUcprcssurcin pounds pcrsquarcinchabsolutc

L “ length of stroke in feel

A “ area of the piston face in square inches

K •*» number of ejtUt per nunutc

For a four-strokc-c^xlc engine jV » ^
For a tu-o-stroke-qele engine }i «» rev per min
For a double-acting two-strokc-cjtlc engine A' » 2 X (rev per min)

For a muhi-qlmder engine we must of course make a summation of

the power developed in all the cjlmdcrt to obtain the indicated horse-

potver of the engine. The ratio of the heat equivalent of the indicated

horsepower per hour to the heating value of the fuel consumed per hour

is the indicated thermal eflictcncy of the engine.

Actual power delivered to the engine shaft, called hrakt pcuttr, may be

determined by tests with a brake dimamometer, sometimes call^ a

‘‘pronybrakc.'* Comparison of the net work, thus determined, with the

heating \aluc of the fuel consumed for the same unit of time pclds die

twall thermal cflicicnc), a more reliable index of the cfRciency of high-

speed engines. The diiTercncc between indicated horsepower and

brake horsepower is accounted for b)' the energy dissipated in oscrcom-

ing mechanical faction of the mosing parts lienee, the ratio between

the two gues the mechanical cfTicienc)' of die engine

Examplt

Indicator cards taken on each of the nx C} linden of o fouf-c>*cIe Diesel

engine disclose the mean effective preasurts to be 92, 100, 92, 102, 98,

95 lb per sq in respeciwely The diameter of the cylmden u 13 in and the

pbton stroke is 13 5 in The fuel consumption is 183 4 lb of oil (heating value

19,150 Btu per lb) per hour for an average engine speed of 400 rpm Ai this

sp^, the brake horsepow cr « measured as 415 hp Determine (a) the indicated

horsepower, (b) the indicated thermal efficiency, (c) the mechanical efficiency,

(d) the ovTral! thermal efficiency of the engine.

SotuUon

(a) Indicated horsepower
‘

33,000

We may lake the average MEP asp.

Then — 96 5 lb per iq in.

L - 13J In - I ft

A "

A -
Number of cy linden •» 6

I hp

• 200 cycles per c>l per min

6 X 144 X 96 5 X 9 X r X fl3F X 200

33,000 X a X 4 X (I2)»
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(b) Indicated thermal efficiency equals

Indicated output _ 524 X 33,000 X 60 _ oo

Fuel input
~

183.4 X 19,150 X 778
~ ^

(c) Mechanical efficiency equals

X 100 =^ X loo = 79.2%
I hp 524

(d) Overall thermal efiiciency equals

Brake output

Fuel input

but is also easily determined as the product of indicated thermal efficiency and

mechanical efficiency, thus

0.38 X 0.792 = 0.301 or 30.1%

The above analysis has a very practical use. It affords a means of

comparing the performance of a particular engine under varying

operating conditions, of comparing different engines, and of establishing

a basis for rating engines. On the other hand, it affords litde help in

ascertaining the relative influence of the several processes whose com-

bined effect produces the observed result.

The Ideal Four-Stroke Otto Cycle

Stroke pV diagram

1 A-
Intake of carburetor mixture.

Constant-pressure flow work

done by medium
2 C-< — B

Adiabatic compression. Work
done on medium. At C, ignition

by spark. CD, constant-volume

combustion

TS diagram

Intake, point B

BC, adiabatic compression.

Point C, ignition. CD, constant-

volume combustion with addi-

tion of heat to medium
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Stroke /^diagram

3 D
Adiabatic expansion Worfcdone
tj medium (power stroke) CD,
constant volume exhaust

4 A-* D
Scatenging Products erf com
bustion swept from cylinder

Constant pressure flow work
done on medium

Tiy diagram

DF adiabatic exparuioru ED
constant volume exhaust with

rejection of heat by c>*cle

Scavenging point i?

Air Slandord Analysis

A simple, though artificial, efficicnc> analpis which has been cm
plo)Td extensively as a basis for stud)ing internal combustion engine

cycles is the so-called air standard method Although air-siandard

efHciency is at best a mere approximation, it does indicate the cfTccti of

compression and expansion and may serve as a buts for the comparison

of different engines So that the student may obtain an appreciation of

the significance of air standard analysis, uc shall use it to derive expres*

stons for the efficiency of both Otto and Diesel c>’cle3

Air Standard EfHclcney/ Otto CyeU

Fig 7-5 shows the ideal Otto c>clc on the f>l and TS diagrams to-

gether with descriptions of the processes of the c>clc as related to the

piston strokes A companson of this pV diagram with the indicator

card for an actual Otto c>clc (Fig 7-3) immediately reveals that cernin

assumptions arc made for the ideal c>xlc^ For air-standard analj’sis

these assumptions arc as follows

1 The pressure during the intake stroke AB and the exliaust stroke BA is

the pressure of the atmosphere

2 TIic processes DC and DE are adiabatic.

3 The medium throughout the entire c^xlc is air

4 The spcafic heat of air u constant during an) of the changes of the

C)-cle, and n“ir=14mpl"** const.

5 A quantity of heat equivalent to the energy released b) combustion

of fuel in t!ic actual process is added to the air during the constant

volume change CD
6 The c>xJe is closed and a quantity ofenergy leaves the s)'3tcm during

process Eli equal to the heat lost in a constant volume coohi^ of air

from Tg to Tg
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.With these assumptions, the thermal efficiency of the cycle is

^ ^
output ^ gi - Qi
input Qi

di = Mcv(Td - To)

0,2 = Mcv(Te - Tb)

Therefore

^
_ Mcv(Td Tg) — Mcy{TE — Tb)

AIcviTj) — Tc)

= 1

- Tb)

(Td - Tc)
( 1 )

By taking cognizance of the assumptions that changes BC and DE are

adiabatic, that the clearance volume Vc — Vd and that Ve = Vb, we
may set up the following relationships.

By substitution in Equation (1)

VcY-^

= 1 - (i (Tb - Tc)

(Tb - Tc)

Vc is the clearance volume and ^ is the compression ratio (r).

Vc

77 = 1 —
4_j = 1 —

^^^0
4

The following example exemplifies the application of the above analysis.

Example

An Otto cycle engine uses 0.65 lb of oil per hp-hr (heating value of oil,

19,000 Btu per lb). The clearance is 22% of the piston displacement, k = 1.4.

(a) Determine the compression ratio, (b) Compute the actual thermal effi-

ciency and its ratio to the air-standard efficiency, (c) What is the ratio of the

air-standard efficiency of this engine to that of an engine having a compression

ratio of 4.6?
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IV- 022(1, -le)
IV - 0 22 r, - 0 22 IV

0 22 r, - 1 22 IV
I * 1 22

'”T^“o22"*®
Air-Standard tfiiciency — 1 — - 1 — —

m - 1 - 0 506

If, -0494 - 49 4%

Actual thermal efTiciency —
input

Output 1 hp-hr — 2545 Btu
Input per hp-hr - 0 65 X 19,000 - 12,350 Dtu

ij, - - 20 6%
12,350

*

Ratio ol elTiciencjcs — — » 0 419
iji 49 4

(c) For atx engtrie v. ith a compression ratio 014 6

--•-dF
«?i 45 7

- 1 - 0543 - 0 457

The tvork of an ideal Ofto c>-clc, air standard, may be determined

from the following considerations

1 Tlic net value of the work of processes AD and DA Is zero

2 fU’c — *
, work of an adnbatic compression done on the

medium
3 cll a “ 0, constant volume change

A pir, =* w^ovk of an adiabatic expansion done bj the

c>rlc

Tlicreforc, ir,Trt» •* nUa —

The value to the student m making a computation of this sort is great.

Tlirough It he gams an appreaation of the order of magnitude of pres-

sure and tempenturc at all points of the C)xle Actually, hoi»-cvcr, the

assumption upon which air standard efTiciency is bvsetl is so arbitrary

that the value of this sort of study is dcadedly restricted for the solution

of problems ciih'T of design or of operation. Consequently the followang

example w to be studied for the information it gives concerning the
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method of cyclical analysis rather than as an illustration of actual engine

design.

Example

The cylinders of an Otto cycle engine are 8 in. in diameter. The stroke is

12 in. and the compression ratio is 6 to 1. At the beginiiing of compression
the pressure is 14.7 lb per sq in. abs

and the temperature is 150° F. The final

temperature of the combustion phase is

3900° F. Compute the net work per

cylinder for one cycle.

Solution

A diagram (Fig. 7-6) will be helpful in

carrying out the solution.

Vp is the volume swept through by the

piston

= >r X X 1 = I
cu ft

Fic. 7-«.

Since the compression ratio is 6 to 1

Fi = -XTp = -X- = ~ = 0.418 cu ft

5 5 9 45

pi = 14.7 lb per sq in. abs

From the air-standard assumption, A: = 1.4

piVi'= = piVf

P2=Pi(yJ=14.7(6f'* 180.7 lb per sq in. abs

Work of compression equals area under curve 1-2

Since Fj = F3

TJT PiVi V\{pi X i -i^i)=—rri-= fZTk “ 1-k

,
144 X 0.418 - 14.7^

=
reii

^ ^
~

Ti = 150 + 460 = 610° R

T, = Ti = 610 = 1250° R

Ta = 3900 + 460 = 4360° R

h. £l. - 1®2:Z X 4360 = 630 lb per sq in. abs

T2 T3 1250
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The rauo between Vt and l\ w the same as that bet>%ccn 1 1 and J I e

Aiso^r/

So

‘/J?

" ^ (iv
" ‘ Sllb per Sf] in abs

\Vor!c of expansion “
I -i I -t -04

_ 144 X 0 418(51 >- 105 0)

-04
« 144 X 0 418(- S4)

-04
The enclosed area on the diagram represenu the nrt work of the c>ele, and lo

- 8140 - 2320 « 5820 ft lb

The Meal Four Stroke Diesel Cyele

' - 8140 ft !b

Stroke

1

/rdiagnm

Intake of air at constant pressure

Work done tj medium
c-« n
Adiabatic compression of air

\Sork done tm medium
C
Fuel injection with combustion

and ccns’arl ptittwt expansion be-

gins at C and continues during

process Ct>

Work done by medium
D

Adiabatic expansion of prodocu

of combustion Work done fy

medium

TS diagram

Intake of air, point H

HC, adnliaiic compression

CD, fuel injection and constant-

pressure combustion

Heat to medium

DK, adiabatic exfiansion
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Stroke pV diagram

EB, exhaust at constant volume

4 A-€ B
Scavenging of products of com-
bustion at constant pressure.

Work done on medium

TS diagram

EB, exhaust. Heat rejected by
the cycle

Scavenging, point B

Air-Standard Efficiency, Diesel Cycle

In analyzing the Diesel cycle on the air-standard basis the same
assumptions are made as were listed on page 226 for the Otto cycle

except that, for the Diesel cycle, process CD is assumed to occur at constant

pressure.

Since for any cycle ij = —
til

and for the cycle under consideration

0,1 = Mcp{Td — Tc)

and O2 “ APcy(EE —
Mcp{Td — Tc) — McviTg — Tb)

McpiTo - Tc)

This expression may be reduced toa more convenient form bj'substituting

' J7 J/
the expansion ratio r, for and the compression ratio for

Vd
For the adiabatic change BC

Tc ^ (VbY-^

Tb \VcJ

For the constant-pressure change CD

Tp _ Vp^ _ /Vp ' Vb\ _ [c

' Tc Vc ^ Vc) r.

Note that Vp = Vs] hence multiplication of by does not change
1 rC rB

Its value.

For the adiabatic expansion DE

Tp \Vb)

By dividing both numerator and denominator of the fraction in

Equation (1) by (Tp) X (r.) and multiplying the second term of the

T*
numerator by we have
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V “ 1

l*y * vlsl'
n^Ts TcTt,r.

i-2ki
Tt To r»

^ y J. ^ V* V ^

^ r. (f.y-' ^r,^u
l-Ul
T, T, T,

\

(r.V

\
‘

(f,)‘

The \%-orV of an ideal Diesel cjtJc, air standard, ma) be determined

as follo\N-s

1 The net \’aluc of the %\-ork done during processes AD and DA « rero

2 Tlie net work of the cjcle is represented b> the closed area DCPF
Geomctncall^ this area « equal lo the area under CDE less the area

under DC
3 Anal) ticall> this reduces to the work done dunnp expansion CD plus

the work done dunng expansion DE, minus the work done during

compression DC, i e

llmta " clln + nll’x ”

Since CD is a constant-pressure expansion

cH’b “ *” f c)

For the adiabatic expansion DE

j.T PtVg — PdFo
»•’» - —

—

For the adiabatic compression DC

e
PcTc ~ P»Vm

1 -t
Eis^plf

The pressure and tcmperaiorc at the befnnn:ri5 of compression In a

erc;inc cjlindcr arc 18 lb per sq m ahi and 200* F respecin-cly The volume

at this point u 2 4 cu ft and the compression ratio « 12 to 1 Tlie volume lr>-

crease dunng die bumins of die fuel u 80*^ The engine operates at 200 rpm.

On the air-sundard basis and with t •• t 4, calculate the honepovrer deitlopcd

per cylinder and the temperature at the etxl of compression
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Solution

In terms of the diagram (Fig. 7-8)

233

/>i = 18 lb per sq in. abs

Ti = 200 + 460 = 660“ R
Vi = 2.4 cu ft

The compression ratio is 12 to 1, so

Vi 2.4

^^
= 12 and

= 0.2 cu ft

By air-standard assumptions, the compression 1 to 2 is adiabatic. Hence

fVA

= 583 lb per sq in. abs

T.r 1 f • — piVi
Work of compression =

^
j

j
—

^ 144(583 X 0.2 - 18 X 2.4)

^ X 73
:
4 ^ _ 2g ,,QQ

- 0.4

Fj = 1.8 X Vt = 1.8 X 0.2 = 0.36 cu ft

Work of constant pressure expansion = p(Vi — Ft)

= 144 X 583 X 0.16 = 13,430 ft-lb

For the assumed adiabatic expansion 3-4

V, = Vu p3 = pt, p3Vt^ ^ piV^

= 41.0 lb per sq in. abs
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Wott of ocpanuon i-4 ••

. X24 - SS3XOS6>
-04

. 1105)
^

-04
Total ^^•ork of oxpanjioft — fH* + jll’j

- 13,430 + 39,800 - 53.230 ft.Il>

Net work ofc^xJc « 53,230 — 26,400 » 26,830 fi-If)

200 rpm •• 100 cytlci per min per t^Under

. . . 100 X 26.830 , .hp per c>lifKler 81.4 hp

39.800 ft.lb

Temperature at end of comprcssjon

n« r,r
r, - 1782 - 460 - 1322* F

- 660 X(I2)»*-. 1782* R

It has already been stated that the forcgo‘ini:» anal)'5es, basetl on an
eiT’rtandard assumption, arc mere approxim.itiom As a matter of f.ict,

cHicicndes determined by the air*siandard nnal)-<i$ arc from 10 to

Fic. “-9 VarfjCion of FlfitlrtKy

^ith Coopreoion and wiOt

'tiajure Sirmgth for 0»o Cjde

Tk. 7-!6 FJ*efT of CompreMOR
Itaiio and Siirt'R'h uj**

riStiencT of Oirv! Otlf

(Trofa Vnlv ot lUtnoii Bull No. ICO. A Thrrmotifnanlf Ana}jii$ ef JnSrrnal

Comhwiioft £npmt, bv C A. Coodenoujh and J B. Eatrr. pp W, 4t)

25*^ higher than actual cfndcnaes. A comparison of air-standard

cfiidcnc)' sriih cfTidendcs accurately determined is shenm b>' Figs- 7-9

and 7-10, s^hich also show the ciTect of factors affecting efndcnc)'.
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Theoretical Analysis of Internal Combustion Engine Cycles

Both in the design of internal combustion engines and in fuel research

it is necessary to study in minute detail what actually happens inside

the cylinder. This means that a. complete thermodynamic analysis of

the cycle must be made. The purpose of such an analysis is to deter-

mine as nearly as possible the actual thermodynamic performance of

the cycle under various compression ratios, with various fuels, and for

various mixtures of fuel and air. With the Otto cycle attention must

also be given to the effect of varying the ignition point. With the Diesel

cycle the effect of variation in the time of beginning of fuel injection as

well as the duration thereof must be studied. This type of analysis

requires refined laboratory technique and considerable complicated

calculation.

Even though a complete exposition of such an analysis is beyond the

scope of this book, the authors do not wish to pass over it without refer-

ring to the admirable work which was done along this line by the late

Professor George A. Goodenough and John B. Baker. Even in an accu-

rate analysis certain assumptions are necessary. In order that the

student may compare them with those of the air-standard analysis,

they are given in the following list.*

1. The pressure of the mixture during the suction and exhaust strokes

is the pressure of the atmosphere.

2. All the operations of the cycle are adiabatic. (This means that heat

is added only by the combustion of the fuel within the cylinder and

rejected only by the exhaust of the medium from the cylinder.)

3. The combustion is at constant volume in the Otto cycle and at con-

stant pressure in the Diesel cycle.

4. In the case of liquid fuel, the fuel is completely vaporized before

entering the cylinder.

For an accurate analysis, the following phenomena must be taken

into account.!,

1 . The variation in the composition of the mixture during the phases of

the cycle.

2. The variable specific heats of the various gaseous mixtures.

3. The dissociation of the products of combustion at high temperatures.

The following conclusions are verified by the Goodenough-Baker J

analysis.

* G. A. Goodenough and J. B. Baker, A Thtmodynamic Analysis of Initmal Combustion Engine

Cycles, Univ. of Illinois BulleCri No. 160.
' Ubid. ilbid.
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1 TIic cfncichc> mcrcasa wjih the compression ratio, j c , the higher
the compression the higher the efllcicnc), other conditions remaining
the same (See Figs 7-9 and 7-10 )

2 For the same compression, the efficiency increases \«ih increase m
the percentage of air m the fuel nurture A lean mixture gives a
higher efficiency than a nch mixture

3 llic mean effective pressure, and therefore the power, u maximum
when the air supply is somewhat less than 100% of the theoretical

amount for complete combustion of the fuel m the mixture Tlius
the mixture for maximum power ts one of relatively lovv cffcicncy

4 The ideal efficiencies obtained from the use of vanous liquid fuels

are pnctically the same
5 The efficiencies of Diesel cycle engines as a group range higher than

tlic efficiencies of those operating on the Otto cycle However, a
comparison of the two cffiacncics at the same compression ratio

(r *= 8) shows that the Otto cycle is inherenily more efficient than
the Diesel Tlic superior efficiency of the Diesel cycle In practice

results from the high compression ratio that u permitted by its

system of operation.

Empirical Formuloi
*

If the air standard formula derived for the idea! Otto cyxle is given

the general form ij “ 1 — ^ it may he used to determine the theo-

retical thermal efficiency Tlic dctcrminauon of f must then be based

on the accurate system of amilysis alrcidy mentioned, or be made from

empincal formulas Values of y computed by Goodenough and Baker

arc given in the following tabulation

Vauts of Expostvr y

Compression Katio

% Air Supplied— 1 00 110 125 150

3 5 0 2723 0 2723 0 5022 03189
5 0 0 2770 0 2916 0 5055 0 3214

6 5 0 2802 0 2942 0 5075 0 3232

8 0 0 28J5 02964 0J0S7 0 3243

Tljese \“ilu« of y check quite accurately with values obtained from tlic

empincal formula . - _

-r " 03867
fl — 35 r

a "• percentage iff theoretical air supplied

r compression ratio
• f‘./ 23S
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When air supply is insufficient for complete combustion, the empirical
formula

7 = 0.524
24.6

a

gives a fair approximation of y. The same formula

V

may be used to determine ideal efficiency for the Diesel cycle when the
value of 7 is obtained from the empirical formula

7 = 0.434
19.5 _ OJ
a — r r

in which a and r denote the same quantities as before.

The ideal thermal efficiency determined by these empirical methods
indicates the maximum amount of available energy for an internal com-
bustion engine cycle operating under speciRc conditions, just as the

Carnot cycle gives the maximum available energy for any reversible

heat cycle operating between two given temperatures. It follows that

comparison of ideal efficiency with actual efficiency, as obtained by
comparison of shaft output with the heating value of the fuel consumed,

offers a most enlightening study of engine performance.

Before leaving this subject, some consideration must be given to the

influences that bring about the discrepancy between shaft output and
available energy. The examples of actual indicator diagrams given in

Figs. 7-3 and 7-4 (page 223) show clearly that in the actual engine the

intake pressure along path AB drops below atmospheric pressure and.that

the pressure along path BA is above that of the atmosphere. This varia-

tion from the ideal involves an expenditure of energy referred to as

“pumping loss.” Inefficient combustion of the fuel and the internal

cooling effect of moisture in the air supply cause a loss of availability

in that they reduce the effectiveness of energy transformation. There

is a necessary loss of energy in the heat rejected to the water jacket in

order that the metal of the cylinder walls will not become so hot as to

cause distortion.* An exhaust pressure above that computed for the

ideal cycle, with resultant higher temperature of the products of com-

bustion at rejection, means less energy transformed into work during

the expansion stroke. Ever-present mechanical friction adds further to

the amount of dissipated energy.

* Some investigators contend that a large portion of this heat would leave the cycle in

any event during the exhaust stroke and is therefore really part of the inherently unavailable

energy.
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The modem tendency is to \nesv internal combustion engine cfTicicncy

m terms of the result obtained by comparing actual brake efitcicncy

with ideal thermal cfTiciency In this way the energy uhtch must be

unawidably u-asted in accordance snth the Second Law of Thermo-
dynamics IS not charged to the engine. Consequently

>
attention is

focused directly on the practical problem of reducing the effect of those

influences uhich tend to dissipate avatlahle tner^

PROBLEMS

1 Trace the Otto cycle and Diesel cyxlc on both thepV and TS diagrams and
discuss in detail the changes around tie cytle Compare with the Carnot

cycle State the industna! uses to which these two cydes are adapted

2 ^^’hy u the fuel in the Oito cyxle burned at constant lolumc while m the

Diesel cyxle it bums at constant pressure’ NSTiat are the adiantasn of

each’

3 State the assumptions made in computing air standard efTiciency of an
internal combustion engine Compare air standard elTciency uith thecor

rect \alue.

4 A certain Diesel engine transforms 38% of the heat suppl cd into work

If 1 lb of oil has a heating v'alue of 19 000 Biu i<>hat is the oil consumption

per hour of a 400 hp engine’ \ hp-hr - 2545 litu

5 Sketch the Otto cyxle on both and r^diagrams State in detail how you

would proceed m determining the net w«rk of the cycle on the air standard

basis, guxn the tnlalf ptttnae and Irnfftcttitt the tltarsMt nlu/rt and fufte

displacement sxlume the mats gf/uft burrud prr t^U and the heating value

of the fuel

6 IVTiai arc the advantages of the internal combustion engine’ Its disadvan

tages’ Name the four strokes in the four stroke-cycle engine INTiai causes

the ciplouvx mature to enter the cylinder’ U hat is meant by the statement

that the mature in a gas engine IS toonch or too lean?
7 How does the lemperature of the gaseous producis of combustion In the

cylinder of a gas engine at the snomeni of ignition compare with the tern

perature at the moment of exhaust’ Explain

8 A D esci engine cylinder has a volume of 4 cu ft and a comprev on ratio

of 12 to J The volume at fuel cutoff ts ^ cu ft Pressure at the beginning

of compression u IS lb per iq in abs Unns a value of I 1 4 for the adi

abatic compression and expansion, determine on the air lundard basu

the thcoreucal horsepower developed at 200 rpm



Chapter 8

Steam Cycles/ Steam Engines and

Turbines
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Inboduction

At about the same time that the American colonies were winning their

independence from Great Britain, James Watt and others devised the

steam engine, the first practical apparatus for transforming heat energy

into mechanical energ)^ Great as have been the consequences of the

American Revolution in world politics, the development of the use of

steam as a thermodynamic medium has brought about far more pro-

foimd changes in the character of civilization itself. Through its use,

man has multiplied the power at his disposal many thousandfold. The
availability of power for industrial use is the prime factor that made
possible the development of our present machine age. The machines

in the factories, of every modem industry become just so much metal

tvhen the power supply is shut off. In homes and offices, public build-

ings and movie palaces there is the same dependence upon an uninter-

rupted power supply. And till this began with the use of stetun as a

medium for transforming heat into mechanical energy.

Today, power is made available in steam, hydroelectric, and internal

combustion engine plants. These three now have so many overlapping

functions that it is difficult to say what their future relative importance

will be. There is as yet nothing to indicate that the use of steam as a

medimn for transforming the chemical energy of fuels into mechanical

power \vill be shoved into the background. The abundance of fuels

suitable for use in the steam plant and the common occurrence of water

make it seem likely that steam ^vill be an important thermodynamic

medium for many years to come.

The study of thermodynamics is frequently presented in terms of

elementary steam engineering. While open to serious criticism, this

view receives some justification in the fact that the steam engine was

the first practical application of thermodynamics. Certain it is that

every engineering student should understand the relationship of basic

thermodynamic principles to steam engineering. But the science of

thermodynamics is actually so broad that it should not be considered

239
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as merclj a means of explaining the operation of a steam plant Hence
the purpose of this chapter u to relate steam engineering to ihcrtnod^*

namics, rather than to submerge thcrTOod)'namic3 m a detailed stud)

of the steam c>xlc

Equipment of die Steem Pofftr Plant

TTic stmplf steam plant includes the follouing essential equipment.

1 A furnace or firebox in which the combustion of fuel protides a
source of heat

2 A boiler in which water IS u-armed and cs’aporated Tlie function of

the boiler may also be extended to include superheating the vapor

3 A prime mover (engine or turbine) through which tlie steam expands

and delivers external mechanical work

4 A condenser (the cold body) to which the expanded steam ti ex*

hausted and condensed and m which unavailable heat is rejected

5 A hot well tank which receives the condensed steam or condensate

6 A feed pump to pump water into the boiler

7 Connecting pipe lines.

Fig 8-1 IS a schematic diagram of the way these items of equipment

are arranged A plant possessing this equipment operates on a closed

c>xle, I e
,
the medium remains m the s>'stem In some cases m which

the engine is a rraprocaiing one, the plant operates on an open cycle, i e

,

the expanded steam is exhausted to the atmosphere. Tlui arrangement

docs not alter the cssenual characterd the cvcle, although it does infiu

cnee the back pressure on the engine and requires a continuous new

suppi) of feed water It v rot praetttal ta operate a s"eam turhu ur'hrat the

use ej a corJrver
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The ideal cycle of the plant illustrated is called the Rankine cycle.

As a matter of fact, this cycle has been generally replaced in large

modem plants by more complicated cycles of higher efficiency. How-
ever, for the sake of simplicity, our immediate objective will be to analyze

the Rankine cycle as a basis for the thermodynamic study of other

steam cycles.

The Ideal Rankine Cycle

During either evaporation or condensation, pressure is a function of

temperature only. Consequently, constant-pressure evaporation, which
can be easily achieved in a boiler, is also an isothermal expansion. Likewise,

constant-pressure condensation, also readily achieved in a condenser,

is an isothermal compression. Under ideal circumstances, we may assume

that expansion in an engine * is both reversible and adiabatic. Conse-

quently, when a wet or saturated vapor such as steam is used as a

medium, it is possible to set up an ideal cycle in which three of the four

processes of the Carnot cycle are present. The fourth process, reversible

adiabatic compression, cannot be realized practically and so for this

process the Carnot cycle must be modified as described in the following

Fic. 8-2. Rankine Cycle and Compari-
son rs-ith Carnot Cycle on the -pV Dia-

gram.

Ftc. 8-3. Rankine Cycle and Com-
parison tvitli Carnot Cycle on the TS
Diagram.

paragraph. The resulting cycle, thus modified, is called the Rankine

cycle in honor of the Scottish engineer of that name.

Figs. 8—2 and 8—3 show the Ramkine cycle on thepV and TS diagrams

respectively by ABCDEA. For comparison, a Carnot cycle operating

under similar conditions is indicated by ABCD'A. Point A represents

the state of a saturated liquid at boiler pressure pi. Isothermal addition

of heat during evaporation in the boiler is represented by AB. Reversible

* The term engine as used in this discussion may be construed to include either reciprocat-

ing engines or turbines unless otherwise stated.
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adiabatjc cxpanxjon »n ihe engine from boiler pressure to condenser
pressure is shoMTi by iJC, and isothermal rejection of heat in the con
denser b) CD
For a Carnot it Mould be necessary to stop the condensation at

point D' and complete the ejxlc by restrsiblc adiabatic compression of

the vapor along path D'A Since tins cannot be done pncticall>, de-

parture from the Carnot c>cle must commence at D' In the Ranline

c>xlc, condensation at constant pressure and temperature is coniinuetl

to the point of complete liquefaction of the medium at D Tlic resulting

liquid IS then pumped into the boiler (process DE) and iw pressure is

raised to p^. The liquid is then warmed in the boiler, as shossai by EA^

until It IS again in the initial state of saturated liquid at the txiilcr pres-

sure pk- Hence in the Rankinc cycle a part of the licat, represented by

the area under EA on the TS diagram, is supplied while the medium is

undergoing a tcmpcrattire change The entropy change induced by

this process is grtaler and consequent!) the avmlablc part of the heat

added IS lest than it would be if the same quantity of heat were added

isQihermall) at the highest temperature F*.

It IS eonscnient to stud) the Rankinc c)xlc on a diagram whose coor

dmales are enthalpy and entrop), le, the MoUicr diagram Such a

rcprescniaiion of the c)xlc is shmvn in Fig 8-4 EA and AD respectisrly

represent the constant pressure warming and c%*aporation the water

in the boiler Note that in this illustration the sapor delivered by the
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boiler is wet. BC represents adiabatic expansion in the engine, with
resulting delivery of external mechanical work. CD indicates the con-
densation of the vapor in the condenser at the constant pressure pc.

DE represents the change in state of the liquid as it is pumped into the

boiler, with accompanying increase of pressure from pc to pb. Points D
and E are nearly coincident. Point E represents the state of saturated

liquid immediately after it has been pumped into the boiler. At this

point its temperature is that of the condenser tc, and its pressure is

boiler pressure pb. The difference in energy of the medium between
these two points is the change in enthalpy from he. to he resulting from the

flow work done on the medium. During the process, both temperature
and specific volume remain constant. Hence there is no change in

intrinsic energy and
he — he — Vnipb — pc)

This change in enthalpy is so small in comparison with other energy

changes around the cycle that it is ordinarily neglected in computing
Rankine efficiency. For example, with a boiler pressure of 210 lb per

sq in. abs and a condenser pressure of 10 lb per sq in. abs

Vd — 0.01 9 cu ft

L , 0.019X144(210-10)and . he — he = =75 = 0.7 Btu per lb approx*

In order to determine the thermal efficiency of the Rankine cycle let

us start with a general expression for efficiency, i.e.

_ heat supplied (in the boiler) — heat rejected (in the condenser)

heat supplied (in the boiler)

Since the heat supplied in the boiler during processes EA and AB is at

the same constant boiler pressure pb, its amount is measured by the

change in enthalpy, hb — he. Similarly, the heat rejected in the con-

denser at constant pressure pc is measured by he — he.

Then {hb - he) - (he - he)

If the difference between he and he is neglected as suggested previously,

he may be substituted for he and the expression may be written

_ (h — Aj) — (he — h^ _ hb — he

(hb — Ad) hb — he

This equation shows that the work of a Rankine cycle is given by

heat supplied — heat rejected = hb — he

* For very high-pressure boilers the quantity he he may be large enough to require

consideration.
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Since ihe dclntn of worl laics place dunnej ihc mmiblc adiabatic

expamjon BC, the student maj at first thinV that the wvrV of the chance
should be measured bv change of intniuic energy rather than b\ clangc
of enthaJpj The question is cleared up at once a^hen u is rrahred that

,ir* «» — for a non flo\» adiabatic change

In the Ranbne c^tJe, \*apor is continually admitted and exhausted

from the engine Consequently, the adiabatic ex{wmion is a part of

ihe/oi process dunng \shich the \s-ot1c done u properl) measured b)

change m cnihalp)

Exsf-ple

In a certain steam plant the loiler » operated at a pressure of 300 lb pe^
sq in gaee A xacuum cage on the condenser reads 15 in. of mereury The
barometer reads 29 m of mercury \ thtottlm^ calonmcter test of iKp steam

in the mam steam line shows its qualits to be 0 96 I rum tmficator cards

taken on the eneine cy lindees the indicated horrpovice wcoinjHitfd at 2s0 bp
The steam consumption is 3000 lb per hr (a) Compute the ideal RanLjnc
cycle efliciency of the plant (b) Compare this wub the cfTiciency of a Cjuswi
ctcle operatimt between the temperature of evaporation of water m if e boiler

and die condenser lemperaturr (c) Comouie the energy lost per pound of

steam between the boiler and engine

Se'ution

It u lint necessary to determine the absolute presnire In the boiler and con*

denser

Almosphenc pcessurr - 29 X 0 49l 142 Ib per sq iru abs

Boiler presaure “ 300 + 142 ~ 314 2 lb per sq in *bs

Condenser presjure (29 — 15) 0 491 • 6 57 lb per sq in aba

(a) Rankine cfliaency

At -A,

The seseral \-alu« of enthalpy n this equaoon may be detemined from either

the saturated steam ubles or the MtJlier chan Fron the oturated steam

tables (see Chapter 5)

A • A/ + xh/t

and for the boiler pressure, 3142 Ib per sq sa. abs

As - 39S 5 + 095 X 804 2 - 1170 5 Btu per lb

This value may be checked on a Molljer chart by readirg the sa'iie cf i for

point on Fig 8-4 The rrscnible adiabatic erpannoo BC a characienzed

by constancy of ertropy If, from point B, a cORStant^eriropy line o followed

to la intersection with die constant ptrssure line conrspondjig to 6 S7 Ib per

sq la^ or 14 in. of mercury (condenser prcsnire), the state poirt C of the t ran

ertenng the condenser Is established Frwn the chart, the quality at this point
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is 0.777, and h equals 915 Btu per lb. The value of he may also be determined
by means of the tables in accordance with the method in Chapter 5.

To determine Xc, we use the fact that Sb
~

r<,.

Sb = S/ XbS/g

For the pressure, 314.2 lb per sq in. abs

ft = 0.59355 + 0.96 X 0.9127 = 1.46955
Also j,, = + XeS/n

For condenser pressure, 6.87 lb per sq in. abs

Since

Then

ft = 0.2566 + XcX 1.5612

Sc

1.46955 = 0.2566 + ft X 1.5612

1.46955 - 0.2566 „

iisi
'

he = hf Xch/Q

At condenser pressure, 6.87 lb per sq in. abs

he = 143.77 + 0.778 X 992.24 = 915.7 Btu per lb

From the tables hi is obtained as the value of hj for a salurated liquid at the

condenser pressure of 6.87 lb per sq in. abs.

hi = 143.77 Btu per lb

Substitution in the expression

gives

„ hb — he

“ hb- hi

^ 1170.5 - 915.7

1170.5 - 143.77

Va = 24.8%

254.8

1026.7
0.248

(b) The steam tables give the temperature of evaporation corresponding

to a boiler pressure of 314.2 lb per sq in. abs as 422° F. The temperature

corresponding to the condenser pressure, 6.27 lb per sq in. abs, is 176° F.

Tb = 422 + 460 = 882° R
T. = 176 + 460 = 636° R

_ Tb - Tc _ 882 -m
^Caniot

Tb

^Caraot — 27,9%

882

246

882
= 0.279

This figure shows that Rankine efficiency is surprisingly close to Carnot

efficiency; in the example is 88.5% of >?camof This gives the Rankine
cycle the appearance of being highly efficient, and so it is for the temperature

range involved. But because of the fact that the temperature range is restricted

to the limits of practical boiler pressure, the steam cycle is characterized by
low thermal efficiency. Further, as the boiler pressure and hence temperature

Tb increase, the difference between Carnot efficiency and Rankine efficiency

increases.
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(c) The steam consumption per 1 hp-hr u

Vrr-I2lb
12 X {A* - A.) - 12 X 254 8 - 3060 Dtu

On the bvns of the Ranltine anol)'us chis amount of ener5) » a\aihhle f^r
transformation for each 1 hp-hr actual]) dclis-ercd Since 1 I hp-hr Is equisa
lent to 2o45 But

3060 — 2545 “SIS Bm lost per I hp-hr dcliveml
or AjijS B 42 S Btu lost per lb of steam used

Attention ls directed to this loss here to emphvirc the fact dial the Rankinc
anal>‘sis takes no account of cncfjj) dissipated by conduction, ndntion, etc

between the boiler and engine, whereas dus loss cannot be whoU) eliminated

in pneuee
The indicated thermal efTicienc) u

2545

12(A*~A^)

254$

12 X 1026 7
0 207, Of 20

The oserall indicated thermal cfTicifnc) is obuined by compving the heat

equivalent of an indicated horsepovs-er hour with the heating value of the

amount of fuel required to deliver an I hjvhr Tlris efBciency takes areount

of all energ) losses, including the furnace lots i c , heat generated b> the fuel

combustion vshich never enters the medium The overall efTaenc) ofa plant

like the one described here would normall) be >n the nctghbothocxl of IS*"

Methods for Improving Ronklne Efhcleney

Although Rankine efiictency is not expressed directI) in terms of

temperature of heat addition and rejection as is Carnot cfTieienc),

inspection of the diagram of the cycle (Figs 8-2 and 8-3) raeals nt

once that Rankine cfTioenc) aciuall) is governed b) temperature range

Conscqucnil) we nu) increase efficiency b> dmeanr^ the condenser

temperature or b> increasing the boiler temperature

Decreoilng the Condenser Temperotvre

Since pressure is a function of temperature on!) for a wet vapor, 4a

decrease in condenser temperature is accomplidied by decreasing the

condenser pressure A condcaser u a tanV waaVi joiTftv aVimogVi

which cooling water is circulated The condenser vacuum or pressure

below atmospheric, is maimamrd by the hot well pump Hence,

condcascf pressure may be reduced by incrcas ng the action of th^ hot

well pump arn by payang careful attention to the prevention of leaks

in gland packing, in pipe connections, and in the condenser shell itsflf

\Mih a relatively slight vacuum in the conden*er, there is a steep

gradicni between the temperature ssf the condensate anti that of ilte

circulating water As the pre«surc ts reduced, the tenperature of die
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condensate is also reduced and the slope of the gradient becomes less.

Hence, each pound of circulating water absorbs less heat and conse-

quently, to maintain efficient condensation, the quantity of circulating

water must be increased.

The effect of a decrease in condenser pressure on efficiency is best

demonstrated by an example. Suppose the condenser pressure in the

preceding example is reduced to 4 lb per sq in. abs, all other data

remaining the same. (See Fig. 8-5.) At 4 lb per sq in. abs, he — 888 Btu

per lb and hd — 121 Btu per lb. Then

^ 1170.5 - 888
’’ 1170.5 - 121

282.5

1049.5
0.27, or 27%

Although lowering the condenser pressure is an effective means of

increasing Rankine efficiency, a definite lower limit of pressure is

imposed by the natural temperature of the circulating water avai a e

for cooling. This limit has been substantially achieved in modern

practice with condensers that operate at an absolute pressure o ^

1 in. of mercury. In this connection Sir Charles Parsons is said to have

remarked some years ago, when discussing the changes in pressure

required to improve the efficiency of steam plants. There is o y one

thing for you to do. You cannot go down; you must go up.

Superheating
, . .

Steam temperature may be increased by superheating. is^ is

accomplished by conducting the steam back through a coi o pip

in the furnace (a superheater) after it has been complete y evapora e

in the boiler proper. It then absorbs additional furnace eat, an sm
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U IS be>-ond the saturated state, this addition of heit results m a temper*
ature nse, even though the pressure remains constant A RanVine c>'dc
m svhich Steam w delivered to the engine m a superheated state ti

shown on the TS and hS diagrams In Tigs 8-<5 and 8-7 respecturlj

To show the cfTect of superheating on Ranbne cfTieienc^, let us uv
for an example a e>-cle operating at the same boiler pressure (314 2 Ib

per sq in abs) and condenser pressure (6 87 lb per $q m abs) as in the

preceding example In the present case, let the steam be initially super*

heated to a temperature of 520* F This represents an increase of

520 — 422 or 98^ F in the temperature of the steam delivered Hy
means of the superheated steam tables or the Mollicr chart hc find that

Then

hi «=» 1267 Btu per lb

h, = 982 Biu per Ib

A/ * 143 8 Biu per Ib

h, - h. 1267 - 982
"

A, - *“ 1267- 143 8
0 252, Of 25 2%

TTus IS a rclatisel) slight increase in efficiency, esrn if the steam could

be superheated to 1000* F, 7 sstiuld onl) reach •appraximaiely 29 6%
From these figures uc may conclude that a cui%-c showing Rankmc
clTicicncy \-crsus icrapcralurc o! super^ieat \vxfi be rriatnriy fbt Con-

sequently, superheating is rot an cfTcctiNc means of imprmang thermal

efficiency In saai. of the increased range of the temperature drop

dursng expansion through the engine, the incfTcclnTness of superhcaimg

may at first appear startling But when consideration is given to the

fact that all of the heat of superheat » added while the medium 11

undergoing a sharp temperature nse and that only an mcrcnvnul

part IS added at the highest temperature, the reason for this state of

aflain becomes apparent The increase in the entropy of the median
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that results from adding the heat in this manner is so great for the

quantity added that the influence of the higher temperature attained

is practically nuUifled.

However, superheating is not to be regarded as being without benefit

because of the above fact. It has other results that are valuable. One
important cause of energy dissipation in a steam cycle %vhich is not taken

into accoimt in the Rankine analysis is fluid friction. This friction

increases progressively as condensation sets in at the end of expansion.

Moreover, the presence of water in the engine produces an imdesirable

scouring effect on the metal of the equipment. These effects are par-

ticularly significant in turbines where the velocity of the medium
relative to that of the blades is extremely high. The presence of liquid

dso accelerates the loss of heat by conduction through the cylinder or

turbine \valls. Superheating either 'vvholly prevents or at least delays

the appearance of moisture during the passage of the medium through

the engine or turbine. This may readily be observed by comparing the

positions of line BC on the hvo hS diagrams in Figs. 8-4 and 8-7.

Superheating also increases the energy carried per pound of steam.

Consequently, the number of pounds of steam required per horsepower

hour is less, and this makes possible a reduction in the size of the engine

equipment for a given output.

For these reasons superheating is almost universally used in large

modem plants. Temperatures of 650° F to 750° F are now common,

and higher temperatures wU unquestionably be employed as soon as

metallurgical developments provide metals capable ofwthstanding them.

Increasing the Boiler Pressure

The discussion in this and other chapters has emphasized the fact

that the most desirable feature of a heat cycle is to have a maximum
part of the-heat supplied to the medium isothermally and at the highest

possible temperature. Since the temperature of evaporation increases

progressively with increase in pressure, it is certain that increasing the

boiler pressure must result in increased thermal efficiency of a Rankine

cycle.

Let us consider a Rankine cycle in which approximately the same

amount of heat is added as was added in the example on page 244. We
shall use the data in that example, except for the boiler pressure, which

ivill be taken here as 500 Ib per sq in. abs. Then

pb — 500 lb per sq in. abs

pc = 6.87 lb per sq in. abs

Initial quality = 0.96 (see Fig. 8-8)
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From the MoUjct chart

A* “ 1174 Btu p>cr lb

h, “ 890 Btu per Ib

hi = 143 8 Btu per lb

A, — “ 1 8 Bm per Ib Tliu maj be neglected

A> — h,
”

A. - hi

„ 1174 - 890
“

1174 - 143 8

« 0 276, or 27 6%
It »s to be noticed that thii c)-clc requires an Increase m the cnerg>
supplied of only 3 5 Blu per Ib over thatm the example on page 245 Yet
the increase m Rankinc cfTicicncy u 2 8*^ If the boiler pressure y-rre

increased to 1000 lb per sq in abs and the same condenser pressure s«rc

used, the cfTiciency wxiuld be 31 2*~f An even more pronounced »m

proseraent m cfncicnc> unll be obsersed if additional heat to carry

the s’apor near the saturation point w supplied, as would be the case

in practice Experience and insTsngation hate alwa>s pointed to the

cfrectncness of increasing boiler pressuro to increase thermal efTiciency

The application of thu idea has led from early boiler pressures less

tlian 50 lb per sq in to the present common use of boilers under pres-

sures of from 400 to 600 lb per sq in This progress has been made

possible b> the des-clopmcni of metallurgical processes which ha\r

prmaded metals and equipment capable of vnthstanding the effects of

high pressure and temperature
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We should be remiss if we did not take this opportunity to suggest

that the student refer to the example on page 82 in the discussion

of entropy. It provides an alternative and helpful point of view from
which the effect of raising the steam temperature may be considered.

The energy delivered to the steam is withdrawn irreversibly from the

hot products of combustion at the high furnace temperature. This

irreversible heat flow results in an increase in the entropy of the energy,

with a consequent decrease in its availability. The higher the average

temperature of the medium, the less is the temperature gradient and the

less is the increase in the entropy of the energy. As a result, the avail-

ability of the energy delivered to the medium is greater the more nearly

its temperature, on entering the medium, approaches that of the furnace.

Fig. 8-9.

Increase in Rankine Efficiency. ,(/l) With reduction in condenser pressure;

(B) with increase in boiler pressure without superheat: (C) with superheat (con-

stant pressure) . (Reprinted by permission from Principles of Engineering Thermo-

dynamics, by Kiefer and Stuart, published by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.)

In order to illustrate further the relative effectiveness of the three

means of improving Rankine efficiency, a set of curves is shown in

Fig. 8-9. In evaluating the analysis of a Rankine cycle we must

remember that it has been treated as an ideal cycle. In real plants

actual efficiency is influenced by ever-present losses due to turbulence,

throttling, heat conduction, friction, and the like.

Improvements in EfRciency Outside the Rankine Cycle

Although increasing the boiler pressure may appear to offer the best

opportunity for improving steam plant performance, steam engineers

have not overlooked other possibilities. They have carried their investi-

gation outside the Rankine cycle, constantly seeking improvements

which would reduce the fuel cost per unit of power delivered. So

intense has been this campaign that over the period of 'the last twenty

years utility companies throughout this country as a whole have been
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able to mluce can! comumption per blowntt hour b> approximately
50*^ Much of tlm saving may be asugned to boiler and turbine itn-

prov ements md to reduction of general losses. Hos\-c\ct, an appreciable
part has resulted from the adoption of cyelcs vvluch possess inherent

advantages over the Rankine cytJc The rf^tn/reht* JerJ hfeting Qtlt

ind the ffh/aling cytle or a combination of the tv\x) embody the present

trend in steam plant design The binary tytlt, though in use in a few
plants m this country and abroad has not yrt passed the developmental
stage and its ultimate general adoption is somewhat doubtful

Regenerotlye Feed Healing Cycle

The departure of ideal Rankmc cfiicicncy from Carnot cfiicicncy U a

result of themanner in Vbhich heat IS added along the pathfd (Fig 8-3)

Tins process is iccompanied by a growth in entropy not encountered

m a Cirnot cycle In the actual Ranlme cycle there is also an increase

m entropy occasioned by the irreversible mixing of the relatively cool

Fic. »-IO Amnjmrai for Four^ORf Rr^nimtlfe Frol

llatUns

feed water with the relatively hot water in the boiler The cfTfct of such

an irreversible mLxing process is illustrated m the example on page 81

The regenerative feed heating cyde has as lU objective the reduction

of these undesirable influences Their complete elimination v%*ould

be accomphsl cd only if the process EA could be nude reversible In

ihcorv regencraiive feed heating may bnng about an approach to this

limit but the multiplicity of devices recjuircd prevents Its attainment

in practice. A considerable iraprovemcnl In thermal cfTclcncy can be

obtained however by a limited number of regenerative feed heating

stages The design and size of the steam plant d ctate the number of

} caters vshich can be economically employed Two heaters arc com-
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monly used in smaller plants, and three and four in larger installations.

Fig. 8-10 shows a schematic arrangement for four-stage regenerative

feed-heating.

To carry out this process of feed water heating, steam is bled from
the turbine at successive stages of pressure. This steam is supplied to the

feed heaters as indicated in the diagram. The condensate from the main
condenser passes to the first heater (No. 1), where condensation of the

steam bled from stage (d) of the turbine provides the heat necessary to

raise the water to a saturated liquid at a pressure pi. With a progressive

increase in pressure the liquid passes to each successive heater where it is

heated to the saturated liquid point at the heater pressure. The con-

densate of the bled steam used in each heater also passes to the succeed-

ing heater as feed water. By design and operation it is intended that

just enough steam shall be bled and supplied to each heater so that the

feed water will leave the heater as a saturated liquid at the pressure of

the bled steam.

If this regenerative feed-heating could be carried out in an infinite

number of stages, the temperature of the bled steam in each stage

would need to be only an incremental amount higher than the temper-

ature of the water entering the heater. Thus an isothermal reversible

transfer of heat from steam to water would be approached. In the limit

the feed water may be conceived as returning to the boiler as a saturated

liquid at boiler pressure, that is, at state point A (Fig. 8-3). Further, the

warming would have been accomplished by a series of reversible iso-

thermal processes and the cycle made to approach Carnot efficiency.

The TS diagram of the cycle would be as show-n in Fig. 8-1 1. Area

BB'C'C represents the heat supplied by the bled steam, and area AA'D'D

represents the same quantity of heat supplied to the feed water.
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A C)tIc employing four stage hciting as outltncii abo%*e U'OuJd nppcir
onar^diagnmismdtcaicd b> Hg 8-J2 Areastf f,<-,andrfrcpfnrm
^ the hen obtained from the steim b!«J

/

. at points fl, i, f, nnd d (fig 8-10) and

y
•lrc^5 I, 2, 3 and 4 represent the hen

,
iP supplied to the feed water in each sue

J
\

cc<si\c heater

; V Because of tfic wiilidrawat of steam

\ at aanous stages of expam on in the

cp - ' \ turbine, more pounds pf steam arc

; Tcs^mred per horsepmscr dcliaciTd

.
'

;
Nexrrthelcss the utilization of the

- _ steam wathdrauaa for heating the feed
13 3 4 dcS« S er- . .

g,j2_

s^awcrc/rects an improvement m themul
efficiency over the Ranlmc c>clc A

tjpical example using three stage feed heating discloses the follouang

approximate comparaiue rcsulu

Ideal Raniinc

Cycle

Ideal Kfgrnrraiiie

feed Healing Cycle

Pressure ofsteam entering turbine 300 lb per sq in ala 500 lb per sq m alis

Temperature of steam entenng
turbine 520-

r

520* I

Steam per I hjvbr 61b 7 lb

Sceam passing to condenser 6 lb 5 31b
Heat supplied via boiler and

superheater 1220 Btu per lb 965 Btu per lb

Thermal effcicncy 34 5- 37 5-r

Relieoling ond Reflecting Regenerotiv® Cycles

Steam plants using superheated steam at high iruua! pressure offer

the possibility of improvement outside the Rankinc cycle b> reheating

the steam bciwxrcn pressure stages in r

the turbine This is accompUsl etl

b\ returning the steam to the boiler

for resupcrhcating after partial ex

pamion in the high pressure section

of the turbine /\ftcr reheating the

expansion is completed in a lower

pressure section of the turbine The
/.S' diagram of a reheating eyeless

shown in Hg 8-13 Expansion
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{cd) -^vill ordinarily be carried initially to or near the saturation point.

Reheating is represented by the path dc' and the final expansion carried

out is indicated by c'D. The additional heat supplied during process dc'

is of some significance, as is indicated by the diagram. However, the

important advantage is the de-

crease in condensation coupled

with the delay in its occurrence.

This effect is particularly sig-

nificant in turbines where the

presence of liquid is most

harmful.

A combination of reheating

and regenerative feed water

heating is customary in plants

where reheating is employed.

In this arrangement the first

feed heater usually draws its

steam from the line returning

the steam to the reheater.

Subsequent heaters are sup-

plied with steam bled after the

reheated steam has partially

completed its expansion. Some
indication of the effectiveness

of this combination type of

cycle may be gained from the

curves shown in Fig. 8-14.*

28'^ Vacuum

Boiler Pressure lb /sq in. Abs

Binary Cycles t

Raising the upper tempera-

ture of steam cycles by pro-

gressive increases in boiler pres-

sure has not been accomplished

without difficulties, and further

efforts to increase pressures are

Fic. 8-H.

(a) Maxiraiira ideal Rankine cycle efficiency.

(6) Overall plant efficiency with Rankine cycle,

(c) Overall plant efficiency with reheating-re-

generative c^'cle. (From A. H. Law and J. P.

Chittenden, "Higher Steam Pressures and Their

Application to the Steam Turbine," Journal of

the Institute of Electrical Engineers, vol. 66,

p. 94.)

likely to create new and intricate problems. Recent experiments have in-

dicated serious difficulties arising from the high velocity that accompanies

evaporation at very high pressure. A tendency for the water vapor to dis-

• A. H. Law and J. P. Chittenden, “Higher Steam Pressures and Their Application to

the Steam Turbine,** The Journal oj the Institute of Electrical Engineers, 66: 94, January, 1928.

t Gustaf A. Gaffert, “High-Pressure Steam and Binary Cycles as a Means of Improving

Power Station Efficiency,** Trans. A.S.M.E., 56:755, 1935.
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sociate and form free gases, wiih resultant nns deienorating cfTccti on
metals, has also been obserstd It is not surprising, then, that conudera.
tion has been given to the possibilities of croplojing media s%hichcs~ipo.
rate at a high temperature and a rclatuxl) low pressure Such media art
axailablc, but their use singlj does not meet the necessar> requirements
because they also condense at relaiixtly high temperature at ordinary
condenser pressure Hoxs-ex-cr, the possibiht) of combining txm e)^!^
using different media docs hast potentialities In principle, the binary
C)tJc involves the followang

1 Use of a "top” fluid uhosc \apor temperature Is rclativclj high at

about 200 to 300 lb per sq m pressure ,

2 Use of a "louer” fluid which will evapwate at suitable pressure

at a temperature below the condenser temperature of the top fluid

3 Ex'aporation of the "top” fluid in a boiler and expansion of the

vapor through a turbine

4 Use of the "top” fluid condenser as a heal exchanger to evaporate

the "lower" fluid

5 Superheating and expansion of the “lower” fluid through a second

turbine Condensation of the "low’er” fluid m an ordinary waicr<ooled

condenser

Water appears as the logical "lower** fluid which satisfies all ihr

requirements nicelj A satisfactory "top” fluid must, in general, satisfy

the following conditions, as pointed out b) Caffert
*

] The vapor prroure curve must be ruch that rtasonsbJe presjures, prr-

haps not over 300 lb per tq in., obtain at highest operaung tempcniturts

2 The critical tempenifure should be well abovT an) possible denralle

upper lutui of tempcniivirc for cycle operation

3 The vapor pressure at a dcsinble condensation temperature should be

nearly atmosphenc or at least not » low as to require excessu e power for main*

tenance of vacuum
4 The specific heat of the liquid should be low relauve to water

5 The fluid should not be costly and ihwild be obtainable in rcaxmably

hrge quantities.

6 The fluid should havT no corrosivT action upon metals ordnanly m
ployed in power generation pracucc.

7 The fluid should not ^ poisonous or toxic and thereby endanger human

life

8 The freezing point of the fluid should be well below ambient room

imperature
9 The fluid should be stable under condiuoni of cycle operation at ele*

vated temperatures.

10

The vapor condition after expansion through a turbine srouki be

nearly saturated so that a rraxmable coefficient of heat traxufer will obtain.

255
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Of the fluids which have received consideration as “top” fluids—
namely, aluminum bromide, zinc-ammonium chloride, mercury di-

phenyl and diphenyloxide— only mercury may be said to come safely

%vithin all of the requirements.

Several plants that use a mercury-water binary cycle are in operation

in this country. From a thermal efficiency standpoint their existence

is amply justified. The world’s production rate of mercury places one
definite limitation on the extent to which this cycle may be generally

adopted. Other economic factors that are involved put the mercury-

water binary cycle in a very specialized field. Possibly some other fluid

will be found that will solve the problem of the binary cycle more satis-

factorily. Doubtless the possibilities have not yet been fully explored.

Fig. 8-15 shows the representation of a mercury-water binary cycle

on the TS plane. Because of the specific heat relationship, this cycle

requires an approximate ratio of 9 lb of mercury to 1 lb of water in

circulation.

The Reciprocating Steam Engine

Although it is not the purpose of this chapter to discuss in detail the

various mechanisms of the steam cycle, some consideration must be given

to the processes which take place in the engine. The reciprocating

engine and the turbine are the devices used in the steam cycle to convert

a part of the available energy into shaft work. The conception of the

theory of the turbine antedates that of the reciprocating engine by many
years, although the latter \vas the first to be developed commercially.
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The reciprocating engine \\’aj ImTnted in ihc hitcr part of the right*

eenth centur>- by James Watt, an exxnt that marked the beginning of

the industrial era. Only within the last quarter century has the turbine

largely displaced it in industrial importance.

Tlie com.xntJonaI modem reciprocating steam engine Is of the

double-acting, multiple-expansion, muUi-c>Iinder i>pe. In a double-

acting engine steam is admitted alternately on both sides of the piston.

The multiple-expansion engine imioUies carrj-ing out the expamion

from boiler to condenser pressure in a senes of stages, each stage of

expansion taking place in one or more cylinders For the basic anal^tu

onj) one single-acting c) Under need be considered Essentially, a

simple engine must consist of a cvlindcr, a c> Under head waih suitable

admission and exhaust talvcs, a piston and the necessaiy puton rod,

crosshcad, connecting rod, and crankshaft (see Hg 8-16).

TTic ttra extremes in cycle operation of the engine .ire the non-expan-

Sion and complctc-ctpansion engines In the non-expamion engine,

steam is adnnttcd dunng the entire

piston stroke, thus giting the effect of

a constant-pressure flotv process. At

the end of the stroke the exhaust port

IS uncosxrcd and the cylinder pressure

drops quickly as the steam nulics out

Ordinarily thu type of engine, which

has some application in certain types of

pumps, steam hammers, and similar

dcMces, exhausts to the atmosphere.

The return stroke of the piston rcmoi-es

the residue steam from the cylinder. Neglecting clearance, wx may

represent the cyxle of such an engineJjy a diagram like that ihowm in

Fig 8-17. The net work of the cyxle is clearly

- 1 *(F* — //)

Tic. S^I7
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where pi and />c are admission and condenser (or atmospheric) pressure

respectively, and Vb is the volume swept through by the piston. This
cycle delivers maximum power for a given piston stroke. It is least

economical from the standpoint of steam consumption per unit of power
because no useful effect is obtained by the pressure drop from b to c.

The cycle of operation for a complete-expansion engine (clearance

being neglected) is represented on a pV diagram by Fig. 8-18. In such
an engine the admission valve must
close at a point b (called the point

of cutoff) so that expansion to con-

denser pressure p^ will be complete

at the end of the piston stroke. Such
complete expansion requires a pis-

ton stroke of impractical length.

Furthermore, beyond the point r,

the work gained is offset by mechani-
cal friction and no net useful effect

is obtained. For these reasons the complete-expansion cycle is not used

in practice. For purposes of comparison in the discussion to follow,

it is pertinent to notice how the work of this engine cycle may be evalu-

ated. Reversible adiabatic conditions are assumed for the analysis.

The work during process ab equals pbVi. For the adiabatic expansion

be the work equals Eb — JE,. For process cd the work equals peVe
Hence the net work equals

pbVb + {Eb — Ec) — peVe = M[{piVb -f- eb) — {peVe + «<;)]

= Mih - A.)

where h is the enthalpy of the admission steam and is the enthalpy

of the steam entering the condenser.

Let us view the whole process, abed, as a flow process, which is actually

the case when the engine is considered as an integral part of the entire

steam cycle. We then see that the above analysis is in accord with the

general proposition that for a reversible adiabaticflow process with negligible

change in velocity the external work done is measured by the change in enthalpy

of the medium.
'

The Incomplete-Expansion Cycle

The practical cycle for reciprocating steam engines lies between the

two extremes discussed above and is applied in the incomplete-expansion

engine. Actual engines musthave a clearance space between the cylinder

head and piston. The exhaust valve is set to close early so that steam
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in the clearance spice uill be compressed to approximaiel) the state

of admission stcim The compression of this steam during the latter

pan of the exhaust siroVse serves to cushion the reciprocating masses
It also raises the temperature of the mctils and thus reduces condensation
during the imtial part of the stroVe An actual indicator diagram for

one end of an engine cylinder is shoisii in Rg 8-19. The net work
of the engine may be determined from such a diagram by ascertaining

the mean cfTectivc pressure as outlined on page 223 and using the

expression It' » p.lu’Vi

Fie. a-19 Tk 11-50

Complete analysis of a reciprocating engine cycle ImoK-es consider,

ation of the influence of the steam left In the clearance space, as asell

tis of the elTecis of throttling, condensation, and rtca-aporation dunng

the engine's eyxle of operations Since such an analysis h beyond the

scope of this book, m order to simplify the discussion of principles

mv-oKcd we shall use an ideal cyxic with adiabatic expansion and no

clearance, as depicted in FTg 8-20

iMth the exhaust port closed, steam is admitted at a constant pressure

Pt dunng process ab The admission a aUx closes a! b, the point of cuiofT

Expansion along path tr continues to pressure at the end of the piston

stroke Tlie exhaust port is uncoscr^ at point >, called the point of

release The cylinder pressure then drops to p, (condenser pressure) as

the steam rushes through the exhaust port Dunng the return stroke,

represented by {d, the residual steam is removed from the cyhnilcr.

It IS uxrth \>hile to compare the diagram abreJ uath those v.hich rtpre*

sent complete expansion for the same pressure range, m indicated by

the dotted lines If complete expansion to point r is to be achieacd,

early cutoff at b' is required, uath resultant loss of poster for the guen

cylinder size On the other hand, complete cxpmsjon wih cutoff at t

wxjuld require increased cylinder size, as indicated by the location of s'.

\s usual, the wxrk of the engine cycle it represented by the closed area

on the /il'diagrasn, in this instance utrtd Since ai and td arc constant*

pressure processes and tf is an adiabatic expansion, we haix

Work of the engine cyrlc • A/J/'w’a + (r* — r.) —
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It will be observed that in this case the work is not equal to the
difference between /it and he. This results from the fact that, even for

the assumptions made, the process from 6 to c is not reversible. Process
rc is a highly irreversible throttling of the steam through the exhaust port.

The effect of this process is illustrated on the TS and hS diagrams
shown in Figs. 8-21 and 8-22 respectively.

Whereas path be represents reversible adiabatic expansion to con-

denser pressure pe, path br represents adiabatic expansion to pt, the

pressure at point of release. The throttling change r to x, being irre-

versible, cannot be represented by a definite path, but results in an
increase in entropy to point x. The shaded area on the TS diagram

illustrates the resultant increase in unavailable energy.

Actually the cycle of an engine departs even further from path be

than is indicated above. This is the result of throttling on admission and
of condensation and reevaporation while the steam is in the cylinder.

As the steam enters the cylinder the cylinder wall and piston face are

relatively cool compared to the temperature of the steam. Hence heat

flows from the steam to the metal, with resulting condensation. As
expansion proceeds and the steam temperature falls, heat flows from the

metal to the steam and causes reevaporation. These are irreversible

processes which cause an increase in entropy and hdnee a decrease in

availability of energy. Probably the path of the changes is approxi-

mately represented by the dotted lines shown in Figs. 8-21 and 8-22.

However, it must be recognized that the actual path of an irreversible

process is not determinable. For further discussion of the influences

which tend to reduce engine efficiency, together with the methods

employed to. minimize their effect, the student should refer to texts

which treat the thermodynamics of steam engineering in detail.*

* W. N. Barnard, F. O. EUenwood, and G. F, Hirshfdd, Heat Power Engineering, Wiley;

P. J. Kiefer and M. C. Stasrt, Printiples oj Engineering Thermodjmamics, Wiley.
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Engine Governing

One of {he distinctly desirable features of the rcciprocatint* stcim
engine is its flexibiliij i c , its ability to operate at practical!) constant

speed under a aariabic load This \anation of pourr output at uniform
speed is accomplished b> changing the mean efTectne pressure either

b> throttling the admission steam or b> a-arying llic point of cutoff

\Slicn throttling is used the steam suppl) is controlled b> a throttle

\alvc operated automaticall) by an engine gosernor Tlic engine speetls

up as the load decreases and thereby causes the gosTrnor to inosc the

throttle \alse tounrd closure The conserse sequence occurs if the load

IS increased Variation in the opening m the throttle \aKc changes

both the pressure and the mass rate of flow of steam to the engine

Throttling is always a distinctly irrcscmblc process and so is accom
panicd by an increase in entropy, uaih a consequent decrease In the

availability of energy Tins effect ts somewhat offset by the reduction

m initial condensation which results from the slight superheating of the

steam incident to throttling

Tlie cutoff can also be advanced or delayed by means of n gmemor
sensitise to the change in speed as the load tanes In this method of

engine control the amount of steam admitted per cycle is vaned but

there is no change m its admuuon pressure /\s the load decreases the

point of cutoff IS advanced (sec Fig 8 20) and more complete rtpamton

occurs with a resultant decrease m the loss caused by irreversible

throttling through the cxliausi port However this benefit may lie

largely nullified by the increase m initial condensation. Somewhat the

converse effect may be presumed to occur when cutoff is delayed to

provade for an increase in the power load Under general conditions

and for the usual range of engine loading greater efficiency results

from governing by cutoff variation than by throttling

Turbines

Tlie turbine has an inherent advantage over the Tcciprocaung steam

engine in that it is a rclaiivxly light and compact unit capable of deliver

ing high rotative speed

Tlie thermodynamic problem encountered m the ideal turbine is

that of converting the available energy stored m boiler steam to kinetic

cnergv Tins is accomplished by increasing the velocity of the steam

at the expense of its pressure Tfic problem of converting the kinetic

energy of the fluid to shaft wcirk is one of dynamics In conformity v>ath

the particular dynamic principle employed in this comers on turbin*^

arc broadly classified as cf the Impulse or the reaction type llie ancicnw
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knew the dynamic principles of impulse and reaction and applied them
in simple devices employing expanding vapors. The same principles

are utilized in the modern complex steam turbine which, since the

latter part of the 'last century, has usurped the dominant position pre-

viously held by the reciprocating engine in commercial power de-

velopment.

The essential mechanical elements of a turbine are:

1. A rotor attached to a revolving shaft through which it is desired to

transmit work.

2. Suitably arranged blading or vanes attached to the rotor and upon
which the dynamic effect of the high-velocity fluid is exerted.

3. A stationary casing, well sealed.

4. Stationary nozzles or blading attached to the casing which control

the path and character of flow of the medium.

Both the design of blading and nozzles and the way in which the two

are combined profoundly affect the character of the pressure and velocity

changes of the fluid as it expands through the turbine.

The Expansion of Steam Through a NozzJe

This type of thermodynamic change was briefly presented in an

example on page 33. In turbines the function of the nozzle is to increase

velocity and produce a directed jet vdth a minimum loss of availability

of energy through flow friction. The type of nozzle conventionally

employed is convergent-divergent (see

Fig. 2-^, page 33). Flow through

a nozzle may be considered as

adiabatic but is nevertheless irre-

versible becauseof the unavoidable

fluid friction encountered. Since

the energy transformed into heat

by flow friction remains in the

medium, the net effect is that the

fluid emerges from the nozzle with

a greater enthalpy than would be
the case if expansion through the

same pressure gradient occurred

reversibly. Fig. 8-23 illustrates

this effect. Path 1-2 represents reversible expansion, whereas at the end

of irreversible expansion to the same condenser pressure, the medium

is in state x. The effect is not without some benefit, however, for the
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qualjt) M state x is higher than that at state 2 Hus tendency to delay
and reduce condenvition is higlil) desirable m turbines

Since the prtxxas of expansion ts considered to be ndialiaiic and no
externa! i\ork is performed, for re\crsib!c ilou the General Flow Ixjua

tion reduces to

and

B, - \'<A ( X y(ft, - *,) + B,>

The quantity i/j* may or may not be negligible, depending on the p.ir*

ticular conditions For the case uhcre steam enters the nozzle from tlic

steam line supply ui* may be neglected and

ui "VM 4”x/(Ai -Ai)

^\^lcn the irrcacrsibiliiy of the process as illustrated m FJg 8-23 Is

taken into account —
u. V64 4 X ,/{A, -V) + «i’

and if ui ts negligible

B, >=\'M4 X y(*i - A,)

Since ht « greater than hj it folloiva that the efTect of tlie irrcatTsible

fnctjonal process is to reduce the stlocity of exii Tlie ratio^ is called

the stlocuy eocfiicient (Cth) Another cocfTicvcm of more mtrrwt to the

engineer is the ratio

(li,* - «/i!2 ^ (A, - A )

(u,* — U|*> (A, ~ A|)

called nozzle cfUciency For ne^bgible initial s'cloaty

sxJocity coelTicicnt •» Vnozzle cfTicicncy

As yxt no rational method has been desaied for predicting nozzle

cfTiciencics. Lxpenments base disclosed that efTicicncies of actual

steam turbine nozzles range from 0 90 to 0 97 They are subject to

considerable fluctuation with the state of the steam flomng *

Tlic purpose of il c follosvang example is to give the student an appre

ciaiion of the magnitude of vxioaty vhich may be developed by expan*

Sion of steam through a nozzle

Exs^U
Steam initially at 200 lb per »q in ab» and 400* F cxpandi throu»h a noaalc

toaducliarrertgioaai ISOIbpcTsqm abt. f'^ the norzle b 0 98 Neglect

mg vTlociq of approach (kO detcmlre the velocitv of s ean entrrirg tS*’

ducharce region

•p J Kiftrr ••rf at C ^«uwt Tl/****A’«**- "'2*7
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Solution

Kx = 0.98V64.4 J{hi - hi)

The steam is initially superheated. From the Mollier chart hi is 1209.8 Btu.

Account has been taken of the irreversibility of the process by use of Cyei. Hence
hi = 1186 Btu is determined as if the process were reversible and adiabatic.

Then «x = 0.98V64.4 X 778(1209.8 - 1186)
= 1070 ft per sec

The Impulse Turbine

• In this type of turbine the mechanical effect is derived mainly from

the direct impact of the steam against the moving blades. Hence there

is a transfer of momentum from fluid to blades by
impulses and the turbine is said to be of the impulse

type. The work done on the moving blades as a

result of this exchange of momentum is at the ex-

pense of the kinetic energy of the fluid. In order to

produce the desired effect, the steam must strike

the moving blades with a high relative velocity.

Since the peripheral speed of the blades is also high,

the steam must approach the blades with considera-

ble absolute velocity. This velocity is -attained from

the expansion of the steam through stationary noz-

zles. Nicety of design is required in order that the

steam shall strike the moving blades in the manner
most effective for kinetic energy transfer with mini-

mum shock loss and turbulence.*

The simplest type of impulse turbine consists of

one element composed of a set of stationary nozzles

and a single disk or rotor with blades set in the rim

(see Fig. 8—24). A fundamental characteristic of the im-

pulse turbine lies in the design of the blading which provides

that the pressure at the exit of any row of moving blades

shall be the same as the pressure at the entrance to that row

of blades. There is also the theoretical objective that

the enthalpy shall remain constant during the flow

through the blade channel. If in fact the enthalpy

were constant, the blade channel should be of con-

stant cross-sectional area. However, because of

turbulence and friction there is some increase in enthalpy with the

resultant increase in entropy. There must therefore be a slight increase

* G. J. Meyers, Steam Turbines, A Treatise Covering U. S. Naval Practice, United States Naval

Institute, chap. 6.

Velodtiea

-
Pressures

Simple Impulse Turtine

Fig. 8-24.

(From G. J.
Meyers,

Steam Turbines, tl. S.

Naval Institute, p. 24.)
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m specific \-olumc at point 3 o\Tr that at point 2 \»liich miat be pn>.
\ided for m the design of the blading

The flow equation across the blading for frYrxiVf reduces to

— + 7A, - ^ + yA, + ,rr,

Since thcorcncaUj A, « A|

I “ per Ib of steam2^*

Actually at point 2 vtIoch^ is u, and enthalpy is A, as designated in the

nozzle amljtis on page 264 Call the actual cnihalpj and vrlocit) at

point 3, A, and Tlicn

^ + y*. - ^ + y*, + ,ir,
-s

For the nozzle

|^
+ y*,.|^ + y».

B> combining these two equations the work for the element ts capressed

h>
^

n - y(A| - A,) “ per lb of steam

WTicn V] js considered negligible this equation reduces to

» - y(A, - A,) -

From this equation ssr conclude that aside from comideraiion of irre*

\ersibilii) which increases A„ increase in the work output requim a

reduction in the absolute exit sclocit> The reduction of to a

mimmum m one row of blading not onl> is difficult to achictt but fn

solves cxccssutI) liigb rotor speed, espeaiHj »T the iniual pressure is

high In the earl> stages of turbine dnelopment man> s ngle-stage im

pulse turbine were built But esxn with the boiler steam |>rcssurc3 of

around 100 lb of that lime, rotor speeds were so high as to cause trouble

with ccninfugal streyes, and reduction gears between the turbine and

driven machmerj ss-erc an essential part of the equipment /Vs desxlop-

m*ni proceeded, pressure staging or sxlocity staging was cmplojxd to

obtain complete expansion at suitable rotor sp'rdi
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Pressure Staging — Impulse Turbine

In the simplest form the physical arrangement for pressure staging is

that shown in Fig. 8-25. Each set of moving blades is in a separate

compartment, and the steam passes from one compartment to another

via the stationary expanding nozzles. Any number of such elements or

stages may be used in series. Some
commercial turbines have as many
as 25 stages. By this arrangement

the total pressure drop from steam

to condenser is distributed over the

series of elements and the jet velocity

from any one set of nozzles is thereby

reduced. Thus rotor speed is re-

duced and the leaving velocity is

reduced to a minimum.

Velocity Staging — Impulse Turbine

Fig. 8-26 shows the general

physical arrangement of a turbine

employing velocity compounding.
Multiple rows of moving blades in a
single compartment are separated by
TOWS of stationary blades. The lat-

ter serve to redirect the flow of the

steam after its passage through a row
of moving blades. The design of the Velocities

Stationary blading is such as to pro-

vide for constant-pressure flow, thus

preserving the characteristic of the

impulse turbine. Of course the steam
velocity progressively decreases as

kinetic energy is absorbed by each
row of moving blades. No more

Pressures

Impulse Turbine Pressure Staging

Fin. 8-25.

(From G. J. Meyers, Steam Turbines,

U. S. Naval Institute, p. 27.)

than three or four velocity stages are used in any one pressure stage.

However, velocity staging is usually repeated in successive compartments

or pressure stages. This is called pressure-velocity compounding.

Reaction Turbines

In the conventional type of reaction turbine, force is e.\crtcd on the

movnng blades by a combination of impulse and reaction. Tlie blades

arc set so that a part of the kinetic energy of the entering steam
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»J Imparted to them b>' direct impact. Their form, hm»e\er, » luch
that each of the channels between them has the effect of a no«Ie.
As the steam passes through the channel it ctpands to a lower pressure

and produces a rcacii\c force or recoil which ossisu In driving die blades.

In n sense, the moring blades may be regarded as a row of naning
nozzles. The reaction turbine Is made up of alternate rows of mm-ing
and guide blades, as tUvistratcd in Fig. 8-'27. The guide blades, >shieh

ric. *-C« Vetodry

CenpoiJmtInK tetputic
Ttii^ae. (Tfon C J
Mnen, Slff^ Tufbirtn,

U S Njnl Icitittnr,

P «)

r>c. S-J7. RwnioB TotWfie
(Trom C J Mnm.
Turtinft, U S N«nt Iftitituir

P 3J>

serve chlcfl> to direct the flow, arc attached to the casing The moving

bhides arc attached to the rotor, which is m the form of a drum atl.ichrd

to the shaft In a reaction turbine, the steam expands continuously from

the supply line pressure to condenser pressure with gradually increasing

vcloaty. If the rotor were held sianonar)’ and steam allowed to flow

through the turbine, the blade passages taVen together would constitute

one long expansion nozzle (see eh in Fig 8-27) In operation tlr steam

first expanib through a row of guide blades, acquires an Initial veloaty,

and undergoes a drop in enthalpy. It then flows through the moving

blades, does wxnk on them, and at the same time expands to a lower
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pressure. A characteristicfeature of the reaction turbine is thefact that there is a

pressure drop from entrance to exit of any moving blade. The blading of a

reaction turbine is conventionally designed so that about the same
amount of work is done by impulse as by reaction. The number of

elements— that is, pairs of guide blades and moving blades — is a

matter of design and may run as high as 40 or more.

The same expression for work is applicable to both impulse and
reaction turbines.

IT = JihcL — kb) —
2
g^°

)
steam

In this equation a and b are the points of entrance and exit respectively

of the flow stream. With actual values of enthalpy and absolute velocity

substituted in the equation, account is taken of the loss caused both by

irreversible flow and by the leaving velocity. If both admission and

exit velocity for the turbine as a whole may be considered negligible

and an assumption of adiabatic reversible flow is made, the equation

above reduces to the familiar form

W = JQia - hbx)

Here hb\ is the value of enthalpy determined from the Mollier chart by

following a constant-entropyline from the initial state point of the steam to

its intersection with the pressure line corresponding to condenser pressure.

The reaction turbine may be readily designed to operate at low rota-

tive speeds. It can also be operated at speeds different from those of the

design with less efficiency loss than in the impulse tiarbine. Its disad-

vantage is that it is not well adapted for use with initial high-pressure

steam because of unfavorable weight and space factors. Consequently

large turbines made up wholly of reaction elements are now not much

used. Modern practice tends toward either the impulse or the mixed

turbine. The latter is a combination of the impulse and reaction types,

with impulse stages at the high-pressure end followed by reaction blading

after perhaps half of the total pressure drop has been achieved.

The following summary of types of turbines and the names associated

with them is presented for reference purposes.

1 . Simple impulse— DeLaval
2. Pressure staging impulse— Rateau

3. Velocity compounding impulse— Curtis

4. Pressure-velocity compounding impulse— Curtis

5. Reaction compounding— Parsons

6. Combined impulse and reaction (mixed)— Westinghouse, Gen-

eral Electric
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PROBLEMS

1 Shmv by dnt^ram a RanVine cydc on the yS and TS planes, N'l-nc tie
chim^e of stntc rrprcsenung each pan of the c^clc and the apparatus In
\shich the change talcs phcc By using the values cf enlhaljjy trxhcatnl
on the Molher cliart determine the elTicicncy of the c>xJe Tell how to fu*l

the rttenul u-ork done tn a Rankine c)*de

2 llic following cycle u approximately reprwcntauveofaiimpIestcampowcT
pltnl, use a scale of 1 in - 200* F and J in -OS entropy unit per lb of

steam and plot the cycle on die TiJ diagram with origin at absolute »rro
Feed ss Iter at 165 lb per iq jn u warmed from 100* h to 366* F and then
IS completely saponj^ TTie steam then expands tluough a turbine to a

pressure of 0 95 lb per sq m , with an inerrasc of cntrojiy from 1,563 to

1 750 because of irrcsTrslbiliiy The steam is then condensed to water at

0 95 Ib per sq in , tlus Is pumped into the boiler again as feed water Tlie

compression of the water in the feed pump tales place adiabatically with

a wholly negligible increase of temperature or entropy

(a) Compute from your diagram the total amount of energy supplied

in warming and xapormng the vfaier (b) Clieek dai value with the

steam table (c) Compute Uie minimum unavailable and nuximtmi
available portions of the total energy supply which ought iuive bem
utilized if the tjxtf ha-1 h(fn ttfftubU, and from them determine the s/rj/

maximum thermal efTicicncy if the cycle had been reversible (d) From
your dngram compute the energy actually discarded in the condenser, an<l

check by analysis Then determine the amount of energy that liecatne

unav iilable be«use of the ifrevmibiluy (c) Compute the energy thit

was actually available for delivery as work by the turbine, and detennine

the cciuil ihemixl efTicteney of the cycle (0 MiiLc a scale diagram of the

cycle on an hS chan (Mollicr diagnm), showing in dotted lines the s-ime

cycle with an ideal rcvenible expansion Irutead of the irrevenil le one

3 AsieamcnginewhichexliauststotJieattnosphereiTceiVTSS camofO 95quality

at 100 Ib per sq in absprcsmrt The exhaust pressure is 15 Ib per sq In alx,

and the steam consumption of the engine u 30 lb per indicated hp-lif \Shat

u the thermal e/Ticiencv of the engine’ ^NTut u the efTiciency of the Idea!

Rankinc cyxle operating under tlie same conditions? WTui is the cfTtfienqr

of the Cimot cycle operaung between the time temperature limin’

4 TJiree plants are operated with a steam temperature of 750* f aivl tie

wme vacuum in the condenser, but the first has an initial steam pretsurr of

1 1 50 lb per sq in ibe second 550, and the third 285 WTuch j
lant is die

most economical from the theTTnodynamic standpoint, if all ojieratc wnh

the same type of cyxle’

5 One lb of strain at a pressure of 160 lb per *q in abs and qua’ity 0 95 goes

through an ideal Ranking cycle The exhaust prruurc « 15 lb per sf} In-

abs find (a) the work of the cyxle, (b) the heat added to the cyxle, (c) t*ie

efficimcy of the cy'^\ (d) the steam coriumption per liorsepower hour

6 One lb of steam at a vircssuir of 200 Ib per iq in abs and 200* J luperlirat

passes llirough a coodified Rarkuic cycle The rrlease prrssuic is 15 tli

per sq tn. abs and th* exhaust pressure u 10 lb per sq In- abs. Calcukitr i* e

Mt work and the cfTicicncy of the cycle
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7. Two Ib of steam at a pressure of 120 lb per sq in. abs and a volume of 8.154

cu ft perform an ideal Rankine cycle. The exhaust pressure is 3 lb per sq in.

abs. (a) What is the efficiency of the cycle? (b) What is the net work of

the cycle?

8. Steam is supplied to an engine at 150 lb gage and quality 0.98. The steam

consumption is 18.6 lb per hp-hr. The absolute pressure in the condenser

is 3.8 in. of mercury, (a) What is the enthalpy k supplied per horse-

power hour? (b) What is the thermm efficiency? (c) If the engine ex-

panded the steam adiabatically and reversibly, how many Btu would be

available per 18.6 lb of steam? (d) What is the engine efficiency?



List of Symbols

A Arta

a Volume roeff^ent for real pairs

D The gas corutant m the equaiion PI' - MRT TIjo umu ot B are (t lh«/lU/

degree Ratikine

0 I^eisute eeeffxint for rca! gaies

BtU British theme! imtl

C Molal sf^fe heat (Also ased to represent therrue! treify In il»c pctVfral

enerp> c<]uation, to abhreviatc centigrade, and as a general abb^e^natlon

for eenslart )

c Sfenfie heal

f. Specify hat for a pol>tropic change

Sf-eei/e hat for a constant pressure change

tp, Spetific hat for a constant %-olumc change

E IntTiruK energy of U units of weight of a rnedtu/n.

t JnHtnsie eretgj of unit weight of a medium
£sE or Ar Change in trttnsit energy

{ m/ofacell
F Free energy (Abo used to abbrevute Falirenheit )

AP Change in Jtte energy

g Actelerelm due to the attraciise force ofpe'sir exerted b> the earth (Ap«

protimate!) 32 2 ft 'sec* at tl>e earth’s surface )

H Eriha'j>r of If units of weight of a medium
h Enthalfy of unit wright of a medium
A// or AA CAi"^r in erth^lgy

1 ElecUie tvneri

J /pj/r’irfautf/rr/ofheatandwork (778 ft Ibequall Btu, approximateljr)

K- Used to abbroiatc Kebin
i Tlie ratio f,/r. (Also used to represent other constant quantities In the

equations of heal conduction the Newtonian law of attraction between

masses, and Qiarles’ Ijsv )

Z_ LesUrt hat
\t heigh:

tt plumber tj ends in FY - rRT (Also used to represent an undctenrlned

constant export jI, e g, PI"* * const

)

F E^uirnrt

F Tots' fresrjre

P Ftesrae force per unit area

p

Q Heat tfusrjiy In transition to or from hf units of weight of a medium,

g //ret g'-jRrifr tn ira'aiiion to or ftom umt weight of a medium
372
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AQ, or Ag, Change in heat quantity.

Heat quantity added or withdrawn between state points 1 and 2 for M
units of weight of a medium.

jg2 . Heat quantity added or withdrawn between state points 1 and 2 for unit

weight of a medium.

R. Universal gas constant. In PV = nRT, R has units of ft-lb/lb-mol/degree

RanMne. (Also used as abbreviation for Rankine and to represent elec-

trical resistance.)

r. Compression ratio.

S. Entropy ofM units of weight of a medium.
s. Entropy of unit weight of a medium.
AS or Aj. Entropy change.

a. Radiation constant.

T. Absolute temperature.

t. Temperature, Fahrenheit or centigrade scales.

u. Velocity.

' V. Volume ofM units of weight of a medium.
D. Volume of unit weight of a medium.
W. Work.

iWi. Work done between state points 1 and 2 for M units of weight of a

medium.

iwt. Work done between state points 1 and 2 for unit weight of a medium.

Hmai. Maximum work.

AIFrnai. Change in the maximum work function.

X.
,

Quality of a vapor. The ratio of the weight of vapor present to the total

weight of liquid and vapor present.

Z. Vertical distance above or below a given datum plane.
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Index

Absolute pressure, 11

gage.

Absolute temperature, 13

thermodynamic scale of, 62
Absolute zero, 12, 13

Adiabatic change, 38

irreversible, 75

reversible non-flow, 84

Adiabatic change of state, of perfect gas,

146; entropy change for, 150; evalua-

tion of iQ^, iWt, and A£for, 149
of vapors, 186

Air, compressed, 200
engine, 214
free, 210, 211

Air compression, 200
air engine, 214 -

clearance, 210
clearance factor, 213
clearance ratio, 212
clearance volume, 211

free air, 210
reheating, 215

volumetric efficiency, 210
Air compression cycle, 201

effect of water jacketing, 207
evaluation of work of, 204
multi-stage compression, 209
overall efficiency, 216

source of it'ork done by, i05
Air standard efficiency, 225

Diesel cj'clc, 231

internal combustion engines, 225
Otto cycle, 226

Andrews, 117

Atmosphere, international, 162

Atmospheric pressure, 1

1

Availability of heat energy, 53
Available heat, 77
Avogadro’s Law, 112, 126

B (gas constant), dimensions of, 112

Baker, John B., 235
Beattic-Bridgeman characteristic equation

for gases, 117

Beau dc Rochas, 219
Bernoulli Equation, 25, 27

Binary cycle, 252, 255

Black, James, 14

Boiler pressure, effect on efficiency of Rankine
Cycle, 249

Boyle, Rotert, 105

Boyle’s Law, 105

Brake dynamometer, 224

Brake power, 1. C. engine, 223, 224

Brayton, George B., 219

Btu (British thermal unit) defined, 14

c„ (specific heat polytropic change), 43

evaluauon for perfect gas, 154

Cf (specific heat constant-pressure change),

15

relation to c,, 122

variable, 120

c, (specific heat constant-volume change),

15

relation to Cp, 122

variable, 120

Cvt! (velocity coefficient), 264

Callandar’s characteristic equation for steam,

117

Caloric theory of heat, 14

Caloric defined, 14

Calorimeter, barrel, 195

separating, 195

throttling, 193; limitations, 194

Cards, indicator, 49

CamoJ, Sadi, 4, 55

Carnot cycle, 55

description of operation, 55

diagram, 58, 72; TS plane, 77

efficiency, 59, 63; factors affecting, 64

illustrative examples, 64

Rankine cycle comparison, 241

Carnot principle, 59, 62

Celsius, 8

Centigrade tcmf>eraturc scale, 13

Change of state, gaseous, 1 05, 1 35

of perfect gas, adiabatic, 146; constant

pressure, 140; constant volume, 135;

isometric, 135; isothermal, 143; poly-

tropic, 150

of vapors, 161

water vapor, 177; adiabatic, 186; constant

enthalpy, 190; constant pressure, 180;

constant volume, 178; isothermal, 182;

polytropic, 187
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C3i*nj^ ibcrmodyrumle, ImJlinj fyprt of,

adUbauc, 34

boRicinc, 38

bopintte, 38

bothrrmAl, 37

pc^ytropic, 39

OUractmitic rquation, 9
of perfect fM,

OiarKtcruuc njuJitiant, 114, ]]7
ne«tuc nnJsmxui, t|7

CilUndAf, U7
Cljuiiiit, 117

Djeienfi, 117

L<«‘, 117

of vapon, 116

van cJcT \N «»U’, lU
Charfet, jMtjuM, ^2, 106

aiarW Law, 12, 106

Qipeyron equauofl, 163
ilenvation, 164-166

Cliudr, Ce«tw, 4
Qauiiua, 4, 6$, 1 66

(haractcnttic equation tar perfect

117
C3juBu»*CUpe>TTm equation, 166

Qrarance, aiT (otnprrwr. 310
Oearanre faetor, aif eompretuon, 21

3

Qearance rauo, air co>npre«a<in, 212
Clearance volume, air cornpretton, 311
Coeirieienu, Joul«<Tliompaon, 132

{
ireMure (Jl), 110

wlocity (ncaaie), C^i, 364

volume {<i), 110

Cornpouuon, volume, Cjt Kiaei, 126
Vi-eiuln. fw iiavet, 126

Compreved air, 200

Compreved air cycIc 201

elTeci of vrater jarketinj, 207
eopnr, 214

*

evaluation of work of, 204

inuIciHtare compeeauon, 207
ovTrall efTicvroey, 216

tource of work done liy, 205
Comprnatbvlity {artori, 119

Compermon ratio, 221

Ccwiprem^. air. capacicy, 210
eJearar^e. 2J0
evaluation of work of, 30), 204
voljnwtrfe eflieieney. 210

Corwlemef. itram plant uie. 240
Cocwlenvef t^mjic rarure, clfret of chaB|e h>

Rankiw eyete. 3*6

CcndoctifA of brat, 20
Corwervatjon of Knrrfr, Law of, 19, 35
Cor«tan,pm«ure change, two flow, f 5

of perfert fat, 1*0, ertrrpy ettanf*, 143,

evatua*>w of iQ,. itl'i, 140

cf water va.nor, |J0

Indai

Coatani prewure prorew, 38
Comtant tenipefatu« tbaftfe, 37

Srf aft* Iipilierma} e)>anfe

Cbrntant volume thanfe, of perfect pt. et>-

tropy change, 1)7, rvaJuaUon tf jOfc.

138, work of, 136
of wafer vapor, 178

Corutant'VoIume proeew, 38

Conitanit, for van dee M'aali* eqtiatko, ] I

S

i • r,/r^ 137

Jt and If, fur pv, 112
cinivrrtal (li. 113, MS

Continuity, equation of. 27
Convection, 21

Coordinace*, ibercmlynamlc, 8
eoibalpy, 31

entropy, 7|

functional relation of P, V, and T, 9
peewure, 9

tempetatuiT, 9
volume, 9

Cntirai p^nr, M8
Oicica) preaiure, 117, 118

CMiiral proprrtlei. uUe, M8
Critical temperature, 117, MB
Oitieal volume, M7, MB
CuiolT, point of, 260
C>ele. Carnot, 35

IreeWtvUe, 74
mTfubJc, 74

(hertnodynamlr, 42

Cyclei, Bir compretuon, 301

Inirmal rtnUmion enfine, 219. D>ew],

218. 230. 221. Lenoir, 219. Otw. 218.

219. 230. 221

fleam, 237 binary, 252. 235, bleal Baft»

kmc, 241, incomplete etpatuion, 359,

fepwraiive feed beaiuif, 253. rel^at*

lB|t.2S2.254,r«heattn5-rrpnerati>e.254

Cjcliefl pTorew. 42

work done In, 4S

Dalton, 13

Davy. Sir Hurrphry. 3

Depadawrn of enfrp, 67

Dieael, Rutfolph. 23tl

Dievet cycle, 218. 330.221

air'etandard elTifleney. 2)1

diapam of Ideal *-itrcke ertJe, 2V)

Dieterki, cliaraetentta: cqjafloo pwt,

n?
Dj*Terertul,e»aet, *0

r. « Gctnrmc enetp), 23

Eairman. L n, 121
^

IjutRun’f equatloea tot virtiUe epeci 4

heat. 129

EfVtmcy. Carnot, 57, 61. tictoev a-Tectir?.
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Efficiency (cont.)

internal combustion engines, air standard
analysis, 225; Diesel cycle, 231; indi-

cated thermal, 224; mechanical, 224;
methods of computing, 222; Otto cycle,

226; overall thermal, 224
Rankine cycle, methods of improving, 246;

thermal, 243
turbine nozzle, 264
volumetric, for air compressor, 210

Energy, availability of heat, 53

conservation of, law, 19, 25
degradation of, 67
free, 86, 88

heat, 20
intrinsic, 23', 24
transformation, 19, 20
unavailable, 80

Energy equation, Bernoulli, 25, 27
general, 26

non-flow, 57

Engine, air, 214
Engines, internal combustion, 218; Brayton,

219, ,220; Diesel, 220, 221; four-stroke

cycle, 221; Lenoir, 219; multiple cylin-

der, 221; Otto,’219; two-stroke cycle, 221

steam, 239; complete expansion, 258; gov-

erning, 262; incomplete expansion, 259;

non-expansion, 258; reciprocating, 257;

turbine, 239
Enthalpy (A), 31

a point function, 93
and heat of chemical reaction, 85, 91, 94
application, 33, 36, 85
change of, for evaporation, 174; for super-

heating, 174

of wet vapor, 170
Entropy, 67

a point function, 71, 74, 76
a thermodynamic coordinate, 76

algebraic sign of, 76
an extensive factor of heat, 68, 69

and irreversibility, 77
and unavailable heat, 79
change, 69, 70; for superheated vapor, 172;

for wet vapor, 170; of a system, 73; of

closed cycle, 73; of irreversible process,

79 ;
of perfect gas for various changes of

state, 139, 143, 146, 150, 156
defined, 68
properties of, 76
use of, 77

Equation, Bernoulli, 25, 27
general energy, 26
Gibbs-Helmholtz, 93, 95

Equations, characteristic for gases, 114, 117

characteristic for vapors, 161; Clapeyron,

163; Clausius-Clapeyron, 166; Keenan
and Keys, 162

Equations (coni.)

of perfect gas law, empirical adaptation,
119

variable specific heat, Eastman’s, 120
Ericsson, John, 218
Euken, 99

Evaporation, enthalpy change of, 174
latent heat of, 165, 174

pressures of, 163-167

temperatures of, 163-167

Evaporation process, 1 62
Exact differential, 40
Exponent “n,” 39, 45, 106

F (free energy), 86, 88

relation to IT— ,
89

Factors, compressibility, 119

Fahrenheit temperature scale, 13

First Law of Thermodynamics, 3, 4, 19, 25
Free air, 210, 211

Free energy, 86, 88

Free energy change, equation, 95

Free expansion, 131

Frictionless processes, 53, 54
Funedons, F (free energy), 86, 88

point and path, 39

fFioni (maximum work), 86

Gage pressure, 1

1

Gages, pressure, 11

absolute scale, 11

conventional, 11

vacuum, 11

Gas, perfect, 106, 108; characteristic equa-

tion of, 1 08

Gas constant, 112

7? and B, 112

universal, 113, 115

Gas law, ideal, 107, 109

application, 113

Gas thermometer, 110

Gaseous change of state, 105, 135

Gaseous mixtures, 126

apparent molecular weight for, 127

gas constant for, 127

specific heat of, 127, 128

Gases, Linde process for liquefaction of, 133

permanent, 105

thermodynamic properties of, 105

variable specific heat, 120

volume, 126

weight composition of, 126

Gay-Lussac, 13, 106, 129

Gay-Lussac’s Law, 106

General energy equation, 26

of thermodynamics, 28, 30

General flow equation for turbine nozzles,

264

Gerry, H. T., 162
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C(bb», WllUrd.
Cibb^ilctmholu rquauoo. 9], 9S
OoocJraough, C«ir^ 235
Cownufif, (team ttigwe, 262

// (eoth*3rr). 32
o(<ii«tr'JcaIrcacuoa,8S, 9t,94

licit, azxl work, 19

avmiLiUc, 77

conduction, 20
contrcuofl, 21

defined, 20
rooT^ In traaution, 20, 21

cvftJuition of iQ), 43

infinite tource, 5*

litent, 170, of evaporation, 165
n>echan.ca1 equivaileni ef, 22
radiation, 21

repreaenuuon bjr an area, 75
tpeoific, H, IS, variable for (aiet, 120
unavailable, 77

unia of. ]4

Heat enriTy avalbbllity of, 55
Heat of reaction, 91, 94
and maximum tvork, 91

e<]uat>on far. 95

llonepower. indieaied, 225

lIorweD puntpi 246

Itotwell tank, 240

tdraltia.107

chanter* of natr, I3S, 140

Ideal fu law. 107, 109

appiicatMO, 115

Impulre turtane, 265
premuT na^g, 367

tekxiiy tusuif, 367

Indicaird honepower of I C enjine, 225
Indiea*ed thert^ rlficteocr of 1 C engiiie.

223
Indicator card*. 49

Indicator diacrama, Dieiel engine, 235
Otto engine. 225

Infinite refngentor, 57

Infinite aourcr, heat, 56

IntrntaJ eomburuan engiar*. 318
mrtSadt ti eoojpuunf eficSency, 222

Irtrmai eoaibuKioa engine CTelrt, Diear^

218. 220, 221

Otto, 216.221
pumpeng km, 237

tbreretic^ analftw, 255
Intrimie enefTY 25

function ef lemprrarure only, 130

a pant ftjnction, 24

change foe gaan. 140, 144, |49, 152

evaluatKiQ of A£^ 136, 137, 153

linetK ttworT ®f.

ef wet vapor, 170

value cf, 42

Ind*!

iavetnon rempetature. 133
IrtevembditY, mechanical and ihertsil, 80
Irtevemble adiabatic eapandoo, 75
IrrexemUc Cfelra, 74
InevcrsUe prorew. entropg change cf. 77
Inartrie change, 53
l*o(4c«uc change, 53
taothermai change, 37
faothrma] change of nate of perfect g»*, 145
entrapr change, 146
ev^uauon of iQi, itl’i, and d/; 144

Joule'a mcchankal etjuivaWri cf heat, 23
Joule,Jame* fWott. 5,23,127. 130.131,133
Joule-llawnaoxv coefficim, 152
Joule>Thomson r/Tcci, 131

Joule*# eTprrimrni. 139

Joule** Law, 129. ISO

I. ratio of ipeeific heat* (r,/r>), 157
kcenan, J It^ 162
Kehnn, Lord, 4, 67
Kelvin temperature acair, 15

conseniofl, 14

Ke)T*,r C, 162

Kinetic theory of intriruic energy, 24

La*ent hrat, 165
defined, 17

«f evaporatiOQ, 17, 174

nffudon, 17

Laifftl heau, utleof, 17

Law*. Aivgadro’a, 112

BoylcX 105

Oiaric**. 106

Cay Lumc'i. 106

Ideal gai. 10?. 107

JouH. 127, 130

of Tbrnnodynamirt, 5, Hivt, 3, 4, 14, 21,

Scetnd, 4, 65. 86, 'nurd. 5, 97, 97

pcrffct 1*1, 107

Lr^ charanrrutic equation for gaan. 1 17

Lmcfr Cftte and rnginr, 219

UwivC S,99
linde proers, 135

Uqurlaction it f Linde proem, 153

liquid, Mturated. 1 63

liquid hae, 172. 174

Lower Suid, Unary cycle, 256

Matimum wurk, 86

and heat of reaction. 91

Mayer, Robert, 3

hlean effective prenure, 225

Mechanical equjvaleaj ef heat. 22

Mediitm, working, 5

hfitturet, gawoui, 126

apparmt moSeeular weigh*, 127

gai cdcwtant, 137

•prcific 1^*1, 127, 123
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Mol defined, 113
Molecules, kinetic and potential energy of,

24, 25

Mollier diagram, 176, 177

Multi-stage compression, air, 209

n (exponent), 39, 45, 106

Nemst, 5, 99

Non-flow change, constant pressure, 85

constant volume, 84
reversible adiabatic, 84

Non-flow change of state of perfect gas, con-

stant pressure, 140
constant volume, 135

Isothermal, 143
polytropic, 150
reversible adiabatic, 146

Non-flow process, 28
energy equation, 36, 57

Nozzle, turbine, efficiency, 264
expansion of steam through, 263
velocity coefficient, 264

Nozzle efficiency, 264

OIze%vski, 133

Otto cycle, 218-221

air standard efficiency, 226

diagram of ideal 4-stroke cycle, 226

Parsons, Sir Charles, 247
Path functions, 39
Perfect gas, 106

characteristic equation of, 108

changes of state, adiabatic, 146; constant

pressure, 140; constant volume, 135;

isothermal, 143; polytropic, 150

Perfect gas law, 107
empirical adaptation, 119

Permanent gases, 105
Planck, 66

Point, of cutoff, 260
of release, 260

Point functions, 39
E (intrinsic energy), 93
exaet differential, 94
F (free energy), 86, 88, 93

H (enthalpy), 93

S (entropy), 71, 74
irse in evaluating iQj, and iJVt, 83

IPnui (maximum work), 86, 93

Polytropic change of state, 38

perfeet gas, 150; entropy change, -156;

specific heat (<:„), 153, 154

water vapor, 187
Porous plug experiment, 131

Potential energy of a body, 10, 25

Power, I. C. engine, brake, 223

indicated, 223

Power plant, steam, 240

Pressure, defined, 10
a thermodynamic coordinate, 9
absolute, 11

atmospheric, 11, 12
coefficient (/3) of, 110
critical, 117, 118
gage. 11

mean effective, 223
Pressure stagirrg, impulse turbine, 267
Process, constant pressure, 38

constant volume, 38
cyclical, 42

non-flow, 28

reversible, 53, 87
steady flow, 27
throttling, 132

Properties, of gases, 105

of vapors, 161, 162

Pump, hotwell, 246
Pumping loss, I. C. engine, 237

Q, evaluation of, 42
Quality (x) of steam, defined, 168

determination of, 193

E, gas constant, 112
Radiation of heat, 21

Stefan-Boltzmann Law, 21

Randall, Merle, 99

Rankine cycle, 241

effect, ofdecreasing condenser temperature

and pressure, 246, 247; of increasing

boiler pressure, 249; ofsuperheating, 248

methods of improving efficiency, 246

thermal efficiency, 243, 246

work of, 243

Rankine temperature scale, 13

conversion, 14

Ratio, of compression, 221

of specific heats, Cf/cv = i, 137

Reaction turbine, 267

Reciprocating steam engine, 257

Refngerator, infinite, 57

Regenerative feed-heating cycle, 252

Reheating cycle, 252, 254

Release, point of, 260
Reversibility, 53

Reversible cycles, 74
Reversible process, 53, 87

Rumford, Cotmt, 3

Saturated liquid, 168, 172, 174

Saturated vapor, 168, 172, 174

Saturation line, 172, 174

Second Law of Thermodynamics, 4, 65, 86

Smith, L. B., 162

Specific heat, 14

at constant pressure, 15

at constant volume, 15
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Specific \
for poJytrr^c chanfe, 152, 153, 154
of mUturr*. 127

Sprnfx: hrati, rauo of t.ffp m 4, |37
Ubtc. 16

varubW, for purr, 120
Specific volume, 12

Steady-flow pfoce«, 27
St4 tin Vapor, water

Steam, tuperScared, 171

Steam c^'cJer, 239

biiury, 252. 255

{deal Raniine, 24}

inconplece eapaiuion, 259
tepeneraiive feed heaunp, 252
rehratmp. 252, 254

reheating regeneratlx-e, 254

Steam engine*, 239

eapannon, eoenplete, 258. Ineomplete, 259
povertunp, 262
meehanieal elemenu of, 258
lym-expanuon, 258

reciproeatm*, 257

(hrotllmp. 262

Steam imwer plant*, equipment, 240
improvement* in efliejency. 251

Steam table*. 167. 274

heading*. 167

phytieal and pnphlc erpmeataiion, 172.

173

rrraRh. 163

Steam tutUne (MB let, erpanrion through,265
norxle eflieiency, 264

velocity coefficient, 264

Steam lurUne*. 262

impube, 265

pretiure *taglnp, 267

reaction, 267

tj-pe*. 269

velocity lajing, 267

Strfan-Roltrmann law, 21

Stirling, Robert, 218

Superheat, degrte of, 172

refiooof. 173, 174

fyuperheated iteam, 171, 174

Sopc»V»atir>S itesm,eRto In Rantoie Cycle.
24J

enthalpy change. 174

Syn»ct», tt^rmodytiamjc, 19

TabJec, eceirtano van der IVaah' equa-

tion. IlS

rndral propertie* of «ocne eubnaAce*, 118

b‘m heat*. 17

iKn flow change* of Rate, of perfect gs.

1 $7. of water vapor. 197

rpmCe leau, 16

tpeeific volume cf limplc gaaea, 112
ream, 274

in^as

Temperature, a thenBodytiamlc eocetEru'r
9

*

afarolute, 15
aiaoluie rero of. 12
convemon of aealr*. 8
critical, 117, 118
linetic theory of, 25
meaning of, 5
measuring drtdce*, 7
ofecaporaiion, 163
of inieruon, 133
thermodynamic *calc of, 62

TcmperaHite scale*, comparison </ cend-
Crade, Fahrenheit, Kehui, and Ran-
line, 13

Thermal capacity, 14, 15
Thermal efficiency, fundimental basu c/,

59

ofl C. engine, 224
Thermal inevenibiluy, 80
ThemodytianiiC change*, adiabatic, 39

isomcinc, 38
Isopifttic, >8

isothermal, 37
biTUiing type* of, 37
polytropic, 38

Thetmodynamle cooeibnaiet, 8
enthalpy, 31

entropy, 7|

pmsuTT, 9

temperaiure, 9
volume, 9

Thertnodyriamic propertie*, of gaie*, 105

of vapor*. 161

TlieTTnodytiamie scale of alunlute tempera

fuiT. 62
Thermodynamic*, defined, 1

nm Law of, 3. 4, |9. 25

jrneral energy rr{uaiian of, 28

Second Law tA, 4, 65, 86
Tldrd Law of. 5, 97, 99

Thermometer, gu, 110
Thermometer*, srale* of, 8

type* of, 7

Thermometry, 6
Thud Law tf Thermodyfianac*. 5,97, 97

Thornton, 13I, 132

Throttle valve, 190

Throttling, Jtwle-Thomsnn tffetl, 131

Ream engine gweerninr. 242

Throttling ralocitneter, 193

GmitatioRi of. 1 94

Throetling yeoerR. 132, 190

Top f ui'i. iiioary cycle, 256

Tranrfonnation of energy, 1 9, 20

Tutbtne noTxlet, erpaiwon of steam thrw-tV
263

oca-sle efficlroey, 264

relicjiy coeffieieni, 264
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Turbines, steam, 239, 262
classification of, 263
impulse, 265

impulse-pressure staging, 267
impulse-velocity staging, 267
mechanical elements of, 263
reaction, 267

types, 269

Unavailable energy, 80
Unavailable heat, 77

Unit heat quantity, 14

Units used \vith gas law equations, 111

Universal gas constant (/?), 113, 115

Vacuum gage, 11

van derlVaals, 114

van der Waals’ Equation, 114

Vapor, water, properties of, 162

saturated, 168

superheated, 174

wet, 168

\tapor change of state, adiabatic, 186

constant enthalpy, 1 90

constant pressure, 180

constant volume, 178

isothermal, 182
polytropic, 187

Vapor pressure and temperature, 166

Vapors, change of state of, 161

characteristic equations of, 161

nature of, 161

thermodynamic properties of, 161

Variable specific heat of gases, 120

Velocity cocificient, 264

Velocity staging, impulse turbine, 267

Volume, critical, 117, 118

defined, 12

of wet vapor, 169

specific, 12

Volume coefficient M, UO
Volume composition of gases, 126

Volumetric efficiency, air compressor, 210

iir* (work), evaluation of, 43

Wnai (maximum work), 86, 87

Water jacketing, air compressor, 207

Water vapor, 162

changes of state, adiabatic, 186; constant

enthalpy, 190; constant pressure, 180;

constant volume, 178; isothermal, 182;

polytropic, 187

Watt, James, 239, 258

Weight composition of gases, 126

Wet vapor, 1 68

enthalpy (A»), 170

entropy (fr), 170

intrinsic energy (fj), 170

region of, 173, 174

volume (ci), 169

Work, and heat, 19

and mechanical energy, 22

defined, 22

evaluation of, 43

maximum, 86

of cyclical process, 48

of air compressor, 203, 204

Working medium, 5

X (quality of steam), 168

Zero, absolute, 12, 13


